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Abstract 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is the focus of a great deal of 
attention, both in terrns of, policy, its implementation and research. It could be considered 
the most highly scrutinised of all subjects. For more than 30 years there have been many 
statements made about its impact on everyday life. Just as ICT has subtly transformed the 
working practices and communication system of the world, so it has been assured to 
make an equal, and more obviously positive, impact on the world of education. 
This thesis explores the impact of ICT on the attitudes, habits and thoughts of pupils in 
secondary school. Acknowledging the potential, and interest in different programmes, it 
looks at ICT not as an isolated phenomenon, nor in terms of potential programmes and 
the efficacy of distance learning, but in the context in which it is used in schools. The 
thesis is based on exploring the ways in which pupils experience ICT in school rather 
than in their homes, and how they experience ICT as part of their daily school 
expenence. 
The first part of the thesis outlines the history of the impact of Technology, in the context 
of earlier media, and examines the many assertions of its power and the hopes of the 
impact of IT. It also traces the many complex ways in which the Information Technology 
can be used and have an impact, and the various theories that underly its potential. It 
makes it clear that there is comparatively little empirical research on the impact of ICT in 
the school context. Research on particular programmes and lessons abounds but not 
research on the secondary pupils' attitudes and experience as a whole. 
ii 
The methodology used is a mixture of observation, questionnaire and interviews. In such 
a complex subject it was considered important to use triangulation to explore the impact 
of ICT; from its uses as part of the school curriculum, to its relationship with, other 
subjects. The most significant evidence is perhaps, derived from lengthy semi-structures 
interviews (as well as the questionnaire). Secondary school pupils in years 9 and 10 in six 
schools (with contrasting socio economic catchments) completed questionnaires and 
interviews. 
Whilst the thesis explores many aspects of the pupils' experience of ICT it does so in the 
context of day-to-day school life. The central point is however, the ways in which pupils 
think of school life generally, and the impact of ICT within this context. Any 
disappointment with any lack of fulfilment of the great hopes of ICT is perhaps explained 
by of how schools are run as institutions. They perhaps have not changed in any radical 
way to accommodate the new technology. The acceptance of the inevitability of 
computers, and their use in systems of communication (and the pleasure at home) is 
matched by the acceptance that school is an experience demonstrated by its social rather 
than academic aspects, in which ICT is just another lesson. 
iii 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Chapter 1 
Introduction and Statement of the Problem 
The main aim of this study is to examine secondary school pupils' use of and attitudes to 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT). There is a particular emphasis on the 
way pupils actually use the technology as opposed to how they ought to use it. The 
principal focus of this research is a detailed analysis of the pupils' attitudes and behaviour 
towards the use of computers at school, although research was also carried out into the use 
of computers at home. 
Throughout the thesis the term ICT is used to describe the school subject Infonnation and 
Communication Technology. The term Information Technology is used to describe 
Information Technology in its wider sense. 
The detailed analysis will utilise a triangulation of research methods: observation, 
questionnaire and interview. This chapter provides an overall statement and identification 
of the problem, a rationale of the study, the need and importance of the study and the 
methodology and procedure. 
1.1 Introduction 
Over the last century we have experienced unparalleled rates of technological development 
leading to fundamental changes in our way of life and in the nature of society. Instructional 
technology is essentially a post World War Il phenomenon. Since the end of the Second 
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World War the electronic computer has been a most significant influence on changing our 
way of life. 
The role of computers and Information Technology (IT) has grown and expanded to such 
an extent that Information Technology is prevalent in virtually every aspect of daily life. 
For example, when shopping, computerized 'point of sale' electronic tills, with their 
accompanying credit facilities, are everywhere. In their homes, many more people are 
playing computer games, doing the domestic accounts using spreadsheet programmes, 
writing letters with word-processing applications, accessing the Internet or sending and 
receiving e-mails. Furthermore, at work, the computer has become a central component of 
everyday business life, becoming an indispensable tool in maximizing and improving work 
efficiency (especially in the field of financial/budgetary book-keeping/accounting), taking 
over from what were, previously, a series of quite laborious and time-intensive duties. 
Calculators, computer games and many other electronic devices are now commonplace in 
people's homes, while the world of work has been transformed by such devices as robots 
and word-processors. Individuals come across computers every day of their lives (for 
example when banking, when making travel arrangements and when booking theatre 
tickets). Children are accustomed to computers and see them used in many different 
situations. This is why so much attention has been paid both to the potential of computers 
as a tool for learning and to the need for everyone to be skilled in the use of them. 
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Howe (1983) foresaw that microcomputer devices and techniques would affect the lives of 
everyone by the end of this century. Indeed, during the ten years following Howe's (and 
others') comments, it has been a widely-held view that such machines would eventually 
have an impact comparable to that of the printing press (McLuhan 1967) and bring about 
changes of a truly revolutionary nature. 
There is no doubt that computers are getting more sophisticated, cheaper and ubiquitous. 
Computers are changing in two ways: 
1. They are getting more powerful, faster and can do more 
2. They therefore give access to vast amounts of information. 
Longworth (1983) suggested that the needs of the children of the second industrial 
revolution are markedly different from those of the first. They need the facility to think 
creatively about the uses and abuses of information. Longworth was encouraging educators 
to make full use of the computer's capabilities and prepare pupils to work with all types of 
new technology. This is a challenge that is still facing educators on a worldwide basis. 
The potential of different media to enhance pupils' learning is not new. As early as the 
1920s 'educational radio' was introduced into schools in order to receive educational 
programmes. In the 1970s this facility was given the different title, 'Interactive Radio 
Instruction' (Plomp 1996) but the purpose was the same (i. e. to broadcast educational 
programmes). In the 1950s Instructional Television (Plomp 1996) was introduced. 
Instructional Television consisted of programmes developed specifically for classroom use. 
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It was expected that television would bring about a big change in the educational system. It 
did indeed bring about changes in social life but it is a matter of conjecture whether or not 
it has had a major impact on schooling. 
The use of ICT in schools as a learning tool is now commonplace. However, having access 
to technology is not the same as acquiring knowledge from the experience. The term 
'educational technology' was introduced in the 1960's and is associated with the 
mainframe computers in education and learning. Tutorial software was developed and used 
in universities with the arrival of microcomputers in the late 1970s (Sewell 1990). 
1.2 Rationale of the study 
Information Technology has become like a siren song in education for the last 35-40 years. 
Policy makers and educationalists have kept reiterating that tomorrow, the next day or in 
the near future Infonnation Technology is going the to change the way things are. Levine 
(1995) claims that the advent of computer literacy is one avenue not only to recapture 
diminishing skills, but also to advance into a new renaissance. She asserts that Information 
Technology will transform our lives, our communication systems, our education system 
and our ways of getting new infon-nation. Stonier (1985) and Underwood and Underwood 
(1990) have said that Information Technology is going to change the way things are and 
will certainly change the ways in which information is delivered. Pupils can use teaching 
machines and other resource centres. Pupils would have access to all learning resources and 
would not need teachers, classrooms or schools. Pupils could work and learn at home and 
5 
could have access to lot of new information or they could be independent or autonomous 
learners. The question remains whether anything like this has actually happened. 
The hope placed in new technology and the belief in its transforming power has been 
experienced before. When television was first introduced, it was believed that it was a 
wonderful invention that would transform ways of communication and the education 
system. People thought that television would replace traditional learning habits and even 
replace teachers. Without doubt television has profoundly affected our culture and the way 
we present and process information, but it has not fundamentally changed the nature of 
schooling. Television may create or reinforce personal prejudices (stereotyping) or 
conversely it may help remove them to a greater or lesser degree. It may shape our 
educational aspirations, encourage or even lower them by the images and personalities it 
portrays, but it does not fundamentally affect the educational process (Chu and 
Schramm1967; Schramm 1977; Plomp 1996). 
As new technologies emerge, we make decisions about integrating them into our 
behaviour. This phenomenon of responding to changing technology is also evident in the 
classroom, where teachers have to make similar decisions that affect the adoption of new 
instructional media. Change in the school system in general, and in teachers' behaviour in 
particular, often appears to be a slow and complex process. Recently many technologies 
such as microcomputers, television, videocassettes record and personal computers, and 
have been introduced into the classroom. It is not evident how many teachers have adopted 
new technologies for the purpose of enhancing their teaching. The theoretical framework of 
6 
the thesis is to explore whether the rhetorical hope placed in the transforming power of 
technology is matched by reality, given the extensive criticism of teachers' failure to 
employ the technology themselves. 
The concern with the use of computers in school is long standing. The "Micro-electronic 
Education Programme (MEP) was first set up in 1981 by the Department of Education and 
Science (DES) and ran until at least 1986. 
The aims of MEP were: 
u To help schools to prepare children for life in a society where devices and systems 
based on microelectronics are commonplace and pervasive; 
m To help teachers learn the technology they need in order to encourage learning in the 
children they teach. (Wellington 19 8 5; p 17) 
The most recent initiative is the National Grid for Learning (NGfL). The provision of 
technology in schools was comparatively limited until the new National Grid for Learning 
was introduced. The National Grid for Leaming guarantees that not only will all schools be 
better equipped with new resources and connected to the 'super-highway' free of charge 
but that many of them will also be on-line. Teachers will be trained and school-leaving 
children will be Information Technology literate. It might be to wise to accept that ICT is 
used as a 'label' for what schools deliver either discretely or across the curriculum. 
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Given McLuhan's (1967) dictum "The way you communicate information changes the 
perception of the message your audience is receiving", does computer use change pupils' 
learning styles? Cuthell (1999) discovered that pupils use computers in schools and at 
home differently. They use different styles of communication and information. They now 
have access to different kinds of knowledge in an eclectic way he calls 'Bricolage'. 
Computers can change the ways in which pupils spend their time in school. There has been 
a great deal of attention devoted towards teaching pupils how to use programmes such as 
word processing, spread sheets, databases, graphics, mathematical programmes and 
computer games. There is also a lot of emphasis placed on the use of e-mail and Internet 
software on infonnation servers, and the computerisation of library catalogues. 
Computers are able to be used for the express purpose of communicating and not just as a 
tool for calculations, statistic and investigation. Despite that, schools are not resource 
centres of self-contained knowledge. Does this imply the demise or growth of resource 
centres like school? Are schools appropriate sites for the new technology? 
1.3 Aims of the study: 
Following on from the previous discussion, the aims of the study became apparent. 
1. To explore the gap between the idea of believing that IT is going to change things and 
the actual use of IT? 
2. To explore the central policy with regard to ICT provision and the ICT resources 
provided in secondary schools - does practice follow policy? 
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3. Explore the ways in which secondary school pupils experience ICT as a subject. 
4. Explore the ways in which secondary school pupils experience ICT across the 
curriculwn. 
5. Analyze the attitudes of these pupils towards ICT in schools and elsewhere. 
6. Understand the impact of ICT on pupil 'learning styles' e. g. collaborative working, 
small group working. 
7. The study compares the behaviour and attitudes of the pupils in year 9 and 10 (there is a 
particular focus on the specific factors that affect these pupils' attitudes. ) 
1.4 The Need for the Study 
Since the end of World War 11 the electronic computer has been the single most significant 
technological influence on the way in which we live. The role of computers and 
Information Technology has grown and expanded to such a point that Information and 
Technology is prevalent in virtually every aspect of daily life. The Department for 
Education and Employment (DFEE June 1999) stated that: 
"The skill needs of the future will be different from those of 
today and it is clear that we will not keep pace with the modem 
economies of our competitors, if we are unable to match today's 
skills with the challenge of the developing information and 
communication age of tomorrow. As labour markets change, we 
must develop a new approach to skills and to enabling people, 
and business, to succeed" (in Monteith 2000). 
One could argue that there is a need to include computer education on the curriculum 
simply because of its significance in a society which relies so much on the transfer of 
information and the control of systems. Indeed, the computer has brought with it a major 
change in the way in which we all operate, paralleling the major changes which occurred 
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following advances such as the discovery of electricity, the invention of the internal 
combustion engine, television and radio. Anyone living in the latter half of the twentieth 
century should know at least something about these technological advances and their uses 
and misuses. Because computers and computer concepts can augrnent our thinking it is 
most desirable for everyone to have some understanding of them. It might be useful to have 
a brief overview of developments in school over the last 30 years in the context of use IT. 
1970s era 
For example, the International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP, 1972) wrote 
that the introduction of computer education is justified by the contribution computers have 
brought and can bring to education. The arrival of microcomputers in the late 1970s 
brought personal computer empowerment to individuals. It also brought with it the 
conviction that all pupils must become computer literate and that schools had the 
responsibility to prepare their pupils to realise the potential of the empowerment (Collis et 
al, 1996). 
Early - Mid 1980s era 
Information Technology (IT) has been the subject of countless conferences, seminars, 
workshops, and journal articles and newspapers supplements. Much of the attention was 
first stimulated by the Government's designation of 1982 as Information Technology Year 
and its financing, in conjunction with private sectors of the community. (Cabinet Office, 
ITAPý 1983, p. 10) 
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According to IFIP the educational system was supposed to have a profound part to play in 
equipping the UK population with IT skills. It was expected schools would provide tuition 
in the use of computer based information systems and that this would grow naturally out of 
the spread of computers in schools since users will need to make effective use of new 
technologies in order to maintain their position against competing sources of tuition and 
infonnation. (ITAP 1983, pp45-46) 
Late 1980s 
Children acquire the conventions and values of the new 'information age' from their 
experiences in and out of the school and through the media. They learn about the 
capabilities, limitations and use of computers as well as of their associated technologies. 
Infonnation technology has a critical role in enhancing the learning process at all levels and 
across a broad range of activities including but going beyond the National Curriculum. 
HMI Series (1989) were suggesting that tbrough the use of 'Information and 
Communication Technology, in the curriculmn, schools will also be helping pupils become 
knowledgeable about the nature of information, comfortable with the new technology and 
nil, able to exploit its potential. Indeed, technology seemed to give rise to great interest, and 
often excitement and pleasure, among young people. New technology has radically 
changed the home and workplace: it has a similar potential to transform the classroom (p I- 
2) 
There are two overlapping themes that pervade the thesis. One is the way in which IT is 
used in order to deliver the curriculum. The other is the ways in which pupils learn the 
skills of ICT. 
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1990s era 
Hawkridge (199 1) describes the six major motives of the use of ICT in education thus: 
m The social rationale. Computers are important in society, thus pupils should be prepared 
to deal with them; 
a The vocational rationale. Pupils should use computers to prepare for future jobs; 
a The pedagogical rationale. Computers can improve instruction in traditional subject 
areas; 
s The catalytic rationale. Computers will set of wide-ranging changes in the educational 
system itself and change the nature of teaching and learning; 
v The IT industry rationale. Supporting computers in schools will help build up a market 
for country's internal hardware and software production capability; 
s The cost effectiveness rationale. Computers can replace teachers or some of the costs of 
the teachers. 
Collis et al (1996) observed that different people from different fields of life such as 
educational researchers, policy makers, educational decision makers, teachers, parents, 
teacher educators, learning psychologists, curriculum specialists, and politicians all have 
their own yardsticks to know about the impact of computers in schools (p. 5). What is clear 
is the political and social will to make changes; what is not clear is whether the changes 
have taken place. 
Since the beginning of the last century the field of education has seen a series of 
technological innovations but educators, researchers and policy makers still have many 
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questions to ask. Some suggest we are still in the "dark ages" (Popham 1969; Wager 1993). 
They claim that the history of educational technology is full of prognostications about how 
technology will lead us out of the 'dark ages' of instruction into the 'new light'. 
Despite this exciting vision of the future, we seem to be left with just that -a vision. More 
than a decade later we are still waiting for those miraculous interventions predicted by 
Hawkridge (199 1) and others. 
21" Century 
As Loveless (2001) observes, due to political pressure, digital technology is introduced in 
education regardless of where or what is being taught. This has tended to produce more of a 
sense that something should be happening rather than a clear understanding of what that 
'something' should be. 
Use of IT in schools 
It is clear that in education IT is used as a catalyst (Underwood and Underwood 1990 ) to 
enable the pupils to have access to a world of infonnation and knowledge. There is always 
a tension between using computers as a medium and learning the skills of using them. 
Loveless (2001) goes on to say that 
ICT challenges current descriptions and practice of pedagogy in 
terms of all prescriptions of time, place, authority and purpose of 
teaching. Learning and teaching are often are often assumed to 
'take place' in particular slots of a timetable and particular 
classrooms associated with particular curriculum subjects. 
Information and Communication Technology can afford 
opportunities to extend the connections between learners, 
teachers, and information beyond the formal 'school day' and the 
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agreed sources of information". (p. 4) 
As Alexander (1997) points out, 'role playing' is the quickest way for one individual to 
experience another's social 'positioning' in the fairly safe context of anonymous online 
discourse by experimenting with different approaches in a safe and secure envirom-nent. 
Bracey (1984); Genishi et al (1985); Johnson (1985); Yawkey (1986) state that several 
computer programmes have been designed to help the young to develop creativity, 
cognitive skills, and other basic skills such as reading, writing and mathematics (Collis et al 
1996, p-69). Knezek et al (1994) conducted research on the Young Children's Computer 
Inventory (YCCI) project and examined the impact of computer use on children in Grade 1 
to 4 in schools. The study was cross-cultural between Japan and the United States. The 
variables studied in this project included computer importance, enjoyment, motivation, 
study habits, empathy and creative tendencies. 
The findings were that: 
0 Computer use in primary school has a strong impact on attitudes toward computers 
a Computer activities can have a positive impact on motivation and study habits over the 
course of several years. 
w Gender differences with respect to attitudes toward computers do not generally exist at 
the first-grade level; they probably do not emerge until after Grade 3. 
m Evidence indicates that creative children may choose to use computers, rather than 
computer use fostering creative tendencies. (p. 19) 
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That particular study was conducted on primary school children. Previous research has 
tended to focus more on the programmes provided and less on the feelings and attitudes 
displayed by the participants. 
Many studies have been undertaken on the use of Information Technology in education. 
Cuban (1986) provided a pessimistic analysis of technology in schools; Bowers (1988) 
identified the cultural biases of educational computing; Dreyfus (1992) outlined the failure 
of computer-based instruction to live up to its promises. The US Congress (1989) 
governments and local communities have responded to this concern by providing funds, 
equipment and other material resources to educational institutions to encourage the practice 
and use of ICT. 
Some studies of the use of computers in schools are limited to matters such as the 
availability of resources and the programmes used. Other studies have looked at pupils' 
attitudes. For example Cole (1990) determined the needs and requirements of pupils 
entering the world of work. In his study he compared the IT skills and competencies of 
pupils upon entering such a course of study and when leaving the course. He suggested 
three hierarchical phases in IT education. In the first phase IT is seen as an isolated subject, 
in the second phase IT skills are integrated by a project approach and in the final phase IT 
is fully integrated into the normal curriculum. He finally concluded that extra equipment 
and training for staff was needed to improve the quality of IT. He did not examine the 
pupils'attitude towards computer studies or how they use and think about computers. 
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Al-Haile (1994) typically summarizes contemporary approaches to IT in education. He 
argues that in schools computers can be used in three modes. These are: learning about 
computers (academic), leaming from computers in Computer Assisted Leaming or ICT 
(cross-curriculum) and learning with computers or being able to use computers in ICT 
(vocational). He concluded that the use of computers can be associated with academic 
work, rather than pleasure, or used as a tool and as an aid although they can also be used in 
6 games' playing. 
Cuthell (1999) investigated the impact of 'Information and Communication Technology' 
(ICT) on secondary school pupils. He compared the pupils' ownership of, and access to, 
computers with that of their teachers. He developed an analytical model for classifying 
pupils' uses of computers. He examined the pupils' attitudes to computers, together with 
the impact these have had on learning strategies and expectations. Although he developed 
an analytical model for classifying pupils' uses of computers, he did not examine how 
secondary school pupils use computer in school. 
Although some research has been done on how ICT is used in schools, and more on how it 
ought to be used, little research has been done on what pupils think about ICT. Pupils 
demonstrate general attitudes towards computers, not necessarily linked to school, and they 
also have strong attitudes towards the experience of school. 
Hill et al (1987) noted that there are many signs suggesting that pupils have positive 
attitudes toward computers. Varied attitudes and beliefs conceming computers are 
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important to understand for a number of reasons. Foremost among these is the fact that 
school pupils' willingness to accept computer technology may be affected by the attitudes 
they hold towards them. Paxton and Turner (1984) suggested that naive users, who had 
negative attitudes towards computers, learned computer-editing tasks more slowly and 
made more errors in using the computer than did those who had more positive attitudes. 
Longworth (1981) suggested that what children learn at school has a 'useful life' of half a 
generation. Teachers argued that what pupils were learning in school concerning computer 
use was not of much benefit outside school because pupils would see different software 
packages in use than those in school. Developing positive attitudes towards computers may 
give pupils the courage to learn about different software and hardware systems and adapt 
themselves to situations needing computer skills. SOED (1991b) noted the capacity of new 
technology to support learning and teaching across the curriculum through experience of 
simulations, problem solving, investigating and handling infon-nation is considerable. It 
was argued that it is important that the potential of new technology is exploited to enrich 
pupils' education (Robertson 2002, BJECT, p. 403). 
There is less attention paid to the way in which pupils actually use resources (like 
computing in school and at home) and how they relate to their work as well as their 
attitudes towards computers. The focus of interest has been on the fascination and 
attraction of the new technology rather than the context in which it is operating. 
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1.5 Research Problem 
In 1970s and 1980s research has been carried out on 'progranuning. The emphasis has 
been on creating and evaluating packages rather than explaining the pupils' attitudes 
towards the use of computers. It was the lack of research work done concerning this 
specific topic that led to the interest in this study. 
Barker (1995) notes that computer technology offer many new dimensions for the effective 
provision of support for teaching and learning. Until recently, the major emphasis has been 
given to teaching and the creation of more effective and more efficient individualised and 
group leaming systems based on Computer Assisted Leaming (CAL), Computer Based 
Training (CBT) and Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) techniques. The majority 
of cases have shown that this object has been realised though the development of 
supportive and/or collaborative learning mechanisms involving various types of interactive 
technology based-enviromnent. 
Donaldson (1978) points out that for many learners a change occurs in their attitudes 
towards learning as they progress through the educational system. At the beginning, 
children are intrigued and enthusiastic. They approach learning with enthusiasn-4 
enjoyment and commitment. As the years pass, many of these children appear to lose that 
'joy of leaming' which characterized their preschool and early school yýears. For some, 
education remains an enjoyable experience but for others it can become associated with 
'work' not pleasure. The concern of this thesis is in the understanding of computer use in 
school as a part of the general educational experience. As increasing number of computers 
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are introduced so will the experience of school change. 
The use of computers in some schools is mainly associated with academic work (pupils 
learn basic principles in order to pass the end of year exams and in some schools they use 
the computer as a tool for leaming. Computers are used like books (or other resources) to 
help pupils to learn. However, when the computer was first implemented in schools it was 
seen as an enjoyable experience. One question is whether pupils still associate computers 
with pleasure or whether they find the initial excitement replaced by more routine 
familiarity. 
Westby (1989) described computer technology as the atomic bomb of the infort-nation age, 
which will break the barrier between learning and entertainment. This combination 
between learning and entertainment that computers can bring may have an effect on pupils' 
attitudes toward them. 
The thesis will address different modes of computer use in secondary schools. The 
empirical evidence is sought to explore: 
0 Pupils' attitudes towards working with computers? 
m Pupils' skills in using computers. 
m Pupils' everyday interests and experiences in relation to ICT. 
m The place of ICT in pupils' experience of school. 
This study tries to recognise the impact of the pupils' attitudes towards the use of 
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computers. As mentioned earlier, few studies have dealt with the pupils' attitude towards 
the use of computers. Those that have are in the context of gender issues or attitudes 
towards the use of computers in general, attitudes towards the use of computers at home 
and different ways that computers are used in schools. There is a marked lack of research 
on the pupils' experience of using computers and on their attitudes, behaviour and feelings 
in different enviromnents and situations. The attention has been focused more on the 
computers themselves and their potential, on the programmes that could enhance learning 
and on their possibilities, and on the possibilities of distance learning. This study looks at 
pupils in schools, and their attitudes to computers as part of the school curriculum. 
This study will also: 
a) Examine pupils' attitudes towards the use of computers in different contexts; 
b) Consider the relationship between "learning with computers" and "learning about 
computers". 
c) Explore how attitudes towards school affect the experience of ICT. 
The researcher wishes to investigate the reality of how pupils judge the use of ICT and 
what their perspectives are towards the use of computers. 
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CHAPTER 2 
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION 
TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION: 
DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND 
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Chapter 2 
Information and Communication Technology in Education: 
Deflnitions and Conceptual background. 
2.1 Introduction 
The increasing use of technologies in education, to deliver instruction and support learning, 
is significant. 
Duncan et al (1978) described 'Educational Technology' as a subject with no clear 
boundaries. It is area which comprises a highly practical element at the same time as 
enveloping an element of complex and highly theoretical research. The merging of these 
two aspects has already been highlighted in some literature to cause severe communication 
problems, and consequently problems of information transfer. Plomp and Pals (1989) 
observed that educational technology is growing internationally but European conceptions, 
for example, from the United Kingdom and the Netherlands, generally follow the North 
American pattern rather than stem from the tradition of the education culture and structure 
of each country. 
2.2. Three critical roles of educational technology 
Karen et al (1998) presents the following three critical roles of educational technology 
0 Educational technology as an Intangible Asset. 
a Educational technology as a tool to create knowledge. 
M Educational technology as a lever for other investment. 
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2.2.1 Educational technology as an Intangible Asset 
The ability to use computers in teaching, the development of new courseware, and the 
method of teacher and learner working together has become part of the intangible 
knowledge base of educational providers. 
2.2.2 Educational technology as a tool to create knowledge 
Educational technology helps create knowledge when it is used to invent new educational 
approaches, to build unique databases such as best practices or best student models, and 
when, through interactivity, teachers and learners together craft new solutions that can be 
captured and stored for future teaching and learning. 
2.2.3 Educational technology as a lever for other investment 
The growing potential of technology is a valuable resource in developing other aspects of 
the organisation, or a school's knowledge capital. It can create strategies that capture and 
optimize its impact. Such strategies integrate learning systems closely with other systems 
that: 
m Acquire and transforrn resources 
m Interact with educational partners and 
w Create and safeguard competitive advantages. 
All of these inforynation-generating activities are recognised as possible sites for 
knowledge creation and learning. This research explores whether educational technology 
creates, conducts, manages, and supports teaching and leaming. 
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These definitions are similar to each other in that they each emphasise the primary function 
of educational technology as improving the efficiency of the process of learning. 
Significantly, each of the definitions implies a different interpretation of the role of 
educational technology, involving a cyclical approach to the design of teaching/learning 
situations and the resulting use of whatever methods and techniques are judged to be 
appropriate in order to achieve desired objectives. 
Glaser (1996) said 
"The basis for consistent improvement in educational methods is 
a systematic translation of the techniques and findings of the 
experimental science of human learning into the practical 
development of an instructional technology. To achieve the full 
benefits inherent in this concept, instructional materials and 
practices must be designed with careful attention to the 
attainment of explicitly stated, behaviorally defined educational 
goals. Programmed learning sequences must be developed 
through procedure that includes systematic tryout and 
progressive revision based on the analysis of student behavior". 
(p. 3) 
Teachers using a combination of theories may be able to improve student learning over the 
whole range of abilities. This definition introduces two concepts which are of equal 
importance. First is the concept of instructional technology as applied to learning theory 
Second is the idea of product development through the systematic testing and revision of 
learning materials. 
However, the use of different terms such as 'interaction and 'learning' can sometimes be 
confusing. (During the pilot study interviews the researcher used two different terms 
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'information technology' and 'information communication technology'. Some of the pupils 
became confused and they asked the question: are these terms different? What is the 
difference in IT and ICT? ) 
In order to understand the meanings and the way people use these terms in practice the 
researcher decided to make a clear, brief and preliminary examination of these terms. 
Wellington (1988) suggests the use of the term 'IT' (provided one realises that it is at a 
high level of generality and) will often need to be "translated down" into its concrete 
components (p. 6). Zorkoczy (1982) links the term 'information technology' and its 
components together. 'Information technology' is now in common use. It is in fact a 
relatively recent addition to the English language. Before this the tenn IT has only been 
used in the American ERIC (Education Research Information Centre) database since 1986. 
The term has its counterparts in the French 'inforinatique' and the Russian 'infonnatika'. 
IT is synonymous with 'the new technology'-the use of microprocessors-based machines: 
microcomputers, automated equipment, word processors and the like. (p. 3) 
Different attempts by different researchers have been made to define the components of 
these at different times. "Information" can be defined as "coded representations of aspects 
of reality, which are used to model the real world" (FEDA, 1997; p. 10). Information is one 
of those terms which everybody assumes they understand, but the more closely the concept 
is scrutinized the more elusive it becomes. "A dictionary may define "Information" in 
terms of 'facts', 'knowledge, or 'experience', and define these terms by referring them to 
each other, or back to information" (Stonier 1997, p. 1). Infonnation is the visible or 
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audible form into which we transform our knowledge when we need to communicate it to 
someone else. It is knowledge put into the outside world for use and the way in which 
other human beings use it to transfer it back into inward knowledge. 
Interpretation of term like 'technology' vary with the passage of time. It all depends on the 
way people use them. Developments in technology produce new environments more 
rapidly than at any period in our history. These changes need to be understood. What 
potential impact has technology on the individuals' leanings within modem society? 
"Technology, like democracy, includes ideas and practice; it 
includes myths and various models of reality ... and like democracy, technology changes the social and individual 
relationships between us. It has forced s to examine and redefine 
our notion of power and of accountability". (Frankline 1990; p. 
12) 
Education is not a commodity or a production model. It is a deeper and broader term. As 
Plomp and Ely (1996) observe the word, "education" is used in a broader sense then 
merely learning and instruction. Education covers the conscious structuring of experience 
in order to facilitate learning and instruction, and also the conununication and interaction 
which can lead to learning and instruction. It is not synonymous with, but also includes, 
higher education, vocational education, professional education, training, and educational 
environments outside traditional, structured educational institutions. Thus, "computers in 
education" refers to the use of computers as mediators in the flow of information, 
communication, and instructional materials that occurs in, or relate to, educational 
situations. Information technology is an area that is developing at a rate which ensures that 
any publication is, almost by definition out of date. The new information and 
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communications technologies have profoundly affected our social structure. There is a 
growing interdependence between technology, infonnation and society. 
m Information technology encompasses a range of 'new' technologies and their 
applications, which are already making a profound impact upon society. 
m In Britain, govenu-nent support has been forthcoming for Information Technology 
developments in industry through the Department of Industry 'Support for Innovation' 
programmes, which has provided grants and advisory services covering a wide variety 
of new technologies. 
n Information Technology represents a major growth area in education and training. 
2.3. Definitions of Information Technology: 
Because of its pervasive nature, and because the subject embraces both a technology and 
widespread applications, definitions of the uses are complex. A number of definitions have 
been attempted in recent years, with varying degree of success, most referring to the 
relationship between computer technology, communication technologies and the storage, 
processing, transmission and retrieval of information. 
'Information technology is concerned with systems for the 
creation, acquisition, processing, storage, retrieval, selection, 
transformation, dissemination and use of vocal, pictorial, textual 
and numerical information. Current systems typically utilize a 
microelectronics-based combination of computing and 
telecommunications which may, in turn, act in conjunction with 
other technologies to multiply their effects' (CGLI National 
Advisory Committee for IT, June; 1983). UNESCO: - Information 
technology is the 'scientific, technological and engineering 
disciplines and the management of techniques used in information 
handling and processing; their applications; computers and their 
interaction with men and machines, and associated social, 
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economic and cultural matters'. Egronomics Unit, University 
College London: - Information technology is 'the production 
transformation, storage and transmission by electronic means of 
information in the form of representations'. (FEU, April, 1983; pp 
1-2) 
Hoban (1965) described that the part machines play in education, are forced into a 
consideration of complex systems of people interacting with machines. IT is a complex, 
integrated organisation of human and machines, of ideas, of producers, and of 
management. 
Wellington (1985) defines 
'Information technology' as generally offered as usually 
something like: the application of technology to the creation, 
storage, processing and communication of information. (p. 203) 
He has incorporated his concept into his own pedagogical envirom-nent by the use of 
electronic conferencing areas for each course, computer managed records, 
videoconferences and conducting teaching and learning activities on line. The National 
Curriculum Council (1990) notes that Information Technology includes the ability to use 
computers and electronic equipment to process and communicate information and also use 
computer simulations to develop an understanding of real and theoretical situations. 
Students should be able to use word-processors, databases, spreadsheets and other 
software, as well as electronic communication systems such as electronic mail and teletext. 
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2.4 Instructional Technology 
It has been noted how the introduction of new technology has gone through a typical cycle 
from hopes and the great belief in the power of the new technology to the displacement by 
disappointing empirical research. This is well demonstrated by the example of Instructional 
Radio and Instructional Television. (McAnany 1973; Chu and Schramm 1967; Schramm 
1977; Nwaerondu and Rhompson 1987; Githiora 1990; Plomp and Ely 1996) 
Following its initial introduction in the 1920s, educational radio expanded over the next 
three decades. With the advent of television in the 1950, however, the new spotlight was 
turned on this new technology. This combined the attractions of sound and vision, 
perceived to be an irresistible recipe to engage the students' attention and reinforce the 
leaming process (i. e. twice as much information received). 
People used to think that television would replace traditional learning styles (i. e. teachers 
and learning at home). Instructional television has proved that it can be an effective 
medium at all levels of the curriculum, from pre-school through to university, but it has 
turned out to be an additional rather than a central medium. 
In the 1980s and 1990s instructional television underwent several technological 
developments and it was widely believed that this form of technology would have a 
significant impact in the realm of education. However, nothing profound happened. 
Television increased leisure time. Despite the fact that an enon-nous amount of money and 
resources have been directed towards the use of television in the classroom, it is essentially 
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a source of entertaiment rather than one of instruction. Students of the Open University 
have shown how important personal tuitions remain, despite the usages of television. 
The period between 1967 and 1972 can be regarded as a period of consolidation. Plomp 
(1996) stated that this is the period when the term "educational technology" became 
recognized and widely accepted by the public. The first official endorsement of a field 
called educational technology may well have been the establishment, in the United 
Kingdom, of the National Council for Educational Technology in 1969. This followed the 
report of a committee on audio-visual aids in higher scientific education. The United 
Kingdom Association for Programmed Learning promptly added "Educational 
Technology" to its title in 1968, while in the United States, the Department of Audiovisual 
Instruction (of the National Education Association) changed its name to the Association for 
Educational Commissions and Technology in 1970. This coincided with the publication of 
a major report by a commission on Institutional Technology appointed by Congress, and 
anticipated the creation of a National Center for Educational Technology within the 
National Institute of Education at Washington. (p. 7) 
As official recognition grew, the problem of defining educational technology became 
acute. The National Council for Educational Technology when it first met in OctoberI967, 
stated that Educational Technology is the 
"Development, application and evaluation of systems, techniques 
and aids to improve the process of human learning". (NCET 1973; 
p. 13) 
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In the report presented by the US Commission on Information Technology the term 
Educational Technology as a systemic way of designing, implementing and evaluating the 
total process of learning and teaching in ternis of specific objectives, based on research in 
human learning and communication and employing a combination of human and non- 
human resources to bring about more effective instruction". (Ellington 1993; P. 9) 
Tickton 1970 defined Instructional Technology as "the media born of the communications 
revolution which can be used for instructional purposes alongside the teacher, textbook and 
blackboard" (pp2l-22). It would be fair to argue that this now embraces ICT in all its 
applications, both as a stand-alone process and one that is complemented by teachers' 
comments and demonstration within the classroom. 
2.5 Interactive technology 
Interactivity can be defined as "sustained, two-way communication among two or more 
persons for the purpose of explaining and challenging perspectives". (Garrison 1993; p. 16) 
This is in itself a valid learning path and one that is capable of delivering rewarding results; 
it demonstrates the active involvement (or not) of the learner or relying simply on the 
supply of the hardware. 
Berge (1999) observed that in an educational learning environment, interactive activities 
are usually between students and instructors, or among students. He described that the 
strength of this ongoing interaction with instructors and students distinguishes the learning 
experiences of independent or one-way learning from group or two-way communication. 
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He also stated that interactivity was central to the expectations of teachers and learners to 
the extent that it was a primary goal of the educational process. 
Weller (1988) said that a common type of interactivity in computer-mediated learning is 
one in which the learner actively adapts to the information presented by the technology. 
Jiang (1998) noted that students reported higher learning achievement when a course 
strongly emphasized online interaction. Berge (1999) also concluded that each medium has 
its own particular interaction characteristics for instructional purposes. From the viewpoint 
of interactivity, he assumed that the more interactions that occur between learners and 
instructors, the more learners are able to learn and to develop knowledge through self- 
discovery and personal insight. If we do not engage our students' interest and make the 
learning process enjoyable as well as infon-native, how can they be inspired to achieve? 
Both people and machines use information facilities for: 
a Input - infonnation must be received. 
m Storage - infonnation must be held for processing and future use. 
a Processing - to calculate, select and sequence the infonnation. 
0 Communication - to transfer information either over local or wider areas to where it is 
requested or required. 
0 Output - to create a final presentation of information for use. 
Some learning technology devices do not contain all of these features. For example, an 
overhead projector is solely an input and output device. A calculator has inputs, outputs 
and limited processing capability but only handles numeric information. However, the 
computer has the capability to handle all forms of information and possesses the complete 
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range of facilities identified above. It is this capability which is continuously being 
extended, with continuing falling costs and technological convergence. It is only recently 
that multimedia (video and sound) and flexible communication have become economic for 
widespread use, yet already these facilities form part of a consumer standard. The 
computer can now be regarded as having the capabilities of a vast interactive and dynamic 
library. (Cowharn 1999; p. 11) 
Computers have been used for many years in a variety of applications. They were initially 
machines devised to perform extensive 'computations' - that is mathematical 
manipulations, with great speed and accuracy. But a computer can do more than perform 
high-speed calculations. They can be programmed to draw pictures and compose music. 
They can store and process large amounts of information easily and quickly or function as 
a gpersonal' tutor in almost any subject area of the school curriculum. One must be careful, 
however, not to endow some innate intelligence to a computer. A computer must be told 
exactly what to do, down to the most elementary level and minute detail. (Terry 1984; p. 1) 
2.6 Computers in Education 
The effective and large-scale use of computers required trained staff to design and support 
computing systems. "Teachers faced the problems of individualising instruction to meet 
the particular needs of students; problems of managing students and resources; problems of 
providing particular learning experiences" (Rushby 1979; p. 12). In the 1960's computers 
were very expensive and did not have large memory capacities. In the 1960's and 1970's, 
data processing was mostly undertaken on centralised, large-scale computer systems with 
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which the users interacted through punched cards or through terminals. The level and 
quality of the services as well as the cost offered by that system was unsatisfactory. 
Plomp, (1996) describes that in the data processing environments where large quantities of 
data are collected and analysed, mainframe systems will not entirely disappear in the 
future, but the way in which they are used will continue to change. The difference is that 
the actual processing is done primarily on the microcomputer, with which the user works, 
whereas in a mainframe system the processing is done centrally. It contains the electronic 
circuits that interpret and execute (or 'processes) instructions communicated by the user 
and directs the interaction of the memory and the input and output devices. 
Input Output 
I 
Memory I 
(Cohan, T 1984; pp. 1-2) 
The major technological break through in what has been heralded as the 'computer 
revolution', is the development of the microprocessor in which all the processing functions 
are built into a single silicon chip. Significantly, microprocessors are cheap to build, and 
that in turn has led to the microcomputer revolution. Computers changed our lives but the 
microchip has changed computers. 
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The introduction of microcomputers has brought about significant changes within the field 
of educational systems. With microcomputer systems we gain access to the kind of 
resources that previously were available only to large organisations and manageable only 
by computer experts. The applications of microcomputer systems in educational research 
ranges from text processing, spreadsheet calculations, graphical designs, text analysis and 
electronic publishing to data simulation, educational information and expert systems and 
the management and statistical analysis of complex data structures from large-scale 
educational surveys with hundreds of variables and millions of observations. 
All the above studies and literature shows that since 1920, different technologies and 
learning aids were introduced in education to maximise the potential of learning. All those 
innovations could partly fulfill society's expectations or could be said to have partly failed 
to achieve the required goals. One of the reasons is the teachers often fear to use the new 
technologies especially computers (Hannafin 1993; Cuban 1986). It is not teachers' fault 
but the fact that new technologies are invented every day. Another new technology 
overrides the previous application as soon as teachers come to grips with a new technology 
(Schramm (1977); Rogers, Peters, and Joung-Im. et al (1985); Kay (1990); Hannafin (1993) 
stated that: "Each technological 'breakthrough' in the past resulted in disappointment 
followed by disillusionment and eventually abandonment" (p. 26). The ideological debates 
and uncertainties currently surrounding educational information technology can be traced 
back to the early 1960's. Industrialized nations have, since the early 1960's, sought to 
adapt the goals, content, and methods of their educational systems so that they can 
accommodate this new-comer. Around that time a variety of computer professionals and 
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educators began to meet under the auspices of the International Federation of Information 
Processing and, in the UK, under the auspices of the British Computer Society (Tagg, 
1987). They shared a common aim: to develop the role of the computer in education. 
Hence, the computer has worked its way into the school curriculum as a training tool, as an 
instrument in the assessment of students and in educational management. 
However, the teaching of computing in schools had, like all other subjects, no particular 
beginning point. Ideas about computers and computing permeated into school lessons 
initially mainly by teachers of mathematics and science. As early as 1957 there was a 
conference at Oxford organised on the relationship between industrial mathematics and 
mathematics in education. This was the first organised attempt to formally introduce 
computing techniques into the school setting. (Barker 1971) 
Computer enthusiasts have praised the power of these tools and urged the full exploitation 
of educational capacities to the point of recommending that the entire educational system 
should be abolished in favour of distance learning by computer technology. It is possible 
that belief in the role of the computer in education will become even stronger with the 
forthcoming construction of intelligent, fifth generation computers, which can function as 
self programming tools, capable of interacting directly with natural spoken and written 
languages. However, computer use in education requires multiple skills and resources like 
thoughtful planning, staff education and training, and provision of human, material, and 
technical resources. In order to accomplish this, we must have clearly worked out plans 
and procedures. Case and Parsons (1978) pointed that early on. "Adaptation to such a fast 
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changing culture requires not facts and findings, but procedures and processes, not 
organisational data but organisationa/ skills, not storage but processing" (p. 4- 5). 
Hawkwridge et al (1990); Camoy, Daley and Loop (1987); observed that industrial 
countries are seeking, through information technology based on computers and electronic 
communications, to exert greater control over their competitors and over developing 
countries. And in order to protect their own interests, all countries are being obliged to 
respond, to a greater or lesser extent, by stepping up their capacity to access and process 
information. 
2.7. Introducing Computer Education in the 1960's 
Eileen and 0 Shea (1987) stated 
"It is important to remember that the UK regards itself as the 
pioneer of modem computing and there is quite a strong 
widespread feeling that it allowed a world leadership in 
computer technology to slip out of its grasp in the 1960s" (p. 37). 
From 1960 until 1964, some schools introduced elements of computing into mathematics 
classes. This development hastened the process of introducing computer education into 
schools. However, the rapid prospective increase in the use of computers throughout the 
UK did not bring any change to the educational system. Tutorial software was developed 
and used in the late 1960s and early 1970s in a university setting. Infonnation as an object 
of study then spread from universities to secondary schools. 
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2.8. Introducing Computer Education in the 1970's 
Muffoletto (1994) described the 1970s in terrns of 
"Academic excellence, raised standards, more homework, and 
also the 'year-round schooling shone like a beacon throughout 
the decade" (p26). 
However, with all the work that has been done for the development of computer education, 
the computer itself was still seen as something that appeared to have little relevance to 
schools in the early 1970's. This was largely due to the size and price of computers at that 
time (Kelly 1989; Fraser 1979; BBC 1984; Collis 1996; Martin 1987; CERI 1989; 
Mohammad Tawalbeh 2001). 
In the 1970s, there were few teacher training programmes in the use of computer teaching 
but there was a great belief that computers would change the world by themselves (DES 
1981; Reid 1985; Papert 1993). The early Infonnation Technology initiatives in UK 
schools were essentially technology centered. The implementation of Information 
Technology in education, however, involves not only a change of teaching resources but 
also teaching strategies. It involves pedagogic understanding of what changes the 
implementation of Information Technology in education brings to both teaching and 
learning styles. As has been mentioned earlier, a computer is both an aid to enhance 
knowledge and is also a tool to enhance the teaching and learning process. 
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2.9. Introducing Computer Education in the 1980s 
This period may be described as one of relatively open-ended exploration. In the second 
half of the decade, by contrast, there was a sharpening of policy goals and a move towards 
curriculum compulsion. The revolution in microprocessor technology caused educators to 
make a re-appraisal of what they considered as being "computer education" (Fothergill 
1980; Papert 1980; Dean 1982; Pearson 1986; Martin 1987; Sewell 1990; Thorne 1987; 
Care 1988). A multitude of terms, each connected with both computers and education, 
acquired new leases of life. Educational computing, computer literacy, computer 
awareness, computer-aided learning and computer assisted learning were all different 
names for computer education. The shift from fascination with technology to interest in its 
use was anticipated by Ellis (1974) 
"Thinking about the computer's role in education does not 
mean thinking about computers, it means thinking about 
education" (p. 273). 
The first major national project in the field of new technology education as previously 
mentioned was the Microelectronic Education Programme (MEP). The aim of the 
programme was to help schools prepare children for life in a society in which devices and 
systems based on microelectronics are commonplace and pervasive. To attain its aims the 
programme identified three main groups of activities, which it needed to promote 
curriculum development, teacher training and resource organisation and support (Alvey 
Report 1982; Williams and Maclean 1985; Megarry 1985; DES 1987; Thorne 1987; CERI 
1989; Gledhill 1990; Boyd-Barrett 1990; Stanchev 1996). The development of 
microcomputers and information technology in UK schools has been a joint enterprise 
between central and local government as well as sundry other bodies. Without central 
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goverment initiatives it would have been very difficult to reach a sufficient consensus of 
agreed strategies and achieve cooperation in this field. 
2.10. Developments in Computer Technologies in Education from the 1990's to the 
Present 
Baker and Sylvia (1998) note that contemporary historians refer to the present era as the 
information age. Since the 1980s the explosion in the number of micro-computers, 
software on disks and CDs, cellular telephones, cables, television, fax, voice 
communication by network computers, multimedia and the growth of the internet system 
has reflected a period of rapid technological advance. Word processors, databases, 
spreadsheets, electronic mail across the world, information services, computerisation of 
library catalogues and the rapid increase in the number of organisations providing 
information about themselves on the Internet have cumulatively achieved an information 
revolution. (p. 228) 
National Council for Educational Technology (NCET) (1997) states that the Internet, 
widely regarded as a recent phenomenon, actually began its development more than 25 
years ago. However, its widespread application has only taken off in the 1990s with the 
development of the World Wide Web (WWW) which provides point and click facilities for 
accessing information from anywhere on the world network of computers. 
There is probably no single dominant pressure for the use of microcomputers in schools. 
Politicians, planners, educators, and computer experts (Underwood 1990; Hawkridge, 
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Jaworski and McMahon 1990) alike find it difficult to keep up to date with computer 
technology. Oliveira (1988) suggested that the reasons for adopting computers in schools 
are generally related to four major concerns. These are educational quality, job markets, 
industrial and technological innovations and social experimentation. The pressures were 
identified by many (Wilson 1977; Lancaster 1985; Woodhouse 1986; The Commonwealth 
Secretariat 1987; Underwood 1990; Hawkridge, Jaworski and McMahon 1990; Boyd- 
Barrett 1990). These pressures can be divided into five separate headings as follows: 
0 Political Pressure; 
a Educational quality; 
n Meeting the job market demands; 
m Industrial and technological innovations; 
m Social experimentation and commercial opportunities. 
2.10.1. Political Pressure 
Tawalbeh (2001) notes that "education is about politics and government. It is therefore part 
of the national policies preparing citizens to cope with the complexities of every day life is 
the duty of educational institutions" (p. 134). Politically society is being reconfigured as a 
conglomerate of corporate leaders, high level administrators and heads of professional 
organisations" (Hennessy 1993, p. 10; DES 1979, para. 1; Tetenbaurn & Mulkeen 1986; 
p96; Thomas & Kobayashi 1987, pp. 44-45; Micheal 1987; p. 165, p. 170). Power is no 
longer influenced by infonned. knowledge 'per se' but rather the controlled access to that 
knowledge. 
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Athanasiou (1985) writes about political power in the implementation of technology in 
education as: 
"What should be automated or rather, who should decide? This 
is not a question about technology, but about political power... 
we must develop a more coherent and nuanced politics of 
technology. This politics must be based not on dreams of class 
reconciliation, but rather on a recognition of the degree to which 
social antagonisms are mediated by technology". (in Beynon 
1992; p. 13) 
2.10.2. Educational quality 
Suppes (1966) asserted that 
"Educational computer usage could change the face of education 
in a very short space of time". (cited in Underwood 1994; p. 1) 
Underwood (1990) states that one of the monitors of educational quality is the degree to 
which parents see the relevance of taught skill (Linn 1985; Schramm (1981); Woodhouse 
(1986); O'Shea (1987, p. 297). Others (Linn 1985; Schramm (1981); Woodhouse 1986) 
have supported that here has been a move in UK schools from concentrating on computer 
literacy towards information literacy and a clear demand in the modem sector of the 
economy for specialist, computer scientists. There is similarly a demand in some economies 
for some familiarity with, and understanding of information technology by all young 
people as they enter education. The Society for Research into Higher Education (1996) 
reported that 
"The next generation of student will be increasingly empowered 
and aware consumers, with a wide choice of educational 
products ... they will be cost conscious, selective aware of the 
great range of choices, and insistent on high quality. They will 
expect multimedia and technological sophistication". (p. 34) 
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2.10.3. Meeting the Job Market Demands 
Sassen (1991) has applied the network metaphor to indicate the decentralisation of 
production and the continued central ownership and control in what is called 'global cities' 
(p27). The question "are computers affecting the job market and requirements imposed 
upon the education sector" is open for evaluation. (DES 1979 para 2; Raymont 1985; The 
International Labour Organization 1987; Camoy et al 1987. Probert, B 1993); illustrates 
this view; 
"Producer services involve significant nwnbers of high wage 
professionals and technical employees, but even greater 
numbers of low wage clerical workers, usually women, and 
nothing much in between... the increase in low wage jobs and 
casual employment is linked with the growth of knowledge 
industries, the growth of high income professional jobs and the 
resulting gentrification of global cities". (p. 20) 
2.10.4. Industrial and Technological Innovations 
Economic investment in communications technology, at a national level, is very costly, 
and governments have both economic and social interest in the technology industry which 
provides both revenue and jobs. Since technology demands consumers it can be expected 
that there will be pressure on governments to find customers to use these facilities to 
recoup the cost of investment. Education has felt this supply led pressure to make effective 
use of both hardware and software. Historically the first development took place within 
schools and subsequently incentives such as the university 'Computers in Teaching 
Initiatives' (CTI), 'The Teaching and Learning Programme' (TLP), and particularly 
'Enterprise in High Education' (EHE) were extended to the Higher Education Sector. 
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There is a common expectation that the use of computer technology can increase the 
efficiency with which various organizational activities are carried out. This may well be 
feasible in the context of the administrative work of schools and colleges where the use of 
microcomputers can be expected to improve the efficiency with which existing tasks are 
performed. The availability of microcomputers makes the efficiency and effectiveness 
benefits which are claimed for such techniques more easily obtainable within schools. 
Countries are spending money on instructional materials, including computers, for reasons 
not necessarily related to improvements in general learning or to replace teachers or save 
on manpower costs. These countries have sufficient resources to take the risks associated 
with innovative programmes. 
Computers have been claimed by some to enable educational provision to be made more 
efficient and by others to make it more effective. Educational computing offers the 
possibility of achieving progress towards either or both goals. A concern for effectiveness 
rather than efficiency has been the focus of interest of many educators who claim that the 
main justification for the use of computers is that they can be used to produce educational 
experiences which would be difficult or impossible to achieve without their use. 
Despite all of the improvements in both hardware and software, the technological 
infrastructure is not yet totally adequate. Appropriate educational software lags behind 
hardware, and software is currently still prone to breakdowns and malfunction. 
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2.10.5. Social Experimentation and Commercial Opportunities 
Evans (1981) described very positive attitudes towards the general effects on political and 
social life of the microelectronic revolution. He thought that the microelectronic revolution 
would bring an end to wars, poverty, crime and ignorance. This was also seen as a new 
commercial opportunity for educational software. There are two distinct reasons for this. 
Firstly, the educational market as a whole is potentially very large and therefore attractive. 
Secondly, in terms of the future markets manufacturers and suppliers have an interest in 
future generations of computer users becoming familiar with their make of microcomputer 
rather than that of another manufacturer. The education system has benefited from the 
second reason because of the interest of the computer industry in the education sector. 
(Schiller 1981; 0' Shea 1983; p238) 
2.11. Conclusion 
Information Technology, after painful evolution, firstly as a potential concept and then as a 
ubiquitous reality, has earned itself a vital place in the forefront of modem education. As 
society's professional and academic needs become more and more complex we will 
continue to need appropriate tools of multiple utilizations to address those needs and 
develop capable and confident citizens of the future. 
The computer itself has no bias or prejudice. It is an impartial and faithful servant whose 
destiny is to serve its master in the search for, and application of, knowledge. Theoretically 
its boundaries are infinite. There is nowhere in hyperspace forbidden to us. The computer 
can also can seduce its operator into a myriad of possibilities and attract them back for 
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more and more visions of purpose time and time again. 
Used wisely IT is an instrument for development, not only of the individual but also for 
humankind as a whole. Used dishonestly it can be a powerful protagonist of propaganda 
and a catalyst for destruction. It can offer harmless hours of harmless pleasure in on a 
child's cartoon game or be used to devise an effective and deadly machine for global 
tefforism and war. 
Humankind and technology are now joined in an alliance which has the capacity to take us 
further than we have ever believed possible in all the years that the human race has walked 
this earth. In the last century technology advances and society nonns have evolved faster 
and in greater nurnbers than in our previous history. As our students face computers within 
their school should they not be feeling inspired and empowered? Karen et al (1998) 
asserted that computers create, help and enhance teaching and learning strategies. The 
researcher has determined to find out whether this is the case. The computer has 
transformed practices of communication and business. The question is what impact has it 
had on schools. 
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CHAPTER 3 
COMPUTERS'USE IN SCHOOLS 
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CHAPTER 3 
Computers Use in Schools 
Introduction 
The demand for computer education grew in the late 1960s and early 1970s with the 
expansion of the application of computers in industry. This reflected the need to train 
computer engineers rather than the potential of computers as tools for leaming. 
Mainframe computers were used in colleges and universities as well as industry so it 
became inevitable for all students to need to have knowledge about the use of computers. 
It was decided to introduce computers into secondary schools first rather than in primary 
schools. Most schools acquired computers after the introduction of the 1980 
Microelectronic Computer Programme, and some schools started teaching information 
technology by providing courses in computer awareness. 
Lodge (1992) reported that the tenn "IT" was coined in the late 1970s in recognition of 
the convergence of three separate technologies. Those technologies were computing, 
microelectronics and telecommunications. All three technologies played an important 
role in making the IT revolution possible. With the introduction of each new wave of 
innovation debates abounded about the effects of new technology on young people. Each 
new media has brought with it the potential for social and educational benefits and also 
great concern for children's exposure to inappropriate and hannful content. Even as this 
medium is becoming a pervasive presence in the lives of the first generation in history 
that knows more about a new technology than its parents, the new medium remains 
comparatively under used by most parents, educators and policy makers. 
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The belief in the potential to make formal use of computers in education is remains. The 
UK Prime Minister (1997) in introducing the National Grid for Learning, made the 
following statement: 
"By 2002 all schools will be connected to the superhighway, 
free of charge; half a million teachers will be trained and our 
children will be leaving school IT literate, having been able to 
exploit the best that technology can offer". (NGfl, 1997; p. 3) 
This statement is a positive message that schools 'will' be connected to the 
superhighway. There is no 'might be' in this statement. The assumption is that this 
'superhighway' will in itself make a huge difference. The Prime Minister therefore 
equates the idea of exploiting technology with a more skilled, literate and potentially 
transformed workforce. This kind of assumption is typical of the belief in computers. 
What is less clear is the actual impact that technology has had on individual learning. 
Underwood & Underwood (1990) in their study of computers and learning write that 
there are a number of assumptions underlying the assertion that computers can be used in 
education. 
m Firstly, that educationalists, parents and society in general would like to see the 
effective use of new technology in classroom; 
N Secondly, that not all classroom use of new technology is beneficial, often because of 
the paucity of training for new and serving teachers in more fruitful uses of machines; 
n Thirdly, that by using the computer as a tool it becomes both an amplifier of human 
capabilities and a catalyst to intellectual development. (p. vii) 
They further explain that as an amplifier, the computer provides an artificial aid to 
memory and is also a means of producing fast answers to arithmetic questions. And as a 
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catalyst it provides us with the means producing changes in the quality of thinking in our 
children. (pp. vii and viii) 
The MEE (1999) states that Information and Communication Technology (ICT) prepares 
pupils to participate in a rapidly changing world in which global and other activities are 
increasingly transfonned by access to varied and developing technology. Pupils use ICT 
tools to find, explore, analyse, exchange and present information responsibly, creatively 
and with discrimination (p. 14). New technology, new tools and new applications mean 
big changes and not everyone can change in the same way. Some people are always 
looking for new ways to do things in a better and more efficient way. Others fight any 
change that conflicts in any way with their own values and beliefs. For people to fully 
embrace change they have to fully accept its value to them on a personal basis. That 
means that the change has to support the things that really drive them - the core needs 
and values that determine who they are. 
'Interactive radio', 'interactive television', 'video on demand', 'teleworking', 'telematics' 
and 'information' superhighway' are now becoming part of everyday usage. But these 
tools do not necessarily encourage teaching and learning as such. Neither teachers nor 
learners are fully encouraged to incorporate the new technologies into their teaching or 
find using them straightforward. 
Whilst the DES (1989) stated that: "All pupils should use a range of Information 
Technology resources in core, foundation and, where relevant, non foundation subjects 
and cross-curriculum themes ... opportunities for using Information Technology within the 
classroom are many and technological change continues to add to and change them. (p. 2) 
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The word "should" appears to be very strong. The researcher suggests "are advised to" 
would have been a more appropriate phrase. Educators, employers, parents and other 
interested parties have increasingly taken the position that provision should be given for 
the acquisition of basic knowledge and skills in using a computer and the development of 
positive attitudes towards their productive role in society. lt would appear that different 
teachers perceive the role of computers in different ways. This may depend on their 
experience, knowledge or enthusiasm for computer education. Many attempts to 
implement new ways of learning fail because the instructor assumes that all groups are 
alike and ignores the needs of those most resistant to change (Davies 1981; Papagianis 
1987). This research will attempt to classify the different modes (see page 56) of 
computer use into three main purposes: 
m Firstly, to help to understand the way in which computers are used; 
v Secondly, since there is a lack of understanding of computer use amongst different 
people, in order to be able to communicate with one another about the ways in which 
computers are used, there is a need to be clear which mode is being employed in 
schools; 
m Thirdly, such classification provides a structure for this research. This chapter attempts 
to produce a framework for examining computer use based on the different 
classifications described in published work. 
3.2. Aims of IT in Schools 
In order to have a clearer picture of what IT tries to do in schools, it is necessary to 
examine the perceived aims of IT. The Department of Education and Science 1989 
stated the aims of IT in schools as follows: 
1. To enrich and extend learning throughout the curriculum, using technology to support 
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collaborative working, independent study and re-working of initial ideas as well as 
enabling pupils to work at a more demanding level by obviating routine tasks; 
2. To help people acquire confidence and pleasure in using IT, become familiar with 
everyday applications and to be able to evaluate the technology's potential and 
limitations; 
3. To encourage the flexibility and openness of mind necessary to adjust to, and take 
advantage of, the ever-quickening pace of technological change, while being alert to 
the ethical implications and consequences for individuals and society; 
4. To harness the power of technology in helping pupils with special educational needs 
or physical handicaps to increase their independence and develop their interests and 
nu , bilities; 
5. To help interested pupils undertake detailed study of computing to design IT systems 
for solving problems. (p. 2) 
It can be seen from this that in practice use of IT caters theoretically for a wide age and 
ability range of pupils. The philosophy behind this is that computers are a tool for all au 
pupils to use regardless of age, gender and ability. The emphasis is tellingly not just on 
the skills involved but attitudes. Writers such as (Apple 1987; Camoy 1987; Bozber 
1989) all highlighted three modes of computer use under the heading of teaching and 
learning. These were: 
s Leaming about computers 
0 Leaming from computers 
9 Leaming with computers. 
In this chapter the researcher will consider the three modes of learning about, learning 
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through and learning with computers. The differences between them will be discussed 
an c arified in detail in the following sections, taking into account the emphasis on the 
different modes of study in schools. 
3.3. Learning about computers (as an educational subject) 
Learning about computers may be accomplished through computer studies courses. 
During the 70's and 80's, computer studies was one of the most rapidly growing subjects 
in a number of countries in terms of the number of pupils studying it. In schools pupils 
often chose computer studies as a subject For example, the UK examination boards have, 
for some 35-40 years, offered optional computer studies courses as an examination 
subject at secondary level. The rationale for such courses reflects the fact that vocational 
courses cannot adequately cater for those pupils who wish to undertake more substantial 
study in this field. 
The Alvey Report (1982) identified an urgent need for an adequate supply, in both 
quantity and quality, of properly trained graduates to teach computer studies as a school 
subject ... but the number of graduates actually trained to deliver computer studies 
remained low. Neil Straker (1985) reinforced the point 
"In the long term computer studies should become a subject in 
its own right, taught by specialist teachers". (p. 125) 
The same need was reiterated: "Computers and information technology is a subject of 
study in their own right. This aspect has led to the development of various courses in 
computer science and infon-nation technology, particularly at the vocational and upper 
secondary level". (OCED 1989; p. 13) 
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In an ever-widening curriculum it is very difficult to offer pupils sufficient depth in all 
areas. The response of many schools is therefore to allow an element of choice, or 
specialisation, at the age of 14 following a common core curriculum. 
There is clearly a self-reinforcing relationship between the teaching of computer studies 
and the use of computer equipment. The teaching of the subject creates a demand for 
computing equipment, and the provision of equipment facilitates the teaching of the 
subject. Teaching about computers in schools is not yet clear because schools do not 
know which mode of computer study they are supposed to be using. In some cases the 
focus has been on the teaching of the subject to a minority of pupils who will take an 
externally certified examination in computer studies as a subject alongside the other 
established subjects in the curriculum. In other cases the emphasis has been on the 
provision of a computer studies course that does not lead to an external examination. 
Computer studies courses can be focussed either at the later stages of secondary 
education or in the earlier years of secondary school. Initially such courses tended to be 
developed for the senior secondary pupils, but these courses have increasingly been 
replaced by, or augmented by, courses for pupils at lower levels. However the number of 
pupils who take an interest in learning computer studies in its own right has turned out to 
be below the expected demand. 
3.3.1. The Aims of computer studies as a subject in its own right 
Woodhouse (1984) explained that with the limited computing resources available in each 
sector of education, the decision should be made whether such resources should be used 
to give a limited exposure to computing to as many pupils as possible via a computer 
appreciation programme or whether to utilize the equipment for more advanced study by 
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a minority. Conversely, the decision to provide a computer appreciation course for as 
many pupils as possible can imply that developments in computers and other information 
technologies are likely to be relevant to the future life of a substantial proportion of the 
population. Some understanding of the capabilities and limitation of computers should 
therefore forin part of a general education for all. 
The DES (1989) stated that the aims of computing as a specialist study should be to 
extend, unify and deepen pupils' understanding of computer technology and its 
applications. In particular computing should help pupils: 
0 To study the capabilities and limitations of a broad range of applications; 
N To analyse systems and to apply a solution to problems using reasoning, judgement 
and persistence; 
0 To study ways in which computer applications affect the operation and management 
of industrial and commercial concerns or public services; 
M To gain some understanding of the working of systems which extend user's mental 
and physical functions and capabilities; 
a To carry out sustained pieces of work that are fonnally assessed and relating to the 
application of computer technology in society. (p. 37) 
Beynon (1992) stated that computer awareness and computer literacy appreciation 
generally have the same content as computer literacy but at a more basic level; using a 
keyboard, loading floppy discs, producing an elementary programme, using a package 
such as spreadsheet and using a printer. (p. 126) 
Some schools are failing to teach computers because they, in turn, are not very clear 
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ni, about what they are offering to pupils. Teachers may not be clear whether what they are 
teaching their pupils Computer Studies (as a subject in its own right) or embedded in 
other cross curriculum subjects. Indeed, the schools themselves may not be very clear 
about what it is they should be offering. 
Loveless (2001) stated that in UK there is still discussion about whether 'information 
technology' is a subject in its own right, or a description of the tools and resources used 
to support the teaching and learning of other subjects in the curriculum (ICT) 
3.3.2 Sub-Modes of Computer Studies 
Since the main mode of learning about computers is computer studies as a subject, there 
are some limited sub-modes of using computer studies within this type. 
The sub-modes of using computers in computer studies are as follows: 
Programming; 
Problem solving; 
Logical thinking. 
3.3.2.1. Programming 
Nash and Ball (1982) noted that a computer programme is a sequence of separate 
instructions, written in a programming language, which together may be used as and 
when required to do what is required, clearly, completely and consistently. Self (1985) 
stated that programming aids the development of problem-solving skills, especially if, as 
with LOGO, the language encourages good techniques (i. e. dividing large problems into 
smaller pieces) and provides an environment in which experimental solutions can be 
easily tested. This is so, almost irrespective of the particular problem, provided of course, 
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that it is one which the pupil actually wants to solve. (p. 80) 
If programming is truly an ideal way of learning to think then all children should be 
taught to do programming in all of our schools. Nowadays, more emphasis is on the use 
of Word Processing, spreadsheet programmes in the classroom. CD-ROM, databases and 
Internet are used less as is clear from the present study (both quantitative and qualitative 
results). As Wellington (1985) stated: 
"How can you justify teaching computer studies to a select 
few when what is really needed is an introduction to the 
computer and its uses for all pupils"? (p. 5) 
Underwood & Underwood (1990) wrote 
"Since the first computers were first introduced into 
classrooms, they have been used mainly for teaching 
programming languages. There has been a huge growth in 
these activities, which can now be supported. Some of these 
activities are still essentially concerned with programming, 
for there is an active group of educationalists who argue that 
learning to program is an ideal way of learning to 
think ... programming is a popular classroom activity, for all 
ages of children". (p. 3) 
3.3.2.2. Problem Solving 
The first educational programmes designed to reinforce facts have evolved into 
programmes to help students do problem solving. From this it would appear that ICT 
skills are only the initial step in proficiency and that improving thinking skills may be the 
essential goal. Some children may experience difficulties in learning/engaging with 
problem solving activities. (Shaws 1980; Hawkridge 1983; Noss 1983; Straker 1989; 
Goldstein 1997; Freedman 1999) 
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3.4. Learning through computers (Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) across 
curricu u. 
Barker (1989) pointed out that in the 1960s when CAL was first introduced it was not 
widely accepted at that time because it was regarded as a potential threat to teachers. In 
the late 1970s, microcomputers were introduced into academic institutions and attitudes 
towards CAL then changed. Today, educators look upon CAL as a means of producing a 
new and improved form of education (p. 78). Others (Beech 1983, p. 3; Hawkridge 1990; 
Watson 1987; Woodhouse 1986; Maddison 1983) look upon CAL as learning about other 
subjects through a computer. 
3.4.1. Objectives for Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) 
As CAL covers such a broad area it is difficult to describe specific leaming objectives. 
However, Barker and Yeates (1985) describe the objectives of CAL to be the following: 
1. Augmenting conventional teaching/training methods; 
2. Accelerating the learning process; 
3. Experimenting in course development; 
4. Providing remedial instruction; 
5. Providing individualised instruction; 
6. Providing enrichment material; 
Achieving consistently higher teaching standards; 
8. Providing cost effective instruction; 
Providing 'on-demand' instruction. (p. 27) 
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Barker and Yeats (1985) presented two approaches to the use of computer systems: 
1. The computer in itself is not only the medium of instruction but is also the subject of 
instruction. A computer study is now an extremely popular part of the curriculum in 
many centres of leaming. 
2. The computer acts as one of the many media that are used in the teaching of some 
other disciplines-such as Mathematics, English, reading, Modem Foreign Languages, 
Science, History, Geography, Music, Dance, Food Technology and a host of other 
subjects. 
3.4.2. The CAIL Development Processor or Sub-Modes of Computer Assisted 
Learning 
At this point it would seem logical to expand further on the theoretical modes which may 
be encountered in learning and discuss them in more depth. Different writers and 
researchers have different theories on which modes of CAL may be appropriate and how 
they are applied. For this reason the researcher decided to examine CAL in more depth. 
Gagne (1970) lists the four conditions of learning with computer-based applications as 
being. 
m Intellectual learning, 
a Cognitive learning, 
a Verbal (and, in the case of computers, visual), 
0 Motor skills leaming. 
(In Underwood and Underwood, 1990; p. 173) 
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These four conditions of learning are related to the Chuah et al (1987) modes of learning 
when they write that CAL refers to the use of computers as 'teaching tools'. CAL can be 
designed and developed in order to support many different modes of leaming and 
includes: 
" Problem solving 
" Drill & practice 
" Inquiry 
" Simulation 
" Games 
" Tutorial. 
(In Barker and Yeates 1989; p8O) 
Problem solving has already been discussed in this chapter in detail. Other CAL sub- 
modes will be discussed in turn. 
3.4.2.1. Drill and Practice 
Watts (198 1) noted that the 'Drill and Practice' programmes are probably the easiest way 
to develop basic concepts and skills. Heinich et al (1989) indicated some areas of the 
curriculum where the drill and practice sub-mode is used such as Mathematics, Modem 
Foreign Language translating practice and vocabulary exercises. Educators, researchers, 
parents and others have different views about Drill and Practice programme. Willis et al 
(1983) observed that Drill and Practice is perhaps the easiest form of Computer Assisted 
Instruction (CAI) development and use. 
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Daniel Chandler (1984); stated that: 
"It is easier to produce software which reduces 'learning' to a 
mechanical activity than it is to produce a tool which meets 
genuine needs". (p. 43) 
As with all other types of software, it is for the teacher to determine if technology is the 
best way to work with the subject being dealt with. Drill and practice in computing was 
strongly supported in the 1980s. However, it was not found in use in any of the schools. It 
was considered that pupils mostly used Drill and Practice programmes for spelling 
mistakes, punctuation and grammar, but (Chandler 1984) the Drill and Practice 
programme is not the most important techniques in education for students to learn and 
practice. They need time which they do not usually have during their lessons in schools 
(Kelly 1981; Wills et al 1983; Eleanor and Criswell 1989). 
3.4.2.2. Inquiry 
Fraenkeil (1973) described inquiry as the individual identification of relationships, that is 
seeking how things work, what they are like and how they relate to other things. Merwin 
(1979) saw inquiry as a process of higher degree instruction between the learner, the 
teacher, the material, the content and the environment. Jones et al (1979) defined inquiry 
as a teaching strategy which enables pupils to find answers for themselves. These 
approaches arguments are congruent when used in an appropriate curriculum setting and 
delivered by a knowledgeable and sympathetic tutor. 
3.4.2.3. Simulation 
Just as appreciation of classical music is an acquired taste, information technology needs 
to be worked at in order to be understood. There has been extensive research into 
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simulations and computer games, which demonstrate that these can have a positive 
impact on pupils' commitment to learning, interest, enjoyment, social interaction and 
pleasure. 
Joachim and Wedkind (1982) stated that: 
"'Within CAL., computer simulation is one of the most 
important modes of use and simulation means working with the 
model of a specific system. In the case of computer simulation it 
is always a mathematical model, which is implemented as an 
executable programme on a computer". (p. 145) 
This is because a high level of interactivity is required to engage and stimulate learners. 
Students need to leambydoin -not by memorising. Woodhouse and McDougall (1986) 
wrote that Computer Based simulation can be used to promote a range of educational 
goals such as: 
1. Motivation for study; 
2. Discovery leaming; 
3. Learning of content; 
4. Mastery of skills; 
5. Development of concepts; 
6. Social interaction. (p. 77) 
Other writers such as Willis et al (1983); Woodhouse (1986); Eleanor (1989); Heinich 
(1989); reinforce the idea that simulation fosters new learning. As Criswell (1989) 
observes "Computer Based Instruction simulations provide advanced practice that would 
not be available in a classroom" (pp. 2-20). The Curriculum Council for Wales (1990) 
indicated that simulations may be used to study the behaviour of systems which would be 
difficult, impossible or dangerous to reproduce in the classroom. Despite all these 
positive comments, computer simulations appeared to be time consuming and not a great 
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deal of real learning happens as a result. When children start they are unlikely to stop. In 
schools they are not provided with machines with simulations installed and there is a 
shortage of time. So how can they realistically use computers for simulation? If the 
simulation is the source of social interaction in schools why they are not allowed time for 
computer simulation? At home they have time but not all children can afford to buy these 
simulation software packages, Computer based simulation elicits a reactive approach 
rather than proactive response. 
3.4.2.4. Games 
Lindsley (1982) reflects that games are a type of simulation that require the student to act 
in a problem solving situation. Games allow for discovery learning; the actual results of a 
player's own actions teach and strengthen performance. Educators have stated that 
anyone who uses a computer to do anything that isn't fun should be tried for a felony (In 
Criswell, 1989; p. 20). Others such as (Chandler 1982; Self 1985; Nash 1982) also 
reported that the interest of students may also be fostered by providing a 'game' structure. 
Dowes (2000) found that some children reported that they learnt a range of 'real world' 
skills from the simulated environments within the games such as driving cars, skiing, 
playing golf, playing soccer, controlling aircraft, shooting missiles and how to use guns. 
However but a very small number of children reported that they learnt how to solve 
problems, developing thinking skills, patience and develop perseverance, memory and 
imagination. (Monteith 2000; p. 72) 
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3.4.2.5. Tutorials 
Tutorial CAL programmes present material to the pupil and continually check the pupil's 
progress. The computer acts as a patient "tutor" to teach concepts and skills consistent 
with the pupil's rate of leaming. Effective CAL systems provide instruction in a very 
structured way, rather than simply converting the textbook to electronic media. A good 
system is capable of presenting material at the pupil's level of ability, and it can analyse 
the responses of the pupil to determine the rate of progress through the curriculum. Many 
good systems are capable of keeping detailed records of the pupils who use the system. 
This more sophisticated development of ýCAL is called Computer Managed Learning 
(CML). In CML the teacher would normally be provided with information about each 
pupil's progress and her/his specific difficulties. Some believe (Tung 1980 and Kow 
1982; Intemational Computer Ltd (ICL) 1982; Willis 1983; Weaver 1986) the tutorial 
programme represents technology's way of providing each student with a individual tutor 
that is patient and also responsive to students needs. 
Nash and Ball (1982) stated that tutorial CAL is when a computer replaces a teacher in 
helping a student to acquire some substantial piece of learning (p. 101). Criswell (1989) 
argues that Computer Based Instruction (CBI) tutorials for teaching concepts and 
procedures introduce new material and provide practice. A tutorial encourage students 
through acquisition and fluency building to mast, ery. Some tutorials also provide 
generalisation practice, and some may be used for mastery maintenance (p. 124). Willis 
(1983) saw tutorials as a total substitute for tutors and teachers as if learning were 
cpassive'. 
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The academic tutorial programme cannot be learnt without the help of teachers. It is 
difficult for secondary school pupils because they sometimes do not understand the 
instructions on a PC screen. When they do understand they still need teachers around 
them to ask for help when they need it If students try again and again, on their own, they 
get bored and tired and may not complete their task. For the most part, when using any 
tutorial programme they get some prior knowledge or instructions from their teachers 
before starting. 
Many tutorial programmes are, indeed, no more than programmed instruction books 
presented electronically rather than in printed form. (Willis 1983; p. 173) 
3.5. Learning with Computers 
The third type of computer use in the learning process is learning with computers. 
Learning with computers usually involves teaching pupils programming such as LOGO, 
problem solving, logical thinking, modelling, communicating ideas and information, 
information handling, measurement and control and evaluation of application. 
3.5.1. Using computers as a tutor 
Taylor (1980) divided the educational roles of computers and the ways pupils learn about 
computers into three categories-'Tutor, Tool and Tutee'. 
Chandler (1984) stated that 
"Computers are presented as offering 'individualised tuition' or 
more incautiously, 'a personal tutor". (p. 2) 
This hope has not been supported by evidence. Far from extending the new horizons and 
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benefits of modem technology, students are using the computer to reproduce the 
perfon-nance of existing tools. Using computers as a tutor in IT mode is similar to the way 
it is used through CAL sub-modes e. g. drill and practice, tutorial and simulation, which 
were discussed earlier. 
3.5.2. Using computers as a 'tool" 
'That's the reason they are called lessons', the Gryphon 
remarked: 'because they lessen from day to day'. (Lewis Carroll 
1865, p. 128) 
Willis (1983) stated that in most schools, computers were used primarily as tools. They 
are there because they perform tasks efficiently in the same way as a typewriter, 
calculator or telephone can perform useful functions (p. 27). Underwood & Underwood 
(1990) note that the debate concerning the most profitable ways in which we can use this 
costly (and, in some schools, scarce) resource, can simplistically be reduced into that of 
the computer as 'teacher' (the sub-skills tutoring/practice approach) versus the computer 
as a tool. The most easily identified uses of the computer as a tool are those seen in most 
extensive operations in the world outside the classroom, namely data processing and 
word processing. (p. 22) 
Data processing and word processing are not only in extensive operation outside the 
classroom. They are also extensively used in the classrooms. What else can they use 
computers in class for? Children cannot play games on computers in the classroom, and 
they are also not allowed to go on the Internet in their own time. They just do what they 
are told to do by their teachers. So the pupils and teachers primarily carry out certain 
useful tasks by using computers as a tool. Some examples of this type are word- 
processing, spreadsheets, database, graphics, and desktop publishing. 
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Bronowski (1973) pointed out that the technological revolutions throughout the ages were 
all social developments in the use of cultural tools. Technology cannot replace people; 
rather it is a system of tools devised by people to extend their power (Monteith 2000, 
p. 149). "The microcomputer is a tool of awesome potency which is making it possible 
for educational practice to take a giant step backwards into the nineteenth century" 
Chandler (1984, p. 1). There have always been those who doubt the application of 
computers. Despite numerous reports of individual success stories a summary of 
inspection reports on English Primary Schools revealed ICT to be "the least well thought" 
of National Curriculum subjects and subject to "substantial underachievement in about 
two fifths of schools". (OFSTED 1999) 
Harris (1999) states that, 
"Computers began to become widespread as resources for 
learning in schools in the 1980s. Developments in hardware and 
software have increased their ease of use. IT was designed part 
of the national Curriculum in 1990 and from September 1998 has 
been deemed one of the core subjects". (p. 5) 
3.5.3. Using computers as a tutee (student) 
Kemmis et al (1977) proposed four paradigms for applying computers to education: 
1. The instructional paradigm. 
2. The revelatory paradigm. 
3. The conjectural paradigm. 
4. The emancipatory paradigm. (pp. 59-63) 
The first two paradigms (i. e. Instructional and Revelatory) of Kemmis were discussed in 
detail in the previous sections under the different headings (Problem Solving and Drill 
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and Practice). In this section the last two paradigms (the conjectural paradigm, the 
emancipatory) will be related to the following modes of using computers as a tutee. 
a Programming language; 
a Problem solving; 
m Logical thinking; 
a Modelling; 
a Communicating ideas and information; 
w Information handling; 
P Measurement and control and 
m Evaluation of applications. 
Using a computer for Programming Language, Problem Solving, and Logical Thinking is 
supposed to increase children's cognitive skills, have been discussed in the previous 
section. Since the introduction of computers into the education sector, programming has 
been argued to be an ideal way of learning to think. This has been described by 
researchers (Papert 1980; Maxwell 1984; Harvey 1987; Straker 1989; Underwood and 
Underwood 1990; Loveless, 1995). 
In this broad view of learning, education is seen by some as the initiation of the learner 
into social activities or practices. The interactivity of LOGO as a tool of leaming is that it 
provides the user with immediate feedback on individual instructions, thus aiding in the 
leaming process. Loveless (1995) claims that, 
"Control technology offers the opportunity for an investigative 
approach to solving problems and a development in the 
complexity of giving and modifying instructions. It also offers 
the chance for children to engage in a process which they can 
relate to the real world. (Monteith 2000; p. 13 5) 
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Observation at the present time suggests that our schools do not always provide the 
opportunities for pupils to use the computers for LOGO or problem solving skills. Most 
of the computer activities pupils employ in schools are reading, writing, spelling & 
grammar check, drawing, paint, spreadsheets, etc. There are not the means (i. e. time, 
resources and especially the pupils' interest) to allow children to use computers 
independently. Children fear that they might use the machine in the wrong way and might 
even lose their work if they just touch a wrong key. Both teachers and children also fear 
that they might break the machine. Both the teacher and the children do not have control 
of their own learning. Schools are still not providing independent access to resources. 
How can children be expected to learn all the above-mentioned skills? 
3.5.3.1. Modelling 
Loveless (1995) states that "modelling encourages the children to create instructions, to 
control events and see the consequences of their actions in real or imaginary situations" 
(p. 16). National Curriculum (NC) (1990) writes that the importance of modelling skills 
and also supported the above mentioned writers point of view have been recognised 
within the attairument target for IT; 
"Pupils should be able to use information technology to 
design, develop, explore and evaluate mode/s of real and 
imaginary situations. (p. 43) 
Many others such as the (DES 1989; Webb 1990; Collis et al 1996; Somekh 1997; Davis 
1997; Adams DfEE 1999) also support this idea of modelling. As Papert (1980) point out, 
the most highly publicised modelling environment is the programming language, LOGO. 
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3.5.3.2. Communicating Ideas and Information 
In McLuhan's 'global village' he suggests we are all now 'fully paid up members' of the 
"now") society with all the synchronous interactions it includes. As information becomes 
more plentiful and cheap, it is more available to small states, private firms, government 
activities and "ordinary" citizens (DES 1989; DFEE 1999; O'Neil 2000). 
Pupils have the benefits of text handling packages in giving them confidence as writers 
and allowing them to present their work neatly. Pupils do appreciate the advantages of the 
use of word-processors and other text manipulating utilities such as planners, dictionaries 
and spell checkers. They also enjoy being able to enter a text in different sizes, add 
paragraphs, cut and paste, and organise layout to accommodate illustrations. Pupils 
explore the possibilities of transmitting data via systems such as electronic mail and 
videotext but are not very interested in using computers to write and record information. 
Loveless (1995) stated that 
"Children do not always interact with the word processor as 
predicted or desired. They can be 'kept busy' with a writing task 
with fairly low-level demands and not use the potential of the 
word processor to help them develop their writing skills. (p. 26) 
The word processor as such does not seem to interest pupils. They engage with this 
because they have to in order to present their work neatly to their teachers. However all 
pupils are neither motivated nor feel pleasure and do not find these activities interesting. 
How then can we inspire our students and provide pleasurable associations for learning? 
(Collins 1981; Cockcoft 1982; Kelly 1981; Hawkridge 1983; White 1987; Keisler 1992) 
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Computer-mediated communication such as e-mail might, no doubt, be time saving but 
children spend a lot of time in finding the relevant information. They can find pages and 
pages on any topic but much of it is irrelevant information, with difficult language 
beyond most children's understanding and knowledge. As microcomputers were 
introduced people speculated about the paperless society, but unfortunately the use of 
computers as a document preparation tool has actually increased the number of paper 
documents. The latest mass-market development, the Internet, is likely to change this, 
even though the tool used seems to encourage on-screen browsing. The problems inherent 
with screen preparations have not gone away and also the amount of information 
available is getting more irrelevant. This system of communication and information does 
not encourage social interaction. The quality of collaborative learning is getting poor, as 
is obvious from the present research that most pupils like to use computers individually. 
Pupils do not take an active part in classroom discussion (Science Direct 2001). There is 
not much interaction between students and teachers, teachers and students, between peer 
groups or friends if they do not get time to learn from each other and share their ideas and 
views together. The researcher believes that information is a form of single component 
collaboration rather than multi component. 
Science Direct (2001) stated that 
"We enter an information age in which it is said that digital 
technology will penetrate every aspect of our lives from love 
letters to education, business transaction to personal 
communications and there is growing interest in how, and if, 
children are learning to use these new technologies. (p. 2) 
There is no doubt that computers can speed up ways of accessing information but they 
cannot provide complete knowledge about the facts. In fact they do not help the learners 
to develop their knowledge and the abilities. To develop this ability, children require the 
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help of a teacher. It is therefore necessary to evaluate the role that the direct teacher- 
student, student-teacher relationships can have in improving creative and critical abilities, 
knowledge, inforniation and understanding. 
3.5.3.3. Information Handling 
Frank (1979) declared that; 
"Man is a machine who stores the information he collects and 
utilises the information to behave in an intelligent way". 
(pp. 173-174) 
Previous researches (Ross 1984a; DES 1989; Southall 1992; Chandler 1992; Beynon and 
Mackay, 1992; Loveless 1995) have emphasised the importance of sorting, displaying 
and interpreting information, emphasised its validity and accuracy and also claimed that 
pupils will be able to do many things related to information handling. The question is just 
what the information handling system has given the children. Why it is necessary for 
them to use computer mediated information handling systems and what skills can they 
achieve with this system? 
Barker (1989) writes that 
"The physical interaction which facilitates a non-trivial order 
of data processing must be as nearly transparent as possible. 
The pupils' efforts and energies should be directed to the 
conceptualor the procedural development (interaction with the 
data) and not distracted by decisions concerning interaction 
with the system". (p. 199) 
It is clear from what Barker (1989) said that every user has different needs and 
requirements. Each student learns differently. Some students wants to know why things 
work, others just want to be able to make it work. Some students are uncomfortable with 
technology and others learn quickly. Computers may make some kind of learning easier 
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and less painful by externalizing some human skills, but one of the prices we may pay for 
these external cognitive tools may be the arrested development of our students' internal 
resources (i. e. we externalize education by handing our young people machines that focus 
their energies outward, long before they have developed the inner capacities to discipline 
the power at their service). 
3.5.3.4. Measurement and Control 
Papert (1993) states that: 
"The idea that mathematics is to do with the body has inspired 
me to use the computer as a medium to allow children to put 
their bodies back into mathematics" (In Monteith 2000; p. 127). 
The founding principle of Papert's belief is that it would be a much more effective 
environment for learning if it was the children programming the computers. (DES 1989; 
Niki Davis et. al 1997; Monteith 2000). 
Papert suggesting that the question remains as to how the pupils use the computers? They 
may not get the chance to enjoy the experience of control, which brings together 
knowledge and skills from a variety of subjects, particularly mathematics, science and 
technology. There is no doubt that used alongside conventional techniques of 
measurement and recording, IT can allow pupils to take rapid, accurate and multiple 
readings of physical and environmental quantities and of rapid processes. For example, 
secondary pupils are able to make use of measurements in geography or measure 
distances between two places in mathematics by using computers linked to external 
probes. 
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3.5.3.5. Evaluation of Application 
Philips and Pierson (1997) and Loveless (1995) note that the use of software can affect 
the learners' learning process positively and the use of the software can also improve the 
learners' enjoyment, motivation and commitment to work. It can additionally support the 
individual's learning by offering their own routes through the material. Software can 
make difficult ideas more understandable. Philips and Pierson (1997) and Loveless 
(1995) did not ask if schools provide the opportunity for pupils to use these software 
programmes. Did not resolve the question that are pupils really interested in learning 
about software? If pupils are not interested how can we help pupils to take an interest in au 
using these software programmes? How can we build the students' confidence and 
involve them in using these applications? How can these applications affect their work 
and their attitude towards their work? 
This can be the best demonstrated in the "jigsaw technique". Perkins (2001) described 
that helps students create their own leaming. Teachers encourage students in groups and 
each group member is assigned a different piece of information. Group members then 
join with members of other groups who are assigned the same piece of information and 
research and share ideas about the infonnation. Eventually students return to their 
original groups to try to "piece together" a clear picture of the topic at hand. 
The last five IT sub-modes mentioned above are purely illustrative and are used as a 
guidance for the integration of IT into the various subjects in the school curriculum but, 
in practice, schools can not offer all these modes of teaching ICT. As discussed 
previously the use of these application, may enable pupils to use the different software 
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packages confidently and effectively. Not all pupils in schools are able to select software 
appropriate for a particular task or application. 
3.6. Conclusion 
This chapter discussed three modes and sub-modes for using computers in schools, each 
of which have been illustrated (i. e leaming about computers, learning from computers, 
leaming with computers) 
The question that is raised is whether all three modes are used in schools? If 'yes' then 
which of these modes for using computers in school is the 'best'? If all are not used then 
which of these three modes is the one most used in schools? What should students learn 
from them? 
Despite many developments over the last few decades, in the potential use of computers 
in education, schools have been relatively slow in realising that potential (Bleach 1986; 
Dumdell et al 1987; HMI Series 1988; Watson 1993; S. I. Robert et al 1996; Gough et al 
1981; 0' Shea & Self 1983; Barker 1989). Although there has been anecdotal evidence of 
benefit to pupils there has been little in the way of conclusive evidence to support these 
claims. ICT certainly has the potential to enhance the education sector. Although the 
innovative use of ICT in teaching/learning can stimulate a dynamic learning environment, 
the overall effectiveness of any ICT based innovation relies on its successful integration 
into existing educational activities. 
Teachers are the important figures for the cognitive, emotional and social development of 
their pupils in ICT-related teaching/learning. This point of view is supported by 
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Bronowski (1973); Monteith (2000) and Chandler (1984). However, new models in the 
use of ICT are changing teachers' roles. hnplementation of ICT activities is now not only 
changing both the distribution of roles and responsibilities but also classroom dynamics. 
If too few teachers are involved in the implementation stage and there is no whole school 
involvement in the evaluation stage, the sustainability of ICT led learning activities can 
never be truly successful in any meaningful sense. Other factors which may contribute in 
a negative way include the heavy workloads of teaching staff, the lack of capable staff 
who are already well versed in ICT, poor budgets and resources, out of date equipment 
and lack of interest (staff & pupils alike). 
Emphasis must be placed on the pedagogy behind the use of ICT for learning and both 
teachers and pupils should be encouraged to play an active role in teaching/leaming 
activities. At the extreme end of opinion there have been claims that ICT could "wreck" 
schools. The American scientist Papert once said that putting a computer into a school is 
like "putting a jet engine on a stagecoach - you gain a temporary increase in speed, but 
then the whole thing is wrecked! " (Times Educational Supplement, March 24,2000). 
There does need to be awareness that there are a number of potentially negative aspects to 
the use of ICT in schools. We shall examine these possibilities later. Computers, and their 
various uses, depend on individual interactions. The question remains whether schools, in 
their collective activities, can accommodate such practices. 
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Chapter 4 
Pupils' attitudes towards the use of computers 
Introduction 
In the previous chapter the three most common modes of using computers were 
discussed. In this chapter a critical look is taken at the ways in which pupils learn 
ý1ý about/with computers in school, focusing on their attitudes towards the use of computers, 
their feelings, behaviour, the development of computer skills (if they have any) and what 
schools are doing to help them learn with computers. From the previous chapters it may 
be concluded that previous research into the different applications of electronic learning 
appear to contradict each other, both in methods and conclusions, depending on the 
personal values and beliefs of the researcher and the driven outcomes to which they may 
demonstrate allegiance (i. e. empirical evidence being evaluated according to prevailing 
theories and/or objectives). 
In previous research (Yong and Tan 1988a; Barker 1989; Hackbarth 1996b) great 
emphasis has been given to the individualised, group, supportive or collaborative 
leaming system based on the use of Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) and the use 
of computers in education and training. Schools need to make the computer learning 
process motivating and interesting if they wish pupils to learn about them. In this 
chapter the researcher will write briefly about what provisions schools are making for 
helping pupils learn about computers more effectively and efficiently and whether 
they learn at home rather than school. Such factors such as achievement, motivation, 
gender, interest, self-concept, peer relationship, belief, values will be directly or 
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indirectly related to learning and attitude. 
Pupils' attitudes towards working with computers are influenced and shaped by many 
different factors. The perceptions and influence of social groups (i. e. friends) appears to 
play a major part in determining and reinforcing beliefs and may influence future learning 
activities. In addition, individual learning styles will also have a part to play. An 
enthusiastic and popular teacher who promotes such activities as both beneficial and 
enjoyable will encourage pupils to share these beliefs. Conversely, a computer in itself 
cannot view such student activities in a positive or negative light and is unable to convey 
a palatable message to the pupils due to their lack of interest. An important factor to 
emerge from the study of the pupils' lack of interest in computers was the widespread 
lack of resources, both of time and equipment, available to pupils. Pupils with access to 
computers at home may be expected to show comparatively more interest, as they are 
perceived to have both the time and facility to explore such interests at their own leisure. 
However, this is not always the case. 
For those pupils without home access the problem is compounded by long waits, (up to 
one week in many cases), between lessons and time available to them when they do have 
access. The waiting periods between lessons often mean that pupils have already started 
to forget what they have already learned and this may lead to feelings of frustration and 
resentment. It is noted that for many pupils the school served as a natural forum in which 
the social dynamics between groups could flourish and develop. Learning activities of all 
kinds, not just those centered around ICT, appeared to "take a back seat" to social 
activities within the classroom. 
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There are many factors that influence learning. Is learning a relatively stable change in 
knowledge or skills as a result of experience, or can it be given a wider meaning? 
Learning is a basic human need and shapes our lives. There are many different learning 
objectives for pupils but as to how successfully these are achieved, or indeed to what 
extent they are attainable at all remains to be seen. 
Saljo, (1999) said 
"A fundamental assumption in a socio-cultural understanding 
of human learning is precisely this: learning is always learning 
to do something with cultural tools (be they intellectual and /or 
theoretical). This has the important implication that when 
understanding learning we have to consider that the unit that 
we are studying is people in action using tools of some kind". 
(In Science Direct 2001; p. 4) 
In addition, we assume varying degrees of knowledge as to how to use these tools. Every 
theorist, educationist, teacher, parent and policy maker has their own ideas on how 
children learn. 
Howe (1975) noted 
"Learning involves more than facts - it involves the learning of 
techniques, processes or skills". (p. 295) 
Learning can be active and intelligent by doing some sort of activity and by so doing 
bring ideas, attitudes, abilities and skills to the learning situation. Learning can be an 
active process, which gives the learner knowledge and understanding, and which also 
provides learning experiences. Learners can get opportunities to test, refine and 
consolidate their understanding in new learning (Clark 1984; Woodhouse 1986; 
Underwood and Underwood 1990 and West Glamorgan Centre for Computer 
Education 1990). 
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The question remains whether computers can change human disposition or increase their 
capability. They might be merely tools and not really very helpful for effective learning. 
Learning is possible without computers, but nothing is possible without teachers and 
pupils. Leaming can vary from time to time and from subject to subject. Sometimes 
leamers are active and sometimes passive. Both these types of leaming are vital for any 
subject and especially for the use of computers. 
Pupils learn in a variety of ways e. g. they can learn by interaction with a person or an 
object (It is not necessary that pupils' interaction with computers is effective all the time). 
The researcher argues that not all the ways of using computers can be more beneficial in 
assisting pupils to learn than other sources such as teachers. A special emphasis will be 
given to the arguments made by previous researchers that the use of computers assists 
active learning Evans 1986; Woodhouse 1986; Bentley and Watts 1989). 
The fact is that computers cannot make learning interactive all the time whether children 
work on them individually, in pairs, or in small or large groups. Few consequences are 
outwardly visible but computers cannot really interrogate or assess children frequently. 
What the pupil knows at each step cannot be determined all the time. Therefore the 
learning modes cannot be adopted without any conscious realization on the part of pupils. 
It could perhaps be concluded from previous literature that for learning to be effective a 
learner needs the following. 
0A non-threatening learning environment for active learning to take place in which they 
can propose and test out ideas which needs to be supportive, while still giving an 
evaluation of their efforts. 
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Involvement in the organisation of the learning process which could maximize the 
possibilities for pupils' active learning. With computers neither teachers nor pupils can 
organise their own time to assist their normal or extension work because pupils are 
rarely allowed to use the computers freely in their own time. On average pupils only 
get 1.93 hours of time each to use the computers in schools. 
a Learners should be provided with the opportunity to take decisions about the content 
of their own learning. 
m Direct skill teaching provides opportunities to participate in group work in addition to 
some cooperation and negotiation of direct skills. 
m It is true that the continuous assessment and evaluation of the learner's progress allows 
learners to diagnose their strengths and weaknesses and take more steps to build on or 
correct them. 
a The learning process need to be set within the context of everyday life if 
understanding of the concept is likely to be understood for long. 
Webb (1990) describes any type of information that is "delivered" by the teacher or by 
books, where the leamer is just an absorber of that information, or in other words "a 
spectator" of that information as a 'passive' model. An active mode of learning requires 
the learner to be mentally involved and develop an understanding of an idea or concept 
by forming mental representations of them and by being able to use those ideas in new or 
different situations. For example, a large amount of human learning is achieved through 
observing another person making the responses, or maybe through reading about it, or 
through viewing pictures of it or trying to imitate the response. 
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4.2. Critical views about the ways in which computers help the pupils to learn 
There are a number of ways that are thought to indicate that computers can help or assist 
pupils' learning. For example, the Drill and Practice exercises cannot always help to 
reinforce previously learned concepts and give practice at answering questions. Although 
a computer can offer an immediate reward for the correct answer for a mathematical or 
numerical problem (i. e. flashing points, stars, playing a tune or some other stimulus) it 
cannot offer a remedial solution of the problem if the answer is incorrect. The children 
can have one to one access and interactions with computers if they know how to use the 
computers properly. However if they do not know how to perform a task then how can 
they learn without the help of a teacher? Teachers and pupils, not the computers, are the 
main factors behind all this rhetoric. Computers cannot always sort information quickly 
as well as performing arithmetical calculations and displaying results in a form which is 
easy to read and interpret. They cannot always offer pupils a much richer context in 
which to try things out and see what happens. 
Tutorial programmes give the pupil some information (e. g. how to balance chemical 
equations) and then ask the pupils to try out some examples. Tutorial CAL programmes 
present material to the pupil and continually check the pupil's progress. The computer 
acts as a patient "tutor" to teach concepts and skills consistent with the pupil's rate of 
learning. With this, the pupil can get new information and internalise that information but 
is not able to check out their own understanding by trying out the new skills in a variety 
of situations. For effective learning the student-teacher interaction is crucial. Pupils can 
discuss their problems with their friends, classmates and their teachers. When they use 
any tutorial programme they try to follow the questions asked by the computer. The 
computer cannot talk to them, even if there is ostensible interaction between pupil and 
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computer. 
Many researchers have used variants on Piaget's (1987) original procedure to attempt to 
demonstrate some understanding of 'conservation' at ages younger than children 
typically past the Piagetian Paradigm. These efforts have met with some success if the 
transfonnation is brought about accidentally (McGarrigle and Donaldson, 1975). In 
Piaget's studies one factor was not accounted for. He failed to distinguish between more 
difficult and more simplified tasks within an area of cognition development. If a 
conservation task is simple, it may be performed correctly, but if is more complex the 
child may still make the pre-operational mistakes. In addition, different children will 
progress through these stages at different speeds, the ages given being rough 
approximations. 
Although working within a broadly Piagetian framework, Donaldson is highly critical of 
some of Piaget's assertions and offers alternative explanations for many of his findings. 
She believes that he underestimated the thinking powers of children, partly because he 
believed that abstract thinking is superior and that it is only attained in late adolescence. 
Her own work considers the social context in which the child learns and also the child's 
understanding of that context (Donaldson 1978). 
The researcher believes that computers cannot in themselves make the learning 
enviromnent pleasurable and cannot enrich and enhance the learning process. Pupils 
cannot get wider and more relevant information from the computer. Additionally, 
computer programmes cannot generate productive thinking and collaboration amongst 
pupils, teachers and computers themselves under the right conditions. This is totally 
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dependent on the pupils and teacher's willingness to use and spend the time in setting up, 
monitoring and evaluating the learning process. 
However, the way that a microcomputer is used in the classroom depends on several 
factors including the habits and preferences of the teacher, the nature of the room itself, 
the ethos and traditions of the school and the facilities. Hawkins and Sheingold (1982) 
observed four aspects of the organization of learning that appear to be affected by the 
incorporation of computers into classrooms: the curriculum, the learning interactions, the 
management of classrooms and the monitoring and assessment of pupils' progress. 
A computer does not necessarily have the capacity to simulate learning processes and 
help the pupil learn a fact or matters of "how" and "why" (Garland 1982; Maddison 
1982; Chambers and Sprecher 1983; Riedesel and Clements 1985; Clark 1986; Barker 
1989). 
Pupils need to believe that learning is their responsibility and that success will be 
determined on their own efforts. They need to believe that even when things look difficult 
they can work things out for themselves and that effort will be rewarded by success. 
Simulation programmes cannot always help pupils to develop their learning skills 
although they can help them to reason things out by guiding them through the arguments 
that give the acceptable answer. Some people would say that some examples of this type 
of programme could help pupils to develop through the Piagetian stages of development. 
The main features of this theory are thoughts and ideas of space, quantity and causality 
from infancy to adolescence. 
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Electronic leaming is a complex process that relies on the willingness of the learners to 
adopt a collaborative learning style. This appears to require a ma or shift in learning i 
behaviour and is a process in which educators appear to have little influence (Moursund 
1995). 
Research describes the advantages of using computers in different ways. Much of it 
ignores the main factor the pupils. Children's attitudes relating to the interest and 
enjoyment associated with computers and school seem to be less positive than hoped. The 
ethos and traditions of the schools have failed to provide and incorporate the pupils' 
preferences of using computers in to classroom Fish and Feldmann (1990). They are 
mostly interested in playing games and going on the Internet and e-mail, which their 
teachers do not allow them to do in schools (Suppes 1990; Watson et al 1993). 
4.3. Definition of the attitudes 
Before describing pupils' attitudes towards the use of computers and schools, there will 
be a summary about attitudes in general. It is important to consider attitudes because we 
all have attitudes and opinions (though it is not a factor we are bom with, but it develops 
in us from our surroundings where we learn). There is a long tradition of researeh into 
people's attitudes dating back to 1901 when Baldwin and to 1918 when Thomas and 
Znaniecki were among the pioneers of attitude testing. The importance of attitudes in 
social psychology has led to a substantial investment of efforts to develop accurate means 
of measuring attitudes. Between the two World Wars, the attention of attitude researchers 
was directed primarily towards two important issues: 
m The definition of attitudes,, and 
a Attitude measurement. 
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Allport (1924); Chave (1928); Thurstone (1929) Likert (1932); Kohler (1929); Bogardus 
(1931); Murphy (1931); Skinner (1957); and Tenenbaum (1944) provided important 
evidence in this respect. Allport (1935) had pointed out that attitudes were being 
measured more successfully than they were being defined. Additionally, there were 
studies made into the relationship of attitudes to such social variables as formal 
schooling, age and sex. 
4.4 Pupils' Attitude to Computers 
In recent studies several influences which impinge upon attitudes relating to computers, 
have been studied. These have included the learner's own characteristics and such 
background factors as sex, age, school achievement and personality. These also include 
the teacher, classroom climate, curriculum, materials and instructional strategies. The 
pupil's personality and achievement may influence a learner's attitude, which in turn may 
partially influence instructional strategies. Pupils' motivational consequences, their 
enjoyment, pleasure and interest in the use of computers in schools and at home plays an 
important role in influencing student attitudes generally 
In our delight, bewilderment or frustration with new technology (the microcomputer) it is 
easy to ignore the pupils themselves and their attitudes and views about computers (as in 
previous research). A major reason for pupils being ignored is the supposition that pupils 
will learn something while working on computers no matter what they are doing. The 
researcher raised several questions which we need to ask ourselves. What do they know 
,% 1% , bout computers? How much do they know about computers? Do they want to leam 
n, k about them? Do they have favourable attitudes? How are these attitudes formed? How 
might we use computers in ways that are likely to result in favourable attitudes? 
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Most studies that have been carried out into an examination of pupil attitudes toward 
computers have sought out the positive attitudes towards this technology. For example, 
Mullan (1982) showed that children's reaction to computers is favourable. All the 
children in the study indicated that they thought the microcomputer helped them to learn. 
Mullan believed that this was due to the fact that computers provide an atmosphere where 
cooperative interaction between children is encouraged. The researcher believes that 
interest in using computers in previous studies may be related to the perceived level of 
individual attention. Pupils can find using computers very interesting if they get the 
impression that they will receive individual attention and also by introducing new 
practices into education. 
Cockcroft (1982) reported that it is important in this respect to mention the perceived link 
between computing and mathematics. There are several pieces of research evidence to 
suggest that boys show a greater liking for mathematics than girls (Welsh Education 
Office 1983; Light 1987). The manner in which computers have been introduced into 
most schools has tended to link computing with mathematics. Other studies in 
investigating children's attitudes relating to the interest and enjoyment across the genders 
and subject type groups associated with using computers carried out by different 
researchers (Kiesler 1983; Fletcher 1985; Culley 1988; Department of Education and 
Science 1989; Curriculum Council for Wales (CCW) 1990; James 1992). 
The debate surrounding the use of computers is relatively clear. The use of computers is 
supposed to have developed positive attitudes towards computers The implementation of 
IT in schools is supposed to be successful. The ambition in that the use of computers 
could replace previous teaching methods and even teachers. 
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The researcher believes that attitudes and feelings of a learner towards what is learnt 
often deten-nine how effectively leaming occurs. Many factors shape a pupil's attitudes 
and feeling and a positive attitude can be an important factor in learning when an 
instructor's style matches a student's learning style, that student typically experiences 
greater satisfaction and a more positive attitude toward learning. Existing literature (DES 
1989; CCW 1990) suggests no large or significant differences in cognitive ability 
between male and female, though there is an increase amount of research regarding 
cognitive processes. 
Cully (1986) amongst others has found that ale pupils will often dominate discussions, 
harass and tease and monopolise teacher attention (both positive and negative). There can 
often be different expectations of boys and girls both within the classroom and at home 
4.5. Pupils' Attitude towards schools 
The most common motive for technology-supported innovation in education is enhanced 
student learning. With the advent of interactive multimedia (i. e. sound, animation and 
video) there has been no shortage of ambitious claims about technology helping pupils to 
learn. An improvement in student learning is reported in some studies such as (Wheelock 
1983; Boal 1995; Alexander and McKenzie 1998; Valentine and Holloway 2001; 
Hutchby and Moran-Ellis 2001). 
With increasing pressure from parents, pupils, and employers to provide school leavers 
with 'computer skills' for a perceived better employability, many schools went for 
computer studies despite the best endeavours of Micro Electronic Programming and 
LEAs to develop the information technology curriculum for providing equal 
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opportunities for all pupils. The use of computers in schools continued because it was 
thought that a computer on its own is enough to give pupils appropriate skills. It is 
apparent that if ICT is to bear the educational fruit for which computer studies had sown 
the seeds, then the growth of the subject would have to be directed to making it at least as 
acceptable for all pupils at different levels and at all abilities. 
No obvious change has been seen in schools. Computers are being used for many 
purposes such as drill and practice, simulations, learning new material, as a tool, as an 
aspect, as a medium and to enhance leaming, but there are still not fully integrated into 
education (Gough et al 1981; Weller 1988; Educational Technology 1988; Yong and Tan 
1988a; Philip Barker 1989; Plomp 1996). 
It is not enough for the teachers and policy makers to recognise the importance of ICT 
and for all schools to have more machines, equipment, more hardware and software just 
to put their name in the list of technologically rich schools. In reality we need to bring 
I'll about changes in the way that pupils are using computers to learn, in their attitudes and 
behaviour. We need to realise that computers are an integral part of the infrastructure of 
school and for pupils' experiences in school as well. We need to motivate pupils and also 
help them to learn in interesting ways (Plomp 1996; Pelgrum 1996; Hutchby and Moran- 
Ellis 2001). It is evident that most work is done on the development of computer 
hardware, software, modes, factors of computers use in schools and the effectiveness of 
using computers. Communicating and handling information; designing developing, 
exploring and evaluating models of real or imaginary situations, measuring and 
controlling physical variables and movement, will not in themselves bring about a real 
difference in pupils' attitudes. 
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If we really want children to be computer literate, computer studies courses should not be 
only for a minority of the pupils. Computer Studies should be compulsory for all children 
in all schools and we need to make them more valuable and interesting in order to engage 
pupils in their computer studies. Developing pupils' ICT capability will not help them to 
acquire: 
m Knowledge about the nature and variety of ICT equipment and software tools; 
a Skill in the use of ICT for a variety of tasks; 
a Critical awareness of the effects of ICT on individuals and societies; 
m Arange of positive personal qualities and attitudes. 
4.6. Conclusions 
The most important condition for the development and use of computers in education is 
the pupils' willingness to learn about computers and the availability of sufficient 
hardware and software. The negative attitudes of pupils towards computers already exist. 
We will to make pupils' attitudes more positive. Courses in programming and computer 
applications of various kinds are supposed to encourage pupils to develop a positive 
attitude. Software remains expensive, but the continuing drop in hardware costs does 
mean that schools now have available economic solutions to teaching and learning with 
computers (Bork 1985; Hameyer 1989; Barker 1989; OFSTED 1996; Freedman 1999). 
The whole process of using computers in schools needs careful understanding and 
evaluation in an attempt to maximize their benefits in using them in the school context 
and developing pupils' positive attitude towards computers. 
The effective rationales of the computers' use are mentioned in Toffler (1974); 
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Hawkridge, Jaworski and Mc Mahon (1990). This theoretical awareness about the use of 
the computers could encourage the teachers and pupils to accept the importance of 
computer use in schools to make the use of ICT fulfill the promises that were made on its 
introduction in schools. (0' Shea and Self 1983; Criswell 1989; DES 1989) 
ICT in the classroom can deliver: 
m Social interaction and communication between twoor more pupils working together. 
m The opportunity for pupils to work at their own pace. 
a The opportunity to work with a non-judgmental assessor and thereby allow pupils to 
gain control of their own learning. 
m Instant feedback to pupils' responses. 
aA safe enviromnent to work. 
ICT has enormous potential to reduce leaming difficulties and compensate for 
disabilities. it can be used to integrate the pupils into the school and inform them. The 
question is whether this potential is being realized. It might be that in many instances it is 
creating a greater divide between pupil and teacher/pupil interactions instead. Computers 
provide a quite different style of infonnation gathering and learning than the usual habits 
of the classroom. 
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Chapter 5 
Methodology 
5.1. Introduction and pen portrait of schools 
The pivotal aim of the study is to investigate secondary school pupils' attitudes towards 
the use of computers in school. The schools for which the sample is taken include the 
following: 
School (E) is a mixed secondary school with a sixth form. It has grown steadily over 
recent years and has more applications for places than it can accommodate. There are 
now approximately 1260 pupils and students on roll, making it larger than most schools. 
The school serves a small town in West Yorkshire. A significant, but decreasing, number 
of more able pupils from the area go on to one of the three local grammar schools after 
their primary education. As a result, the overall attainment on entry to the high school has 
been below average in recent years. However, the school's reputation has grown over the 
years and this 'leakage' has reduced with the result that the current Year 7 pupils show 
the wide range of attainment found in many comprehensive schools, although not as 
many have reached the higher levels of achievement. The sixth fonn is housed in a 
separate building nearly a mile away from the main school. About half of the pupils 
leaving Year II stay on to become students in the sixth form and they are joined by about 
10 per cent from other schools. Overall, attainment on entry to the sixth form, as 
indicated by GCSE performance, is lower than in most schools. In the main school, the 
proportion of pupils with special educational needs is lower than in most schools, 
although the proportion with statements is about average. The school also has a special 
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unit for pupils from the surrounding area who have visual impairment. The school has 
been awarded Business and Enterprise status and this has had a significant impact on the 
way it works. It has also received School Achievement Awards, School. Curriculum 
Awards and Investors in People status. 
School (N) is much smaller than the average sized secondary school, with 
approximately 490 pupils on roll. The pupils' attainment on entry to the school is 
below average. Thirty five per cent of the pupils have been identified by the school as 
having special educational needs, which is well above the national average. The 
proportion of pupils speaking English as an additional language is very high. 
Approximately 50 per cent of the pupils are entitled to free school meals, which is 
well above the national average. The school has had difficulties in recruiting key 
members of staff. 
School (M) is a secondary school for approximately 860 boys and girls aged 11 to 16 
years, most of whom come from the locality of the south west of the town. Some 
pupils come from further away because the school has a strong reputation for 
supporting pupils with special educational needs. Pupils with special educational 
needs, of whom a third have statements of special need, make up an above average 
fifth of the roll. Specialised provision supports 25 pupils with hearing impairment and 
21 with physical impairment. Other special educational needs supported by the school 
are mainly dyslexia, moderate leaming difficulties, social and behavioural. disorders, 
and autism and dyspraxia. About two thirds of pupils have a white British heritage and 
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most others come from a mainly mixed white Caribbean or Pakistani background. 
Significant minorities include pupils from white, mixed Asian, Indian and 
Bangladeshi, and Caribbean backgrounds. Very small numbers come from other 
backgrounds. About a sixth of pupils in the school speak English as an Additional 
Language, which is higher than in most schools. Of these, 28 who are at the early 
stages of learning English are supported by a specialist co-ordinator and a bilingual 
teaching assistant. The main languages other than English in the school are Urdu, 
Punjabi, and Hindi. Pupils' attaimnent on entry is below average, with a very clear 
minority whose literacy and social skills are well below average. By Year 11, almost a 
fifth of pupils have left or joined the school other than at the times of normal transfer. 
The school is a Specialist Sports College of long standing and the community makes 
extensive use of its sports facilities. The school was re-awarded Investors in People 
status in 2004, the Artsmark in 2003, a School Achievement Award in 2002, and the 
Sportsmark in 2002. Many pupils take part in the Duke of Edinburgh Award scheme. 
School (L) is secondary school for 11-16 year olds has 760 pupils on roll. The overall 
attainment of pupils on entry to the school at age 11 varies very widely: it has been 
much lower overall than the national average in most years, but is rising. The 
proportion of pupils with statements of special educational need (SEN) is about 
double the national average. About one third of pupils come from families of ethnic 
minority heritage, but only a handful are at an early stage of learning English 
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School (C) has 1,437 pupils and students; there are 1,200 pupils in Years 7 to II and 
205 students in the sixth form. Numbers in the sixth form have increased in recent 
years and the school is much larger than other secondary schools. Pupils and students 
come from a mixture of local authority and private housing. The school has an above 
average proportion of pupils with English as an Additional Language, but only one of 
these is in the early stages of English language acquisition. The proportion of pupils 
with special educational needs is below average and the proportion of pupils with 
statements of special educational needs is broadly average. The percentage of pupils 
entitled to free school meals is below average. Pupils are predominantly from white 
British backgrounds, and about ten per cent are from Pakistani, Indian and Black 
Caribbean families. A small number are from European countries. Attaim-nent on 
entry to the school is broadly average, although the proportion of pupils obtaining the 
higher levels in the end of Key Stage 2 national tests in primary schools was below 
average. 
School (K) is a secondary school with approximately 13 00 pupils in the school. There are 
more girls than boys in Years 7 to 9. The ethnic composition of pupils in the school 
reflects the local community. Most pupils are white but there are significant numbers of 
pupils whose ethnic origin is Pakistani, Caribbean or from Asian countries. The 
proportion of pupils with English as an Additional Language is higher than in most 
schools although there are only five pupils at the early stages of learning the English 
Language. There are four pupils who are refugees or asylurn seekers and three pupils who 
are in public care. The number of pupils identified as having special educational needs is 
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below the national average. However, the number of pupils with statements of special 
educational needs is in line with the national average. Most pupils when they leave the 
school go into full-time education but nearly a fifth enter employment. The school caters 
for the full ability range but on average the attainment on entry is above the national 
average. Few pupils join the school other than at the usual time of admission. The area 
the school serves, based on the number of pupils who are eligible for free school meals, is 
a slightly more advantaged area when compared with national data. The school is 
oversubscribed. The school is a specialist Technology College and gained a Schools 
Achievement Award in 2001,2002 and 2003. The school gained the Sportsmark Award 
in 2004 and became a Beacon School in 2000 until 2004 when the scheme finished. In 
2003 the school became a Partnership Promotion School. The school has a strong 
partnership with its local University and a local College. The school is active in 
promoting the Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme and is involved in an Enterprise 
Curriculum initiative called 'Setpoint'. These indicate a wide range of socio-economic 
intake. 
This chapter seeks to acquaint the reader with the overall design of the study and provide 
an account of the methodology, assessment instruments and statistical techniques 
employed in the research together with the rationale for their use based on the relevant 
literature. The following procedures were employed to obtain participants' views and to 
put them in an appropriate context: - 
1. Overall design of the study; 
2. Introduction to the methodology; 
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3. Process of school observations; 
4. Construction of the questionnaire; 
5. Sampling; 
6. Distribution of the questionnaires and data collection; 
7. Statistical procedures (SPSS) used; 
8. Construction of the interview questions; 
9. Conducting the interviews with the students of the year 9 and year 10. 
5.2. Overall design of the Study 
The research design is essentially analytical Cohen et al (2002) observe that the 
conditions or relationships that exist, practices that prevail, beliefs, point of view, or 
attitudes that are held, processes that are going on, effects that are being felt, or trends 
that are developing, all play an integral role in valid research. At times, descriptive 
research is concerned with how 'what' is or 'what exists' related to some preceding event 
that has influenced or affected a present condition or event and the reasons why this has 
produced such an affect or event. 
The study was designed as five related stages. Each stage can be considered in isolation 
but it is important to emphasis that each step is closely related to the others. Data 
gathered in one stage was used to lead into the next stage concerning the aims of the 
research which have been stated in chapter 1. The following are the five stages used in 
this study: - 
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The initial school study was carried out in a number of secondary schools through 
schools survey, observations and interviews in order to: - 
i. Understand the socio economic background of the schools. 
ii. Discover who teaches ICT. 
iii. Explore the ways in which computers were used, within subjects or as a free 
standing one. 
iv. Carry out an observational study to evaluate pupils' behaviour towards computers. 
2) Devise a questionnaire for the pilot study addressed to the small sample in order to 
get the initial infonnation which helped in constructing the final questionnaires used 
for the quantitative approach using received observation with regard to fonuat and 
design. 
3) Pilot interviews were also conducted to get the initial qualitative data. 
4) A survey questionnaire addressed to the whole sample of school pupils. 
5) Interviews carried out with a selected number of pupils. 
5.3. Sample size 
The sample size of pupils' for both the questionnaire (3 10) and semi-structured interview 
(29) was large enough to be representative and ensured that variables such as age, gender 
and year group were covered. The total population is widely scattered geographically. It 
was very difficult to involve a whole population; because of factors such as expenses, 
time and accessibility in obtaining data or measures from the whole population. Therefore 
the researcher used a sample in order to represent the target population as a whole. 
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As mentioned by Robson (1995) and Cohen et al (2000) the random method is an 
appropriate method to represent the whole population because it gives every member of 
the population of a study a chance to be part of the sample. 
It was explained to approximately 320 pupils what the research study was about - some 
were obviously interested and some were not in any way interested in what was being 
studied. The pupils were given the opportunity to volunteer to complete the 
questionnaire. A small number did not want to complete the questionnaire. Some pupils 
wanted to complete the questionnaire after school rather than in the lesson - they 
suggested that the questionnaire may be a source of distraction in the lesson and would 
rather complete it at the end of the school day. When questionnaires were completed 
pupils were given the opportunity to take part in the interviews. Some pupils readily 
volunteered; others were less willing. There was a range of abilities represented in this 
group. This group inevitably included some who were disaffected with school, but the 
majority showed an interest in the subject of ICT. 
5.4. Introduction to Methodology 
Cohen et al (2002) observed that the purposes of the study determine the methodology, 
and the research designed is governed by the notion of 'fitness for the purpose. This is 
supported by Kaplan (1973) and Best and Kahn (1993) Denscombe (1998) notes that 
researchers have developed many different methods and tools for gathering data. Evans 
(1984) suggests that there are three types of research styles to consider when designing a 
research study, the ethnographic study, the experiment, and the survey (Bell et al 1984). 
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5.5. Research Methods used in this Study 
The survey approach, which is quantitative in nature, was the most appropriate technique 
for collecting much of the data for this study. In the survey, observations, and 
questionnaires, interviews and tests, are ways of obtaining data. In this research, tests are 
omitted because the study deals with pupils' attitudes towards computers rather than their 
knowledge about computers. 
In considering the aims and objectives of the study the researcher tried to integrate the 
ideas of these writers and employed the method of conducting an initial school survey 
and using observational techniques for the fieldwork. These are followed by both the 
quantitative and qualitative data to pursue the investigation, get additional categories of 
information and more accurate data, generalisability of findings and historical 
interpretation. As Wragg (1980) asked 
"How does the evidence collected compare with the sources of 
evidence"? (p. I? ) 
In this study the researcher decided to start with observation as the first stage while 
collecting the pilot study questionnaire and interview data by visiting schools in order to 
build up a social context and get the idea for developing the final questionnaire followed 
by the qualitative approach (detailed pupils' interviews). The final questionnaire was 
subjective and related to the theoretical framework of the study. While collecting 
quantitative and qualitative data at the second stage the researcher explored the wide and 
fonnal issues about the use of ICT in schools. 
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The following quantitative and qualitative methods were selected to pursue the research: - 
(a) School survey: - to explore the ways that computers are being used in schools, the 
types of computer modes implemented, and the availability of hardware and software 
resources. Additionally to discover the socio economic background of the schools 
and the system of computer use adopted; to discover if the teachers who teach ICT 
are ICT trained and carry out an observational study to evaluate pupils' behaviour 
towards computers. 
(b) Observations were carried out to gather information in order to evaluate the use of 
computers in schools and also to see the ways that computers were being used and 
the pupils' behaviours towards them. 
(c) The questionnaire was given to pupils in order to draw the research on from the 
initial two stages (survey & observations) concentrating on investigating the attitudes 
of pupils towards computers. 
(d) Interviews were arranged with a selection of pupils in order to gain additional 
information concerning the factors that affect their attitudes towards computers. 
Sapsford and Jupp, (1996) explain that there is no single best way of collecting data; the 
method chosen depends on the nature of the research questions (p. 98). This type of 
approach can involve questionnaires, social surveys or structured interviews (Burgess, 
1985). 
5.6. Research Methods used for the initial data collection are: 
The researcher was of the opinion that survey and observation were the best method for 
determining the initial information regarding what is going on in schools concerning 
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computer use and how the pupils relate to computers. In order to obtain the prime data the 
researcher decided to use quantitative approaches (i. e. survey and observation). 
5.6.1. Survey 
The purposes of the schools survey mentioned earlier were: - 
m To see the ways that computers are being used in schools, 
w To observe the types of computer modes implemented, and the availability of 
hardware and software resources, 
m To understand teachers' approach to the use of computers. 
Surveys provide a relatively simple and straightforward approach to the study of 
attitudes, values, beliefs and motives (Kerlinger 1969; Bryman 1989; Robson 1993). 
A survey is a quantitative approach that gives the researchers initial information to 
establish the background of the study adopting another quantitative approach 
(questionnaire) to collect facts, attitudes and beliefs and then compare the data. Measures 
involve statistical techniques which lead to quantified and, wherever possible, 
generalisable conclusions. This type of approach leads to research for generally 
applicable results, and predictions about behaviour, attitudes and beliefs. This research 
employs a combination of survey and observation for collecting the basic information. 
This was followed by detailed attitude questionnaires and interviews to collect the data 
for the study. 
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5.6.2. Observation 
Pupils were observed in secondary schools to ascertain how they use computers, how 
they interact with teachers and how they work with their peers. Out of these observations 
came more detailed information about why they approach their work in the way they do. 
These would also function as vital initial research, to detennine if there were any bigger 
issues to be addressed later in the survey. 
In the present research quantitative data, through observation and questionnaire, was used 
principally to gain in depth information in order to evaluate the pupils' attitude towards 
the use of computers in schools. 
t-Ni- 
Observations were carried out 
a) To gather information in order to evaluate the use of computer use in schools. 
b) To see the ways that computers were being used and how pupils behave towards 
them. 
c) To identify the factors that affect pupils' behaviour towards computers; 
d) To examine the differences in pupils' behaviour in schools. 
Brown (1979) observes that pupils' behaviour during observation may be influenced by 
many different factors in addition to the related attitude for example, pupils' prior 
knowledge and experience of using computers, expectations of peer response, authority 
constraints, and the pupil's own intellectual, social or physical abilities. Observations, 
and specially those which are dealing with pupils' behaviour, have to be planned and 
used carefully. 
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Croll (1986) and others (Anderson 1954; Bulmer 1983; Simpson 1995; Burroughs 1971) 
noted, observed and reported that good observational techniques require particular skills. 
Through observation it is easier to understand what is going on, who or what is involved, 
when and where these things happen how they occur, and why (at least from the 
standpoint of participants) things happen as they do in particular situations. 
Almost by definition commissioned observation is overt, at least to the client who has 
engaged the researcher, even it remains covert to those being observed. A covert observer 
like the researcher is able to move about the research setting freely. It is indeed this very 
freedom that allows us to observe our subjects accurately and honestly. 
The researcher believed that using the observational technique and school survey allowed 
her to get to know the pupils as well as their teachers and the schools system. Most 
importantly this approach allowed pupils to get to know the researcher in the classroom 
context. This allowed for a closer relationship, which made it easier for them to express 
their feeling and opinions. Borg (1989) supported this point of view by indicating, 
"Quantitative researchers strive to be personally detached so that 
their observations are as objective as possible. Detachment is 
achieved by using objective instruments, while qualitative 
researchers, however often interact closely with those involved 
in the study. The research data arise out of these interactions in 
the form of what people reveal to the researcher and the 
researcher's impressions". (p. 23) 
The researcher must then define and attempt to measure data and identify the drivers of 
engagement, specifically the inter - relationship of different aspects of student life that 
have the greatest impact on engagement levels. Ridgway (1986) asserts that the ultimate 
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acceptability of Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) for general use must be based on 
observation of its use in representative classrooms. 
The observations were carried out to evaluate pupils' behaviour towards computers to 
yield the initial information. It was hoped to acquire this partly through observation and 
mostly through an attitudinal questionnaire administered to pupils themselves. 
Observational studies are criticised for being subjective Pupils can be influenced by the 
presence of an adult in the classroom. The researcher tried as much as possible to 
minimise such effect by using some of the following procedures: - 
wA tape recorder was not used so as not to disturb them; 
Notes were not taken in front of the pupils, but immediately after the observation 
session finished. 
Through these observations, the researcher aimed to monitor the pupils' activities in the 
class, especially those conceming their behaviour towards computers. 
5.7. Selection of Sample for Observation Technique 
Observations were necessarily limited to a small nwuber of schools. The schools were 
similar to each other in approach of teaching and learning ICT but different in ICT 
resources. The schools also used different teaching modes. The first schools A and B 
selected were very well resourced. This was selected to represent an example of schools 
which are using the computer as tool and also in other curriculum subjects. The schools c 
and D were adequately resourced. Some of the middle class schools use computers only 
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as a tool. Some use it in other subjects to a greater or lesser extent. In contrast schools D 
and E chosen were badly resourced. This one was also chosen as an example of a poorly 
resourced school with poor information technology practice. All schools were mixed sex. 
Observational studies are sometimes criticised for being subjective and lacking in the 
precise quantifiable measures that are the hallmark of survey research. Most attempts to 
improve observation have recommended the separation of subject and objective in an 
effort to eliminate personal frameworks. However, this researcher believes that the 
quality of personal frameworks is important and should not be eliminated. 
5.8. The Pilot Study 
Bell (1994) stated that: - 
"All data gathering instruments should be piloted to test how 
long it takes recipients to complete them, to check that all 
questions and instructions are clear and to enable the researcher 
to remove any items which do not yield usable data"., (p. 65) 
The importance of a pilot study is highlighted by many researchers (Bell at al 1984; 
Cohen and Manion 1987; Evan 1984; Bell 1992; Anderson 1990; Anderson 1998; Bell 
1999). 
By timing the response it is possible for the researcher to establish elements of the 
instrument that are too difficult to understand easily. This timing also offers the 
researcher a guide as to the length of time it would take to complete the intended 
instrument. The researcher also needs to establish whether there is more information from 
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other sources that are more easily accessible, for example from school records. The pilot 
will also enable the researcher to establish whether any important questions have been 
omitted or need to be rephrased. Individual of questions may also be evaluated at this 
stage. For example, factual information can usually be gleaned with the aid of a simple 
'YesTNo' type answer. However, could more information be offered if the format was 
more informal? Some individual words used may be subjective and very difficult to 
quantify. Some words may be subjective and suggest emphasis where none was intended. 
In the pilot study both quantitative and qualitative methods were used. Data was gathered 
concerning the ways computers are used in school and at home, pupils' attitudes, 
behaviour toward the use of computers, their thinking, and feelings, Quantitative and 
qualitative approaches are tools of investigation with the common purpose of drawing 
conclusions; each has its own characteristics (Burges 1985; Borg 1989; De Vaus 1991; 
Kidder 1981; Evan 1984; Borg 1989; Anderson 1998; Bell 1992). 
The researcher chose to use a combination of qualitative and quantitative research tools in 
order to maximise the benefits of both methods. Sapsford and Jupp (1996) explain that 
the pilot study is a small scale trial before the main investigation and is intended to assess 
the adequacy of the research design and the instruments to be used for data collection. 
Piloting as part of data collection is essential (p. 103). This allows the researcher to. 
a Identify potential bottlenecks in the project (the i. e. time taken to collect or analyse 
data), 
a Detennine whether or not the data collection technique is feasible, 
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0 Determine how detailed the data needs to be, 
m Deterrnine how long the processing and analysis of data takes, 
s Decide how to extract data from the material collected. 
Oppenheim (1992) mentioned that the earliest stages of the pilot work are likely to be 
exploratory and will be primarily concerned with the conceptualisation of the research 
problem (pI 15). This means that carrying a pilot survey can be an effective means of 
determining the viability of a survey. It can help the researcher to avoid some of the 
problems that only come to light after data has been collected and the analysis and 
interpretation has begun. "If only I had recorded/collected/asked X then I could have 
carried out Y analysis and answered question Z". Often it is too late to rectify this 
situation. Piloting can not only help with the procedural matters such as ordering the 
questions but can avoid costly mistakes. 
5.9. Methods used in Attitude Measurement 
Investigations involving attitudes necessitate an evaluation in depth to be carried out 
through different measurement techniques. The researcher used two methods of attitude 
measurement. Although both approaches are tools of investigation with the common 
purpose of drawing conclusions, each has its own characteristics. For the purpose of this 
study triangulation is used, i. e. quantitative (questionnaire) and qualitative (semi- 
structured interviews). 
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5.10. Triangulation 
This approach depends on using multiple techniques in the same study for the same 
subject. Triangulation is considered a sound approach in educational and social research, 
because collecting the data from a variety of sources establishes a more accurate view of 
the area under investigation. The importance and usefulness of using triangulation is 
explained by others (Cohen and Manion 1985; Webb et al 1966; Burgess 1985; Best and 
Kahn 1986; Burgess 1989; Borg and Gall 1989; Robson 1993; Denscombe 1998). 
The researcher believes that the advantage of using different methods would be to make 
certain that the results are reliable and valid. It is possible to cross check the results and 
only then it is possible to explain which are more reliable than others, if there are any 
variations. The integration of surveys, observations, questionnaires and interviews helped 
identify not only 'what exists' as regards to computer use in schools but also helped to 
construct the 'why' and 'how' of the pupils' behaviour. 
Blease (1986) recommended that researchers employ a variety of research methods in 
order to monitor the use of Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) material as well as to 
obtain non-native data with which to judge effectiveness. 
However it depends on the different styles, traditions or approaches for the collection of 
data. There are occasions when quantitative researchers draw on qualitative techniques 
and vice versa. 
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5.11. Sample Size for Questionnaire 
Schools were selected in order to give a wide and representative range of differences. 
This was in order to secure an "average" and "typical" selection of students; drawn from 
different social backgrounds and levels of ability. In truth, there can be no such thing as a 
"typical" student. However, for the purposes of this research it was decided that the 
selection of participating schools would be able to offer an approach that came closest to 
an accurate representation of schools and students within the community as a whole. 
The important features of this study were the consistency of the results. The rationale for 
using sampling in educational research lies in the fact that it is difficult to study every 
individual person in the population to whom the study relates. Therefore classes were 
selected randomly to represent the pupil sample which sought to have the same 
characteristics as the rest of the population. The researchers' main concern was to make 
sure that this sample was representative (as closely as possible) of the population as a 
whole. The respondents were allowed 20-25 minutes in which to complete the 
questionnaire. Some respondents completed the questionnaire in about 15 minutes 
whereas others took a full 25 minutes to complete. 
A total of 322 questionnaires were distributed and 310 completed questionnaires were 
collected which produced a response rate of 96.27% Although the difference was small, 
slightly more girls 157 (50.65%) than boys 153 (49.35%) completed the questionnaires 
altogether. 
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Table I 
Sample Size for Questionnaire 
Gender Number of Respondents Percentage 
Male 153 49.40% 
Female 157 50.60% 
Total 310 100.00% 
The researcher distributed about an equal number of questionnaires between boys and 
girls in each year. However the number of questionnaires distributed in each school was 
slightly different, dependent on the level of interest of pupils in completing the 
questionnaire. The breakdown in terms of year group showed that from year 9 the same 
number of boys (i. e. 78) as girls (78) completed the questionnaire and from year 10 
slightly more girls (79) than boys (75) completed questionnaires. 
Table 2 
Breakdown of Sample Size in terms of Year Group 
Year 9 Year 10 Gender Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Male 78 50% 75 48.70% 
Female 78 50% 
_79 
51.30% 
Total 156, 1 00q 154 100.00 
The following table shows the frequency and percentage break down between the gender 
difference and split of the respondents by year groups of different schools who completed 
the questionnaires from different schools. 
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Table 3 
Breakdown of Sample Size in terms of Gender Difference Year Group Difference 
School 
Gender Difference Year Group Difference 
Numbers 
Boys Girls Year 9 Year 10 
*f % *f % *f % *f % 
1 31 20.3% 31 19.7% 31 19.2% 32 20.8% 
2. 24 15.7% 25 15.9% 24 16.0% 24 15.6% 
3. 28 18.3% 28 17.8% 28 17.9% 28 18.2% 
4. 25 1 16.3% 27 17.2% 28 1 17.9% 24 15.6% 
5. 23 15.0% 24 15.3% 23 14.8% 24 15.6% 
6. 22 14.4% 22 14.1% 22 14.2% 22 14.2% 
Total 153 100.00/( 157 100.00% 156 100.00/( 154 100.0% 
*f: - Frequency 
%: - Percentage 
5.12. Structure of the Questionnaire: 
Questionnaires are used when there is a need to collect relatively routine data from a 
large number of individuals. This is also highlighted by other researchers (Neil 1985; 
Anderson 1990; Bell 1992; Oppenheim 1992; Robson 1993; Oppenheim 1996; Cohen 
1997). 
The researcher used a self-completion questionnaire because it is clear, unambiguous and 
uniformly workable. However much depends upon the design of the questionnaire. If the 
design is not thought through then the resulting data can produce unreliable information. 
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Oppenheim (1996) noted that most of the questionnaires employ closed questions i. e. 
those requiring a 'Yes or No' answer. These are quicker to administer and make scoring 
simpler, but there is inevitably a loss of spontaneity and information. More open 
questioning, at least at face value, appears to allow more opportunity for individual 
options to be expressed. However, practical considerations at the time of answering, such 
as time and space, and the necessity to categorise or summarise answers mean that 
information will need to be sifted, perhaps in a less systemic way than when questions are 
closed. The researcher used a few closed questions but most of all the questions were 
'multiple choice' (i. e. offering several answers from which one response is to be chosen) 
and the Tikert scale'. Borg (1989) and other researchers (Burgess 1985) noted that Likert 
scales are probably the most common type of attitude scales constructed. Cohen and 
Manion (1987) call this type of technique 'scaled response'. For example it is possible to 
present the respondents with a sentence and ask them to agree or disagree by indicating a 
response on a three, five or seven point scale. 
5.13. The Advantages of using the Questionnaire 
The usual reason for using the questionnaire is that this instrument has many advantages 
as argued by other researchers (Neil 1985; Seliger 1990; Sapsford and Jupp 1996; Cohen 
1997). The researcher selected the sample randomly. (The questionnaire included the 
techniques of learning Information Technology skills at secondary school level, age 14- 
16). 
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5.14. Disadvantages of using the Questionnaires: - 
Many researchers such as Engelhart (1972); Mouly (1978); Burges (1985); Cullingford 
(1999) described the disadvantages of using the Questionnaires. Therefore the researcher 
used another instrument to collect data, the semi- structured Interview. Before the 
researcher describes the qualitative part of the researcher will explain the methods of 
constructing and administering the questionnaires. 
5.15. Construction of the Questionnaire 
The pilot study started with 56 closed items. After piloting the questionnaire the 
researcher found that there was a need for re-designing it. The questionnaire involved 57 
attitude items developed from the pilot study. These items were designed to be either 
positive or negative, using multiple-choice questions, and the Likert scale. More choices 
were provided for pupils' to show their views. (Five point Likert scales were used in 
some questions but they were not given numbers. For the Likert scale different phrases 
were given to the pupils' like 'very interesting', 'quite interesting', 'interesting', 'slightly 
interesting' and 'not interesting at all'. Scoring for items depended on the choices given 
in each item. Scoring of the questionnaire for all types of question is given in the 
following tables. 
Table 4 
Yes I 
No 2 
Table 4a 
Very Interesting I 
Quite InteTesting 2 
Interesting 3 
Slightly Interesting 4 
Not Interesting at all 5 
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Table 4b 
I can do more work. I 
I can work faster. 2 
They give lot of information. 3 
They make me think differently. 4 
They give me different information than 
1 can get elsewhere. 
5 
They make my work look better 6 
The reason for using different types of question is to explore more material about pupils' 
attitudes and behaviour. 
5.16. Ad"nistering the questionnaire 
Aware that students would be completing the questionnaire in a variety of settings, the 
guidelines reflected the desire to create uniformity in the conditions under which the 
questionnaires were completed. Teachers were made aware in advance that completion of 
the questionnaire would require approximately 20-25 minutes. For the completion of the 
questionnaire teachers introduced the researcher to students in the class. The 
questionnaire was introduced to the students to allow them to read and complete the 
questionnaire. Students were allowed to complete each item in an approximate time of 
20-25 seconds. Questionnaires were only given to those students who showed interest in 
completing them. The observations by the researcher administering the questionnaire in 
the presence of the teacher implied that students were interested in and engaged by the 
questionnaire. This would seem to be of at least superficial significance in suggesting that 
comprehension was sound. Students were clear that this was not a test. However, it was 
important to impress upon students the value of their responses in allowing school to 
incorporate "the students' perspective" and they were told their views, opinions and 
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responses were valuable for this study. These views will remain anonymous and 
confidential. With the questionnaire a covering letter was attached with necessary 
instructions to consider while completing the questionnaire. This page included three 
factual items. The first item was the school code number and the code by year group. The 
questionnaires were printed on two different colours (pink for girls & blue for boys) and 
other instructions were important for subsequent data entry. It was hoped that this 
relatively straightforward page would put students at their ease and give confidence in 
knowing what to do. A small number of students (I I from a response of 3 10) chose to 
with hold details of their and the schools' name. 
Burgess (1985) stated that in quantitative research methods, the researchers attempt to 
keep themselves from influencing the collection of data. In qualitative research they are 
themselves a primary instrument for collecting data. Combining both methods, can obtain 
richer and more accurate data. Quantitative data provides the basic research evidence 
while qualitative data rounds out the picture and provides examples and reasons. 
5.17. Qualitative Approach 
Burgess (1985) describes this approaches as involving more open-ended, 'free response' 
questions based around such techniques as informal, semi-structured interviews, 
observations and diaries. Qualitative techniques tend to be more time consuming than 
quantitative approaches both in techniques for data collecting and in the subsequent 
analysis (p. 172). 
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Bell (1992) describes researchers who adopt the qualitative technique as trying to 
understand individuals' perceptions of the world and how they make sense of situations. 
They are more concerned with insight rather than statistical analysis. In a study of this 
kind there are advantages to be gained from combining quantitative and qualitative 
ap roaches as supported by Burgess, Parlett and Hamilton (1976); Venezky (1983); Ip 
(1985); Bryman (1988a); Hannon (1989). Similarly Cullingford (1999) argues that the 
only way to gather information about what really happens inside an individual is through 
qualitative methods (p. 23). He also argues that the only way to gain an insight into the 
lives of the individual is through interviews, but these are often neglected. 
The questionnaire provided a statistical explanation but the depth semi-structured 
interviews revealed underlying attitudes and feelings towards using computers in school 
and at home. 
5.18. Structure of the Interview 
Borg (1979) viewed the interview as a research method as unique in that it involves the 
collection of data analysis through direct verbal interaction between individuals (p. 307). 
Moser and Klaxon (1971, p. 271) describe the survey interview as "a conversation 
between interviewer and respondent with the purpose of eliciting certain information 
from the respondent" (Bell 1992; p. 70; Patton 1980; Lincoln and Guba 1985; Bogdan and 
Biklen 1992; Oppenheirn 1992; Le Compte and Preissle 1993; Cohen 1994; Cohen et al 
2000) described the number of types of interview. Although the process of gathering data 
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by interview is expensive and time consuming, this method has many advantages. Bell et 
al (1984) suggest that: 
"Interviewing is a complex if enjoyable way of collecting 
information". (P. 194) 
5.19. The Structured interview is easy in many ways to administer and to analyse. The 
interviewer has a questionnaire and simply ticks or circles the answer. However the 
problem with this type of interview is that it leaves little scope for the interviewee to offer 
additional comments (Lofland 1971; Parlett and Hamilton 1976; Mishler 1986; Burgess 
1989; Jones 1991; Bell 1992; May 1997). Taking these points into consideration the 
researcher in this study decided to use the semi-structured interview fonnat. The sample 
size of the Interviews was 29 pupils. 
5.20. Structure of the semi-structured interview 
In this study semi-structured interviews were used. The semi-structured interviews built 
on the statistical findings of the questionnaires would enable the researcher to check and 
expand on the findings of the questionnaire. Important issues and trends were re- 
conceptualised and developed into an interview schedule, which allowed the results of the 
questionnaire to be checked with the semi-structured interviews. A number of factors 
were taken into account when designing the interview schedule. This included a number 
of issues that could be included bearing in mind the length of the interview. A long 
interview schedule may mean that the respondent could become 'bored'. An average 
interview lasted between 30-40 minutes. 
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Borg (1979) and Marshall and Rossman (1999) observe that it is recognised that this 
research tool has some disadvantages because of subjectivity and bias during the 
interaction between the researcher and the individuals of the study. In addition it can be 
affected by the eagerness of the respondents, the tendency of the interviewer to seek out 
answers that are acceptable to his beliefs, or the vague antagonism that sometimes arises 
between the interviewer and the respondents. The interviewees may be unwilling or may 
be uncomfortable sharing all that the interviewer hopes to explore. These are problems in 
interviewing that may give inaccurate or incorrect data. 
These types of issues can reduce the reliability and validity of this instrument. As Cohen 
and Manion. (1985) emphasised the researcher has to do his best to avoid these potential 
problems and to increase the reliability and validity of the interview by employing greater 
sensitivity. Anderson (1990) suggests that people are more inclined to agree to an 
interview than they are to fill in a questionnaire. This may be that because the interview is 
a method of collecting data through direct verbal interaction it allows for greater depth 
than can be expected through other methods of data collection. Borg et al (1979) justify 
the use of semi-structured interviews in the following way: 
"The semi-structured interview is generally most appropriate for 
interview studies in education. It provides a desirable 
combination of objectivity and depth and often permits 
gathering valuable data that could not be successfully obtained 
by any other approach". (Borg et. al 1979; p. 313) 
5.21. The Advantages of the Interview 
The interview, either semi-structured, or indeed structured, is a valid research method. A 
major advantage of interviews is that we deal face to face with the respondent. The 
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researcher can pick up body language, facial expressions, and the tone of reply. The 
researcher can also ask for verification or clarification of a point. A written response 
cannot offer these advantages: questionnaire responses have to be taken at face value. 
Cohen and Manion. (1994) describe that this kind of interview has many advantages such 
as flexibility, allowing the interviewer to go into more depth, enabling the researcher to 
clear up any misunderstanding and test the limits of the respondents' knowledge. If the 
appropriate climate has been created, it permits the researcher to gain a picture of what 
the respondent really believes. 
Borg (1979) described the advantages of interview thus: 
Interviews provide immediate feedback; 
b) The interview permits the research worker to follow up leads and thus obtain more 
data and greater clarity; 
c) It permits much greater depth than the other methods of collecting research data; 
d) Its principal advantage is its adaptability. (p. 310) 
Hedrick et al (2000) contend that the personal semi-structure interview was considered by 
the researcher to present several advantages, such as the greater length of time people are 
prepared to spend answering questions, and the rapport and sense of trust engendered. 
They have the potential to encourage respondents' greater co-operation with the 
interviewer. 
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Cohen and Manion (1987) note that interviews offer a method of finding out what 
individuals know based upon knowledge and information. They offer an insight into the 
interviewees' values and preferences. They also offer a perspective of the interviewees' 
attitudes and beliefs. Borg and Gall (1979) write that the advantage of an interview is its 
adaptability. Bell (1992) suggests that such interviews allow the respondent to be guided 
around topics but offer a structure for the researcher to use when analysing the results at a 
later date. An interviewer needs to have the skills to ask the questions at the right time 
and to know when and how to probe. May (1997) suggests that questions are usually 
specified but the interviewer should not probe beyond the answers in a manner which 
would appear prejudicial to the aims of standardisation and comparability. This method 
also allows for clarification and elaboration of the answer given (p. 111). 
Cullingford (1992) argues that the only way to understand the experience of young 
people is to listen to what they say and this where an actual experience has a greater 
impact than any statistics (p. 8). He explains that creating the right conditions for the 
interviews is important to ensure their reliability and validity, which means that 
interviews are lengthy in order to allow interviewees' responses to be discussed at length. 
In this research all the interviews began with a discussion on confidentiality and 
anonymity, where it was made clear to all respondents that anything discussed in the 
interview would be kept confidential ftom any third party except supervisors of the study 
and the external examiner. They would still remain anonymous. All the interviews began 
with general questions. The purpose of the interview was to ask clear and unambiguous 
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questions without sounding awkward in order that the respondent could feel easy about 
answering the questions supported (McCracken 1986; De Vaus 1991; Oppenheim 1992). 
5.22. Validity and Reliability of the Instruments 
Cohen et al (2000) and others such as Fox (1969); Best (198 1); Bell (1987); Rose and 
Sullivan (1995); Bell (2001) described the importance of validity and reliability are 
concerned with the quality of data collection, and these two concepts as multi-faceted. 
The relationship between the data obtained and the purpose for which it was collected 
must be established. 
5.23. Reliability and Validity of the Questionnaire 
The issues of validity and reliability of the questionnaire are vital in educational research 
(Best 1981; Kidder, 1981). The researcher must be aware that the validity of a 
questionnaire cannot be assumed but must be established. Thus, certain requirements 
must be followed such as the anonymity of respondents, adequacy of questions and 
presentation of the questionnaire. To assess the validity of the questionnaire the 
researcher used the content validity of the questionnaire items by using experts' 
validation from Huddersfield University, heads of ICT and some of the ICT teachers. The 
researcher explained to them the aims of the study and gave them a short briefing about 
the individuals who could participate in this study and complete the questionnaire. They 
were requested to read each question and give their comments and suggestions about the 
items and their relevance to the purpose of the questionnaire. In the light of experts' 
comments and suggestions the researcher re-phrased some of the questions. 
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After the final check to make sure the language and understanding of it was such that the 
pupils' could understand the questions and not misinterpret them, the questionnaires were 
distributed to the pupils of the year 9 and year 10 for the pilot study. As a result of the 
pilot study procedures the researcher was confident in the validity and reliability of the 
research instrument 'questionnaire' and the questionnaires were considered to be 
ap ropriate for the study. 
. r, 
p 
5.24. Reliability and Validity of the Interview 
Cohen et al (2000) reported that the canons of reliability for quantitative research (i. e. 
hypothesis methodology, formulation, testing and inference) may be unworkable for 
qualitative research. In qualitative research reliability can be regarded as a fit between 
what researcher records as data and what actually occurs in the natural situations that are 
being researched. Kvale quoted in Cohen (2000) suggests that, in interviewing, there 
might be as many different interpretations of the data as there are researchers. 
The interviews in this study were semi-structured, ensuring that the same questions were 
answered but none in a rigid order or in a formulated way. For the validity of the 
interviews in this study the researcher used the 'convergent validity' type. Cohen (2000) 
also contended that this method assumes that the validity of the interview is comparable 
with proven validity of other measures, adding that the questionnaire data supported the 
interview data, and this type of comparison is the most practical way of achieving greater 
validity of the interviews. 
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5.25. Ethical Issues 
Miles and Huben-nan (1994) contended that 
"Most qualitative researchers are unlikely to lie, cheat or steal in 
the course of their work but broken promises are not unknown. 
Some researchers have reported deceiving respondents about the 
nature of the inquiry". (p. 292) 
Such broken promises are likely to be counterproductive in both results and levels of 
trust. False promises of confidentiality for example are not only a gross breach of 
professional integrity but may also pose a potential threat to be interviewee if the data 
falls into the wrong hands. At the very least it may ensure that any further research may 
be compromised by future respondent's concerns over honesty and openness (Cohen and 
Manion 1994; Hitchcock and Hughes 1995). 
The researcher and the student are linked symbiotically in a mutual learning experience 
whose essential foundation is trust. The ethical issues inherent in this study have been 
given priority and consideration by the researcher before and during the fieldwork. The 
ethical issues that related to this study were concerned with confidentiality and 
anonymity, informed and issues of recording interviews. 
These canons were at the forefront of the researcher's mind throughout the study, 
ensuring that respondents were given clear and honest information throughout, kept in the 
frame as to what was going on by the use of an appropriate questionnaire format that 
protected anonymity and encouraged trust. 
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5.26. Issues of confidentiality 
Confidentiality was given particular attention by the researcher with all the respondents' 
answers. The researcher was aware of the sensitive relationship between the students and 
their teachers. The commitment of confidentiality was given the first priority by the 
researcher during the fieldwork. 
Hitchcock and Hughes (1995); Robson (1997); Cohen et al (2000) recommended that the 
researcher assure the participants that confidentiality would be guaranteed. If not the 
students and teachers may worry or not express their real perceptions and opinions. 
Similarly Mishler (1986) mentioned that guarantee of anonymity is more likely to 
produce truthful and candid responses. Sapsford and Jupp (1996) stated that the 
"First principle Of research ethics is that the subjects of the 
research should not be harmed by the research. It is for this 
reason that the researcher generally promises respondents' 
confidentiality. This is a promise that the respondent will not be 
identified or presented in a identifiable form and anonymity, 
(i. e. a promise that even the researcher will not be able to tell 
which responses came from which respondent)". (p. 318-319) 
Accordingly the researcher did not require participants to reveal their names or schools. 
Their identity would not be revealed or recognised, and this was practised rigorously, in 
order to maintain the integrity of response and the human dignity of the respondent. 
5.27. Informed Consent 
Diener and Crandall, quoted in Cohen et al (2000) defined 
infon-ned consent as "the procedures in which individuals 
choose whether to participate in an investigation after being 
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informed of facts that would be likely to influence their 
decisions". (p. 51) 
The first permission was obtained from the head teachers and the ICT teachers in the 
schools and students were also informed before completing the questionnaire. Before 
they started completing the questionnaires all respondents were assured of personal 
anonymity and the purpose of the study. The head teachers and the ICT teachers were 
given a brief description of the research. 
Mishler (1986) stated that: "Informed consent procedures are intended to minimise 
negative, social and personal consequences and serve the purpose of allowing subjects to 
assess the risks of their participation in a study" (pl2l). Sapsford and Jupp (1996) argued 
that informed consent is a grey area and an important consideration for any research. The 
concept of informed consent is not an easy answer to a set of moral dilemmas because it 
is neither simple nor clear cut. 
For the purpose of this study informed consent was firstly the agreement between the 
respondents and the researcher to complete the questionnaire and secondly the consent to 
be interviewed. The researcher made it clear to all the respondents that they were free to 
withdraw at any stage while they were completing the questionnaires or during the 
interviews. As Robson (1997) and Cohen et al (2000) contend, the participants should be 
given the right to withdraw at any stage or not to complete particular items in the 
questionnaire if they so choose. 
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5.28. Issues of Recording Interviews 
All the interviews began with a discussion on confidentiality and anonymity, where it 
was made clear to all respondents that anything discussed in the interview would be kept 
confidential. Interviews were recorded but before that it was made clear to the 
interviewees that only the interviewer would listen to and transcribe them. If shedid get 
help in transcription there would be guaranteed anonymity and confidentiality and after 
that the tape would be destroyed. 
A schedule was formulated for the interview. There were a few initial questions followed 
by probes. The schedule contained spaces for notes to be included. The semi-structured 
interview seemed, on balance, the most appropriate form of interview to use in this study 
because the researcher wanted more information than simple 'Yes/No' answers. The 
researcher felt that valuable data could be gathered using this method that could be 
missed in a more formal structure. The semi-structured interview offered the respondents 
the opportunity to go into depth on topics that they felt strongly about. It also allowed the 
interviewer the opportunity to probe areas that were touched upon. Both notes and tape 
recorder were used in collecting data. The interviews were conducted in a friendly and 
informal atmosphere. It is important that an interview should be an enjoyable experience 
and resemble a discussion rather than a formal interview, which according to Mc Neil 
(1985) is an artificial situation for many people (p. 47). 
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5.29. Data Analysis 
This part is divided into two sections. Section one deals with the analysis of the pupil 
questionnaires. Section two deals with the analysis of the pupils' interviews. 
Robson (1997) states that the main purpose of collecting data (quantitative & qualitative) 
is to find answers to the researcher's questions. Denscombe (1998) explains that 
quantitative research usually deals with numbers as the unit of analysis and tends to be 
associated with description and small-scale studies. Qualitative research usually deals 
with words as the unit of analysis. The distinction between these two approaches lies in 
using words or numbers as the basic unit for analysis and small and large- scale studies. 
5.30. Quantitative Data Analysis 
Denscombe (1998); stated that: 
"Good quantitative research need not require advanced 
statistical knowledge". (p. 177) 
Denscombe (1998) asserts that researcher who wishes to use quantitative data should 
understand the type of data they are using and select and use the most accurate statistical 
analysis. There are certain statistical techniques that work with some kinds of data which 
do not work with others. 
The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was used for the frequency and 
the percentages of the responses. After counting the frequencies and percentages, the data 
was presented by using frequencies and percentages only because of the type of the 
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quantitative data and the number of responses. This subsequently made it clear and easier 
to interpret the responses. 
5.31. Qualitative Data Analysis 
The source of qualitative data in this study was the semi-structured interview. The 
analysis of qualitative data involves the organisation and interpretation of collected data. 
Qualitative data was necessary to conduct 'some exploratory work' within a field where 
little published work was available on the pupils' behaviour and attitudes towards the use 
of computers in secondary schools. Qualitative data also enhanced the value of 
quantitative data. 
Miles and Huberman (1994) note that there are several ways of using qualitative data 
which are usually in the form of words rather than numbers. Yet analysis of this data is 
one of the main problems which the researcher will be faced with in his or her research. 
The researcher in this study used content analysis and hand-coding techniques to analyse 
and interpret the qualitative data. Mark et al (1994) contend that the content analysis 
method enables the researcher to understand which concepts are contained in the data, 
why these ideas occur and why individuals interpret these issues in different ways. This 
enables some comparisons to be made with the data obtained from the fixed response 
questions in the questionnaires. 
The researcher read the data carefully and noted dominant themes. The interview 
questions were formulated around the main issues that emerged from the questionnaire 
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results and from the literature review. A colour coding system was established for the 
theme, the data was read carefully highlighting statements appropriate to the themes in an 
ap ropriate colour. This gave a list of qualitative statements on the theme and a K-p 
quantitative measure of the number of people who expressed an opinion or view on the 
theme. The researcher organised and sorted the responses into the areas of the themes 
based on the importance shown by the respondents and further areas of importance 
emerged from this analysis. 
5.32. The Time Scale of the Research 
There are continues improvement in computers and in the software. There are also 
continuing efforts to improve the training of teachers, and to provide better and more 
up to date equipment. The research should not leave any thing to be assumed (Borg & 
Gall; P79). This research looked at pupils attitudes to computers in school was begin 
in: 
1999- 2000: - Preparing the research proposal and refining the research instruments. 
2000: -I st and 2 nd piloting the instruments. 
2001 - August 2002 Literature review 
September 2002 - August 2004 -Suspension from university due to illness 
September 2004- December 2004 
This period can be divided as follows: 
Visited 6 schools in different regions of West Yorkshire for the collection qualitative 
and quantitative data. 
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January 2005-April 2006. 
Literature review 
Categorizing the data. 
Analyzing the data. 
Interpreting the result. 
Conclusion implication and recommendations. 
Conducting up-dating literature review. 
Writing up the research. 
Submitting the first draft of dissertation. 
May 2006 
Final submission of dissertation 
5.33. Conclusion 
This chapter has examined the methods used to investigate the research concerns, as 
expressed in chapter one and in the literature review in chapter 3,4 and 5. The themes are 
computer use in schools, has pupils learn computing in school, focusing on their attitudes 
towards the use of computers, their feelings, behaviour, the development of computer 
skills (if they have any) and what schools are doing to help them learn with computers 
effectively and interestingly. In order to give a broad and deep understanding of the 
concerns and to practice possible recommendations for the further studies, it was decided 
to use both quantitative and qualitative approach. These concerns form the basis for 
analysis and discussions of the results of empirical investigation. The chapters 8-13 
present the findings of the study. 
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CHAPTER 6 
FACTORS AFFECTING THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN 
SCHOOL 
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Chapter 6 
Factors affecting the use of computers in school 
Introduction 
Previous research has identified some factors which might affect the relative use of 
microcomputers by children. In addition to those factors the researcher has identified more 
important factors which were either ignored, or disregarded in previous research which 
really limit the use of computers in schools. In this chapter following factors will be 
discussed briefly: those factors are briefly discussed. 
m Factors affecting pupils 
m Factors concerning schools. 
m Factors concerning home. 
Each of these factors will be discussed in the following section. 
6.2. Factors affecting pupils 
a Gender, the individual and group learning; 
a The pupils understanding of the computer, and the attitudes of pupils towards the use of 
computers in schools; 
a The pupils' interest, degree of motivation, enjoyment, pleasure and amount of prior 
computer knowledge; 
0 The pupil-teacher interaction in the classroom and the children's interaction with each 
other; 
w The amount of time available for computer use. 
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6.2.1 Gender, the individual and group learning; 
Hawkins, et al (1982); Hughes and Greenhough (1989) found that girls did not perform 
well using computers. Clements and Nastasi (1998); Underwood and Underwood (1990); 
and Monteith (2000) contend that working in a group and collaboratively is a social act. In 
contrast, Light and Colbourn (1987); Underwood (1990) found that girls were as 
successful, if not more so, than boys. 
The researcher observed that children working in mixed gender groups (Year 9 and Year 
10) do not show collaborative learning. Mostly they have social talk with each other and 
develop their social interaction skills rather than learn. The researcher also found that 
children prefer to work individually on computers in schools. They prefer to work at their 
own pace but they will help each other if they need any assistance. 
Underwood (2000) found that "children working in groups did not necessarily mean that 
they were are working together. Chen's (1985) findings reported in Hoyles (1988) 
indicated that girls felt strongly that females were as competent as males in using 
computers. The benefits of group work when using the computer are recognised by many 
researchers and teachers. As Fletcher (1985) notes, Johnson et al (1985) suggested that 
girls are more interested in co-operative activities than in competitive ones and that co- 
operative computer activities lead to more positive attitudes towards computing as well as 
to greater educational gains. Culley (198 8) found that girls are less interested in computer- 
based activities than boys. 
Both boys and girls whether working individually, in pairs, in small or large groups, mixed 
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groups or separate boy and girl groups have equal access to machines and the tendency of 
work was similar in all groups, It was also observed that children who were working 
individually on computers were concentrating more than those who were working in 
groups. Those children who were working in groups were often using their time in social 
talk with each other. They showed more tendencies towards talking with their friends than 
actually working on the computers in the classroom. 
6.2.2. The pupils' understanding of computers, the ability level, the personality and 
attitudes of the pupil towards the use of computers in schools; 
Collis (1996) wrote that 
"The students' attitudes towards computers are considered to be 
very important indicators of students' inclination to adopt this 
new technology in their lifelong leaming. (p. 38) 
Despite this there appears to be a lack of literature on the pupils' ability level and their 
personalities applied to ICT. It is evident from the observation sessions that pupils' ability 
and personality may have some effect on their attitudes. Pupils who showed little interest 
in using computers were mainly those who already had prior knowledge regarding the use 
of computers. They learn from different places e. g. at home, computer clubs, in their 
r__* 
friends' homes, community centres, libraries etc. However this does not mean that they 
show interest in all the different lessons in which they may use computers. This all depends 
on their interest in those lessons or the computer exercises themselves. They show more 
interest in these lessons they understand. All the pupils in the classroom had the same 
chance to get a machine and to work at their own pace. 
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As Kelly (1981); Kiesler (1983); CCW (1990) observe, in ICT Mathematics and Science 
lessons, it has been found that boys tend to dominate and push aside the girls in order to 
get the best apparatus for their work although this was not corroborated in the present 
observation. Snow and Yallow (1982) suggested that there is a relationship between 
teaching style, ability levels and learning outcomes. Collis et al (1996) stated that: 
"Children are learning with and about computers, regardless of what happens at the system 
and even classroom level" (p. 117). It has been assumed from previous research that pupils 
who work with computers on a regular basis are likely to have a positive reaction towards 
them. FEU (1986); Collis and Kwok-Wing Lai (1996); Knezek (1996) concluded that 
children's attitudes on the whole were positive while they were using computers in school. 
In the present study it was found that pupils who work with computers do not do so 
necessarily because they like them or have become addicted to them once they have started 
working with them. Children get tired, frustrated and lose their interest if they use them for 
a long time or do not fully understand what they are doing. Some people may like 
computers because they like technical gadgets. Working with computers could be different 
when under teacher supervision. This may cause even more frustration with their use and 
pupils may, as a consequence, reject them. 
6.2.3. The pupils" interest, the degree of motivation, enjoyment, pleasure and the 
amount of prior knowledge of using a computer 
Motivation, interest, enjoyment and pleasure are the most important factors in learning. All 
these factors are vital in the use of educational infon-nation and communication 
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technology. Little work is done on these factors in relation to the use of ICT. Motivation, 
interest, enjoyment, pleasure or prior knowledge about the use of ICT and learning do not 
necessarily work together. A learner may learn even if not highly motivated, and a learner 
may not learn even if highly motivated, or has prior knowledge about using computers. 
Children learn about the use of computers because they need them for exams. Any type of 
activity that interests, excites, motivates and requires prior computer knowledge from 
children does not necessarily lead to successful learning. It is also assumed in previous 
research that secondary pupils' attitudes towards the use of microcomputers are also 
affected by their involvement with computers during their primary education and at home. 
Although motivation is strongly linked to the children's involvement in the learning 
process, little attention is given to all those factors in relation to the use of computers in 
schools and towards the classroom software that is assumed to motivate children. This can 
produce successful learning but in practice this is not necessarily happening in schools 
Miura and Tess (1984); Martin and Heller (1992); Shashaani (1993); Spitzer (1996). 
In this study there were no significant gender differences in pupils' attitudes. During the 
survey, the researcher noted that sometimes girls were found to be more positive than boys 
in participating in computer activities. A negative interaction, lack of interest, enjoyment, 
pleasure, and confidence in using computers was found to be the same in boys as in girls. 
6.2.4. The pupil-teacher interaction in the class or school and the children's 
interaction with each other. 
In previous research (Cox 1989; Crook 1994; Spitzer 1996; Light and Light 1999; 
Monteith 2000; Mumtaz 2000; Science Direct 2001) it has been reported that pupils learn 
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by interacting with computers and with other fellow learners. Computers can act as a focus 
for wide discussion by giving pupils the opportunity to test ideas between each other for 
inputting information into the computer. 
However, the researcher observed that ICT could also reduce social interaction with other 
individuals despite that fact that teachers can encourage pupils to work together on 
inputting their information on the computer. In most of the previous work on collaborative 
learning the emphasis is on the teacher, the software and hardware used to make the pupils 
work in a collaborative environment. The pupils' point of view ý(i. e. if they are willing to 
work with peers, in small groups or in large groups) is comparatively neglected. 
Zanden and Pace (1984); Gayeski (1989); Fish and Fledmann (1990); Thomas Brush et al 
(1993); pointed out that when pupils use computers where there is no social interaction 
with their peers they are left feeling friendless and isolated. The researcher contends that 
these difficulties may not necessarily lead to the reduction in computer use in schools but it 
can make some pupils frustrated. Pupils of very high ability tend to get bored quickly from 
doing the same thing over and over again. It can be very tiring on the eyes and time 
consuming and can also develop a false sense of reality. Zanden and Pace (1984); indicated 
that the inquiry sub-mode, for example, involves a high degree of trial-and- error response, 
in which pupils spend a great deal of time solving trivial problems that a teacher could 
explain to them in a shorter time. 
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6.2-5. The amount of time available for computer use. 
The amount of time available for computer use is shorter than desirable in schools and, due 
to that lack of time pupils cannot practice on the machine to acquire the necessary skills to 
be confident and competent in using computers. In describing the factors that influence 
learning in general and learning about computers in particular, Carroll (1963) indicated 
that pupils differ in the amount of time required to learn a task (aptitude) and that they 
should be given enough time for learning (opportunity). Walberge (1985) supported this. 
The time using computers in schools is crucial and pupils need a reasonable amount of 
time to learn how to use computers in schools. 
It is suggested as there is an emphasis on many learning processes, computer skills need to 
be developed over a period of time. It is simplistic to think that a pupil who goes on a 
course to learn about computers will be able to use them on a regular basis in schools. 
Pupils do not use computers in schools every day due to many factors which are discussed 
in different parts of this thesis. Skills that are taught will quickly fade away if they are not 
used regularly. Teachers are faced with the dilemma of both keeping up to date with a 
subject specialism and with a rapidly developing area of knowledge. Another time related 
factor is that of booking the computers prior to the lesson. There is nothing more 
frustrating than planning a lesson involving using the machines to find that someone else 
has already got a class in the computer room. This level of frustration occurs with teachers 
where many different subject areas may wish to use the machines at the same time. 
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6.3. Factors concerning schools. 
a Maintenance of equipment in school; 
a Availability of teaching and technical support staff; 
a The availability, quality of and nature of the hardware and software courseware; 
m Updating and funding. 
6.3.1. Maintenance of equipment in school 
Maintenance of hardware systems can be a problem especially if the equipment is 
subjected to heavy use. In addition, the environmental conditions could cause a problem. 
Computers and other hardware must be kept in a cool room, which has air conditioning and 
sun block curtains. 
6.3.2. Availability of teaching and technical support staff 
The time needed by pupils for a full understanding of computers and their use makes many 
demands on teachers, especially on the curriculum as a whole is so comprehensive. To 
keep up with new developments and to pay attention to pupils requirement, as well as 
embed. Computer use in different lessons is very difficult. 
6.3.3. The availability, quality of and nature of the hardware and software 
courseware 
In the evolution of educational technology a great deal of work has been done in 
developing effective, reliable and serviceable hardware and software. However, despite the 
large investment made by the education system, many schools lack quality hardware. The 
lack of sufficient hardware and the low usage of microcomputers have had a negative 
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impact on the educational system Cockroft (1982); Rhind-Tutt (1984); DES and the Welsh 
Office (1984); Wellington (1987); Wellington (198 8); OECD (1989); Underwood (1990). 
Nowadays, many schools still do not have one computer per pupil and it appears that this 
situation will persist for years to come. Another problem with the availability of hardware 
has been the continued development of machines in a very short period of time. The 
hardware problem is exacerbated because of the rapid development of computer 
technology. Many of the BBC, Apple, Macintosh computers were introduced decades ago 
and are primitive machines when compared to IBM or the computers which are now being 
introduced into schools. 
The most important condition for the development of, and use of computers in education, 
is availability of sufficient hardware and software. Software is very expensive, and the 
drop in hardware costs does not mean that schools now have available resources of the new 
software. The whole process of using equipment and new programmes in schools needs 
careful understanding and evaluation in an attempt to maximize their benefits Smith, 
(1984); Bigurn et al (1987); Johnston (1987); OECD (1989); Percival and Ellington (1988) 
and Bums (1990). 
The purchasing of expensive microcomputers and peripheral equipment will nor bring 
nil about meaningful educational change on its own, nor will the software available for 
educational purposes to bring about change by itself The software needs to be designed in 
a way, which can have a positive effect on the pupils' achievements. Since the early 1980s, 
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there have been significant shifts in the nature of educational software. For example, there 
has been a move from the use of skill and drill content laden software towards content-free 
or open-ended software which allows much greater freedom to the user. However that 
educational software does not necessarily improve the learners' interest, enjoyment, 
motivation and commitment towards the use of computers for educational purposes. 
Harneyer (1989) indicated that in order to provide successful and exciting learning with 
this new technology, educational conceptions of a high standard is required along with 
quality software and suitable other materials. He focused on the following objectives 
(which need to be thoroughly and regularly tested): to reduce learning impediments; to 
eliminate deficits; to promote learning achievement; to motivate pupils; and to prevent 
social isolation. 
6.3.4. Updating and Funding 
The OECD (1989) concludes that the lack of funds for hardware often appears to force 
schools and education authorities to base their choice of hardware not on the educational 
aims they hope to achieve but on the number of computers they can buy with the limited 
funds available. 
6.4. Factors concerning home 
0 The presence or absence of a computer in the home; 
6.4.1. The presence or absence of a computer in the home 
Loveless (1995) writes that the first 'home computers' were associated with electronic 
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hobbyists and developed into the entertainment and games market (pp. 105,106). It is 
reasonable to assume that access to a home computer would give children confidence with 
keyboarding skills Franks (1984); Cully (1986); Moore (1987); Stracker (1989); Martin 
(1991); Harrison and Hay (1991). The relationship between computer skills in school and 
the ownership of a computer at home has been of great importance in determining the 
success of computer use. 
However, many home computers are used for games rather than leaming and the 
development of skills. While there may be an argument that these games improve 
keyboarding skills, they do not help pupils to develop techniques such as working with 
spreadsheets and databases. Because of the nature of the package it is more likely that 
word-processing software will be used in the home rather than spreadsheets or database 
packages. 
6.6. Conclusion 
Although the measurable goals in education-standard criteria for knowledge and skills 
n, k aDOUt computers (or any subject) can be measured against what should be achieved at a 
particular age, the fact is that the long-lasting outcomes of education are more complex to 
measure. This is because there are various factors affecting pupils' learning (which are 
discussed in this chapter) such as the individual's attitudes towards learning itself or 
towards an object that is used in learning (such as a computer) and the individual's ability 
to apply what is learnt to new material. 
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Chapter 7 
School Surveys and Observations 
Introduction 
There are many different modes of instruction available to learners. However in all the 
schools participating in this research survey it emerged that in the none of them did pupils 
have the opportunities to employ a variety of methods that reflected their individual 
learning style and approach. It is possible that none of the various modes of instruction 
described may have fulfilled any one individual's personal criteria. However, for the 
pupils interviewed these methods are simply not available for comparison. Budgets, 
curriculum restraints, lack of resources and time have all taken their toll on under ftinded 
schools and harassed staff. In these circumstances it is hardly surprising that Pupils 
display a distinct lack of enthusiasm for a confidence in their ICT studies. 
This chapter describes the work carried out prior to administering and conducting the 
questionnaire and the interviews In addition to giving background infonnation about 
schools, pupils behaviour towards computers, the discussion described in this chapter 
fonned the production of the pilot study questionnaires. 
7.2. Background information 
This section was determined by a survey schedule considering the following four 
headings. 
a Computer modes adopted in schools; 
a Organization; 
a Availability of hardware; 
a Assessment policies. 
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Having explored the different modes of instruction that may be delivered in an academic 
environment, it was decided to probe more deeply into the pupils and teachers' 
knowledge and experience of these modes with regard to answering the questions in each 
section. For this reason it seemed logical to discover just how much was understood 
concerning the various approaches, which of these modes was the most popular and the 
underlying reason behind this choice. 
7.2.1. Computer mode(s) adopted in schools 
Over the past few years the emphasis in secondary curriculum development in ICT has 
been on spreading computer use in the secondary school curriculum. The recommended 
format for educational computing in schools encourages the vocational use of ICT as a 
tool to unlock means of creating a good educational environment. 
Schools provide different modes of computer use. Before the implementation of the 
National Curriculum, most schools used just two modes. Learning about computers in 
computer studies and learning from computers in Computer Assisted Learning (CAL)]. 
The 1988 Education Reforms Act (ERA) provided for the establishment of a National 
Curriculum (NQ for all pupils of compulsory school age in maintained schools in 
England and Wales including computing. 
The National Curriculum, which came into force for all 5 to 16 year olds, has influenced 
three areas in the school concerning information technology. The statement which most 
usefully summarise it is the Curriculum Council for Wales (1990) as follows: 
1. A cross-curricular competence; 
2. Information Technology enhancing the learning process; 
3. Teachers acquiring IT skills, beside their skills as teachers. 
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The Curriculum Council for Wales (NCC) indicated through the first statement that in 
addition to the areas of experience in subjects such as in Mathematics or English, there 
are some skills which ran across the curriculum, and that ICT is one 
of them. Cross-curricular competence is a debatable issue for some people. 
While some people argue that ICT is a cross-curricular competence, others question this. 
Some people would view using ICT skills in Mathematics to be different than using ICT 
in French. The question is why are computers so important that they need to be used 
across the curriculum? There are two reasons for the acceptance of computers across the 
curriculum. These are: 
i. Helping pupils to develop positive attitudes towards computers. The concern is about 
those pupils who have negative attitudes toward computers. ICT competence could 
mean that pupils become familiar with and not afraid of computers and comfortable 
with such technology. In addition, through ICT competence pupils could develop a 
broader understanding of their uses and effects, 
ii. Helping teachers who are not using Information Technology. What is happening in 
schools, through the researcher's observations, does not fulfill the requirements of 
information technology in the national curriculum. Information and Communication 
Technology should be used in all subjects within the curriculum and by all teachers, 
but this is found problematic. 
Curricular planners have attempted to increase pressures on teachers to use computers by 
promoting it as a cross-curricular theme. They listed ICT separately to try to encourage 
teachers to take account of it in their teaching and not miss it out. 
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7.2.2. Organization of computer use in schools 
Having taken into account the strict constraints on time, resources and materials placed 
upon the shoulders of both pupils and teachers, it was necessary to explore just how the 
limited opportunities present in schools were employed in order to obtain the best value 
for their investors. In some schools pupils are placed in mixed ability class. The method 
of instruction is always through whole class teaching, in small groups and individually 
and whenever the pupils need help. Each school devotes a double period weekly, (2 x 45 
minutes) in the timetable for ICT divided between theory and practice. The double period 
was a matter of school policy to reduce movement of pupils during the day and to allow 
theory and practice in the same lesson. 
The teaching and learning of ICT in schools are of two main parts: 
1. Teaching routines, 
2. Providing concrete experiences in the hope those pupils will practice and develop the 
skills needed. 
Schools have adopted three basic modes of time tabling ICT. Those are: 
a) The use of computers across the curriculum which is called ICT across the 
cuniculum; 
b) The introduction of ICT as a subject on its own right; and 
c) The teaching of computer studies. 
All the schools visited adopted the same approach in years 7 to 10. Pupils in those four 
years are gaining their knowledge and skills of computer use from usual every day 
subjects in the school curriculum. In those early years of the secondary stage pupils often 
master the keyboard skills, know how to use a database, and can produce stories and 
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reports on a word-processor with different font and sizes using desktop publishing. Of the 
six schools in the survey three were using ICT through all the year groups. In those three 
schools pupils were using ICT across the curriculum in years 7,8, and 9 besides using 
ICT in special lessons and ICT as a subject on its own for years 9 10 and 11. Two were 
teaching computer studies across the curriculum only in years 8,9,10 and 11. One of the 
schools was not using ICT as a subject on its own. But they seemed to be using ICT in 
cross-curriculum subjects in the other subjects. It was in the school timetable. Pupils of 
year 9 and 10 use computers two periods a week. But there was no ICT teacher in the 
school. The technician teaches pupils how to use the computer. 
ICT aims to equip pupils with the practical ability to use the machines in order to gain the 
skills and experiences that enable them to use computers successfully outside school. The 
academic organisation of ICT in many schools is not on a departmental basis like other 
subjects in the school curriculum. Thus the ICT co-coordinator can be chosen from any 
department (but usually if the head of ICT) in the school and has considerable autonomy 
and responsibility within the school established ICT policy. 
7.2.3. Availability of hardware to pupils 
One of the main problems in the use of computers in education as a whole is the 
availability of resources such as microcomputers. Even with the sharp reduction of 
hardware prices, computers are still too expensive for schools to have a small ratio of 
computers to pupils. 
Six schools visited have a combination of different computers but one school had Acorn 
machines! 
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Of the schools visited, 6 were not only able to adopt a wider range of computers, but also 
the schools had a small ratio of pupils per ýcomputer. Pupils were working individually on 
a computer in most cases. Two pupils would be sharing one computer keyboard in some 
cases. Pupils were working on a basic of 1: 1 (pupils per computer) in most cases, 2: 1 in 
some cases and very rarely in large groups. 
The hardware is distributed around the school in addition to having a large resource of 
computers. The schools have equipped the library with different numbers and types of 
computers for their pupils to practice computer skills. The schools have also given pupils' 
access to different rooms, which are usually used for the teaching of ICT courses. The 
access that the schools have given their pupils is during lessons, lunch hour and after 
school time. In addition, computers are scattered around the classrooms for using them as 
a tool across the curriculum. 
7.2.4. Assessment policies 
There are two types of assessment. The three schools that used IT as a specialist subject 
use the RSA CLAIT scheme. This scheme consists of continuous assessment in the basic 
skills of word-processing, spreadsheets, database, power point and others. The 
assessments are entirely practical and it is offered as a two-year course. 
Whether taking ICT as a specialist subject or across the curriculum, most pupils choose to 
write about word-processing or databases for their assignments. Male pupils tended to 
choose topics such as cars, planes, football, traveling, computer firms, estate agents etc. 
Female pupils, on the other hand, choose softer topics. For example, they tended to write 
MU bout children involved in car accidents, dating agencies, food and health, cooking, 
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population increase and its effects on wealth and health. When pupils were doing their 
assignments work, they were active in whatever they were engaged in. But it was noted 
that pupils did not link what they had learned during the theory work with assigm-nents 
and all they apply is what they learned during the practical lessons, such as using the 
word-processing or spreadsheet packages. A number of teachers in those schools visited 
were so kind as to show pupils work for different classes. 
Pupils' in the age range 14-16 year old who choose to take ICT in special lessons have to 
learn certain skills such as word-processing, spreadsheets and databases which can be 
an lied to other subjects in the curriculum. The degree to which these skills are r, p 
transferred, however, is open to question. The question raised is "how successful is 
learning such skills in other subjects within the curriculum"? For example, if pupils learnt 
how to use spreadsheets in special lessons are they able to use such skills in mathematics 
lessons and can they evaluate the activity they are engaged in and decide which skill is 
good for certain activity and which are better for others? 
7.3. Pupils' behaviour with computers 
This section was detennined by observation of pupils at work using a schedule under the 
following four headings. 
0 The organization of time. 
m Individual or group work; 
0 Pupils familiarity and confidence in computing; 
0 Pupils' enjoyment of computing as a subject. 
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The organization of time 
Teachers usually set some exercises for pupils to do and when they are finished they 
move to the next set of exercises. They usually had their work printed out, so they can 
find their mistakes. When the pupils finish the task required, their teacher tests them on 
their knowledge and skills. This is done by testing them from past examination papers or 
by specific tasks that teachers have set. If the teacher is satisfied that these pupils have 
mastered the skills then s/he moves them to the next task. Sometimes where more able 
pupils finished earlier, the teacher starts the new task with them alone. 
The mean number of hours allocated to the teaching of computers is 1.93 hours a week 
(see table 7). On average boys use computers 2.09 hours and girls 1.77 hours per week. 
In some subjects teachers used a lot more discussion or group work when they are doing 
theoretical work such as in History and Geography lessons. The question that is raised in 
the researcher's mind is "why do ICT teachers go for this kind of passive mode of 
learning when in the rest of the school this is not necessarily the case? " In answering this 
question the researcher felt while she was observing that ICT teachers choose the passive 
mode to teach their pupils in order to finish what they have to pass to them and then 
allow their pupils to do more practice on the machines. This in turn suggests that teachers 
were not excited about the material they have to teach nor were their pupils. If this is true 
and teachers did not find the theory work interesting to teach then there is a good chance 
that pupils do not find it interesting to learn. As one of the teachers shouted to her pupils, 
"Only do what you are told to do ". 
Another teacher in an other school commented: 
"There is only one of me and about 32 ofyou. So please be quiet 
[One said Shut up] andjust let me finish what I have to do and 
then go to practice". 
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During the practice lessons such as in word-processing, pupils were using a booklet 
containing different exercises to allow them to develop the needed skills step by step. 
Those exercises were not intellectually challenging. Pupils do not have to think about 
them. They were only having to repeat steps with new requirements. Pupils just needed 
adequate time and resources to master the needed skills. In the classes visited, pupils 
were only practicing the type of texts which were meaningful for them. Pupils were not 
learning anything other than ICT skills. 
7.3.2. Individual or group work 
i. Do pupils work individually or in groups? 
ii. If more than one pupil is using a computer, how do they organize their own sharing of 
the computer keyboard? 
iii. Are they competitive or co-operative in working on their tasks? 
In schools the number of pupils in each class varies between 20 and 35. There is not a 
wide range in the availability of computers in all the schools. But schools arrange their 
timetable so that each pupil (especially in year 9,10 and 11) get a chance to use 
computers in the class in groups or individually. Boys either worked alone or with other 
boys. In some cases a boy and a girl worked together on the machine. From the 
researcher's observations it appeared that both girls and boys were equally competent 
with the computer use. When two pupils shared a computer they usually organised their 
own time on the keyboard. Work was either saved on one joint disc or on two discs. The 
researcher was impressed by the way pupils operated in their work, when they were 
allowed to work by themselves or in their own way, and beyond the interference of 
instructions. 
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It was also observed that pupils working within the group not only encouraged each other 
by talking, making decisions and sharing ideas but also helped other pupils within 
different groups. Although group work has been of benefit to pupils within the group, the 
limited time available for each group to finish the task required has been a problem for 
some. Most of the pupils liked to work at their own pace. This depended on the ability of 
pupils within the group. The very able and the able within the group mostly finished the 
task within the time available for them. Less able pupils, on the other hand, have some 
problems with time. When pupils share computers they either had to wait to do the task in 
the following week or do it in their free time during the break, in the middle of the school 
day or after school either in the computer club or the school library. 
Pupils who sit individually on the computer and work alone seem to be more confident in 
carrying out the task because they are forced to depend on themselves. These types of 
pupils were open, would talk to the researcher and express their opinions freely. In one 
case the researcher asked a girl sitting alone at the computer if she minded being joined 
with another girl to work with. She replied by saying "although I prefer to work alone, I 
do not mind it at all". Then she started showing the researcher her work on PowerPoint. 
At the end of the talk, she said "I like working with computers very much. When I finish 
school, I am going to specialise in computers". 
The researcher also observed a group of pupils appeared less confident with using PCs. 
Some pupils who were slow to finish the task belonged to this group. The researcher tried 
to get a deeper understanding of their attitude through informal interviews and found that 
this type of pupil was too shy to answer questions or show the teacher or other pupils in 
the class that they did not understand details of the task requirement. The reason they 
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gave is that they did not want anyone to think of them as "dumb" pupils and they did not 
want to feel that they could not compete with their classmates. For these learners the 
barriers to learning may be more "societal" than "intellectual". Learning may also be 
impeded by resulting inappropriate or immature behaviour, dependency or acquiescence, 
or a strong tendency to cling to familiar individuals (pupils or staff). This may also be 
accompanied by low self-expectations. The need to unlearn can often be the biggest 
barrier to learning new skills. This fact was common in the classes observed, although all 
the teachers were found to be encouraging and always asked pupils to raise their hand if 
they did not understand any point. Pupils' work in all the schools in the survey tended to 
be a combination between co-operative, competitive and individualized type. 
Deutsch (1962) and Johnson and Johnson (1975) mentioned that in a co-operative 
learning situation, when one pupil achieves his or her goal, all others with whom he or 
she is co-operating achieve their goals. This is because in cooperative situations, 
communication amongst pupils tends to be frequent, open, accurate, and effective. In a 
competitive learning situation, when one pupil achieves his or her goal, all others with 
whom he or she is competing fail to achieve their goals. This is due to the fact that in 
competitive situation communication among pupils tends to be infrequent, closed, 
inaccurate and ineffective. It was found that there was a combination of co-operative, 
competitive and individualistic learning situations. 
7.3.3. Pupils' familiarity and confidence in computing 
Pupils were working from exercise booklets when they were doing the skills practice. 
Pupils usually print their work and keep this in their files. Teachers mark pupils' work 
and write their comments and suggestions for each pupil. When the pupils finish the task 
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required they move to the next one. Pupils' work was all kept in one file together with the 
booklet to remind them of their tasks. Teachers usually give instructions on the board, or 
they write them on sheets which are distributed to the pupils. Some use the overhead 
projector in the class. 
Pupils in the schools visited showed that not all of them could handle information stored 
in the database confidently. Some can locate information stored in a database, retrieve it, 
and add to it. They can develop, organize and present ideas in a variety of forms using 
word-processor spread sheets, PowerPoint or Publisher. In all of the schools visited 
pupils produced the leaflets using publisher and presentation slides, using power point in 
a very neat and attractive way. They could illustrate findings by pictures, graphs and 
charts. Different pupils mentioned they could find different information about different 
topics. Pupils understood how to use the packages very well. Through observation it 
appears that pupils are familiar with the hardware. Pupils at the start can set up the 
computer, connect the monitor, and choose which disc drive to use and set the printer to 
print their work. They can switch on, insert a disc and ran a program. In addition, they 
can handle discs safely to avoid damage, retrieve information, copy a Programme and 
finish work carefully. 
7.3.4. Pupils' enjoyment of computing as a subject 
Most of the pupils on the whole expressed negative attitudes towards computers; even if 
they do not get much time in schools working with them. They expressed their views that 
this technology is a great innovation and it is getting more and more important to society 
and individuals. They said that they wished to learn more about them and they will 
continue using them in the future. Most of the pupils in all the schools that the researcher 
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observed wanted to learn more about computers but they were not happy about the time 
they get to use computers in school. 
It was observed that pupils are allowed to use computers in their free time as well in the 
lessons. They were able to handle information in a more confident way. Longworth 
(1981) supported this point of view. Competence with a variety of new machines and 
applications is a skill which will become more useful as those children enter the world of r- 
work, in which information will be dispensed to those who know how to gain access to it. 
7.4. Conclusion 
In three schools there were two modes of computer use; as a specialist subject ICT and 
ICT across the curriculum. They also implemented three types of teaching and learning 
modes i. e. leaming about, learning from and leaming with computers. Two were 
implementing the ICT as optional courses across the other subjects for pupils age 14-16. 
One of the schools was not using ICT as a subject on its own. But they seem to be using 
ICT in cross-curriculum subjects in the other subjects. It was in the school timetable. The 
computer studies syllabus is under development all the time. The new syllabus 
concentrates on the practice of the skills rather than the theory. Pupils follow exercise 
booklets to guide them on what they did before and what to do next. All their work 
printed out and kept in a file of their own computer use is a combination between 
cooperative, competitive and individualistic types. Computer club attendees are mostly 
average and above average pupils. They are not allowed to work on their own speed and 
pace. 
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Chapter 8 
Teaching the use of computers and using computers in teaching 
8.1. Introduction and overview of the empirical evidence 
Analysis of the infonnation gathered thus far suggests the possibility that ICT has still not 
been fully integrated into schools and does not support pupils' learning strategies in the 
manner in which it was hoped. It could be that a full and complete overhaul of teaching 
and learning styles would be necessary in order to bring about the integration of ICT into 
schools. Effective teaching and learning strategies for ICT require planning, monitoring 
and evaluation in those schools where pupils are able to access ICT. 
We need to question whether pupils do not experience the kind of stimulating learning 
environment which makes learning an enjoyable, interesting and pleasurable experience 
in school and whether the schools themselves offer the potential to use ICT to optimum 
effect. In this study, pupils' attitudes towards using the computer and their reactions to 
learning from and working with computers in schools are examined in. Attitudes 
concerning the availability and usage of home computers were also taken into 
consideration but are not at the centre of the study. 
In this part of the research the theoretical and practical experience of using computers, 
especially in school will be addressed. Attitudinal questions were asked about learners' 
perceptions and experience, including the amount of time spent in using computers, the 
precise use and subject of that usage and whether or not the user has found the experience 
pleasurable. 
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The crux is to detenuine, through qualitative and quantitative data, attitudes towards ICT 
and the relationship between the computer and the user in the school environment. The 
question is whether if the computer is viewed as a valid instrument and if so whether it is 
perceived as a predominantly educational instrument or as an instrument that is 
transportable and compatible to other environments. From the interviews it is seen that 
pupils express a difference in attitudes towards the home and school computer. They 
an reciate the potential that computer offers for accessing information but value it as an 'FP 
apparatus they can use more comfortably at home. 
As demonstrated by the quantitative and qualitative data gathered in the study and the 
statistical evidence concerning pupils' attitudes towards the use of computers within 
schools a number of factors have come into focus. All pupils participating in this survey 
have expressed negative attitudes towards the use of computers in school. Pupils do not 
appear to have much time available to them in which they have access to a computer. 
When they do it is to meet basic subject requirements and little else. 
The quantitative research surprisingly reveals that pupils do not particularly enjoy using 
computers. They do not find them to be either useful or important. Those pupils who do 
work hard to improve their ICT skills do so with the aim of employing those skills in the 
workplace. They are preparing for a future in a highly competitive labour market -those 
candidates with the greatest skills base to offer stand the most chance of securing the 
more lucrative avenues of employment. 
From the comments gathered from pupils through the quantitative data the researcher 
decided to incorporate further questions in order to probe pupils' attitudes regarding 
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school in general. Many schools are currently under attack regarding the success or 
otherwise of incorporating ICT into the modem curriculum. Questions are being raised in 
the public media and central government concerning the overall quality of standards of 
education that pupils are receiving. 
In the interviews the intention was to identify pupils' attitudes, explore school culture and 
gain a further insight into pupils' experience of schools, In addition to the data gained 
through the quantitative study reported in the previous section, the researcher included a 
qualitative study designed to obtain further evidence about pupils' attitudes towards 
computers and schools. How do they spend their time in school? Why do they come to 
school? What is school for? What do they do most of the time in school? How much time 
do they spend working in school? What are their experiences in school? The reason for 
choosing this qualitative approach is its proven effectiveness, especially when dealing 
with human attitudes and behaviour which requires careful consideration and deeper 
understanding. 
Variations emerged in the ways that pupils responded to the interview questions. Pupil 
attitudes and behaviours change in the light of their needs. Schools need to be able to 
draw on historical, psychological, philosophical and sociological abilities of pupils in 
order to create the new pedagogical changes in their behaviour and attitudes and 
according to their perceptions about schools. 
For the purpose of the qualitative research, the collection of data was arranged in 
different types of school (e. g. socio-economically rich, middle and poor schools) 
concerning pupils' attitudes towards both computers and schools. The interview sample 
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comprise 16 girls and 13 boys. Pupils' opinions and comments in all the different 
schools were sought in order to discuss their general attitudes towards schools and 
computers. 
8.2. The use of computers in teaching 
The first question asked is the straightforward one about the use of computers in schools. 
The results in table 5 show all of the 3 10 (100%) pupils, regardless of gender, in year 9 
and 10 reported that they use computers in school. The result of this question is consistent 
to the pilot study questionnaire results. It is now fairly well established that all schools 
have computers. The question remains whether the access to computers is adequate. 
Table 5 
Do you use computers in school? 
Gender 
Year Male Female 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Year. 9 78 51.0% 78 49.7% 
Year, 10 75 49.0% 79 5 0. ý-/. j 
Total 153 100.0% 157 100.0% 
The present research found that the number of computers per school ranges from 90-278. 
The pupils in years 9 and 10 can get an opportunity once a week, for approximately one 
hour in the formal classroom, to use the computer as a discrete subject and they also get 
the chance to use the computer individually. 
In the following tables (quantitative results) and interviews (qualitative results) we can 
plainly see that the vast majority of pupils possess home equipment which is 
demonstrably superior to that found in schools. By comparison some of the equipment 
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provided by their school is out of date, of dubious quality, cumbersome and slow in its 
activities and calculations. 
8.3. Types of computers used in the school 
It is an often repeated assertion that in education new technology overtakes the old. New 
technology also provides more and more powerful ways to create, store, select, process, 
deliver and display information. There is a continuous development of microcomputers 
with a wide range of applications and potential users in the field of education. Different 
types of microcomputers are used in schools and every school is getting more up to date 
computers. 
It is clear from the NGfL policy that schools should be better equipped with upgraded 
and developed ICT and that they should be connected to the superhighway, free of cost. 
The first interrogation is whether the promises have been fulfilled in their own terms. 
The table 6) shows that of the 8 1.0% pupils said they use PC Windows, 12.6% said they 
use Acorn, and 12.9% said they use Macintosh. 
Table 6 
What type of computers do you use in school? 
Types of 
computer 
Frequency Percentage 
PC (Windows) Of the 310 (251) 81.0% 
Acom Of the 310 (39) 12.6% 
Macintosh Of the 310 (40) 12.9% 
Results showed that there are still some schools who use the older computers. These 
schools cannot be connected on line. They do not have powerful enough computers. The 
children in these schools cannot get access to the most recent information. These children 
will remain disadvantaged when compared to other school children that have the new and 
more powerful computers. 
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In this part of the research the main concern is simply with the time devoted to the 
engagement with computers. From previous literature it is found there is much emphasis 
on the use of computers in a variety of ways in schools. Different schools use it in 
different modes of studies. Not much evidence has been found from previous research 
how much time is available/allocated/allowed for pupils to use the computers in school. 
The concept of time has many applications according to which reality one is obliged to 
inhabit. 1.93 hours per week of dedicated computer time for example will have a very 
different impact upon a pupil who has access to the latest technology and an obliging, 
knowledgeable tutor rather than for the pupil who struggles with antiquated equipment 
and little or no assistance close to hand. The time wasted in booting up, waiting for 
systems to begin and finish processing, combined with alarming "crashes" and the risk of 
virus infection deliver a vastly different amount of "quality time" to such disadvantaged 
pupils. In addition the ratio of pupils to each computer will reduce this time still further. 
No policy has been introduced by the government as to how many hours computers 
should be taught as a separate subject or should be used in other subjects in schools. The 
UK Government introduced the National Grid for Learning and a commitment by the 
goverment that all schools should be better equipped and also be connected to the 
online. However the increased usage and integration of computers into everyday life 
would appear to have come about via home computing rather than in any academic 
context. The technology in schools was limited until the new National Grid for Learning 
was introduced. 
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Time itself is a variant commodity which is perceived differently by individuals even 
when in the process of sharing common experiences. Because of this difference in 
perception it was vital to compare as many experiences as possible in order to identify 
any common factors or perceptions. 
DFE (1995) stated that at Key Stage 3 pupils should be taught to become critical and 
largely autonomous users of Information Technology, aware of the ways in which 
Information Technology tools and information sources can help them in their work. They 
were to understand the limitations of such tools and of the results they produce; and use 
the concepts associated with Information Technology systems and software and the 
associated technical terms (p4). DES report stated in 1989 that 
"Secondary schools need to identify what pupils from different 
primary schools have learned so as to complement and build 
upon their previous Information and Communication Technology 
(ICT) experience. Learning across the curriculum should 
continue to be enriched through ICT. ICT in the secondary 
curriculum does not presuppose any particular form of 
organisation. (p. 12) 
Some schools were already moving towards the teaching of it through different subjects 
of the curriculum rather than as a separate subject study. Others chose to provide specific 
computer awareness courses, mainly for pupils aged 11-13, a strategy which can be 
effective when courses are differentiated, fairly brief and especially when designed to 
build on pupils' experience of ICT in primary school. This may allow the teacher of 
English, for example, to assume that pupils have already been taught something about the 
elements of word processing. It is arguable, however, that these skills would be better 
developed from application within the programme of work in English. Many schools 
operate a mixture of the two approaches. 
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All these modes of computer could be available in schools. Some schools provide a 
mixture of two modes of computer study and in some schools computers are used to 
support other study subjects or taught as a subjecton its own. However, in some schools 
computers are used not for academic purposes at all. Given the small quantities of time 
and resources it is hardly surprising that ICT may not be a "stand alone" option for many 
smaller schools. It was observed that in one of the schools pupils do use computers but 
not in any subject or as a discrete subject. Old computers are used solely for recreational 
purposes (i. e. games) without any trained ICT supervision. The ICT technician tells them 
how to turn the computers on and off and that is the extent of his input. In this situation it 
is hard for pupils to become ICT literate? 
The different use of computers in schools depends on many factors: 
n The number of machines available; 
a The availability of time; 
a The time spent in the subject; 
n The training of Information Communication Technology teachers; 
m The pupil interest in the subject; 
m The pupils' prior knowledge of use of computers (both teachers and pupils); 
0 The quality of software and courseware; 
2 The socio-economic background of pupils. 
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8.4. Time available for the use of computers in schools 
The first question regarding length of time was asked in order to ascertain how manY 
hours on average they use the computers in schools. This was in order to compare the 
policy of successive governments to incorporate and implement IT studies into the body 
of schools policies with the actual level of integrated activities taking place. It will be 
seen that far from achieving this social blueprint for the future (IT literate pupils and 
functional equipment), the reality is at odds with the original intention. 
Results in table 7 show that 46.8% reported that they use computers in school for 1 hour, 
31.0% reported 2 hours, 11.6% responded 3 hours, 3.5% said 4 hours and 7.1% said 5 
hours a week. The mean number of hours computer used by every pupil per week is 1.93 
regardless of gender. 
When one considers all the factors involved, 1.93 hours of designated time per week is 
nowhere near approaching a reasonable time period for informed learning to occur. The 
school body itself may be unhappy with this limited resource but may be unable to 
incorporate further studies into present curricula due to deficiencies in the budget or 
shortage of experienced/enthusiastic staff. Many schools are dependent on donations of 
ICT equipment, many of which come from pupils' parents who have replaced home 
equipment with updated technology. There is therefore surprise that donated items tend to 
be of limited capacity when compared to those available on the present market. If the 
school itself does not portray ICT as an important subject it is quite understandable that 
the pupil body judges by appearance and follows the same assumption. 
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Table 7 
On average for how "many hours per week" do you usually use computers in 
school? 
Gender Mean 
Total of the no. of 
Boys Girls sample hours 
per 
week. 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage W (P) 
Of the (%) Of the (%) Of 
(153) (157) > the 
I 
< (310) 
"1 65 42.5% 80 51.0% 145 46.8% 
hour" 
"2 49 32.0% 47 29.9% 96 31.0% 
hours" 
"3 16 10.5% 20 12.7% 36 11.6% 
hours" 2 0 1 77 
"4 5 3.3% . 
9 6 3.9% . 3.5% 1.93 
bours" 
"5 18 11.8% 4 2.5% 2 7.1% 
hours" 
Total 153 100.0% 157 100.0% 310 100.0% 
(f): - Frequency; (P): -Percentage 
As shown in table 7 there is a gender difference of time of using computers in school. Of 
the total sample 42.5% boys and 51.0% girls responded to I hour a week. For 2 hours 
virtually no gender difference is found. Slightly more boys (32%) than girls (29.9%) 
responded to this. A small number of the pupils reported the use of computers three 
hours per week. Slightly more girls (12.7%) than boys (10.5%) answered this. A very 
small number of pupils said that they use computers in schools for 4 hours. A big gender 
difference is found when pupils were asked about 5 hours a week. More boys (11.8%) 
and fewer girls (3.8%) said that they use computers in school for five hours a week. 
There is also a marked difference in the average number of hours computers are used in 
school per week by boys and girls (boys 2.07% and girls 1.76%). 
It is not enough just to know the amount of time available to the pupils in school; we also 
want to know when and they can use them. Do they use computers in ICT courses, across 
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the curriculum, playing games, using the Internet, e-mail, in computer clubs, library, in or 
between lessons or after school. Where and how do they make the use of their time in 
using computers in school? Do they use Information Communication Technology in 
school as a discrete subject, or embedded in other subjects. How many lessons do they 
have and how much time they spend on them every week. 
As Wellington (1988) found, one London school introduced computer education as part 
of its pastoral curriculum. Over five years each pupil had a total of 28 one hour lessons 
covering computer aided design, word processing, the computer as a learning aid, 
computer models, electronic music and databases. Time factor influences learning in 
general and learning about computers in particular. 
8.5. The use of computers in schools as a separate subject and across the 
curriculum 
The changes required by the National Curriculum were initiated at government level. The 
Govemment (DES/WO, 198 1) has argued that: 
"The quality of our pupils' education depends mainly on three 
factors: The quality of teaching, the resources available, and the 
curriculum. All three factors are connected". (p. 1) 
The initial National Curriculum Consultation Document published in July 1987 named 
English, Mathematics, Science, Modem Foreign Language, Technology, History, 
Geography, Art, Music, and Physical Education, as the ten foundation subjects which 
(apart from the modem language) all pupils should study through out their compulsory 
schooling (p6). 
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This raised the question of whether ICT should be regarded as a subject or a theme? The 
same document suggested that "there are a number of subjects or themes such as health 
education and use of infonnation technology, which can be taught through other 
subjects" (DES/WO, 1987; p. 88). It emerged at a later time that there were five cross- 
curricular themes (Economic and Industrial Understanding, Health Education, Careers 
Education and Guidance, Education and Citizenship, Environment Education) to be 
taught in addition to the foundation subjects. Technology itself subsequently became 
unique within the National Curriculum by being sub divided within its Statutory Order 
(DES/WO, 1990) into two components: Information Technology and Design & 
Technology. 
8.6. The Use of the computer as a separate subject in school 
As mentioned earlier, different schools use different modes of computer study for 
different reasons (i. e. lack of resources, lack trained ICT teachers). The next item in the 
questionnaire was deliberately asked about whether or not they use the computers in the 
school as a discrete subject. Results in table (8) show that 73.5% said that they use 
computers in the school as a separate subject. 
Table 8 
Do you study ICT as a separate subject in school? 
Categories Frequency 
Ofthe 
(310) 
Percentage 
Yes 228 73.5% 
No 82 26ý5% 
Total 310 100.0% 
As shown in following table (9) 65.2% said that they get "one lesson" of ICT as a 
separate subject. 8.4% responded to "two lessons" a week. 
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Table 9 shows that 26.5% pupils responded to "none", indicating that they do not receive 
any lesson of ICT as a separate subject in the school. Some schools do not offer ICT as a 
separate subject at all. A single lesson per week is hardly an example of integrating the 
study of ICT into the core values of modem education. 
Table 9 
How many ICT subject lessons you have in school every week? 
Gender Total of the sample 
B ys Girls 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the Ofthe Of the 
(153) (153) (153) 
"One lesson" 100 65.4% 102 65.0% 202 65.2% 
"Two lessons" 12 7.8% 14 8.9% 26 8.4% 
"None" 41 26.8% 41 26.1% 82 26.5% 
Total 153 100.0% 157 100.0% 310 100.0% 
There would appear to be a consensus amongst pupils regarding this question. No gender 
difference is found for the responses of this item. Approximately the same percentage of 
both boys (65.4%) and girls (65.0%) responded to the "one lesson a week" and I percent 
more girls (8.9%) than boys (7.8%) replied to two ICT lessons per week. In order to 
make sure of the validity of the results the same question was asked in different ways, 
(i. e. how many hours do they use the computer as a discrete subject or for its own sake)? 
The data in table 10 demonstrates a not insignificant finding regarding the number of 
hours perceived to be allocated to ICT. No less than 26.8% believe that they are not 
experiencing any studies at all! This might not be an accurate portrayal of their learning 
pattern but it is an account of their own perception. This is an experience that might be 
true of less able pupils, or those who are insufficiently motivated to push ahead to the 
front of the queue for the best equipment. 
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As shown in the following table (10) 57.4% of the total sample replied up to I hour a 
week. Only 15.8% pupils replied between I and 2 hours per week and 26.8% said they did 
not use computers in school as a discrete subject at all. The results of the above two 
tables demonstrate this. To further clarify how pupils perceive designated computer 
studies and "integrated" computer studies (i. e. as in performing a role to support other 
classroom studies and subjects) it was necessary to ask questions in specifics areas. Many 
pupils participating in this research appeared reluctant to commit themselves to specific 
data regarding time and quality. There also appeared to be some confusion regarding 
whether or not the use of a computer was regarded as an ICT lesson in itself, irrespective 
of whether it featured in another teacher's lesson. In order to minimise anomalies the 
researcher retumed to this area several times throughout the survey. 
Table 10 
How many hours do you do ICT as a separate subject in school every week? 
Gender 
Total 
Categories Male Female 
Frequency 
Of the 
(153) 
Percentage Frequency 
Of the 
(157) 
Percentage Frequency 
Of the 
(310) 
Percentage 
"Not at all" 42 27.5% 41 26.1% 83 26.8% 
"Up to I hour" 87 56.9% 91 58.0% 178 57.4% 
"Between I&2 hours" 24 15.7% 25 15.9% 49 15.8% 
Total 153 loo. 0% 157 100.0% 310 100.0% 
Results show the amount of time spent using computers for different activities (e. g. the 
use of computer for its own sake, in different subject studies or for different computer 
courses) has increased compared to the findings of Wellington mentioned previously. He 
found that over five years pupils get only 28 lessons for different computer activities. 
There is more time available for different computer activities in schools, more recently. 
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8.7. Use of computers in the cross curriculum subjects 
In school, computers are also used in other subjects or for other activities (e. g. using 
Internet, e-mail). Pupils were asked for how long they use computers in schools outside 
the ICT lessons. 
Table 11 
Do you use computers in subjects other than ICT? 
Gender T l f h l ota o t e samp e B ys G irls 
0 Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage U Iw Of the Of the Of the 
(a (153) (157) (310) (%) 
Yes 136 88.9% 142 90.4% 278 89.7% 
In the above table (11) 89.7% pupils responded to the item in which they were asked 
-1- About use of computers outside ICT lessons. The researcher was intent on defining not 
only the amount of activity but also such factors as access, location and time available for 
pupils' use as well as establishing how they used ICT. To this extent the computers had 
become less separate from the curriculum as a whole. 
Table 12 
How long do you use computers outside ICT lessons per week in school? 
Gender 
Total of the sample 
Categories Boys G irls 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the Of the Of the 
(153) (157) (310) 
"Not at all" 39 25.5% 56 35.7% 95 30.6% 
"Up to 1 42 27.5% 56 35.7% 98 31.6% 
hour" 
"Between 1 24 15.7% 20 12,7% 44 14.2% 
&2 hours" 
"Between 2 16 10.5% 14 8.9% 30 9.7% 
&3 hours" 
"Between 3 4 2.6% 2 1.3% 6 1.9% 
&4 hours" 
"Between 4 28 18.3% 9 5.7% 37 11.9% 
&5 hours" 
Total 153 100.0% 157 100.0% 310 100.0% 
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In table 12 pupils (30.6%) answered that outside ICT lessons in school they use 
computers "not at all". Approximately the same number of pupils (98) said that outside 
ICT lessons they use computers for up to "I hour". Only 14.2% responded to "between I 
and 2 hours" and a small number (30) of pupils replied to "between 2 and 3 hours". There 
was, however, a cohort 37 who replied to between 4&5 hours per week. 
It will be observed that there appear to be some discrepancies in pupil responses. This can 
be explained. Many pupils appear to have difficulties in separating "perceived" time ratio 
and "actual" time ratios. This is an occurrence that will present itself later in the survey in 
respect to other areas of interest. In this particular area of the survey it will be observed 
that the greatest difficulty is for pupils to assess the time spent using computers in other 
subjects. There are many reasons why this should be, like distraction of friends, the 
waiting time for the computer or lack of competence. 
A number of surveys have examined the effects of Information and Communication 
Technology on pupils' perfon-nance levels in other subjects e. g. English, Mathematics, 
and Science. The studies show a positive effect of Information Communication 
Technology on learning in these subject areas. The Impact study (Cox 1993) was the first 
large scale and longitudinal investigation, commissioned by the UK Department for 
Education, to evaluate the impact of information Technology on children's achievements 
in English, Mathematics, Science and Geography for pupils aged 8-10,12-14 and 14-16 
years. The sample of 2,300 pupils for this study was drawn from 87 classes. These pupils 
came from matched pairs of classes. One of each pair was also identified as making 
regular use of Infonnation Technology and designated the High Infonnation Technology 
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Group, and the other as the Low Information Technology Group. The pupils divided into 
12 cells over four curriculum areas. 
The experimental research was divided into three substantial parts. In the first part an 
assessment of pupil's achievements of specific learning tasks and skills was carried out. 
These assessments were supplemented by topic-specific mini-studies in some High 
Information Technology classes and a final test for Information Technology concepts and 
skills. In the second part pupils and teachers were questioned to provide illumination of 
classroom realities. In the third and final part Information Technology resourcing and use 
was monitored throughout by the regular return of questionnaires and data sheets from 
the teachers and pupils in each class. 
The result showed that there was a positive impact of Information Communication 
Technology on children's learning in terms of interest and accessibility but this impact 
was not consistent across subjects or age groups. The overall effect on reasoning in 
subjects, (e. g. by subjects combined), was also significant in favour of the High 
Infonnation Technology Group. 
The mean success rate on pupils' examination was 52.8% by the High Information 
Technology Group compared with 47.2% by the Low Information Technology Group. 
The study concluded that only those classes of pupils that had regular and sustained use 
of Information Technology in the subjects showed marked evidence of an improvement 
in learning. However it did not make clear whether the element of pupil choice in the use 
of ICT was taken into consideration. 
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This study proved that use of computers across subjects can significantly affect the 
pupils' achievements positively. As mentioned earlier, Bork (1985) intimated that 
computers would be used at all levels and in all subjects by 2000. The researcher wished 
to determine if pupils are allowed to use computers across other subjects and if so then in 
which subjects in schools. The subject choices of pupils are summarised in tables. The 
impression given by the data is of a wide range of subjects. To what extent these integrate 
the use of ICT into their subjects remains to be seen. 
8.8. English and Mathematics 
Table II shows that 89.7% pupils use computers in subjects other than Information 
Communication Technology. (The researcher's first question was about two core 
curriculum subjects of English and Mathematics). Table 13 shows that 59.7% pupils said 
they use computers in English in school. In pilot interviews it transpired that pupils use 
computers in English for writing essays and stories. 
However not all pupils prefer to use the computer for producing work. Less computer 
literate pupils may feel more confident using the traditional pen and/or pencil to 
communicate their ideas. 
Table 13 
Do you use computers in English and Mathematics in school? 
Gender Total of the sample 
on Boys Girls 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the Of the Of the 
(153) (157) (310) 
English 90 58.8% 95 60.5% 185 59.5 % 
Mathematics 94 1 61.4% 78 49.7% 172 55.5% 
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(In 1980 the DES conducted a study and a remarkable difference was found in the use of 
computers in English i. e. 46% boys and 54% girls (Culley 1986 p12-13). The percentage 
of girls using computers in English is still higher but the gap is reducing). 
Table 13 shows that only 55.5% of pupils use computers in Mathematics. This is hardly 
surprising as Mathematics is essentially an exercise in intellectual and mental discipline 
which exists without the need for an electronic reality. There is also a significant gender 
difference in using computers in mathematics i. e. more boys (61.4%) and fewer girls 
(49.7%). 
A number of research studies have been carried out about how pupils improve their 
performance when they use computers in mathematics. Reglin (1989-1990) compared 
computer instruction in mathematics to traditional instruction in mathematics. One group 
of pupils were given nine hours of computer-assisted instruction; and nine hours of 
classroom instruction, the other group were given 18 hours of classroom instruction. 
Pupils in the classroom instruction plus computer assisted instruction group showed 
significantly higher achievement gains than the pupils in the classroom instruction only 
group 
8.9. Science subjects (Chemistry, Physics and Biology) 
In this part of the question the researcher's aim was to know what are the advantages in 
using computers within the science subjects is it true that: 
0 Pupils can measure and control scientific processes, using Information Technology 
where appropriate; 
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0 Pupils may have a greater vocabulary of terms; leam more about the every day use of 
Information Technology system and how to communicate with their environment in a 
more effective manner. 
m Pupils can understand the common components of Information technology; 
m Pupils can explore the computer based simulations of process; 
w Pupils can also learn to use the computer to store and retrieve scientific data as 
appropriate. 
As mentioned by Frost (1997), the use of software is of major benefit in both the teaching 
and learning of science. This is based on the views of practising teachers and various 
research reports on the factors affecting the usefulness of available software. Science 
pupils can use a CD-ROM or the Internet to research the up-to-date work of scientists. 
They can pick up facts and pictures from reference sources such as computer 
encyclopaedias. They can express their ideas and explain them using models with 
spreadsheets, or model building software and can take readings using data-loggers (In 
Mumtaz ; 2000, p29). 
The same question was asked for separate science subjects and the researcher found very 
different results from the overall response towards the use of computers in science 
subj ects. 
Table 14 
Do you use computers in Chemistry, Physics and Biology in school? 
Gender Total of the sample 
W1 B ys Girls 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the Of the Of the 
(153) (157) (310) 
Chemistry 42 27.5% 26 16.6% 1 68 21.9% 
Physics 41 26.8% 22 1 14ý0% 63 1 20 * 
3% 
Biology 38 24.8% 21 1 114% 59 1 19 
t 
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21.9% responded positively to the use of computers in Chemistry, 20.3% in Physics and 
19% in Biology. A big gender difference is found in all these subjects. In all the above 
subjects the percentage of pupils using computers is approximately double that of boys to 
girls. 
The results of the present study are not consistent with the results found by Logan (1988, 
p133). 
Subjects Overall% Boys (%) Girls 
Chenýstry 41.5 46 32 
Physics 60.2 77 29 
Biology 37.6 28 60 
In his study Logan (1988) found that the boys and girls reported that they have some 
experience of using a computer in these subjects, almost double for Chemistry, Biology 
and treble in Physics than the percentage found in the present study. The present research 
suggests that instead of increasing the use of computers in these subjects is decreasing. 
Changes in government directives regarding school curricula and the return to an 
emphasis on "practical"' skills might have triggered a downturn in the delivery of Science 
subjects across the UK. 
8.10. The use of computers in Design and Technology, Business Studies, (DT) 
Textile and (DT) Food 
The following choice of subjects were Design and Technology, Business studies, (DT) 
Textile and (DT) food. These subjects were included in the National Curriculum to 
encourage young people to have the vision to combine enterprise, initiative and 
imagination together with knowledge and skills. NCC (1989) presented in the Curriculum 
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Guidance 2 report that knowledge of technology enables citizens to be prepared to meet 
the needs of the 21" century and to cope with a rapidly changing society. 
In Business Studies teaching pupils were taught to learn typing and shorthand skills with 
an aspect of technical and vocational education that featured in the curriculum of many 
state schools. By the mid 1980s, Business Studies (BS) had de facto become involved 
with Technology, although in two completely different ways. 
m The development of computer systems had moved the departments away from 
shorthand and typing into information systems; 
Business studies departments teach the syllabuses that include the use of technology 
as an activity happening in the industrial and business context. 
Penfold (1988) locates the rise in this subject in the period 1973-1986, although he points 
out that "The Education Year Book 1983 revealed "as bewildering a range of names (for 
examination courses) as in 1883" (Penfold, 1988; p23). Boulter (1989) in the qualitative 
part of his research found that many of his respondents thought that Technology should 
be taught across the curriculum. He also stated that: 
"Technology should be an integral with all subjects-not taught as 
a stand alone topic". (Boulter 1989; p. 143) 
The present research results in the following table (15) shows that approximately half of 
the pupils (48.7%) responded that they have experience of using computers in schools in 
Design & Technology. 
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Table 15 
Do you use computers in Design & Technology, Business Studies DT Textile and 
DT Food in school? 
Gender 
T l f h l ota o t e samp e Boys Girls 
J4 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the Ofthe Ofthe C.. ) (153) (157)_ (31 0)_ 
Design & 81 52.9% 70 44.6% 151 48.7% 
Technology 
Business 40 26.1% 26 16.6% 66 21.3% 
Study 
DT Textile 34 22.2% 29 18.5% 63 20.3% 
DT Food 35 22.9% 28 
1 
17.8% 63 20.3% 
Table 15 shows that the gender gaps for Design & Technology are small. Slightly more 
boys (52.9%) than girls (44.6%) responded positively. Though the percentage of using 
Computers in Design & Technology is increasing it is still small when it is considered 
that Design & Technology is central in today's school curriculum. 
Business Studies is taught in different ways from before, and computers should be central 
in this subject. However, the percentage of the pupils who use computers in Business 
Studies is still very low. In table 15 the researcher found that only 21.3% pupils 
responded that they use computers in Business Studies. There is also a gender gap. 26.1 % 
of boys and 16.6% of girls responded that they use computers in school in Business 
Studies. An equal percentage of pupils in (DT Textiles and DT Food), said that they use 
Information Technology in these subjects. There is a gender gap in the use of computers 
in both subjects. More boys (22.9%) than girls (17.8%) said that they use a computer in 
DT Textile and DT Food. 
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8.11. The use of computers in Geography, History and Physical Education 
It is stated in the HMI Series Department of Education and Science (DES) (1989) that the 
use of computers in Geography & History enables the pupils to: 
P Measure phenomenan in the environment (using directly or remotely sensed output); 
m Explore computer based simulation of geographical phenomenon; 
a Access, retrieve, evaluate, interpret historical, political, social and economic 
information from various sources, including computer databases; 
m Explore historical concepts via computer simulation; 
m Determine and comment on physical fitness, using computers with suitable sensor to 
measure and analyse physical performance data, e. g. rates of heartbeat or breathing 
(HMI Series Department of Education and Science 1989; p. 46). 
The importance placed on the use of computers in History, Geography, Physical 
Education and Religious Education is not translated into action in schools as shown in the 
following table (16). 
Table 16 
Do you use computers in History, Geography, Physical Education and 
Religious Education in school? 
Gen der Total oft e sample 
B ys Girls 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the Of the Of the 
(157) (310) 
(153) 
History 53 34.6% 50 31.8% 103 33.2% 
Geography 48 31.4% 38 24.2% 86 27.7% 
Physical Education 17 11.1% 7 4.5% 24 7.7% 
Religious Education 37 24.2% 42 26.8% 79 25.5% 
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It would appear that despite the Department of Education and Science's hope of 
integrated computer use in these subjects, the implementation of these activities has been 
less than satisfactory. 
8.12. The use of computers in Art, Music and Modern Languages 
The Department of Education and Science (1989) states that by using computers in 
modem languages pupils should be able to: 
m Use IT with discrimination to compose, manipulate, refine and produce music of 
quality; 
s Generate sounds for creative development; 
0 Use various forms of text handling, from authoring programmes, where input is 
controlled by the teachers, through free composition using word processors to desk- 
top publishing; 
a Use IT to communicate with remote partners in the UK and abroad, e. g. via the 
exchange of audio or video recordings, electronic mail or satellite programmes; 
a Explore programmes such as computer simulations, interactive video and databases, 
which provide scope for discussion and decision-making. 
(HMI Series Department of Education and Science 1989 p. 48) 
This is an ambitious proposal in respect of both resources and budget. A significant 
amount of research has been done concerning the use of computers in modem languages. 
Preference is shown on the part of the girls. Culley (1986) describes a survey that was 
carried out by the Department of Education and Science in 1973 in which girls showed a 
very marked preference for Art, Music and Modem Languages while boys tended to opt 
for Science and technical subjects. Logan's (1988) results also represent the percentage 
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using computers in Art, Music and Modem Foreign Languages as higher in girls than in 
boys. This coincides with the results of the above survey done by the DES in 1973. 
Subjects Overall ys Girl 
Art & Music 27.1 25 33 
Foreign languages 46.3 37 63 
In this research as shown in table 17 only 50 (16.1%) and 57 (18.4%) of the pupils' 
replied to Art and Music respectively with a very small negligible gender difference as 
presented in the table 17. 
Table 17 
Do you use computers in Art, Music, Spanish, French and 
German in school? 
Gender Total of the sample 
Boys Girls 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the Of the Of the (%) 
(153) (157) (310) 
Art 27 17.6% 23 14.6% 50 16.1% 
Music 29 19.0% 29 17.9% 57 19.4% 
French 67 43.8% 68 43.3% 135 43.5% 
German 29 19.0% 33 21.0% 
_62 
20.0% 
Spanish 18 11.8% 10 6.4% 28 9.0% 
In total 43.5% pupils' (with no gender gap) responded positively to French. During the 
completion of the questionnaire the researcher asked pupils (and also the teachers). "Why 
are they so interested in French? " Pupils replied that they get the chance to go to France 
for exchange visits. 20% of the pupils responded positively to Gen-nan, with slightly 
more girls (2 1 %) than boys (19%). 
The results of the Logan (1988) research show a greater percentage of girls than boys. 
The present research shows a greater percentage of boys in Art, Music and Modem 
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Languages. If we look at the results individual languages slightly more girls (21 . 0%) 
responded to Gennan than boys (19.0%). 
8.13. Qualitative analysis of the use Computers as a separate subject and within 
Cross-Curriculum subjects in school 
Pupils are confronted with that the computer both as a useful tool for learning on its own 
as a subject and also as an aide in learning other subjects. Are they taught computing as a 
separate subject in school or as an aid for learning other subjects? 
"Sometimes if we are doing something that we really can't get in 
books then you can go into the IT room but most of the time we 
use books and look in the library for stuff like that". 
(Boy year 9) 
From this above statement it would seem that the computer should be accessed only when 
all other resources (i. e. library) have failed. It is difficult to be sure whether or not this is 
a natural reluctance on the part of the pupils or whether pupils as a whole feel 
discouraged from using this particular resource or pupils have no interest at all in using 
computers in school. Many schools have limited equipment, and physical access may 
pose a real problem if the numbers of pupils wishing to avail themselves of this particular 
facility are too great. 
"Oh ... we 
just use it in one lesson every week. You just use it in 
IT. You don't get it in other lessons, which could help you. 
Because you should go on the Internet and find out other things 
like equipment, you could order stuff on it but you can't. You 
have to learn what the ICT teacher says and you have to do it. 
That's it really". (Boy year 9) 
From this there is a very real sense that what the IT teacher says "is the law", i. e. 'you 
should' and 'you can't'. The choice of language by this particular pupil demonstrates a 
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very real frustration with the process of learning. He knows the potential of computers in 
theory but feels actively discouraged in employing them to their full potential. 
"You just do it like once a week, which is not very good. You 
should learn more, not just once a week. You could forget what 
you have learnt. But if its every day or every couple of days you 
could have learnt more about IT". (Boy 
year 9) 
Pupils are aware that the times allocated to this subject are not optimal. They are aware of 
their own difficulties in leaming a new and complex subject and can identify more useful 
methods of teaching it. 
"I don't know. Yeah! But sometimes we use the Intemet em ... like 
once at the end of the term in school". (Boy year 9) 
"No we don't. but we always have it in another subject every 
week ... But 
it's not compulsory to study it as a separate 
subject ... Sometimes we use it in other subjects. That's if the 
teachers' booked us into the computer room". (Boy year 9) 
There appears to be some confusion here. The access is limited and the onus is on the 
teacher to book the IT room. The pupil has little say in the learning process and is 
bewildered by the rules which can change from week to week that they play no obvious 
part in 
"Yeah! We do IT as a separate subject but it's really boring. 
Like we use the Internet and it's really slow. And you are not 
allowed to go on to the game websites. They are blocked and 
stuff like that". (Boy year 9) 
"No, we don't have it as a separate subject. But if you want to 
pick it up as separate a subject then you can pick it this year (in 
year 9) and you study it next year (year 10 and 11). That's all but 
I don't think it is very important to pick it as a separate subject". 
(Girl year 9) 
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"Yeah! But we don't use them in other subjects as much. 
Sometimes we use them in Maths". (Girl year 9) 
There is a very real frustration concerning the access and the implied need to achieve 
results. In some pupils the only way they can express this is to withdraw interest 
altogether. If there is not enough time or resources available to achieve set goals, why 
bother? The option to commence ICT studies at an earlier stage, (year 9), is available and 
some pupils do indeed take up this option. Pupils can see the potential but do not feel 
encouraged to experiment and learn in a way that interests them. They do not perceiving 
a continuity in the learning process. ICT alternates with Drama and sometimes does not 
feature at all if there is confusion in the timetabling. The message given is that ICT is 
important. However, the message delivered (i. e. the one the pupil receives) is that ICT is 
of a lesser value and must take a back seat to other priorities when the occasion demands. 
Although ICT is seen to feature as a part of other lessons (i. e. Maths) it is not represented 
as having value in itself It is unsurprising therefore that pupil being to behave ... they 
perceive in a 
When a question about the use of computers in other subjects is asked it is revealed that 
computers are not felt to be used to enhance the other subjects' studies. The confusion 
between what is useful, what is desirable and what is compulsory is demonstrated. 
"Oh ... we 
just use it in one lesson every week. You just use it in 
IT. You don't get it in other lessons, which could help you". 
(Boy year 9) 
"Um ... it depends which 
lesson I have um ... because I could do the 
homework at school. But I won't if it's too long". (Girl year 9) 
"Yeah! But we don't use them in other subjects as much. 
Sometimes we use them in Maths". (Girl year 9) 
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One girl is clearly unsure what the rules governing access to computer equipment entail. 
Another girl won't do her homework at school "if it's too long". There is a clear desire 
for knowledge here but one that is not being satisfied on a meaningful level. 
8.14. Qualitative Analysis of time Available for the Use computers in school 
The researcher was puzzled by the apparent anomalies inherent in pupil responses 
regarding the amount of time that was designated to IT. It appeared that the most 
practical and logical approach would be to probe further into pupils' attitudes and 
perceptions and then compare this with the quantitative evidence gathered earlier. 
Time is a major factor affecting both the process of learning and the enjoyment of 
leaning. Individual pupil's perception of time, especially "quality time" i. e. designated 
and rewarding time, varies considerably. For this reason the questions concerning this 
area were asked in different styles and approaches, devised to encourage both accurate 
and honest answers in as much as the pupil was able to do so. 
Most pupils, regardless of personal abilities or interest, perceive the lack of time devoted 
to IT as a genuine obstacle to learning. One pupil suggests that one hour per day may be a 
more effective alternative to the present regime of less than two hour per week of 
dedicated teaching. This is perceived as restrictive to those pupils who are already 
knowledgeable in IT and fiustrating for those pupils who are less confident and already 
struggling to keep up. One hour a week is just long enough for the less able pupils with 
no home access to equipment to forget all that they have previously tried so hard to 
acquire. 
"You just do it like once a week, which is not very good. You 
should learn more, not just once a week. You could forget what 
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you have learnt. But if its every day or every couple of days you 
could have learnt more about IT". (Boy year 9) 
"Em... I don't think its good enough for me really because I am 
doing GCSE. I need to know more about it really". (Girl year 10) 
8.15. Conclusion 
Both the quantitative and qualitative survey results demonstrate that the actual time 
available to pupils may not be enough for them to produce results equal to that 
perceived efforts. The pupils found it difficult to overcome the obstacles of time and 
inappropriate equipment. 
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CHAPTER 9 
MODES OF INSTRUCTION AND TRANSFER OF 
KNOWLEDGE IN ICT 
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Chapter 9 
Modes of Instruction/Transfer of knowledge 
Introduction 
Karovsky (1989) points out that in 1972 the Definition and Terminology Committee of 
the Association for Educational Conununications and Technology described 
Educational Technology as 'using a systemic approach to the development of learning 
resources' (p36). 'Governments, corporation and local communities have responded 
positively to this concern by providing funds, equipment, and other material resources 
to educational institutions to encourage the practice', US Congress (1989). HMI Series 
(1989) defined 'information technology' as "the technology associated with the 
information: its storage, processing and transmission in a variety of forms by electronic 
means and its use in controlling the operation of machines and other devices". 
These definitions derive from much longer statements, which include a rationale for the 
field of engineering. These statements do not include the learning and teaching process, 
or the applications and implications of technology in the context of education. 
For the purposes of this research it is necessary to determine which teaching aids are 
generally perceived to be the most effective in communicating knowledge and what kind 
of response these aids generate in their users. Certain delivery tools may be more 
effective in delivering some subjects but others less so. Does the method employed 
influence the amount of knowledge received? Are some methods more effective or less 
effective than others? 
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We need to know whether or not the teacher gives any instructions before the start of anY 
lesson in which a computer is to be used, either for its own sake or in other subjects in the 
class. How do pupils rate the instructions they get from their teachers in the class? The 
results in the following table demonstrate the extent to which ICT has been used in the 
ways in which it was envisaged, both as a tool and a subject. 
The vast majority of respondents, as shown in table 18 (97.1%) said 'yes', they do get 
instruction from their teachers in the class. In this way the relationship between teacher 
and computer may be seen as one of "equals". Both engage the student and instruct them 
but the teacher is the central controller and central to students' experience. 
Table 18 
Do your teachers generally give you instructions before you start to work on 
computers in school? 
Categories Frequency Percent 
Yes 301 97.1 
No 9 2.9 
Total 310 100.0 
This result shows a positive pupil response, concluding that most teachers demonstrate 
instructions before starting the lesson. 
The next question is how do pupils rate the methods of demonstration which are used in 
class? The result is shown in the following table. In terms of frequencies and percentages 
table 19 shows that of those respondents who said they get instructions from their teacher 
in the class 42.6% replied 'Always', 37.4% 'frequently', t7.1% 'Sometimes, 2.3% 
'Hardly ever', and only 0.6% said that they never get instructions. 
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Table 19 
Do your teachers give you "instructions 
Categories Frequency 
Of the (31p) 
Percentage 
'Always' 132 416% 
'Frequently' 116 37.4% 
'Sometimes' 53 17.1% 
'Hardly ever' 7 2.3% 
'Never' 2 0.6% 
9.2. Possible Modes of Instructions 
Morton (1996) observes that although there is a great emphasis on the use of computers 
to deliver instructions in classrooms, it is not evident how many teachers have adopted 
microcomputer technology for that purpose. As Butterfield and Nelson (1989) suggest, 
simply doing a thorough job of teaching the task is usually not sufficient in itself to bring 
n'k , bout transfer of knowledge. They also argue that, in addition to directly relevant 
knowledge successful transfer requires inferential reasoning and the monitoring and 
regulation of problem solving, as well as metacognitive skills. 
In relation to these statements the next question asked was in which way teachers deliver 
instructions in class. Pupils were given possible choices of different methods which may 
be used. Choices included both old and new methods of delivering instruction based on 
those delivery methods present in all schools participating in this research. Table 20 
shows the different choices of methods of instruction with the pupils' preferences rate. 
Table 20 
Different methods of instructions used by ICT teachers 
Methods of Instructions Frequency Percentage 
"Writing on boards" Of the (310) 215 69.4% 
"Verbal instructions" Of the (310) 206 66.5% 
Hand out" Of the (310) 179 57.7% 
"Instruction on screen" (Computer) Of the (310) 109 35.2% 
"Overhead projector" Of the (310) 18 5.9% 
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Table 20 shows that the majority of respondents (69.4%) said that their teacher delivers 
instructions by "Writing on boards", 66.5% said "Verbal instructions", 57.7% responded 
to "Hand outs", about 35.2% replied "Instruction on screen" (Computer), 5.8% said the 
"Overhead projectorit. 
This is an indicator of teaching preference. "Writing on boards", and "verbal 
instructions" require less time to prepare the lesson. It may be also observed that most of 
the information delivered is received in a written format - one that the student may take 
away and refer to later. 
Although the new technologies are becoming more and more popular and fast to use in 
schools, teachers still use traditional styles of instructions. It is obvious from the results 
that the teachers' preferred methods of demonstration in the classroom are still "Writing 
on boards",, and also delivering "Verbal instructions". There is no discernible change to be 
found in the classroom from the traditional and well-established. Different researchers 
show different points of view towards the use of new instructional methods in the 
classrooms. 
Gbomita (1997) writes that: 
"In effect, the adoption of the microcomputers for delivering 
instruction lagged behind its increasing availability in schools". 
(P. 88) 
This was partly due to the costs involved and also to the perceptions of teachers. Sulley 
(1987) lamented that only 10% of teachers had incorporated the microcomputer into their 
Curriculum at that time. Butzin (1992) observed that the effective use of educational 
technology remained an elusive goal for most teachers. The reasons for this remain 
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unclear although it was noted that older teachers showed a significantly higher level of 
reluctance to use ICT in the classroom. 
Morton (1996) says that: 
"While the real world uses computers to move forward, 
educators too often look studiously backward". (p. 417) 
The human condition is such that we are able to make sense of and analyse the past. This 
is considerably easier than accurately forecasting an uncertain future (Hubbard 1981; 
Hawkridge 1983; Greg Kearsley at al 1998). 
9.3. Interaction and Interactivity 
In terms of interaction and interactivity the most commonly used term is 'delivering 
instructions' either in the classroom or in distance learning. In the classroom envirom-nent 
interaction could be teacher to student to teacher, student to teacher to student, peer group 
interaction, peer group computer based instruction, and individual computer based 
instruction. Many other researchers (Rogoff and Gardner 1984; Berliner 1985; Collins 
1990; Bums, Goin, and Donlon 1990; Bergs 1999; Michael Yacci 2000) have observed 
that interactivity is central to the expectations of teachers and learners. 
Different types of possible interaction, which can occur between the teacher-student- 
teachers during the demonstration of instructions in the classroom learning, are shown in 
the following table (21). 
Table 21 
Do your teachers give you instructions in the class: - 
Categories Frequency Percentage 
Individually Of the (312) 88 28.4% 
In small groups Of the (310) 34 11.0% 
In large groups Of the (310) 27 8.7% 
Whole class Of the (310) 287 92.6% 
m you need help Of the (310) 158 51.0% 
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As presented in the above table (21) 92.6% of pupils responded 'whole class', 5 1.0% 'as 
you need help', 28.4% 'individually' then 'small group' and 'large group' 11.0% and 
8.7% respectively. This indicated that teachers' favourite and preferred style of delivering 
instructions is 'to the whole class'. This is the continuation of the tried and tested 
standard model (i. e. instruction and support as needed), traditional but still popular. This 
type of instruction does not in itself establish a close interaction between teachers and 
pupils. Although the teacher gives instructions to the pupils when they need help and 
establish one-to-one collaboration this is not always the most effective style to develop 
interaction. This is a pupil-oriented style. They ask the teacher for help as and when they 
need it. In the classroom teachers are more dominant. Observations showed that some 
times teachers told pupils 'do whatever you are told to do and follow the instructions on 
the instructions sheet. 
9.4. Interaction between Computers and Learners/Interactivity with computers 
in the class 
Hartley (1996) explains that as computers become more prominent in classroom 
instruction their modes of use are extending, (for example as a surrogate teacher in 
tutoring or as curriculum enrichment in simulation applications) where pupils are more 
investigative in their learmng methods. However, within the classroom such programmes 
often have effects and are used in ways that were not always anticipated by their 
designers. This argues for Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) environments in which the 
software is interactive but is able to adapt to different styles of learning and teaching. 
They also argue that Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) should be designed to take 
greater account of their possible and differing modes of use, and the varying requirements 
of directions, support and exploratory/investigatory methods that might be employed in 
ý 
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the classroom. Carnery (1986) Hawkins et al, (1982) observed that limited resources in 
the classroom encourage teachers to have pairs of pupils working together with the 
advantage of increasing peer interaction (Podmore, 199t) and this can be an important 
influence on leaming, (Akpinar and Hartley; 1996), In the classroom, programmes are 
often used by small groups of pupils and there is evidence (Van Lehn, 1988) that these 
pupils' interactions and explanations result in clear learning benefits (In Akpinar and 
Hartley 1996). 
It is evident from much other research (Gordon et al 1989; Savlin 1991; Chacon 1992; 
Squires et al 2000) that group communication serves to further collaborative learning. 
This in turn, helps individuals to make progress i. e. a "hidden" facet to individual 
learning but a powerful one nevertheless. It would seem then that the general consensus 
of opinion favours small group work as the most effective learning approach. 
Wellington (1988) found that the average number of computers were 13.4 in English 
schools. In the present research it is found that the number of computers ranges from 90- 
278. Those are situated not only in the computer rooms but also in different classrooms, 
computer rooms, library, computer clubs etc. 
A question was asked of the pupils as to which classroom setting they use computers in. 
The results in the following table (22) show the different results. Overall 87.1% of the 
pupils' said that they use computers "individually" in the class. There is a very small 
gender difference in using computers "individually" in the class as more girls (87.3%) 
claimed than boys (86.9%). 
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Table 22 
In school do you use computers: - 
Gender Total of the sample 
Boys Girls 
U F equency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the (%) Of the Of the (%) 
(153) (157) (310) 
Individually 133 86.9% 137 87.3% 270 97.1% 
In small groups 36 23.5% 42 26.8% 78 25.2% 
In large groups 13 8.5% 9 5.7% 22 7.1% 
Whole class 19 12.4% 15 9.6% 34 11.0% 
As you need 9 5.95 17 10.8% 26 8.4% 
help 
Only 25.2% pupils said that they use computers "in pairs". Additionally, with regards to 
using the computers "individually" in the school, just 7.1 % said that they use computers 
"in small groups", and 11% and 8.4% also use "large group" and "whole class" activities 
respectively. The results show that there is more collaboration between the computers 
and the pupils and less so between peer groups and between the teacher and student. The 
ma ority of the pupils work on their own. They get instructions from their teachers who j 
use traditional methods of delivering instructions (i. e. board and handouts with 
instructions). Although the pupils get the chance to use computers in class it does not 
mean that schools have the computers available individually or to the whole school. It is 
the year 9& 10 pupils who get the most chance to use computers individually. They use 
them in turn just once a week for ICT as a separate subject and sometimes in other 
subjects in pairs, small groups, large groups and the whole class. This all depends on the 
availability of computers in the classrooms or in the computer room. 
Group leaming can present its own disadvantages. Running such exercises can pose a 
number of organisational problems, not the least of which is the fact that it may be 
difficult to fit them into the normal learning curriculum especially if the exercise is a long 
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one. It can also be difficult to assess individual student performance fairly or to evaluate 
the exercise other than as a subjective basis. 
9.5. Pupils' Preferences 
Much research has been carried out on the different types of interactivity and the learning 
environment of the classroom. These include interpersonal relationships amongst pupils, 
pupil-teacher relationships, the material provisions of the classroom and pupils' liking for 
different subjects and methods of teaching. There is a lack of research on pupil 
preferences, i. e. in which classroom setting they want to learn how to use the computers. 
The following table (23) show that pupils like to learn using computers individually and 
enjoy individual interaction with computers as well as working pairs. 
Table 23 
Would you prefer to use computers in school: - 
Categories Gender Avera e 
B ys Girls 
g 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Individually 114 74.5% 116 73.9% 230 74.2% 
In two's 22 14.4% 26 16.6% 48 15.5% 
In small 
groups 
5 3.3% 6 3.8% 11 3 5% 
In large 
groups 
2 1.3% 1 . 6% 3 1.0% 
Whole class 10 6.5% 8 5.1% 18 5.8% 
Total 1 153 100.0% 1 157 1 100.0 310 1 100.0 
A majority of pupils said that they prefer to use computers "individually". There is a 
very negligible gender difference. (74.5% of boys and 73.9% of girls expressed a 
preference for using computers individually). Only 14.4% and 16.6% preferred to work 
in groups. This has implications for the whole premise of using group work in ICT 
related subjects. Weller (1988) observed a common type of interactivity is computer- 
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me . ated learning in which the learner actively adapts to the infon-nation presented by the 
technology, which in turn adapts to the learner, a process more commonly referred to as 
feedback. 
Another question asked the pupils about the best way of learning to use computers in 
school. Results in the following table (24) show that 73.5% said they learn best using 
computers in school "individually". Only 15.7% boys and 17.8% girls said in "pairs". 
Table 24 
Do you learn best on computers in school when using them: - 
Gender 
Categories Male Female Total of the sample 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Individually 113 719% 115 73.2% 228 73.5% 
In two's 24 15.7% 28 17.8% 52 16.8% 
In small 
groups 
6 3.9% 5 3.2% 11 3.5% 
In large 
groups 
0.0 0,0% 1 0.6% 1 . 3% 
Whole class 10 6ý5% 8 5.1% 18 5.8% 
Total 153 100% 157 100% 310 100% 
Sutherland and Hoyles (in Beynon and Mackay; 1993) found that girls emphasized the 
importance of receiving help from their peers, whereas boys saw group work as 
distracting from their work (p168). The study results show that both boys and girls have 
approximately the same preference when it comes to using computers in class. This 
implies that girls get the equal chance to use the computers as do the boys. 
As Hall & Rhodes (1988) observed, there is a need to monitor whether girls are receiving 
the same access of opportunities to micros as boys. Beynon & Mackay (1993) found that 
there is a real difference in the way that boys and girls use computers. 
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Murray (1994) describes that at the level of individual learners there are probably three 
distinctive influences at play that impact on cognitive change: 
a The learner's existing knowledge and experience; 
a The learner's 'style' or predisposition to learning; 
m The learner's acquired and individual approach to learning. 
(In Martyn Wild & Clark Quinn, 1998, Vol. 29 (1), 73-82). 
From this it is concluded that: 
m Those individuals who have prior knowledge and experience of using computýers 
anywhere, at home or school, prefer to work 'individually'; 
0 Girls do at least as well as boys in computer problem solving; 
The very small gender gap in the responses of this item can be put down to difference in 
socialization, including: 
m Gender role identity; 
a And gender stereotypes in media portrayals. 
Boys, due to their dominant behaviour, might tend to use computers more in school and 
are more likely to own one as well, but girls are equally enthusiastic to get the computer 
in the class as boys, although more amenable to working in pairs. 
Individual leaming depends on software. Powerful features of software do difficult 
thinking for us, but the empowerment of being able to use this software can help us think 
and devise our own solutions. 
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Cousins et al (1993) mention that computer literacy often refers to knowledge of content- 
free applications such as word-processing, databases, spreadsheets, drawing applications, 
and so forth, and that these courses can be used in different subject areas, The most 
obvious use of computers in English, for example, centres around word processing and 
desktop publishing. 
Hawkridge (1990) mentions the "Computer Application Courses" for the first and 
secondary classes, aimed at deepening and enriching the concepts and skills which pupils 
achieve in 10 th grade. He divides this course into two levels including the following 
subjects: BASIC or PASCAL programming, computer applications in commerce, 
tourism, and collaborative writing. This could be called a course in computer literacy and 
awareness, an acquired ability that could be applied to other subjects. 
Wellington (1988) observes that many schools have achieved introducing computer 
education solely in the option choices for their fourth and fifth years (year 10 and year 
11). A typical computer awareness course has modules in information handling, 
keyboard, stock control, word processing and telecommunication. Robinson et al. (1996) 
use the quantitative approach to check how quickly pupils became familiar with these 
applications. Instead of collecting data while pupils were using PC's in the classroom 
they provided 'Pocket Books' (Palmtop Computers). They found that 86% of pupils 
claimed to be familiar with the use of word processing, 43% with spreadsheet and 83% 
with databases. Pupils were using them in schools either 'very frequently' (86%) or 
'frequently' (10%). 
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Mumtaz (2000) found that the most frequent activity on the school computer was word 
processing with 64% of children using their school computers to word process every day. 
In the present research the researcher used the quantitative approach to collect data from 
pupils who are using computers in schools for different computer awareness courses. 
This study is not a comparison between the teachers and pupils' knowledge to use these 
applications. This study is only concerned with the pupils' method of using computers, 
their attitudes, behaviour, thinking, and feelings towards computers in schools and at 
home. The next question was asked in order to determine which aspect of ICT was the 
more attractive to pupils as a learning tool. The replies support the findings of earlier 
research. 
The results in the following table (25) show that 272 of the 310 (87.7%) responded to 
"Word processing", 72.9% to "Spread Sheets", 45.2% to "Databases". The response of 
pupils to the first two categories is higher than previous research indicates but is less 
concerning the use of databases. This does not mean that they use databases less 
frequently in schools but that they also use spreadsheets to keep the different types of 
data and to represent that data graphically. 
Table 25 
Do you use computers in school for: - 
Categories Frequency of the (310) Percentage 
"Word processing" (of the 310 ) 272 87.7% 
"Spread Sheets" (of the 310)226 72.9% 
"Intemet" (of the 310)219 70.6% 
"Drawing Pictures" (of the 310)114 36.8% 
"PowerPoint" (of the 310)142 45.8% 
"E-rnail" (of the 310)109 35.2% 
"Databases" (of the 310)140 45.2% 
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In 1985 Stonier and Conlin emphasised that the computer is not merely another piece of 
educational technology the same as any other tool (Beynon 1993). 
This study shows that schools are not only sticking to these applications. They are using 
computers for other courses. Results show that the majority of pupils (70.6%) use 
computers in schools for "Internet" applications; "Drawing Pictures", "PowerPoint" and 
"E-mail". It demonstrates that schools are progressing to train the pupils in these courses. 
The Internet offers many opportunities for accessing and understanding information and 
can present this information in a variety of "user friendly"' formats which can engage the 
student on many different levels (i. e. visual representation through diagrams, graphs, 
photographs and maps, audio representations of animal cries and spoken languages etc). 
How and when tutors choose to apply these possibilities to the subject matter in hand will 
vary from individual to individual. In some subjects, it can be demonstrated they will 
hardly be used at all. 
The development of interactive Web-based instruction suggests that pupils can get more 
information and knowledge from computer-based instruction rather than from teachers in 
the classroom. Pupils frequently use CD-ROM, or Internet and e-mail applications. In 
addition they can use different web sites and encyclopaedia, and can also pick facts and 
pictures from reference sources. Teachers cannot provide all these things in the same way 
(Sherry and Wilson 1997; Daugherty and Funke 1998; Liaw 1999). 
Results in the following table (26) show that the pupils' views are consistent with this 
type of interaction. Only 44.2% said that they get the 'Same Infonnation', 30.6% said 
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6more Information' and 23.5 % 'much more Information' from computers than they get 
from the teachers and books. 
Table 26 
Do you think that by using computers compared to other means (e. g. books and 
teachers), you can get: - 
Gender Total of the 
C i B ys G irls sample ategor es Frequency 
W 
Percentage 
M 
Frequency 
W 
Percentage 
N 
f % 
"Much More Information" 39 25.5% 34 21.7% 73 23.5 
"More Information" 47 30.7% 48 30.6% 95 30.6 
"The Same Information" 64 41.8% 73 46.5% 137 44.2 
"Less Information" 2 1.3% 1 0.6% 3 1.0 
"Not much infon-nation" 1 0.7% 1 0.6% 2 0.6 
Results established that the teacher and their method of teaching is still as pervasive as it 
was (see interview analysis) and teachers are still the main source of information. Girls 
do as well as boys and in some cases girls are found to be more confident in using 
computers. Reduction in a teacher's authority may result in a lack of confidence in their 
pupils. 
There is a small gender difference in response to two of the categories as more girls 
responded 'the same information'. 25.5% boys and 21.7% girls stated 'much more 
information' was the next preferred response and approximately the same percentage of 
both genders said they get 'more information' by using computers compared to other 
means e. g. books and teachers. 
Yet for many teachers, the relative lack of control over the teaching is a problem which is 
more apparent than with a traditional system. Poorly supervised pupils may run the 
activities themselves, resulting in a subtle alteration to what was intended. Liaw et al. 
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(2000) from their study, on Enhancing Interactivity in Web-Based Instruction, concluded 
that each medium has its own particular purposes (p44). Bergs (1999) explains that the 
misuse of interactivity, synchronicity, and technology can lead to loss of the learner's 
attention, boredom, information overload and frustration. A student whose attention is not 
fully engaged is a "loose cannon" in the classroom. Boredom can very swiftly escalate 
into non-compliance and aggression if not immediately identified and addressed. 
Chandler (1992) says that: 
"It is important to insist that there is no more information in 
computers than there is in books. Computers, even more than 
books, masquerade as 'containers' of information" (1992; 
pp. 172-173). 
This may be so, but computers can also store opinions (i. e. websites) and these can 
inspire creative thought and increase the desire for further learning. Stonier, & Conlin 
(1985) expressed the view that the new computer based literacy programmes, properly 
used, will generate an interest in reading which at present is lacking. Computers, unlike 
books, are interactive. 
Early findings from the National Reading Panel research (2000) indicate that computer 
technology can contribute to the improvement of reading instructions. In any field of life, 
especially in education, if we are a student or a teacher the use of paper. The traditional 
style of writing using worksheets, notebooks and pen is still very popular. There is a great 
emphasis on the use of the worksheets or notebooks and pen. As Chandler (1984) 
remarks, if we expect learning to be imparted by a teacher, the phenomenon of a child 
using a computer for her own purposes will not seem like learning. He explains the 
Priorities for children to learn are as follows: 
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"That there should be a supportive environment; that suitable 
tools (such as pen and books) should be available; that there 
should be access to competent practitioners of the craft that the 
children want to acquire (not necessarily adults); that there 
should be opportunities to learn together with others (not 
necessarily children)". (p. 85) 
Beynon (1992) explains that drafting on screen is very different from writing by hand. 
With pen and paper, one can cross things out without losing them forever. 
"Word-processing involves the suppression of the unconscious 
and our sense of self'. (pp. 180-181) 
Research has been done on the importance of many tools which are associated with 
writing, but they could not find anything regarding pupils' feelings about what they want. 
They may want to use notebooks or the word processor for handwriting 
Results of the study show the different attitudes of pupils regarding the use of notebooks, 
workbooks and computer software packages. It found that there is a greater 
inclination/interest towards the use of computers for writing purposes, for using new 
technology in the familiar way. 
Results presented in table 27 shows that on the whole 40.6% pupils responded to 'Very 
easy', approximately the same percentage (41.9%) of pupils to 'Easy', and 15.2% to 
'Neither easy nor difficult'. A very small percentage (1.3%) and (1.0%) responded 
'Difficult' and 'Very difficult' respectively. 
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Table 27 
Do you think that using a computer rather than worksheets or books to 
perform a task is: - 
Gender 
Cate ories 
Male Female 
Total of the sample 
g Frequency 
Of the 
(310) 
Percentage 
N 
Frequency 
Of the 
(310) 
Percentage 
N 
Frequency 
Of the 
(310) 
Percentage 
(%) 
"Very easy" 78 51.0% 48 30.6% 126 40.6% 
"Easy" 55 35.9% 75 47.8% 130 41.9% 
"Neither easy nor 
difficult" 
15 9.8% 32 20.4% 47 15.2% 
"Difficult" 3 2.0% 1 . 6% 4 
1.3% 
"Very difficult" 2 1.3% 1 . 
6% 3 1.0% 
Total 153 100.0% 157 100.0% 310 100.0% 
Scrimshaw (1997) observes that software is used in ways that match traditional 
classrooms and that software packages can be grouped in the same way as conventional 
materials for their potential roles in teaching and learning. Healey, & Sutherland, (1991) 
argue that spreadsheets allow pupils to express general mathematical relationships which 
are far more sophisticated than those which they normally express in paper and pencil 
work. 
The researcher concluded that text handling of computer packages gives pupils the 
confidence to present their work 'easily'. Pupils increasingly appreciate the advantages of 
the use of word-processors and other text manipulating utilities such as planners, 
dictionaries and spell checkers where appropriate. Also, in being able to enter text in 
different sizes, add paragraphs, cut and paste, and organise layout to accommodate 
illustrations, pupils can explore the possibilities of transmitting data via systems such as 
electronic mail and videotext. 
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Games and simulations have a significant role to play in imparting transferable skills to 
the user in such a way that the user her/himself may be unaware on a conscious level that 
they are acquiring any new skills at all! For example a student who is enjoying "the thrill 
of the chase" in a fast moving "shoot 'em up" computer game is also acquiring valuable 
skills such as problem solving and logical thinking patterns as well as exploring the pros 
and cons of calculated risk ventures in the safe and secure environment of home or 
classroom. The consequences for the simulated hero of these games may be death if a 
wrong decision is made but the user will certainly survive to fight another day and will 
remember the lessons she/he has learned from previous experience. 
9.6. Games and Simulation 
There is an understanding amongst educational psychologists that simulation and 
adventure games, by their very nature, put children in situations which require them to 
use many skills to complete a task successfully. 
Microcomputers would seem to have a role to play in this area, with the emphasis on 
simulation programmes and adventure games. The importance of simulation and games is 
presented in different cognitive theories and in other research as well (Vygotsky 1962; 
Piaget 1969; Tough 1979; Heinich 1989) say that playing is a vital part in concept 
development. 
Pupils play different types of games in school, home or elsewhere. They face challenges 
and thereby increase their thinking and cognitive skills. They feel enjoyment, pleasure 
and respite from work when they play games on a computer. In some instances ICT can 
operate as an escape or release from the outside world. By playing educational games 
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they can improve their knowledge learn about their subjects and get information in ways 
other than books and teachers (e. g. in science they can get knowledge about animals and 
their environments, using encyclopedia or CD-ROM). 
Educational games provide practice of skills in a form that motivates pupils to practice 
and enjoy exploration leading to the discovery of principles. Role play games, action 
games like shooting games (e. g. Indiana Jones, Doom etc) increase, grow and expand the 
imaginative skills. These games are very fast, making the pupils use their brain and 
fingers quickly and keeping them busy both mentally and physically. Strategy games like 
'Army Action' and puzzles games, improve tactics and make the pupils think in a lucid 
manner. Sports based games are also like role play games as they (e. g. football games) 
give pupils more enjoyment, and especial pleasure when they win. 
Most of the pupils enjoy role-play, action or sports games. These provide them with 
enjoyment and pleasure. They use computers for educational games because these games 
are associated with the gain of greater knowledge about their subjects. Pupils also use 
these games outside of lessons. During lessons they use CD-ROM and Encyclopedia. 
It is argued that Inforniation Technology can enhance and extend not only children's 
n1% bility to carry out physical activities, but also children's cognitive skills (Papert 1980; 
Underwood and Underwood 1990; Scaife and Wellington 1993; Cox 1994; Loveless 
1995). 
Skilled use of IT can lead to the cultivation of higher level cognitive skills, for example 
t4 actively finding knowledge, interpreting results and testing hypotheses" (Laurillard, 
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2002, p. 81) and such high levels of cognitive processing are synonymous with deep 
apProaches to leaming. 
Due to the importance of the use of Information Technology for simulation and gaming 
research has been conducted on theories concerning the relationships between thought 
and language and also on the pupil's enjoyment and pleasure derived from playing games 
in school and at home. Results showed the response from pupils to all these questions in 
the following table (28). 
Table 28 
Do you use computers in school for "playing games"? 
C i 
Gender 
ategor es Boys Girls Average 
Frequency 
W 
Percentage 
(%) 
Frequency 
(f) 
Percentage 
(%) 
Frequency 
(f) 
Percentage 
(%) 
Yes 41 26.8% 36 22.9% 77 24.8% 
No 112 73.2% 121 1 77.1% 233 75.2% Total 153 100% 157 1 100% 310 100% 
Overall only 77 pupils (24.8%) pupils responded to 'playing games' in school, with a 
small gender difference (more boys (26.8%) and less girls (22.9%)). The overall 
percentage of playing games in school is higher in the present study than that conducted 
by Culley (1986). In her study from the sample of 394 only 5% girls and 10% boys 
reported that they play games on computers. The gender gap is also high, with only half 
of the girls than boys expressing an interest in games. However the opportunities for 
games playing are greater now due to advances in technology and access to equipment. 
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Although only a small percentage of pupils reported that they play games in school the 
researcher wanted to know which types of games they play and which are their preferred 
games. The object was to discover if these pupils also played games at home and, if so, to 
what extent? 
However, such environments can exhibit both social and cognitive drawbacks. Socially, 
the environments are meagre. They do not provide the necessary opportunities for social 
interaction. That environments exhibit low sociability, minimal social presence and weak 
social presence. 
Educational games are more grounded in reality, less imaginary and less imaginative than 
their commercial rivals. They are carefully set within the bounds of what is likely to be 
possible today or in the near future. One of the main disadvantages therefore can be that 
the player can limit their view of the world instead of letting a natural sense of adventure 
go freely. Such games are not necessarily that good for the individual but may have 
benefit if used within small groups. 
Table 29 
Which games do you play in school: - 
Gender 
Boys Girls Total of the sample 
Categories Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the Of the N Of the (%) 
157 
'Educational 30 19.6% 36 22.9% 66 21.3% 
Games' 
'Strategy 32 20.9% 19 12.1% 51 16.5% 
games' 
'Action 33 21.6% 13 8.3% 46 14.8% 
Games' 
Sports based 23 15.0% 11 7.0% 34 11.0% 
games' 
'Role play' 91 5.9% 1 81 5.1% 17 5.5% 
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The results in the above table (29) show that (21.3%) pupils responded to the 
'Educational Games' with a small gender difference. More girls (22.9%) and fewer boys 
(19.6%) showed an interest in Educational games. 
Hawkridge (19 8 3) describes the importance of 'Educational Games' thus: 
it *** Programmed learning does not put pupils in charge of their learning as much as educational games do. These educational 
games are based on two aims: to provide practice of skills, in a 
form that motivates pupils to practice, and to motivate 
exploration leading to discovery of principles". (p. 176) 
Results as in the above table (29) show that the next preferred games of the pupils are 
'strategy games'. Strategy games test the players' decision-making skills which have a 
high significance in determining the final outcome of the game. Only 16.5% of pupils 
showed their interest in 'strategy games' with a large gender difference (20.9%) of boys 
and (12.1%) of girls. 14.8% pupils responded to 'Action Games', again demonstrating a 
large gender difference (21.6%) of boys and (8.3%) of girls. Action games move tiny 
amounts of information through the interaction circuit at high speeds, relying on sub- 
cerebellar function rather than considered response. To 'Sports based games', more than 
twice the percentage of boys (15.0%) than girls (7.0%)] responded. For the 'Role play', 
overall 5.5% of pupils responded, with a negligible gender gap. 
The above results indicate that pupils are not allowed to play games in schools, despite 
their great interest in them. If pupils are interested in playing games in schools and 
schools offer an environment in which pupils can engage themselves in different creative 
activities, (as from many different studies as mentioned above), why are they not allowed 
to play games in schools? Perhaps there are limited facilities in the classroom, (i. e. 
limited number of machines in the classroom and limited time periods in which teachers 
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are avai able). Teachers also think that if pupils play games in the classroom they will not 
concentrate on their curriculum subjects and they may also waste time in other activities 
(Everest, Pioneer, Westward (1847); and archaeologist (Expedition to Saggara) Reid 
1985; Loveless 1995). 
During observation and also during the time when pupils were completing the 
questionnaires in class and outside school hours, the researcher asked the teachers if 
pupils are allowed to play games in the school. The same question was asked of the 
pupils. Both teachers and the pupils answered the same. If they finish their class work or 
their ICT or other lesson quickly the teacher allows them to play games in class, but only 
for a few minutes. This is because most of their time they use computers for their lessons. 
They can also play games in the computer clubs, during other lessons, library periods etc. 
However, on the whole, they do not get a great deal of time to play. Only a few pupils 
reported that they play games in ICT lessons, in other subject lesson time and in the 
library. Pupils are also provided with computers outside school hours, for different 
activities like using CD ROM, Encarta but most of them play games when they get a 
chance, which is rarely. 
The results in the following table (30) shows that only 5.2 % pupils said that they play 
games 'During ICT lessons' with a small gender difference i. e. 5.9% of boys and 4.5% of 
girls. Only 9.0% pupils responded for 'other lessons' with more girls (10.2%) and (7.8 %) 
boys. 
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Table 30 
When do you play games in school: - 
Gender 
Boys Girls Total of the sample 
C ategories Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the (%) Of the (%) Of the N 
(153) (157) 310 
'During ICT 9 5.9% 7 4.5% 16 5.2% 
lesson' 
'During other 12 7.8% 16 10.2% 28 9.0% 
lessons' 
'Outside 38 24.8% 33 21.0% 71 22.9% 
lessons' 
'in the library' 12 7.8% 10 6.4% 22 7.1% 
'In cornputer 41 26.8% 33 21.0% 74 23.9% 
clubs' 
Beynon (1993) observes that computer games provided an impetus for many boys to 
become more acquainted with computers and with programming in particular. He also 
says that 'games form a key part of an important social network outside schools from 
which girls are excluded' (p 15 1). 
In his study he also found that computers were made available to pupils at lunchtime and 
out of schools hours., but few girls took this opportunity to use the computers and 
comprised only 10 % of total pupils who used computers outside lesson time. However 
the results of the present study in the above table (30) show that on the whole 22.9% 
pupils used computers 'outside lessons' with a small gender difference (24.8% boys and 
21% girls). It shows that an increasing number of girls are using computers outside lesson 
hours. When we look at the response to the use of the computers in the 'Computer clubs', 
on the whole 23.9% pupils responded to this choice with approximately the same gender 
difference as for 'Outside the lesson' (26.8% boys and 2 1.0% girls). However the number 
of pupils who use computers 'outside lessons' or outside school hours on different 
locations is very small mainly because they are not allowed to use computers without 
supervision, especially for playing games. 
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In one school a teacher reports that she brought computer games for pupils to use in the 
'Computer club'. She found that pupils representing a range of abilities were interested in 
attending the 'Club' but when the advisor found about it he asked the teacher not to bring 
in any more games. This was to ensure that pupils would not think that computers were 
only for playing games and to allow more time for practice. After this the teacher told me 
that she noticed not as many pupils came to the club as before, with the exception of 
those of above average ability. It was observed that pupils of one school used the 
Computer Club computers for their subject lessons. One of the pupils started playing 
games when the teacher had moved away. When the teacher noticed this he demanded, 
"what are you doing? You only do what you are told to do". 
Only 7.1% girls responded to the use of computers in the 'library'. This confirms that 
some pupils do indeed use computers after school hours. While pupils were completing 
the questionnaire the researcher asked them how they found time to play games in school 
when games are not part of their curriculum. Some of them reported that they do play 
games, but they do not let the teacher know. If the teacher notices they just minimise the 
window. 
There are distinct barriers between pupils and the computers which restrict access to 
games: 
0 Limited number of machines in the schools; 
a Limited amount of time; 
a Lack of knowledge and interest on the part of the teacher; 
0 Restricted access in lesson times; 
0A conception by the teachers that using the computers to play games is an abuse of 
resources. 
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Pupils and teachers have access to rich resources. Classrooms are filled with books, 
audiotapes, and videos. Nearby libraries and computer labs offer more opportunities for 
leaming. Children learn more effectively when they are at our most playful and 
pleasurable, when they engage with ideas in a way which involves the exercise of our 
own creativity. Hackbarth (1997) noted that Web Based Learning activities can be 
successfully integrated into the school curriculum. Polling (1994) states that: - 
" For those professional educators who wish to get closer to 
their pupils and are willing to spend a few more minutes each 
day on their computers, using electronic mail (e-mail) facilities 
can become an extremely effective supplement to your teaching 
efforts". (p. 53) 
E-mail can also access experienced mentors (or telementors) to provide support, conduct 
cultural exchanges with other schools and consult experts with regard to topics that 
cannot be answered by the school library. However many teachers have a reluctance to 
introduce e-mail into the classroom as it can be difficult to monitor in a group setting. 
9.7. The use of the Internet 
When we combine the quantitative and qualitative data, many pupils stated that they 
enjoy using the Internet facilities in school (where these are available) to explore subjects 
in more depth and perhaps address ideas and concepts that are not always presented in the 
classroom. 
Pupils were then interviewed about their views regarding the Internet. The researcher was 
interested in discovering how the pupils perceived the Internet as a learning tool and to 
what extent they incorporated its use into their school studies and assigm-nents. The 
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resulting interviews revealed a strong awareness of its potential but, again, some very real 
frustrations associated with the potential applications regarding access and autonomy. 
I don't think so because we can't go onto all the websites. We 
are not allowed to go on all the websites like games, music and 
things like that because they are blocked off which is 
something to do with law... " (Girl year 9) 
Pupils are aware that Internet access is for work purposes only and here is a grudging 
acceptance that this is the way of the world. They perceive the reasons why some sites 
are denied access (i. e. "dirty websites", "something to do with law") but at the same time 
they are aware of the existence of such sites and this knowledge cannot be made to vanish 
conveniently from their consciousness. They enjoy "putting one over" on the teacher, (i. e. 
the boy who hides his games when the teacher approaches and returns to them once the 
danger of discovery has passed). 
Sometimes they are allowed to use the Internet but not all the time. It is up to the teacher 
who may or may not let them. They are hardly ever allowed to go on certain websites 
because many of the sites are blocked off. If they try to go on it then they get into trouble. 
"Yeah! I go to 'Googles' and I just type it and click on search. 
But some websites like the 'Ring Tone' one, games, music and 
sports we cannot go into. In school they don't like it. They are all 
blocked off but at home you can do whatever you want to do. In 
school if you go on those websites you get warnings. And if you 
do it 3 or 4 times you get caught and your teacher does not put 
you back on. But at home I can talk to my friends. I can 
download to music, save it on my own PC. And I do what I want 
to do because its my own computer". (Girl year 10) 
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However this doesn't prevent pupils from trying to access these sites if an opportunity 
presents itself Like the fruit of the knowledge of good and evil, its very presence makes 
it all the more desirable to us, even when we have our choice of everything within the 
garden. 
Despite the warnings given, some pupils attempt to access blocked sites repeatedly until 
the teacher removes them from the computer. Even pupils who have access to these sites 
at home will still try to "challenge the system" although there is no obvious immediate 
benefit to them in doing this. 
"No, I used it when we had the old IT teachers. If we did like 
half an hour work he let us go on to the Internet. But this 
teacher doesn't let us go on the Internet". (Girl year 10) 
"Yeah! You need permission though to go on the Internet. 
Otherwise you are not allowed to do that without a permission 
slip. Teachers can see what we are doing, if we are we doing 
any work or not and if we are not doing our work they don't let 
us use the Internet. We can just use the www. Google. com. I 
just type it then press enter and get all the information". 
(Girl year 9) 
Pupils feel a very real resentment at not being able to access the Internet as and when 
they choose. One girl reports that her new IT teacher has forbidden the use of the Internet 
completely. She does not elaborate on this statement. It is said with a tone of finality and 
total acceptance. Other pupils are more vocal in their statements ("we should use it in 
school more often", "we should use a lot more Intemet"). Sites, which are referred to 
again and again, centre on games, music and chat rooms. On the whole there appears to 
be a grudging acceptance of Internet restrictions at school. 
"Yeah! But some of the websites are banned like chat room". 
(Girl year 9) 
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"Yeah! We do sometimes because we are not allowed to use it 
all the time and some of the sites are blocked". (Boy year 9) 
Some pupils have no desire to explore these avenues in a school setting. These pupils are 
already jaded by the limited delights on offer at school and have already explored far 
beyond them on their personal equipment at home. For them these little forays into "the 
forbidden zone" hold no interest. They have already travelled to far more interesting 
places within the comfort and safety of their own envirom-nent. Others simply withdraw 
their interest or in this particular case withdraw their physical presence altogether. 
"We are not allowed to use the Internet in lessons... Like in IT 
lesson we just do what teacher tells us to do ... Sometimes I 
skive the IT lessons because I don't like it as much. Its really 
boring. In school you are not really allowed to go on the 
Internet. There are some websites, which are blocked because I 
like to go on them all the time. So they don't let you on". 
(Boy year 9) 
From comparisons of both the quantitative and qualitative data it can be deduced that the 
Internet is not fulfilling its role as a valuable learning tool in school. For the most part it 
is accessed by the pupils for leisure and recreational activities. True, this may well 
enhance social skills to a certain degree but, pupils obtain more direct information from 
other sources (i. e. books and classroom activities). Not only this, it would appear that 
they prefer to learn from other sources. This greatly puzzled the researcher as much is 
made about the virtues and simplicity of learning via the new technology. If Information 
and Communication Technology is supposedly so readily available, so simple to operate 
and so effective in terms, of service delivery then why is it that pupils are still wary of 
using the computer as a learning tool? The researcher decided to probe further to see if 
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we could identify the perceived advantages of classroom activities with a qualified 
teacher and the usefulness of the more traditional approach. 
9.8. Do (you) learn a lot about computers from your teachers? 
Pupils were asked to evaluate how much they perceived themselves as leaming from 
their teachers. All of the interviewees accepted that they attended school in order to 
learn (amongst other things) but the researcher was curious to find out how they 
evaluated the extent of that learning. 
"No, not a lot because you learn most of the stuff from them. 
Because like some you do really know about that. But they do go 
over and over it again just to make sure. That and they will ask you 
questions on the subject to make we learn it. Sometimes they say 
same the things over and over again 4 or times. But I don't really find 
it boring like if they like explain it twice just in case I don't get it or 
somebody else don't get it. Just to make sure that I understand and 
other people understand as well". (Boy year 10) 
This student was at great pains to point out that his teachers not only extend knowledge 
but ask pertinent questions in order to satisfy themselves that it has been absorbed. This 
would appear to be acceptable unless the message is delivered "over and over again". 
For this student, who certainly appears to acquire knowledge quickly and competently, 
this reduces the level of interest in his studies in direct proportion to the amount of 
times that he is obliged to hear the message. 
Another student is less confident that the message is getting through at all. 
"You put your hand up and he just says I come in a minute, then 
he never (does)". (Boy year 10) 
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For other pupils this state of affairs is more complicated. It relies on many variables 
(i. e. prior knowledge of the subject or the individual teacher concerned) all of which 
play a strong role in influencing leaming. For this girl the learning process is very 
much influenced by the teacher who is delivering the lesson. 
". -- If teachers get on your nerves you are not learning anything 
really". (Girl year 9) 
Not all the teachers fall into this category as the same girl says that 
"Some are all right. You can learn from them if you 
concentrate on them ... but if you don't get on with them it's 
not your fault. Is it? (Girl year 9) 
However this is not always possible. It has become clear from previous interviews that 
the tutors' personality is a very strong factor in engaging interest and rendering the 
classroom assignments enjoyable. This should not be surprising. All can identify with 
the "favourite" teacher whose lessons are enjoyed and the irascible pedagogue who 
made certain lessons an ordeal to be endured, regardless of content. What does come 
across strongly in these interviews however, is the number of comments that repeatedly 
refer to staff in a negative manner. 
The same girl states dismissively "I don't need teachers". Many pupils have admitted to 
disliking their teachers but very few have claimed that they could just as easily learn 
their studies if the teachers were not there at all. With the ever-expanding market of 
home computing it is not surprising that increasing number of pupils are learning and 
extending sophisticated ICT skills within the comfort of their own room. It is likely that 
many pupils already possess skills which are for more complex to those which are 
being promoted in the classroom. For these pupils, the ability to play the games of 
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choice, send e-mails to their friends and participate in chat rooms is paramount at this 
stage in their life. This is an understandable state of affairs but one that may have 
implications on a child's future learning. If one already assumes (incorrectly) that one 
knows all there is to know regarding a set subject, the likelihood of ignoring or 
rejecting future opportunities becomes more than probable. 
It is clear from the following interview that the onus for imparting knowledge lies 
firrnly with the teacher. 
"No, ern ... it is their job to like learning subjects to us but its up 
to the teachers if they can make it interesting to us. Like if they 
are in a nice mood, um... and they got nice personality and they 
will. If they are boring and horrible then you don't learn that 
much. Because they don't make it interesting to learn". 
(Girl year 9) 
This is seen as the teachers'job. How it is done though makes a considerable difference 
to the amount of knowledge that is given and received. It is a common perception 
amongst all the interviewees who agreed to participate that responsibility lies firmly in 
the teacher's jurisdiction. There is no perceived collusion between student and teacher 
i. e. there is no mutual agreement to learn. The majority of pupils appear to regard 
themselves as empty vessels into which learning is to be poured with no responsibility 
or obligation on the part of the student to make a conscious effort to cooperate in this 
process. This appears to be the pupils' view, perhaps reflecting their interpretation of 
policy. This puts great pressure on the teachers; all is supposed to depend on them. 
The teacher's personality is paramount in this process. The implication is that if the 
student does not "like" the teacher they will with hold co-operation and the exercise 
will fail. "Like" and "dislike" are subjective concepts at the best of times. In the 
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restrictive confines of the classroom such distinctions can easily become blurred by 
factors such as peer pressure (fear of being seen as "teachers pet") or a general malaise 
as being kept inside on a sunny day. When asked if all teachers are the same this 
student grudgingly admits that they are not. However this is quickly qualified by the 
statement 
"... We do leam from them but not a lot". (Girl year 9) 
Another student comments that 
(14 ** Jeacher acts funny and people start laughing. We are not learning much. That's why I rather be here than in class". 
(Boy year 10) 
Whether the pupils are laughing with the teacher or at the teacher remains unclear. The 
following interview shows that there appears to be an unspoken agreement of non co- 
operation that runs throughout the interviews. 
"Teachers give us warnings. I don't really listen to them. Like 
sometimes I take knowledge of them but I don't listen to them 
and that's it really". (Boy year 10) 
Clearly if there are no reprisals of any consequence for the reluctant student to 
participate then such participation will not be forthcoming. The enthusiastic pupils will 
always flourish, driven by their own dynamics to acquire knowledge and render the 
process enjoyable. For the bored and uninterested student, learning can easily become a 
distasteful chore that offers little pleasure or reward. 
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CHAPTERIO 
THE UTILITY OF USING A COMPUTER 
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Chapter 10 
Attitudes to the uses of computers 
Introduction 
Much of the research has concentrated on the formal factors of the use and value of 
computers including the amount of time devoted to them in schools and the way they are 
integrated, or not into the curriculum. Students know what is expected of them and have 
the same assumption that computers are beneficial that pervades the literature. In order to 
explore student attitudes further, to determine how elements of pleasure and enjoyment 
may influence perceptions of worth and value when using the computer as a learning tool 
there were further questions put to them. Time, as already mentioned, is a variable 
concept to each individual. Does time truly 'fly when you are having fun? It was 
important to see how students regarded the use of their time spent at the computer. For 
this purpose the question was presented in a slightly different way from that asked 
previously but without varying too far from the script, in an attempt to probe a deeper 
level. 
10.2. Do you think that using a computer is waste or a good use of time? 
The question concerned opinions on the use of computers. Students could choose 
between parameters from "a waste of time" to "a very good use of time" with options 
between the two. This question was asked to see if students actually enjoyed their time 
generally whilst using computers. 
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Results in the following table (3 1) show that a very small number of students 2.9% 
responded with "a waste of time" and only 1.9% replied "a bit of a waste of time". To a 
large extent, pupils understand the importance of computers. 
Just 20 (15.2%) of all students replied "Neither a waste of time nor a good use of time". 
These students do not appear to be interested in computers, or perhaps do not take 
computers seriously. The computer has either become so taken for granted in daily life 
that it as become inconsequential for the user and thereby invisible or else students are 
restricting their thoughts concerning ICT to the context of school, rather than home. They 
use it because they are told to use it by their teachers and don't necessarily have a 
positive or a negative view, remaining neutral on this matter. They could also realise both 
the positive and negative uses of computers. 
The majority of students have a positive attitude regarding the time they spend using 
computers at any given location. 47.7% of students responded a "good use of time" and 
32.3% replied a "very good use of time". These are the types of student who not only 
have prior knowledge of using computers but use them to do their work in a conducive 
environment, and also know how to use the computer for recreation. All these factors 
could help influence their decisions. In addition they may compare it to the time spent in 
producing hand written work, so this shows them that it is a comparatively good use of 
time. Internet applications can also prove influential to their decision. 
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Table 31 
Do you think that using a computer is: - 
Gen der 
Boys Girls Total of the sample 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the N Of the N Of the N 
(153) (157) (310) 
" total waste of time 8 5.2% 1 0.6% 9 2.. 9% 
" bit of a waste of time 4 2.6% 2 1.3% 6 1-9% 
Neither a waste of time 20 13.1% 27 17.2% 47 15.2% 
nor a good use of time 
A good use of time 56 36.6% 92 58.6% 148 47.7% 
A very good use of time 65 42.5% 35 22.3% 100 32.3% 
Total 153 100.0% 157 100.0% 310 100.0% 
More boys have a negative attitude toward the time that they employ using computers. 
More boys (5.2%) than girls (0.6%) responded to the option "a total waste of time". For 
the next option "a bit of a waste of time", again more boys (2.6%) than girls (1.3%) 
reacted negatively to this. The reason for this may be that the girls take the computer 
more seriously and realize that it is stepping stone to help their future careers. Some boys 
by comparison appear not to take the computer quite as seriously. More girls (17.2%) 
than boys (13.1%) responded with a neutral attitude, with the option of "neither a waste 
of time nor a good use of time". 
A majority of girls (58.6%) as opposed to boys (36.6%) demonstrated their positive 
attitude towards the option "a good use of time". Table 44, chapter 11 also reflects the 
same result, with more girls responding positively to the options e. g. "they make my 
work look better". Boys think it is a good use of time but most of them think it is a very 
good use of time, and know how to use the computers resources to the full. As the results 
in the above table show, more boys (42.5%) than girls (22.3%) responded positively to 
computers being "a very good use of time". Boys and girls both appear to have the same 
Positive attitudes towards time spent in using computers. 
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10.3. Using computers can save time. 
To confirm pupils' opinions regarding the time spent on using computers, another 
question was asked about time factors. This was to determine how much time can be 
saved by using computers. The aim of both questions was similar, but was posed in 
different ways, in order to make valid like the findings. This time asked a more specific 
question was asked, one in which the value to be considered (i. e. "time") was directly 
presented to the student and asked to be quantified accordingly. 
The following table (32) shows approximately the same pupil attitudes towards the time 
factor. A Likert scale was given to pupils to rate their time scale. The majority of pupils 
think that they can save time by using computers, although they rate the time factor 
differently. 38.4% said that they can save a "great deal of time", 31.6% responded that, 
they can save "a lot of time" and 24.2% pupils replied "some time". The same percentage 
of pupils (2.9%) replied to the scales "a little time" and "no time at all". 
Table 32 
Do you think that by using computers you can save: - 
Gender 
T l f h l 
B Ys G irls 
ota o t e samp e 
Categories Frequency 
Of the 
(153) 
Percentage 
N 
Frequency 
Of the 
(157) 
Percentage 
N 
Frequency 
Of the 
(310) 
Percentage 
N 
A great deal of 
time 
73 47.7% 46 29.3% 119 38.4% 
A lot of time 41 26.8% 57 36.3% 98 31.6% 
Sometime 26 17.0% 49 31.2% 75 24.2% 
A little time 6 3.9% 3 1.9% 9 2.9% 
No time at all 7 4.6% 2 1.3% 9 2.9% 
Total 
+ 
153 1 100.0% 1 157 100.0% 310_ 100.0% 
A noticeable gender difference towards the use of time in school is found, as shown in 
the above table (32). More boys (47.7%) than girls (29.3%) replied that they could save a 
44 great deal of time". On 4'a lot of time" more girls (36.3%) than boys (26.8%) concurred. 
Again more girls (39.2%) than boys (17%) replied to "some time". Overall, 
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approximate y the same percentage of boys and girls said that they can save time when 
using computers. 
One reason for some pupils thinking they can work faster may be because they use 
computers often and this saves them a lot of time. Another reason may be that they can 
save a lot of information quickly. The students who can not save time or save only a little 
time could be those who don't know how to use the computers appropriately and 
consequently end up spending a lot of more time on computers instead of finishing the 
job quicker. 
10.4. Using a Computer is Exciting 
So far we have ascertained that using computers may be pleasurable, useful and time 
saving. It would be interesting to discover if the students participating in the survey found 
any element of excitement to be present when using the new technology. To what extent 
do computers stimulate their audience and capture their imagination? 
The results in the following table (33) show that only 23.2% said that they feel "very 
excited" when they use computers. 34.2% responded to 'exciting', 36.8% showed a 
neutral response and avoided positive or negative attitudes. The researcher observes that 
many pupils feel the same, irrespective of whether they can do their work, get a lot of 
information, work fast, save time or get better marks. It is obvious from the previous 
results that pupils like to play games and use the Internet and email. These factors can be 
exciting for them. Many games are very exciting and the Internet can provide a lot of 
entertainment for pupils as well as such essential factors such as emailing. Only a very 
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small number of students (2.6%) and (3.2%) expressed a negative attitude regarding 
feelings of excitement. The overall attitude of pupils is positive. 
Table 33 
Do you think that using a computer is: - 
Gen der f 
oys Girls 
Total o the sample 
Categories Frequency 
Of the 
(153) 
Percentage 
M 
Frequency 
Of the 
(157) 
Percentage 
N 
Frequency 
Of the 
(310) 
Percentage 
N 
Very exciting 55 35.9% 17 10.8% 72 23.2% 
Exciting 54 35.3% 52 33.1% 106 34,2% 
Neither exciting nor 
un-exciting 
33 21.6% 81 51,6% 114 36,8% 
Not exciting 4 2.6% 4 2.5.0% 8 2.6% 
Not exciting at all 7 4.6% 3 1.9.0% 10 3.2% 
Total 153 100.0% 157 100.0% 310 100.0% 
As shown in the above table there is a difference in the percentage of boys and girls 
responding to this Likert scale. 35.9% boys, (that is double the amount of girls) said that 
they find using computers very exciting. About the same percentage of boys (35.3%) to 
girls (33.1%) replied to "exciting". Boys are found to have a tendency to do more 
entertaining things on computers (such as play games) than girls and to use the Internet 
ap lications more often. The results of this question reinforced the results of table 38 in rp 
chapter 11. More than half of the girls 51.9% showed their neutral attitude by responding 
to "neither exciting nor unexciting". Of the boys, 21.6% answered to "neither exciting 
nor unexciting". The overall results for this question show that the boys feel more 
excitement when they use computers than the girls. 
10.5. Using a Computer is tiring 
The next question "do you think that using a computer is tiring" was asked to determine 
whether, when using computers, pupils sometimes grow tired, perhaps because 
cOrnputing may be repetitive and may cause fatigue in the operator. Activities such as 
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playing games do not appear to make them tired. To see how pupils rate their 'tiredness', 
a five-point scale between "very tiring" and "not tiring at all" was created to assess the 
depth of feeling in greater detail to determine their responses. A sample of 3 10 pupils was 
used and all of them rated their preference according to their personal views. 
A very small percentage of pupils (4.2%) said they found it "very tiring" to use a 
computer. Pupils (21.6%) responded "tiring". The reason for this may be that these 
particular pupils do not know how to use a computer and therefore feel frustrated and 
tired. However, this also applies to those who use computers a lot. If they use it too much 
they experience tiredness and discomfort in certain parts of the body which adds to their 
tiredness. The researcher used the questionnaire to explore different reasons for tiredness. 
Just over half of the students 52.9% said that they experienced discomfort with their eyes, 
then their neck and back i. e. they are already becoming aware of the technical, 
psychomotor problem inherent in ICT usage. Surprisingly, approximately the same 
percentage of pupils (18.4% and 18.7%) identified problems with their wrist and hands 
respectively. ýOthers blamed monitors, the mouse, chairs and keyboard designs. However, 
none of them cited the swift passage of time spent in using ICT facilities, (time which is 
invariably lost count of when one is enjoying oneself), as a potential factor. Pushing 
oneself beyond the usual parameters of time and physical comfort is a condition which 
many may easily fall into. 
30.6% of pupils said that they found it "neither tiring nor un-tiring". 25.2% and 18.4% 
responded to "not tiring" and "not tiring at all" respectively. Those pupils who felt this 
way may be the ones who do not spend too much time consistently on the computers or 
Perhaps take regular breaks by listening to music or playing games. 
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10.6. Using a Computer is Important 
The next question, "do you think that using the computer is important", was asked to 
determine the importance placed on the different uses of computers in society. Many 
companies introduce faster and more compatible machines in order to promote their own 
business interests and government and educators are putting emphasis on using 
computers at all levels in education. The government is committed to all schools to being 
interconnected with the super highway and all teachers being ICT trained. In addition, 
parents believe that it is in their children's best interest to be familiar with the use of 
computers. 
The results in the following table (34) show that 86.5% agreed with this. The remaining 
sample of only 14.6% thinks that it is not important to use computers. The researcher was 
interested in determining whether students recognised the potential impact of ICT not 
only on their academic studies but also the future world awaiting them when they leave 
the comparative safety of the school. Pupils know they ought to like computers but that is 
not the same thing as liking them. 
Table 34 
Do you think that using computers are important? 
Gender 
Total of the sample 
Boys Girls 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the (%) Of the N Of the N 
(153) (157) (310) 
Yes 134 87.6% 134 85.4% 268 86.5% 
No 19 114% 23 14.6% 42 115% 
Total 153 100 , 0% 
1 
157 100.0% 310 100.0% 
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At the time of collecting this information from different schools there were some pupils 
who did not have access to computers frequently who possessed the prior knowledge to 
use them effectively. Though 100% of pupils said they use computers, some of them may 
not use it often, or do not have a computer at have. This strengthens the later findings 
concerning boredom. These pupils could be from those schools where computers are not 
used properly, and whose computer equipment comprises old machines, which are not 
up-to-date. 
The next question was given to pupils to know how they rate the importance of using 
computers in their life. In the above question a large majority of pupils said that they 
think using computers is important. From the results of the information presented in the 
following table (35) we see how they rate the importance of using computers. 
Only 34.5% said that it's "very important" using computers. More than half 55.2% pupils 
responded to "important". Only 8.1 % of the total sample replied neutrally by responding 
in the "Neither important nor un-important" field. This may be because they were 
thinking of computers when used in school. Alternatively they may be so familiar with 
ICT on a day-to-day basis at home that they take it for granted and rarely consider how 
they use them. They may simply not associate the concept of pleasure with "importance" 
at all. A negligible percentage of pupils, (that is 1.6% and 0.6%) replied to "not really 
important", and "not important at all" respectively. This implies that a vast majority of 
pupils think that it is really important to use computers in their daily life. 
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Table 35 
How would you rate the importance of using computers: - 
Gender Total of the sam le Boys Girls p 
Categories Frequency 
Of the 
(153) 
Percentage 
M 
Frequency 
Of the 
(157) 
Percentage 
M 
Frequency 
Of the 
(310) 
Percentage 
(%) 
Very important 60 39.2% 47 29.9% 107 34.5% 
Important 90 52.3% 91 58.0% 171 55.2% 
Neither important nor 
un-important 
9 5.9% 16 10.2% 25 8.1% 
Not really important 2 1.3% 3 1.9% 5 1.6% 
Not important at a] 1 2 1.3% 2 . 6% Total 153 100% 157 100% 310 100.0% 
There is a mixed response between the genders on the "very important" and "important" 
scales in the above table. More boys (39.2%) than girls (29.9%) are represented in the 
"very important" scale. But for the "important" scale more girls (58%) than boy (52.3%) 
replied. The responses of the pupils for these rating scales coincide with the results of 
table 34. This demonstrates that students replied to both questions with the same attitude, 
which is clearly reflected in the frequency column. A very small percentage of pupils 
1.3% boys and 1.9% girls replied to "neither important nor un-important". For the next 
scales in the table "not really important" and "not important at all" there was a negligible 
response from both genders which is not crucial to the overall result. It shows that 
regardless of gender the overall outcome is a positive attitude. 
In order to ascertain an accurate comparison of student views, the researcher introduced a 
number of "check" questions into the survey as a whole. This next question served a 
purpose in contrasting perceptions of "importance", "usefulness" and "worth". Should 
these last tables reflect any sizable variations as to view point or gender divide then the 
researcher must tread warily lest she read more than was intended into the respondents 
replies. The next question had the same weight as the previous question but different 
words like "important" and "worthwhile" were used just to get more reliable feedback 
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and to assess how the pupils rate their attitudes towards the value, usefulness and 
meaningfulness of computers, not specifically in school or home but anywhere, because 
there is no fixed position where a computer can be used. Approximately the same 
percentage of pupils showed their positive attitudes towards the usefulness of computers 
in their life, as demonstrated in table 43. 
10.7. The Use of a Computer is Worthwhile 
Table 36 shows that 29.4% and 54.5%, irrespective of gender, responded to 66very 
worthwhile" and "worthwhile" respectively. 
Table 36 
How worthwhile is it to use computers: - 
Gender 
Total 
Categories Boys Girls 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the N Of the N Of the N 
(153) (157) (310) 
Very worthwhile 57 37.3% 34 21.7% 91 29.4% 
Worthwhile 75 49.0% 94 59.9% 169 54.5% 
Neither 17 11.1% 28 17.8% 45 14.5% 
worthwhile nor 
un-worthwhile 
Not worthwhile 2 1.3% 1 . 6% 3 1.0% Not worthwhile at 2 1.3% % 2 0.6% 
all 
Total 153 100.0% 157 100.0% 310 100.0% 
The researcher found that pupils understood the words "important" and "worthwhile" as 
an appropriate regarding use computer and responded to both questions positively. This 
implies that they understand how important or worthwhile using computers is in their 
lives but not necessarily the implications of being ICT literate. 
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10.8. The use of Computer is Helpful/Valuable/Important for their careers, and 
future life. 
The last item was asked to see how the students think about the place computers for their 
careers, and future life. Does the computer enhance their lifestyle or is it perceived as a 
necessary evil in an ever-increasing technology? The rate of computer usage is growing, 
and computers are slowly expanding into everyone's life and into every profession. 
People believe the computer is the way forward for the future, and that computers will 
increasingly come to dominate business and social matters. The government now places 
great emphasis on all school-leaving children becoming fully computer literate before 
they enter the workplace. 
The results in the following table (37) show that the majority of the pupils (62.6% and 
32.6%) responded positively to "very helpful" and "helpful" respectively. 
Table 37 
How helpful is learning to use computers for your future: - 
Gender 
Total of the sample 
Categories Boys Girls 
Frequency 
Of the 
(153) 
Percentage 
N 
Frequency 
Of the 
(157) 
Percentage 
N 
Frequency 
Of the 
(310) 
Percentage 
N 
Very helpful 95 62.1% 99 63.1% 194 62.6% 
Helpful 52 34.0% 49 31.2% 101 32.6% 
Neither helpful nor un- 
helpful 
5 3.3% 8 5.1% 13 4.2% 
Un-helpful 1 0.7% 1 0.6% 2 0.6% 
Total 153 100% 157 100.0% 310 100.0% 
A minor gender difference is found in all parts of this scale. Of the boys 62.1% and 
63.1 % of the girls thought it was "very helpful" 
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10-9. Qualitative analysis validating the quantitative data 
The researcher was determined to identify in what manner and for what students found 
the computer to be a useful and valuable learning tool. How indeed did they define the 
terms "useful" or "important"? Were they able to make a distinction between "useful" 
and "important" and, if so, would this be revealed in the interviews and backed up by the 
qualitative data? 
During the following interviews students displayed mixed feelings regarding the 
usefulness of computers, both within the context of school and the world outside. Again 
the subject of computer games and music appear. These seem to be defined a being 
"useful" in terms of both being needed and used in themselves and a valid, even 
necessary, contribution to leisure and relaxation. Applications for work are regarded as a 
"spin off', albeit a potentially useful one. 
"Yeah! Because sometimes you can do your work and play 
games as well. Em ... I prefer to play games on them and listen 
to music". (Boy year 9) 
"No! it is not very useful all the time but it can be useful 
sometimes, like when you play games or listen to music". 
(Boy year 9) 
There is a noticeable gender divide in this particular area. The girls interviewed appeared 
to demonstrate a much greater awareness of the role of computers in later life. One such 
student comments, 
"Yeah it is useful. You can go on to the Internet. You can send 
things like e-mailing; playing games, things like that instead of 
writing". (Girl year 9) 
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Already she can see the potential advantages of electronic mail and applies this 
convenience to her social life in much the same way as other students text each other on 
their mobile phones. 
Other students are less forceful in their opinion. Some regard the computer as a less than 
usefal tool because of the way it is taught. These students clearly equate lack of leaming 
with lack of usefulness. This is hardly surprising when one considers that IT is a lesson 
that can easily be dropped in favour of Drama Studies. Even the school regards the 
teaching of IT as being expendable if more favourable circumstances present themselves. 
If the schools appear to place little importance on IT the student will ýquickly receive this 
message. Other students are clearly battled by conflicting messages and are unsure in 
how to draw their own conclusions. 
"Um ... yeah you can say that but I don't 
know". (Boy year 9) 
Similarly another student says 
"No, not really because you don't really learn much". 
(Boy year 9) 
The gender divide is much more noticeable when students envisage the world of work. 
"Um ... yeah 
because like if you got a job and you need to use a 
computer. That's it really". (Girl year 9) 
"Yeah! A lot. You can start your work as secretary or 
something. You can em ... 
its so much easier looking at the 
database in the computer than going through so many files. It 
saves you time". (Girl year 9) 
These students are already aware of the computer's potential for future career 
applications. It is interesting that these girls are already making assumptions about their 
future career paths and visualising how IT will feature in their new role. 
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"Um! I don't know if its useful but it's just not for me I guess. 
I don't think I could use it. I mean I come on it if I have to but 
if I had to come on every day? I don't like it because I don't 
really like computers. I don't know how to do computers 
properly"'. (Girl year 9) 
Another student comments that, 
"I don't know. I've just never been trusted with computers 
because usually something bad happens. Because I deleted my 
work two or three times then I had to do it again". 
(Girl year 9) 
Other students demonstrate a reluctance to "come to embrace" this new technology. One 
student clearly associates IT with fear of failure and sees her difficulties in mastering IT 
as proof of her clumsiness. 
This unfortunate experience would appear to be the exception rather than the rule. Other 
students grasp the potential benefits of IT both within the workplace and also as a 
positive aide to their study assignments. Interestingly, these students already view the 
computer as a friendly addition to, but not a substitute for, basic learning and have 
already learned to navigate those areas (i. e. search engines, spell check), which can 
support them in their studies. 
"Um. . well , not really 
but it is useful for homework because if 
you don't understand you can use a search place like Google 
and look it up. Most jobs now need basic PC skills and it's 
important to have a basic knowledge". (Girl year 9) 
Most students comprehend that computer skills will play a greater role in the labour 
niarket of the future. Those who are lacking in such skills are those who are more likely 
to be left behind. Interestingly, the gender divide shows itself here quite distinctively. 
Most girls accept, even if grudgingly, that one's career prospects are more rosy when 
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equipped with a relevant understanding of IT principles and they have a realistic 
appreciation of what those skills can help them achieve (i. e. higher work status and 
advancement prospects). Although, as will be borne out later in the survey, boys 
generally found using ICT more exciting and stimulating than their female counterparts 
they do not appear to be able to visualise the computer influencing their future life and 
career in any significant manner. 
There is a world of difference between the words "useful and .... important" and the 
students interviewed already instinctively understand this difference. 
"Well! Yeah! it is, and it's a lot easier to use and a lot quicker 
as well but that depends on how good you are at erm ... using 
computers and that's really it basically for everything". 
(Boy year 9 
"Yeah! it is actually important to learn. But they don't teach 
you. I just talk to my fhends em ... I don't know". 
(Boy year 9) 
One student makes the point that computers may act as a vehicle for knowledge but they 
are unable to function in the role of a teacher of knowledge. This is a subtle concept, not 
immediately grasped by the majority of students interviewed. 
"I think em ... 
its not that important. You don't really need 
them". (Boy year 9) 
"Not much em ... em... I 
don't know". (Boy year 9) 
"I don't think that computers are so important. If computers are 
really important than why has our school got just 5 IT rooms? 
Why they are not in every classroom? Why don't we use them 
every day? I think computers are not really important. I could 
live without a computer". (Boy year 9) 
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The majority of students are not convinced regarding the importance of the computer 
within their own environment. Computers are seen as having certain uses and, indeed, as 
having certain advantages over more traditional methods of communication, but in the 
end they could be dispensed with should circumstances so require. Again, the amount of 
time allocated to computer studies is seen as a strong argument to support this view. 
Once more girls predominate in envisaging a future in which IT plays a predominant role. 
Not all of these visions of the future are positive ones. Students have already learned that 
the "march of the machines" can ultimately lead to the loss of employment. If one is to 
control the machine one must first learn to understand. One girl in year 9 says 
"Yeah! To get a good job because most of the jobs now are to 
do with computers. If you don't know how to use computers 
you might not get the job you want". (Girl year 9) 
Another student says 
"It is very important because like before a lot of people have 
been em ... their 
jobs have been cut because machines had 
replaced them and em ... that's probably that's gonna happen 
even more now and people can control them and understand 
properly if they learn how to use computers". 
(Girl year 9) 
Students are aware that IT is progressing at a rapid pace. This does not, however, require 
them to enjoy or even respect this state of affairs. If one is struggling with a complex 
subject it is natural to feel overwhelmed and, to a certain extent, fearful of the shape of 
things to come. 
(14 -* Yeah it could 
be important because more things are 
becoming electronic whatever. But I don't like it. I can't work 
on it properly. I don't get it". (Girl year 9) 
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Overall these students are not greatly convinced by the perceived status of IT when 
applied to their personal experience. Greater importance is still placed on more traditional 
ways of learning. Comparisons are made and conclusions drawn. Learning can still be 
easily accessed via conventional instruments of communication (i. e. newspapers) or 
recorded in a book. The revolution of Information Technology as so lovingly forecast in 
the1960's has yet to filter down to or even excite the majority of students represented in 
this survey. 
"No! Its not really important because If you got the news like 
you got the newspaper. You don't always have to go on the 
Internet to find out stuff. You have got various other things to 
occupy yourself with. You don't have to have the Internet". 
(Girl year 9) 
From the following interviews it can be seen that there are many factors which can be 
construed as negative indicators for the less able or motivated student. These include the 
limited and repetitive applications of ICT, which are encouraged in classroom activities, 
the perceived lack of "instant feedback", fear of coercion and bullying by a small 
percentage of students who are not confident in their abilities. Let us examine these views 
in greater detail. 
When a question was asked directly concerning computers (i. e. do you like to use 
computers? ) all of the interviewees replied in a negative fashion one way or another. 
A boy, Year 9 replied, 
"No, it's just boring. Some times I like it if its very nice work, 
but if its' just writing stuff and you are not working with your 
friends it gets kind of boring. When you are working with your 
friends you can talk about all different kinds of stuff and every 
one else can give their own opinions which makes it more 
interesting. When you are working with your friends its more 
en oyable and when you are on your own you just get bored 
and don't do that much. Like in IT last year, we made a 
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calendar which was very good. When you're just writing like 
just typing stuff all the time it gets kind of boring. That's it 
really". (Boy year 9) 
Other routine tasks (i. e. writing) do not appear to rouse such negative responses. It would 
appear that it is not only the application of IT that produces such negative responses but 
also the restrictions placed on IT activities within a classroom environment. When pupils 
are involved in activities which are of personal interest to them. They are achieving 
something useful to them and producing their work by their own efforts. When they are 
given more mundane tasks to perform (i. e. practicing keyboard skills) the long term 
benefits of such activities are less obvious to them and the work is perceived as boring or 
repetitive. There is no immediate pay off or reward which is immediately obvious. 
Similarly one girl (year 9) said that, 
"No, I don't like ICT because I feel that when I go on to a 
computer I always get scared of em ... like if I do a click 
it will 
delete all of my work. It would be better if we just wrote on 
paper. I never have been really good with computers. I just 
don't know why. I just don't like it. I 'd rather be with my 
friends than on the computers". (Girl year 9) 
The reservations which centre around uses of ICT are not always immediately apparent. 
Low self esteem and fear of failure can lead to establishing a repetitive pattern of non- 
achievement and resentment. For the most part we tend to avoid areas in which we do not 
perform well. This in turn leads to reinforcing negative feelings which are associated with 
the activity in question. There is a strong logic in this. "Because I have never been good 
at X activity", quickly becomes "I will never be good at X activity". A more useful 
approach would be 11 can enjoy learning to be good at X activity". However, this is a 
message that should ultimately be delivered by the teacher rather than entrusted to the 
lirnited sophistication of the average ten year old to work out for themselves. 
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Without any hesitation all the interviewees told me "it's boring and we don't like it". This 
shows that their preferred learning patterns are not associated with the use of the 
computers in school. Rather it is associated with friendship. They prefer to work with 
their friends but own an individual computer. They easily get bored without their friends 
in the classroom and do not like using computers to produce written information. 
One of the consistent themes to arise from this survey is the sense of being "forced" to do 
things that have little interest or no immediate benefit for the students involved. Many 
pupils are already computer literate (indeed, of those that own their own equipment the 
vast majority will probably possess systems which are demonstrably superior than those 
encountered in the classroom) and feel that such activities as "writing" and "typing" are 
beneath their dignity. This type of activity may be perceived as doubly insulting when 
obliged to produce something in front of an audience of their friends. More emphasis is 
placed on outcomes (i. e. neatness, spelling, grammar and accuracy) than any pleasure in 
the activity itself and pupils are denied the 'reward' of a computer game or similar 
pursuit with which they would normally balance such activities at home. 
"I don't really like it because I like music and different kinds of 
music. So when I work on the computer I feel like oh ... (sigh) 
or feel like listening to some music or something like that 
em ... II (Boy year 9) 
For people who prefer the emotion and creative freedoms of music and art, the discipline 
of the IT classroom can be a particularly exacting one. Such students relish the autonomy 
that the arts provide -a strong contrast indeed with the absolutes that exist within 
infonnation technology. The easiest coping mechanism for such students is to retreat into 
a private inner sanctuary where they can play music 'in their head' yet appear to be 
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conducting the required activity within the classroom. It takes an astute teacher to 
recognize that such students are not merely plodders - they are simply not here at all in 
any real sense of the word. It would seem logical that students could be persuaded to take 
a greater interest if the system were more flexible. A musically gifted child would be 
drawn to websites or programmes that not only promote knowledge but also gave access 
to sound. Similarly an artistic child may gain hours of pleasure but not necessarily 
increase academic knowledge by accessing websites that present information and offer 
the practical applications of 'photo shop. ' 
"No. It's boring". 
When asked why, she replied, 
"um... because I don't know. Teacher makes it boring". 
When asked her how the teacher made it boring she replied, 
"Because I don't like IT too much". (Girl year 9) 
"I don't like it. I can't work on it properly. I don't get it". 
When asked why she does not like computers she replied that, 
"I don't know really, em ... em... not. 
Why? I don't know 
because I usually can't just log on to my work. It just doesn't 
come up". (Girl year 10) 
"I don't like it; I would rather be with my friends than on the 
computers. Because you can't go on the chat room". 
(Girl year 9) 
Pupils appear to have no fixed concept of why they are 'bored'. Possibly the tutor is 
inexperienced or the activities selected do not appeal to that particular pupil. Although 
'Younger children enjoy the process of repetitive and predictable behaviour (i. e. the 
traditional appeal of pantomime and fairy tales), by the time the child is approaching 
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puberty this is rapidly changing to "the shock of the new". At a time when a child's 
instincts are compellingly drawn to experimentation and the broadening of personal 
horizons the repetitive nature of classroom activities seems even more distasteful and 
unfulfilling. Obviously a girl can log on should she choose to do so. Whether or not she 
willingly chooses to surrender to the humdrum experiences she associates with it is 
another matter entirely. There can be a significant pay off for the individual being 
'unable' to perfonn a task she does not enjoy! For a child who achieve little pleasure 
from social isolation the removal of chat room facilities and her circle of friends gives a 
great incentive in persuading her to expand her communications skills! 
"Eryn... No ICT Em ... no, I would rather be here than 
in class. 
Because em ... its just boring. Teacher acts funny and people 
start laughing. We are not learning as much. That's why I 'd 
rather be here than in class". (Boy year 9) 
"Yeah, I do. Erm... I have started to enjoy it more because of 
the work we are doing now. It was a bit boring at the 
beginning. I just talked and didn't pay attention. I know more 
than I used to, so now I am more used to it". (Boy year 9) 
"Sort of But em... I do not like the computers really". 
(Girl year 9) 
"UM ... yeah! But I 
don't like it. Because it's computers. I 
usually rely on my dad to do everything". (Girl year 9) 
It came as little surprise to hear that pupil preferred to be interviewed than attend IT 
classes. The overwhelming picture that I gained from these interviews told of students 
experiencing difficulty in communicating ideas and receiving inforrnation within a 
classroom setting. How refreshing to converse with an adult who gratifyingly hangs on 
every word, and records one's thoughts for posterity! What a contrast to the stultifying air 
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of the classroom where little exchange isencouraged or rewarded! One suspects that any 
escape from the classroom is welcomed. I choose my words carefully. More and more 
often the images of confinement against one's will, the lack of independence and the 
imposed boundaries on mental space will recur through out this analysis. I will refer back 
to this concept at a later point. One can only sympathise with the student who has taken 
the ultimate step in resisting this gross invasion of personal space and delegated all 
responsibility to her parent. 
10.10. Conclusion 
Both the qualitative and quantitative data gathered during the administration of this part 
of the survey supported the assumption that the gender divide is not only closing but 
showing every indication of reversal in some instances. 
Table 33 shows us that 35.9% of boys as compared with 10.8% of girls found the 
computer to be "very exciting". However when we look at table 37 we find that 63.1 % of 
boys found using the computer "very helpful". In the later case the gender divide is 
virtually non-existent, non-the less it is still observable. Why should there be such a 
discrepancy between this table and table 36? Perhaps girls define "exciting" in a different 
context than boys or, possibly, girls are more motivated by long term outcomes than 
immediate stimulation (i. e. excitement). 
K-Liezek et al (1996) found no gender differences regarding computer importance, 
computer enjoyment, motivation, study habits, or creative tendencies at the first-grade 
level, and no consistent differences by gender were found at the second and third grade 
levels. 
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Forsey (1988) suggests that the use of computers is intrinsically motivating. He 
speculates that the source of this motivation is the freedom to explore and develop 
familiarity with the programme, and the lack of fear of failure. He also believes that an 
important aspect of the motivational element in the use of computers is that the child 
often knows at least as much about the software as the teacher. 
However, it may not be fan for every student. It depends on pupils' interest in learning 
and many other factors such as time allocated for the use of computers in the schools, the 
availability of resources, and the pupils' prior knowledge of using computers. An 
emphasis on tasks is a very important factor in leaming. The repetition of experience 
done poorly has been referred to as "drill & kill"I but it doesn't have to be that way. The 
challenge lies in finding ways into engaging activities that students want to perform. 
Computers intrinsically motivate pupils depending on the children's' interaction between 
computers and teachers. 
Clay (1987) writes that: 
"It shows the enthusiasm of the teachers and the joy of the 
children at having some control over their own success that has 
been most surprisingly replicated in each country". (p. 37) 
What this suggests is the old and unchanging axiom, that individual learning is 
appreciated. Pupils note the value and potential of computers. They understand their 
importance. The experience of computers in schools, however, is quite another matter. 
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CHAPTER 11 
PUPILS' PLEASURE, INTEREST 
AND 
ENJOYMENT IN USING COMPUTERS 
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Chapter 11 
Pupils' Pleasure, Interest and Enjoyment in using computers 
11.1. Introduction 
It is important to determine the amount of enjoyment that pupils associate with using 
computers and to contrast this with the amount of resources available to them (i. e. time 
and access issues). The way the computer is used in the classroom may very well 
influence pupils' responses regarding its usefulness as a learning tool. Perhaps the way 
computer studies is presented may influence the perceptions of students. Once again we 
return to the same issue. Is the message we wish to communicate the message that the 
student receives? It was first necessary to determine the students' level of interest in and 
enjoyment of using the computers and from there identify any patterns that may emerge. 
In this part of the research a computer attitude scale was used to measure the pupils' 
attitudes and their feelings, (i. e. pleasure, enjoyment, interest etc) as a guideline to 
determine what they perceive as the greatest and least interesting aspects of computer 
usage in school. 
The combination of these two facts i. e. the usefulness of the Web and the use of 
electronic communication may increase students' involvement in their chosen course and, 
as a result, serve to improve their understanding its content. However, this is very far 
from implying that traditional learning methods have become redundant. 
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11-2. The Degree of Pleasure, Enjoyment and Interest in using Computers for 
Different Activities 
From the different studies it was clear that learners use the new communication media, 
e. g. e-mail and that they find is comfortable to work, think, learn and express themselves 
with. However there is little information regarding the pupils' feelings and attitudes 
towards these means of communication. Do they find computers pleasurable for 'chat' or 
for their studies? Do they know how to use the Intemet and e-mail? How much pleasure, 
interest and enjoyment do they get when using the computers for different activities? 
11.3. Pleasure in using Computers for Different Activities 
The results in the following table (38) show the highest percentage of pupils (74.5%) 
responded positively to the question "playing games". As most pupils enjoy games, 
playing games on the computer should be engaged equally, if not more. 74.5% of the 
whole pupil majority agree even though there are slightly more boys (77.1%) who like 
games. One reason for this may be that most of the games manufactured are mainly for 
boys, (i. e. football, fighting and shooting). Girls are starting to appear in these categories, 
leading to more girls playing the games. However this must be set in the appropriate 
context of school, where there is little opportunity to "play games" at all. 
Table 38 
Do you find using computers pleasurable when using them for: - 
Gen der T l f 
Male Female ota o the sample 
Categories Frequency 
Of the 
(153) 
Percentage 
(%) 
Frequency 
Of the 
(157) 
Percentage 
M 
Frequency 
Of the 
(310) 
Percentage 
N 
"Using them for work"? 34 22.2% 33 21.0% 67 21.6% 
_"Using 
Internet" on them 110 71.9% 107 68.2% 217 70.0% 
"Playing games" on them? 118 77.1% 113 72.0% 231 74.5% 
"Using E-mail"? 79 51.6% 91 58.0% 170 54.8% 
"Chatting" (chat room on 
the Internet)? 
78 51.0% 
I 
82 
I 
52.2% 160 51.6% 
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The majority of pupils (70.0%) find using the internet "pleasurable". It is a different kind 
of entertainment which they can acquire from the comfort of their own home and privacy. 
This pleasure be absent within a school envirom-nent. The pupils who do not find it 
pleasurable to play games on computers claim to find the games frustrating, tiring, time 
consuming, difficult and sometimes downright boring, due to the nature of the games. 
More than half of the pupils (55%) are fond of "Using e-mail" and "Chatting" 
respectively. There are more girls in both of these categories (58% of all the girls 
responded "using email" and 52.2% of the girls responded "Chatting"). 51.6% of all boys 
responded to "using email" question, and to the "Chatting" question. This is because girls 
spend most of their time chatting in and around the home to ftiends when boys spend 
most of there time playing sport with friends. This leads to the same conclusion on the 
internet exercise. Where the emphasis is on speaking; more girls are represented, where 
the emphasis is on more action, more boys are present. 
However, there is still a small anomaly between males and females. Recent research 
shows that for all the given choices, girls were more or less the same in percentage as 
boys, which shows a increased involvement of girls over the years. In the past, girls were 
seen as passive in their relationship with the computer, but now they are beginning to 
show their interest and this is reflected in the results. Many believe that the use of the 
Internet is the future of education, and government directives such as the NGfL would 
appear to support this view. Given the ubiquity of the games and the uses of the internet, 
the presences of such a proportion who do not find the opportunities pleasurable is 
surprising. 
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The reasons that certain students do not feel any source of pleasure may be due to the fact 
that some students do not use the Internet or e-mail at all. Poling (1994) found that some 
students never use their e-mail system. Some students might not even know how to use 
the Internet and e-mail, especially if they rely on the communicating by mobile phone. 
Those students who have not contacted or interacted with it at school or at home often 
make an assumption that these are difficult skills to acquire. Descy (1997) presents two 
consequences for educators, students and others using the Internet. These consequences 
are related to: - 
m Privacy issues; 
m The application of infonnation found on the Internet. (p. 49) 
Concerning privacy matters, many teachers and students are not confident about the 
privacy of e-mail so they hesitate to use this. This is a significant factor, both in terms of 
security and trust. Descy (1997) observes that most teachers and students equate an e- 
mail transmission to a regular 'Snail mail' letter and also believe that it is a confidential 
transmission written by the sender and legally read only by the receiver. Once it is 
deleted, it is thrown away forever. He also explains that teachers and students should be 
aware that e-mail is not the sole property of the sender or the receiver. 
Descy further explains that students and teachers should also be aware that transmissions 
probably do not disappear when they are deleted. Most government agencies do not feel 
confident that a document is safe from resurrection until that part of the disk is over 
written at least three times. However, even if the disk is overwritten many times, the 
transmission may still be readable. 
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Poling (1994) records that for the majority of the students who have never had the 
opportunity to use an e-mail system it can be a challenging and frustrating learning 
experience. 
11.4. Enjoyment in using Computers for Different Activities 
As Justin et al (1988) indicated, computer access can improve attitudes towards 
computers for most high school and college students (p6l). Knezek (1996) in a study 
conducted on 'Information Technology from the Child's Perspective of Grade 1-3 
observed that computer enjoyment trends appear to depend on familiarity rather than 
novelty. 
"Young children with computer experience in school will tend 
to have higher attitudes towards computers than young children 
without computer experience in school". (p. 8 1) 
This study was conducted with children in Grade3 1-3 and they expressed their attitudes 
and feelings towards the use of computers. In contrast, the present research is conducted 
on high school children of years 9 and 10. A significant problem for research into ICT 
and attainments is the frequent mismatch between the methods used to measure 
anticipated gains and the nature of the learning which is promoted by different ICT 
environments. In other words, researchers have often measured the "wrong" things, 
looking for improvements in traditional processes and knowledge instead of new 
reasoning and new knowledge which might emerge the ICT use. Underwood et al (1994) 
observe that many programmes used in the class are not challenging enough. As 
illustrated in the following table (3 9) only 6.1 % of the pupils responded "very enjoyable" 
and 9% said 'yes' to "enjoyable"'. 
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Buckingham (1999) noted that computers in school were largely used for word 
processing, an activity which many children found time consuming and boring. Mumtaz 
ý(2000) found that one particular student reported being so bored during a word 
processing activity at school that he started sending e-mails to himself-I As shown in the 
following table (39) a large number of pupils (61.6%) responded to "neither enjoyable 
nor un-enjoyable". These are the pupils that use computers frequently and have a fairly 
average amount of knowledge of how to use a computer. For them, working on a 
computer is just a natural extension of themselves and a routine of school. Only 7.4% and 
5.8% responded "not enjoyable", and "not enjoyable at all" respectively. These pupils are 
the ones who feel they are being forced to do it. They may not have much knowledge 
n'k about using computers and are scared they might fail an exam on computers if they do 
not learn. 
Table 39 
How do you find using computers in school: - 
Gen der f h l T l Male Female o t e samp e ota 
Categories Frequency 
Of the (153) 
Percentage 
N 
Frequency 
Of the 
(157) 
Percentage 
N 
Frequency 
Of the 
(310) 
Percentage 
N 
"Very enjoyable" 11 7.2% 8 5.1% 19 6.1% 
"Enjoyable" 28 18.3% 31 19.7% 59 19.0% 
"Neither enjoyable or 
un-enjoyable" 
93 60.8% 98 62.4% 191 61.6% 
"Not enjoyable" 11 7.2% 12 7.6% 23 7.4% 
"Not enjoya ]eat all" 10 6.5% 8 5.1% 18 5.8% 
Total 153 100.0% 157 100.0% 310 Iwo% 
The significant finding of 61.6% students who find computers neither enjoyable or un- 
enjoyable must surely give us pause. Are these students bored, apathetic or simply 
comfortable using the computer and view it as simply using a familiar. These students 
Might not have computers at home and might not come to school with prior knowledge of 
computer use (or come with very little knowledge). 
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Slightly more boys (7.2%) than girls (5.1%) reported that they find using computers 
"very enjoyable". The second option "enjoyable" attracted slightly more girls (19.7%) 
than boys (18.3%). Only 7.2% boys and 7.6% girls responded to the "not enjoyable" 
category, 6.5 % boys, and 5.1 % girls responded to the "not enjoyable at all" respectively. 
Both boys and girls showed almost the same positive and negative attitudes towards the 
use of computers in school. This would appear to indicate that the gender divide of 
previous studies is rapidly being eroded as more and more girls gain access to computers. 
Today, parents might agree that a home computer is not merely a recreational tool but 
also a valuable learning tool when it comes researching and producing informed 
homework assignments. For most parents, attitudes to gender issues regarding computer 
use have never been nor or are likely to become an issue. It is therefore not at all 
surprising that, as more and more families are able to buy a computer for the home, these 
attitudes should be reflected in the schools that their offspring attend. 
In this study the researcher found that not all the students said 'Yes' to 'enjoyable', as 
shown in the table 39. The majority of them said 'neither en oyable nor un-enjoyable'. i 
This implies that all students who use computers at in, school or perhaps at home do not 
find using computers very interesting. They are part of a routine, something taken for 
granted. 
11.5. Interest in using Computers for Different Activities 
The attitudes of pupils towards using computers varies due to different factors such as 
classroom environment, the time available, the availability of machines and the teachers' 
methods of instruction. The pupils' interest in computers may also be influenced by the 
socio-economic conditions of the schools (i. e. less money in the budget means less 
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equipment to access). The results show that there is an increased interest in pupils 
towards the use of computers as shown in the following table (40). 
Concerning the question "do you find computers interesting in school? " Results indicated 
that the pupils who said 'yes' were at a percentage of 41.6%. The preferred answer to "do 
you find computers interesting in school" was clearly 'No', with a percentage of 58.4%. 
More than half of the students find it boring. Requiring more data for analysis, the 
researcher asked whether the students were interested even if they did not find computing 
lessons enjoyable. The researcher decided to compare qualitative and quantitative 
analysis and sees what, if any, disparities presented themselves. 
Table 40 
Do you find using computers "interesting" in school? 
C i 
Gender 
ategor es Total of the sample Male Female 
Frequency 
Of the 
(153) 
Percentage Frequency 
Of the 
(157) 
Percentage 
(%) 
Frequency 
W 
Percentage 
(%) 
Yes 66 43.1% 63 40.1% 129 41.6% 
No 87 56.9% 
- 
94 59.9% 181 58.4% 
Total 15T [ 100.0% 157 100.0% 310 100.0% 
One would expect computers at least to be interesting, to offer a contrast with the rest of 
the school experience, but in this perspective, the response is disappointing. Next 
question was devised to test the validity by contrasting results with an attitude scale. 
Pupils that find it "interesting" and "slightly interesting" on the scale are the ones who 
probably do not use computers much and do not completely enjoy the experience. Pupils 
who find it "not interesting at all" are the ones who go on the computer for games only. 
This makes work (a control to the games) appear boring to them. If a person ... all kinds 
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of tasks on a computer, work will also be interesting, but for those who only use the 
computer to play games work will be not interesting at all. 
Table 41 
How interesting is using computers in school: - 
Gen der 
M ale Female 
Total of the sample 
Categories Frequency 
Of the 
(153) 
Percentage 
N 
Frequency 
Of the 
(157) 
Percentage 
N 
Frequency 
Of the 
(310) 
Percentage 
(%) 
"Very Interesting" 9 5.9% 4 2.5% 13 4.2% 
"Quite Interesting" 8 5.2% 8 5.1% 16 5.2% 
"Interesting" 50 32.7% 58 36.9% 108 34.8% 
"Slightly Interesting" 42 27.5% 41 26.1% 83 26.8% 
"Not Interesting at all" 44 28.8% 46 29.3% 90 29.0% 
Total 153 100.0% 157 100.0% 310 100.0% 
In this question as shown in the above table (41), more boys chose "very interesting" and 
64quite interesting". This may be because boys are mainly outside for most of their time 
leaving no time free for computer use, so in school when they get a chance to use 
computers they make the most of it. In the past boys have traditionally used computers 
more than girls and girls have expressed little interest. In the "interesting" category most 
of the students concurred but more of these were girls (36.9%) as compared to the boys 
(32.7%). The responses to these choices coincide with the results in table 40. Most of the 
pupils that responded "slightly interesting" are boys, but in the "not interesting at all" 
choice the girls' numbers are greater. 
The next question asked was, 'in which period do you find using computers most 
interesting'? This could be regarded as a "trick question" by those who professed not to 
find computers interesting at all! This question was created to see in which place the 
students find using computers effectively and in the most interesting manner. This is 
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asked because students have been found to be using computers in different times and 
places for different activities. 
Table 42 
In which period do you find using computers most interesting: - 
Gender T l f h ota o t e sample Male Female 
Categories Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the (%) Of the Of the (%) 
(310) (310) (310) 
"During ICT 69 45.1% 101 64.3% 170 54.8% 
lessons" 
"During other 20 13.1% 11 7.0% 31 10.0% 
lessons" 
"Between 1 . 7% 1 . 3% 
lessons" 
"After school" 24.8% 27 0 65 21.0% 
"In computer 25 16.3% 18 11.5% 43 13.9% 
clubs" 
Total 153 100.0% 157 100.0% 310 106.0% 
The results show that the bulk of students (54.8%) said that they like to work "during ICT 
lessons". This may be because they have to study ICT as a part of the curriculum or as a 
compulsory subject in some schools. They may think that if they don't take an interest in 
computers as a whole they will not pass important tests that they take later in the 
curriculum year. 
The category which comes after "during ICT" is "After school" which shows a 
percentage of 21 % which is just over one fifth of the total students. About one fifth of the 
students stay after school, and all of these like it because there are no deadlines involved. 
They can take their time when doing work and make the most of the time available. Most 
stay for playing games. These students may be the ones who do not have a computer at 
home or those who are really fond of them. The next in line of percentage is the "In 
computer clubs" (13.9%). This only scores 14%. About 20% of students go to a computer 
club and in these computer clubs pupils cannot do anything they want because they are 
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still supervised, and are probably not allowed to play games. Things such as activities on 
the Internet can be fun for only a certain amount of pupils. Not all pupils want to give up 
time to go to a computer club. 
The next choice that the pupils chose was "during other lessons". This equates to 10% of 
pupils. This may be because in other lessons they get a chance to use the computer and if 
they do, it may give them access to interesting material. For "between lessons" only 1 
pupil responded positively. Between lessons are only available for older students (e. g. 
GCSE students or 6th formers), but only a few students from these actually use the 
computers because of timetabling restraints. 
The gender difference in the results the table 42 shows a fairly large divide for all the 
choices. There was a larger ratio of girls (64.3%) to boys (45.1%) in the "during ICT 
lessons" choice which is statistically significant. These girls appeared to have a different 
attitude to work and know that in order to be successful in tests and examinations it helps 
to enjoy using the computer. For the "after school" choice there were more boys (24.8%) 
than girls (17.2%) This may be due to boys not doing the amount of work in class and so 
ending up staying after school to do it. They also enjoy staying for social reasons. The 
lack of girls represented may be because after school there are few teachers to help 
supervise them, and sometimes parents don't like their daughters staying after school. 
The next choice is "in computer clubs", to which more boys (16.3 %) than girls (11.5 
responded. On the whole boys like to come earlier to play, or perhaps stay later in school 
and therefore have more time to go to the computer club than the girls, who usually come 
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in on time and go home on time at school. The percentage of girls that did say "yes" are 
the ones who use computers in dinner times or break times. 
The next choice was "during other lessons", and again there were more boys (13.1 %). 
This time the percentage of girls was only 7%. Overall reason for this appears to be that 
in some schools pupils do not use computers in lessons other than ICT. For "in between 
lessons" there was only one boy and no girls. This particular boy had fewer subjects to 
study and accordingly had more spare time. In order to confin-n the results of the above 
question the next question was asked with the same choices but was phrased in a different 
way ('least interesting'). As shown in the following table (43) most of the pupils (59.4%) 
said that they find using computers least interesting "in other subjects" or "During other 
lessons". 
Table 43 
In which period do you rind using computers least interesting? 
Gender f h l T l t e samp e ota o M ale Female 
Categories Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Of the (%) Of the N Of the 
(153) (157) (310) 
"During ICT 31 20.3% 29 18.5% 60 19.4% 
lessons" 
"During other 89 58.2% 95 60.5% 184 59,4% 
lessons" 
"Between 0 0% 0 0 0% 
lessons" 
"After school" 20 13.1% 17 10.8% 37 11.9% 
"In computer 13 8.5% 16 10.2% 29 9A% 
clubs" 
Total 153 100.0% 157 100.0% 310 100.0 
Pupils do not like working with ICT during other lessons. It was found that pupils found 
having to work in large groups really frustrating because they cannot access the computer 
individually. 
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The next choice the pupils (19.4%) nominated to be least interesting is "during ICT 
lessons". This answer seems to be in contradiction to the previous question, but this may 
reflect the opinions of those pupils who do not like ICT as a whole and who probably do 
not have a computer or have the prior knowledge to use one. Additionally, it could be 
attributed to the classroom environment of because staff give out instruction sheets which 
may be complicated and difficult for pupils to understand, 
"After school" was the next choice at 11.9%. This may be because students are made to 
stay after school if they haven't finished previous work in class. However the percentage 
is low because this only happens to a few pupils. 
Only 9.4% pupils responded that they find using computers least interesting in "computer 
clubs". This may be because they are not allowed to use the computers for their own 
amusement but are set a target by the teacher which leaves them little time to use the 
computers for recreational purposes. None of the students responded to the "between 
lessons" choice. This suggests a lack of opportunity. 
Cuthell (1999) found that 80% + of staff agreed that students' work was improved by the 
use of computers (i. e. legibility, organisation of work and presentation are the main areas 
of improvement). 44.6% of teachers responded that the improvement in terms of marks 
ranges between 0-50% of age students KS 3, KS 4 and 16+. 78% of teachers said that the 
use of computers has had a positive effect on students' work and 72% said that the use of 
CD-ROM drew a positive response regarding the improvement in information seeking. 
However the integration of information into the students' work was limited. It is possible 
that these are the teachers' perceptions towards the pupils' use of computers and 
improvement in their work which are not consistent with the pupils' own point of view. 
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Teachers tend to think in their own personal style of teaching. This is not necessarily the 
thinking of the pupils they teach. 
The emphasis here is on pupils' perceptions. Cuthell's study mentioned that one of the 
students' commented, 
"Now I use my computer for the work I do apart from Maths 
and things like that ... I think 
it makes homework lot easier 
because of the different programmes". (p. 27) 
The results in the following table (44) indicates that the least number of pupils answered 
"Yes" to finding computers "interesting for work", with a percentage of 35.8% (which is 
over a third of the students). This is probably attributable to the fact that only a certain 
amount of pupils can actually use a computer in a normal way. These are the pupils that 
actually have a computer at home or have experience of one. Another factor, which also 
influences the decision, is that some pupils prefer not to use the computer for work 
purposes at all. However, the majority of pupils (77.1%) like playing games as 
demonstrated in table (38). The reason that there were a lot of people answering "No" is 
because they would rather play games on the computer and do work by hand. 
Table 44 
Using computers is interesting in school because: - 
Gender A Male Female verage 
Categories Frequency 
Of the 
(153) 
Percentage 
(%) 
Frequency 
Of the 
(157) 
Percentage Frequency 
Of the 
(310) 
Percentage 
(%) 
"I can do my work" 58 37.9% 53 33.8% 111 35.8% 
"I can work fast" 58 37.9% 69 43.9% 127 41. o% 
"They give lot of information". 53 34.6% 61 38.9% 114 36.8% 
"They give me different 
inforrnation 
than I can get elsewhere" 
39 25.5% 40 25.5% 79 25.5% 
"They make me think 
differently". 
21 13.7% 16 10.2% 37 11.95 
"I can get better marks" 51 33.3% 36 22.9% 87 28.1% 
"They make trie work look better" 64 41.8% 93 157 50.6% 
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One of the students in Cuthell's study mentioned that: 
"I find it a lot quicker to write up on a computer, and find it 
much easier to write as it all just flows out". (p. 28) 
In his study the response of another student to the same question is contradictory. 
"Computers can make home work need a lot more time, even if you're very good using 
them, because you end-up spending a lot of time tweaking your work". (p. 27) 
In the present study only 41% of the pupils responded to this question by answering 
"Yes" to using computers because they can "work fast". The reason behind this is that 
when pupils use computers frequently they start to build up speed, so they end up having 
a greater speed than their non-nal handwriting. 
Lacy &Wood (1993) comment than an individual using their experiences as a foundation 
can construct knowledge from Internet representations. In learning activities, knowledge 
is based on individual constructions that are not tied to any, external reality, but rather to 
the learners' interaction with an external world. 
In this study the same type of question was put to students about getting a lot of 
information from computers. The above table (44) indicates that only 36.8% responded 
"Yes" to this. This may be because these students already have prior knowledge 
obtaining information either from a computer or from other sources such as books and 
teachers. Marginally more girls (45.2%) said they could obtain a lot of information from 
computers than boys (41.2%). Obtaining infonnation is a slow process in which a lot of 
patience is required. A large majority of pupils admitted to not being able to obtain a lot 
of information from a computer. If a pupil cannot obtain information from computer 
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resources such as the Internet, software, CD-ROM there must be some important barriers 
in the way. 
Pupils were then asked if the computer gave them different and more information5 which 
they would otherwise have to obtain from a larger range of sources elsewhere. This 
question was explored in the pilot study interviews, whether they obtain more 
information from sources like teachers, books and friends than computers. Many of them 
replied that they get more information from computers than other sources. 
The result of the pilot study interviews (qualitative) and the questionnaire (quantitative) 
are consistent. Only 25.5% responded "Yes" to this question as shown in the above table. 
The pupils who said "yes" could be ones who know a lot about computers and can obtain 
a lot of information from software packages, CD-ROM, Britannica, Encarta and other 
sources such as the Internet from which they can collect information from a wide range 
of sources. 
Another choice is if "computers make you think differently" (i. e. using creative problem 
solving skills and think laterally). This question was asked to see if pupils think 
creatively when using a computer, getting new ideas from the best of the computer 
resources, which can be reflected in their work. 
Only 11.9% of pupils replied "Yes" and a large majority said 'No', computers don't 
make them "think differently". The reason why 12% said yes is that when they use the 
cOmputer they enter a different frame of mind and use the computers resources to help 
them reach their best ability, meaning more efficient work is done with this new focus, 
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However the vast majority answered negatively to this question, perhaps because they see 
the computer as any other source and do not know that the computer has limits in 
usefulness. In this question there were slightly more boys (13.7%) than girls (10.2%) who 
said 'Yes'. 
Another choice was devised to establish how pupils see the computer helping their 
presentation. To this question only 50.6% pupils responded that the computer helps their 
work to look better. The reason they said 'Yes' was because their current presentation 
wasn't at a high level so the computer improves it. The other factor that makes them say 
'Yes' is that they know how to use the computer to its full potential, meaning they can 
bring in pictures, colours and even different fonts with the use of other software, thereby 
enhancing and extended their present skills. More girls (59.2%) than boys (41.8%) said 
"yes". This is a surprise because girls usually have an overall better handwriting standard 
and many of them admitted to being not fond of computers. However they still think that 
the computer helps them to improve their presentation and make things look better. 
The study conducted by Cuthell (1999) indicated that students recognise the importance 
of presentation, although they distance themselves from saying directly that they will 
eam more marks for it. He is aware that the medium and the message are closely 
intertwined. One of the students in his study, regarding the better marks and difference in 
thinking while working on the computer said 
"... I do find that I do get better marks when I use a computer 
for my work but I think this is because when doing work on the 
computer you think about what you're doing more". (p. 29) 
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However the result of the present research reflected a very low percentage of pupils who 
responded that they find using computers interesting because they can get better marks. 
Of the 33.3% boys and 22.9% girls responded to this statement. Even although most 
students who use computers in annual tests get higher marks, these pupils still reflect 
their answer to be "No". This may be due to the fact that they are not confident using the 
computers in tests. 
The researcher then considered pupils' interest, motivation, pleasure, excitement, 
enjoyment and their whole attitude towards the use of computers. Only 35.8% pupils said 
that "they find using computers interesting in the school because they can do their work" 
as mentioned in the pilot study questionnaires and interviews. Most of the students like to 
play games and enjoy working on the computers on their own at school. Pupils are not 
allowed to use computers for playing games at school. They use computers for other 
activities related to their subjects. Previous research confirms this, 
This has been supported by both the qualitative and quantitative data sourced throughout 
this survey. Interest, access and en oyment are mutual factors which support each other in i 
stimulating student perceptions. All of these must be present if students are to perceive 
the computer as anything more than a sophisticated tool for recreational activities, and 
one that is a poor substitute for one's friends. 
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11.6. Qualitative Analysis: - Computers Considered being Interesting or Boring or 
enjoyable? 
At this point the pupils were asked whether they found using computers to be interesting 
or otherwise. This promoted a great deal of surprise and some laughter. Two of the girls 
admitted that they found computers interesting, two were non - committal but the vast 
majority of pupils (86%) expressed a negative and dismissive view of IT lessons, both in 
terms of subject and also the manner in which they were conducted. Often the pupils felt 
that the teachers were indifferent to the individual needs of pupils and uninterested in 
adapting the lesson for individual learning styles. 
It was considered important to obtain responses in a variety of different ways (i. e. 
phraseology and repetition) in order to generate enough infonnation for an accurate 
comparison of qualitative and quantitative results. This approach made it more likely that 
students would reveal their true feelings by contrasting previous answers with similar 
questions asked later in the survey. 
The interpretation of the word "interesting" means different things to different people as, 
indeed, does the word "enjoyable". To what extent did students confuse these 
connotations with each other? Did students perceive them as truly interchangeable or was 
there a plain difference (if only a subtle one) in students' concepts of these and similar 
emotional states? 
It was decided to gather first evidence regarding student degrees of interest before 
proceeding to explorations of enjoyment and usefulness. 
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"I am all right being here because I find IT boring and all the 
work we do is boring because we do the same stuff every 
week ... I just came from IT is bit boring that's why I am here 
actually ... I find it boring because it's not interesting to learn the same things every week. I don't know why we have to learn 
the same things again and again... " (Boy year 9) 
It would appear from this that educational websites leave much to be desired in terms of 
attractive design and actively. 
Another student states that 
"No, its just boring. I am so happy that I am here because I 
don't like it". (Boy year 9) 
The onus, it would appear, is on the pupil if they wish to create an atmosphere that is 
more conducive to learning and that can demonstrate acceptable results to their teacher. 
By concealing the 'actual' work (i. e. looking at cars on associated websites) and bringing 
up a site that is more in keeping with the teacher's expectations of the lessons in hand the 
student is able to score a moral victory for himself in the contest between authority and 
autonomy yet still gain approval from his teacher. 
Many pupils seem to have resigned themselves to a regime of endless repetition and 
frustration, which offers little in the way of personal benefits and reward. Although there 
are pleasure, there are heavily outweighed by the monotony of the subsequent lessons. 
Which of the memories they takes with them into adulthood are likely to be the most 
powerful? 
It is not that boredom in itself is intrinsically dangerous (although the possibility of not 
noticing a harmful act or threat because the mind is engaged elsewhere from ones 
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physical environment can be a real consideration), rather that boredom, by its sheer 
innocuousness, can strangle the desire for knowledge and replace stirrings of interest with 
a lacklustre approach and sense of personal failure. 
"You don't really learn much. Um ... I am not really happy about it. I don't think its good at all. It just annoys you. You really 
need to get help from other people". (Boy year 9) 
"You can't just talk to your friends on a computer because it 
will be boring and not every thing you wanna know is on the 
computer. You have to go to the library and read the books if 
you want to get all the information". (Girl year 9) 
When she was asked why she finds the using of computers so boring she wasn't sure 
whom to blame. After some hesitation she just blamed her teacher and said that, 
"Um ... because I don't know. Teacher makes it boring". 
In order to explore it more the student was asked how does the teacher makes boring? 
"Because he tells us to do something and if you don't 
understand it he doesn't help you. He wastes your time ... We do 
the same things every week and it is really boring and the 
work, which we are doing, is meant to be in year 10 and we are 
doing it in year 9". (Girl year 9) 
From this it would appear that her teacher is not "boring" himself, rather that the learning 
materials and delivery style are jaded. 
"No. Not really, because we don't really do anything that much 
except for looking up video and presentation things and we are 
not even meant to be doing that in year 9. Its really boring and 
hard". (Girl year 9) 
Its just bonng. Teacher acts funny and people start 
laughing. We are not learning much. That's why I would rather G01- be here than in class". (Boy year 9) 
These pupils are already starting to express resentment at being trapped within an 
environment that is not of their choosing or of their liking. One girl is unable to make the 
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teacher hear her call for attention because the teacher is too busy. The teacher is too busy 
shouting loudly at the other pupils. She requests a guide in her search for knowledge and 
instead is pointed towards the dark undergrowth of neglect before being dismissed 
altogether. In contrast, another pupil is unable to access the knowledge he seeks because 
the teacher is more concerned with establishing a good rapport with his 'pupils'. So intent 
is he on being friends with everybody that nobody receives the stimulation they require. 
Yet, most of these students enjoy computers out of lessons with their friends instead of 
gathering knowledge from computers and teachers in a classroom envirom-nent. Why is 
this enthusiasm and desire for knowledge so consistently glossed over in the classroom 
and replaced by the very strategies and processes that may harm a child's interest and 
curiosity. 
Some pupils express themselves to be neither very interested generally nor find using 
computers interesting. Their words and their tone of voice are congruent with a 
submission to the routines of school. There is one heartfelt positive statement below 
when a pupil describes how his teacher offered assistance without being first requested to 
do so) but he soon added. 
"Sometimes it is boring and not interesting... " 
(Boy year 9) 
Conclusion 
The fact that pupils so often express boredom is worth commenting on. Does this suggest 
a change in future delivering of IT within the classroom? The experiences and comments 
of those agreeing to be interviewed demonstrate no such belief; in fact many of them do 
not seem able to believe in even the possibility of change, let alone its implementation. 
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Cullingford (1999) states that, 
"It is a typical response to the demands of learning not to 
pursue an understanding of the whole but to specialize and set 
up boundaries. If the information is too great it cannot be 
controlled. But the first academic discipline is to choose which 
are the most relevant facts in a vast array of information". 
(p98). 
Perhaps the second academic discipline should be to present the facts in an environment 
that rewards interest and stimulates the recipient? 
A state of boredom by definition must stifle any potential feelings of enjoyment in the 
subject in hand. Let us explore this concept a little further. This student clearly feels 
restricted by the lack of stimulation resulting from exchanging ideas and suggestions with 
his peers. These would appears to be little recognition of different learning styles within 
the classroom, although one can sympathise with the needs of the tutor who has limited 
time and resources available with which to inspire their charges. 
"No. Its just boring. Because when you are working with your 
friends you can talk about all different stuff and every one else 
can give own their opinions that's like makes it work better. 
When you are working with your friends its more enjoyable 
and when you are on your own you just get bored". 
(Boy year 9) 
"We are not allowed to use computers in our free time... " 
(Girl year 9) 
Again, one must sympathise with the schools that are pressed to provide appropriate 
resources with insufficient funding and an acute shortage of staff. It would be foolhardy 
to allow students unlimited access to computers if there are no staff available to supervise 
them when they do so. However, this lack of access and the possibilities it may offer of 
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learning in a manner more immediately satisfying to the students' personal taste and 
preferences only serves to reinforce negative attitudes already surrounding ICT studies as 
a whole. 
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CHAPTER12 
ICT IN THE CONTEXT OF PUPILS9 
USE OF AND ATTITUDES TO 
TIME SPENT IN SCHOOL 
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Chapter 12 
ICT in the context of pupils' use of, and attitudes to, time spent in school 
12.1. Introduction 
As demonstrated in the previous chapter, both the qualitative and the quantitative data 
indicate that far from valuing the use of computers in learning activities, most students 
participating in this study state "school as a waste of time". They certainly do not 
perceive ICT to be either useful or important and appear to have little inclination to 
change this point of view by introducing ICT into their daily activities. 
This poses the question-just what are students using their time in school to achieve? To 
examine this and reveal their attitudes to school in more depth the researcher decided to 
find out how much work is actually achieved over an average school day and how 
students spend their time at school outside of the classroom. 
As will be seen from the qualitative and the quantitative data gathered earlier in this 
survey there appears to be some confusion over learning activities and opportunities 
within the school timetable. Students responded with a variety of contradictory 
statements, and it is important to resolve these anomalies before entering new territories. 
What have we been told so far? Firstly, that students do not say that they learn from 
either using the computer or from instruction by their teacher. In addition to this they gain 
a very little enjoyment from using the Internet or playing games on the computer. 
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Secondly we are informed that they (the students) are not allowed to access the Internet 
or play computer games. We are also led to believe that variances in teaching styles may 
prevent successful communication from teacher to student and that opportunities for the 
individual to access the computer are few and far between. When they are able to gain 
access the resulting activities are neither useful nor interesting. 
For the most part, students do not appear to enjoy being in the classroom. They have little 
interest in the learning process and, indeed, in some cases find learning itself "boring". 
Even so, our students are still attending school day in and day out. What brings them into 
school and how do they spend their time when they are here? 
12.2. What do pupils do for most of the time in school? 
Patently all students are achieving some level of education from the curriculum. How are 
they managing to achieve this if lessons, ICT and teaching methods are "useless"? Do we 
know what students do for most of their time in school? As in prior interviews, students 
chose to refer to classroom activities in passing, preferring for the most part to 
concentrate on social interactions with their peers. 
The typical student would certainly appear to get plenty of social activities, even if the 
intellectual demands of his studies leave a lot to be desired. 
"Usually in the first session we just meet up with everybody 
and talk with each other to see what ... on Monday what's 
happened on the weekend and just see what each of us did and 
reunite with everybody. We just talk with each other and that's 
what happens in school. We do get told off like warnings but 
we still continue messing about. That's what really happens". 
(Boy year 10) 
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This student also chose to avail himself of the out-of-school activities on offer. This 
ap ears to be a good place to meet up with friends "and re-unite with everybody". The 1P 
first lesson of the week appears to serve as a useful "overflow" for any updates not 
accommodated in the pre-school ICT club. Teachers' reprimands appear to count for little 
consideration during this period which appears to have becomes an establishment agenda. 
"That's what really happens. "' 
One student appears to have a lot of excess energy to expend-mostly it would appears on 
"playing jokes". The phrase " ... 
if it's a lesson I like I calm down quickly" is a telling 
one. 
"Just messing about with my friends.... Sometimes I really like 
to go to lessons it depends which lesson. But if its just like ICT 
I don't listen to teacher... " (Boy year 10) 
One is tempted to compare this analogy with the girl in the previous question who 
admitted that she felt "stressed all the time". Are these two different sides, perhaps, of the 
same coin? As has always been the case, the students are not above inventing the 
occasional excuse for when the monotony of the classroom gets too much. The excuses 
are just as transparent and unimaginative as ever. 
Some students stand out. There is real aggression and resentment contained within these 
statements. 
"Mess about with my friends. I don' listen to teachers what 
they say because they don't listen to what we say... In school 
you don't really learn what you wanna learn... " 
(Boy year 10) 
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This student appears proud of the disruption he causes and the comparative lack of 
retribution that follows. "It's only a detention, you can get it done, and it's easy". He is 
aware of his actions and the impression they make on staff and students alike, but he truly 
has little regard for them. "I can't wait for break or dinner time, just to get out of 
lessons". The subjects that do hold interest for him he "never (gets) to". "Teachers are 
always like shouting at you and say 'bad kids' and youjust never get taught ". Obviously 
there is a complete breakdown in communication here, with both sides feeling resentful 
and unfairly treated. The recurring monotony of the school day is in all probability as 
demanding for staff and students alike. In the context of such resentment ICT can not 
offer a panacea. 
Other students have the same experience to relate. Talking and interaction with friends 
continues to take centre stage for most of them. However teachers' attitudes still give rise 
to resentment amongst them. 
"Talk with my friends, mess about with them in the corridor. I 
just argue with the teachers because they just argue... I don't 
like it when Fm split up from friends". (Girl year 9) 
The above student clearly feels that daily interchange with teachers consists of alternating 
bouts of argument and total disregard. Respect should be a "two way street", something 
which does not appear to be given in this student's perception. "If they asked you in a 
polite way students might listen". 
There appears to be a lot of "messing around" both in and out of the classroom. 
"There is nothing to do. It is just boring". (Girl year 9) 
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Obviously there should be plenty to do, even if not much to her liking. The following 
statement shows that this appears to be particularly relevant to ICT classes. 
"Um... I learn and spend most of my time in school by just like 
messing around with my friends and playing with them... I 
don't like ICT lesson... In ICT the work we are doing is just too 
much and its boring... " (Girl year 9) 
It is unclear from this student's response whether this is due to a new teacher or a 
different teaching style from previous staff or whether the fault lies in the demands of the 
curriculum. Presumably ICT was a boring subject to start with if it is considered "more 
boring" now and it is just another lesson embedded in school culture. 
Friends, lesson content and the attitude of teaching staff all play a role in inspiring 
attendance. 
"Just dossing about with my friends and just chilling really... " 
(Girl year 9) 
For the majority of students, socialising is indeed the prime factor not only in enjoying 
school but also in attending. Students frequently mention that they fail to understand why 
teaching staff frown on talking in class. There is an underlying suggestion here that 
students do not feel they are given adequate avenues of self-expression at school. Their 
input is not encouraged or even listened to. 
"It's not right that you just shut up all the time. You should be 
allowed to talk to your mates... " (Girl year 9) 
One student makes an interesting and perceptive suggestion that lessons could be more 
varied in their learning styles and delivery. 
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"Most of the time in school, mess about with my friends, go to 
lessons. Some lessons are a bit boring and I'm just getting fed 
up with them... " (Girl year 9) 
For the most part, students admit that the main advantages of school as a learning 
environment are social interaction and personal friendships. For some students, sport and 
the camaraderie it offers is a pleasant and invigorating activity in bleak contrast to the 
boredom of the classroom. This may be due in part to the opportunities for spontaneity 
and creative expression that is on offer as much as the chance to catch up with friends 
and "chat". 
Some students frankly admit that they do not understand the subject (ICT) and therefore 
take minimal interest in classroom activities. For them football and talking with friends 
become the major highlights of the academic day. 
"Most of the time I mess about with my friends but I go to 
lessons and do my work ... I walk around with my 
friends and 
mess about... " (Girl year 9) 
"I play football and mess around in the grounds. Spend most of 
my time with my friends but split up in some lessons... 
Schools are a good way of making friends and meeting more 
people. My friends are good ftiends. I get on with them and 
play football with them". (Boy year 9) 
Overall there is a general concern amongst students that a certain amount of talking or 
chattering is essential if one is to survive the tedium of the classroom. Students resent 
being "split up" from their friends. Friends are important to them and school offers the 
potential to acquire more friends. For many students the lack of social networks outside 
School poses a very real anxiety. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that teachers face a 
difficult and frustrating challenge when trying to engage their charges' interest in the 
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repetitive and time consuming atmosphere of t he classroom. The researcher's intention is 
to explore pupils' experiences of using ICT in the context of school in general. That is the 
only way to explain their negative attitude to ICT. 
Students were asked to comment on their experience and perceptions of school. This was 
to prove an interesting exercise as, for the first time in this survey, students commented in 
greater detail on matters which had previously been only mentioned in passing. As usual, 
ICT does not appear to play a significant part in their vision. 
6 1; 
... I enjoy school more than at home because in school you 
make new friends and there are usually more friends in school 
to play with. At home if you live on a main road you can't 
really play anywhere. But in school there is a big field we can 
always play football. So I like school better than at home... " 
(Boy year 10) 
The social activities obviously outweigh any opportunities for learning that may be 
gleaned in school. This boy is openly dismissive of the facilities his school can offer, 
other than the "big field" on which he can play football. "If you come just for education 
only, it would be better off at home than in school". The implication is that he learns little 
at school that he cannot leam as effectively at home. This may be construed as a 
comment on the school's limited resources, the prevailing culture of "messing about" 
which so many students have previously commented on. 
Other students have far more to fear than boredom. This boy has a resigned attitude 
which denotes substantial experience of the events he describes. 
"... My experience is not so good. School is a horrible place. 
Lessons are boring like you think that you are just going to 
horrible lesson and you just bring your eyes down and just start 
soaking the lesson and stuff like that... " (Boy year 10) 
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It would appear that there is little opportunity to fight back. Of the teaching staff he 
remarks. "They can do what they want. They can give you detention if they want". The 
only defence he can offer is "... you just bring your eyes down and just start soaking the 
lesson. . ." 
Another student adds 
"But when you see people being bullied and stuff, you just 
don't like it". (Boy year 9) 
It would appear that bullying is not an uncommon experience for some most of the 
students and an experience which is bound to affect how they see school and the social 
structure that surrounds it. 
"... It can be bad when the teachers are like,, really tight... " 
(Boy year 10) 
There can be thin dividing line between discipline and intimidation, especially for the 
more vulnerable or susceptible student. 
". .. So I think my experience is bad in the school" (Boy year 9) 
Another student echoes the sentiments of our first interviewee. 
". .. We don't learn. I think its just a waste of time... " 
(Boy year 9) 
There are very definite statements and reflect an extremely negative view of the school 
experience. One boy comments, 
"... My experience in school is bit boring really but you have 
got to go really because its your future ahead of you... " 
(Boy year 9) 
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If one's experience of school is a negative one, then it follows that school lesson and 
delivery styles will also assume a negative profile in the student's experience. How can 
our students derive the promised enjoyment and enhancement of ICT into their schooling 
when it is perceived as merely another negative experience to be endured in a whole 
series of negative experience? 
For this student, at least, the trials and tribulations of the academic day are a necessary 
evil if one wishes to achieve one's long term aims. For this boy there is no suggestion of 
being "made to go" by his parents. This is a survival strategy he has worked out for 
himself. 
Another boy comments, 
"... Sometimes you have to do some boring things. Its not all 
fun or games. Like when you are in your exams or you have to 
write essays things like that... " (Boy year 9) 
The "boring things" of which he speaks are exams and essays. Again secondary 
education is compared unfavourably to infant school which was "easy", and "we didn't 
do as much and didn't get told off or anything" Clearly it is also more pleasurable to 
work from home. ICT lessons in school are of little practical use to pupils.. 
"... But teachers make ICT lessons boring ... It is a lot more fun 
at home than working in school and listening to teachers. Its 
more boring and tiring in school than at home. (Girl year 9) 
The following interviewee, makes a subtle distinction. 
". A like school but not the teachers.... " (Girl year 9) 
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She has chosen to interpret the question quite literally and remove the teaching staff 
altogether from the question. For her, a school without teachers would be the ideal 
environment where she could socialize with her friends and use the social skills acquired 
at school (i. e. how to deal with differences of opinion) without the rigours of the 
classroom. She further states bluntly that, 
It's really bad. It's bad because I don't think teachers got 
right attitude. They got bad attitude... " (Girl year 9) 
This bears out previous interviewees' perceptions of the school being an intimidating 
place. Other people, especially those in power use status and physical size to intimidate 
even if they draw the line at physical abuse such as pushing or shoving. Small wonder 
that some students feel they have no one they can turn to for support. For the most part 
however, students see school as a delicate balancing act to combine the two worlds of 
"them" and "us". 
If attendance and grades are acceptable there is no reason why school should not be a 
comparatively pleasant experience. 
"Well my experience is good because my attendance and my 
grades and other things are really good.... When you see like if 
you say in class some people like dubbing each other, make 
fun of each other or being racist... " (Girl year 9) 
Students' experiences are different when they have the opportunity to bond together with 
a group of friends. 
"My overall experience in school is quite exciting really 
because every day you are doing something different with your 
friends" (Girl year 9) 
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44 *, .1 think its a good place to socialise as well. It's a big place, 
a lot of walking around to do as well". (Boy year 9) 
This is a poignant comment on her experience of school. One young student openly 
states, 
"... This school is letting itself down and suffering ... I feel that there is a lot of racism" (Girl year 9) 
Not only is this girl appalled by what is happening around her but she clearly feels 
ashamed because of her passive participation in letting it happen. 
There might be no way that a young girl could influence or have any impact upon the 
racist behaviour of others on her own, but it is sad to think that the people around her are 
not taking action on her behalf. A tacit admission that "racism is a fact of life" is no 
excuse for not seizing every opportunity to confront it head on. In another school, the 
experience is very different and far more positive. 
6C ,* There are different races and nationalities who come to (our)school... I just like to come to school. Erm... it's good to 
socialize, to see your friends and to just have a laugh". 
(Boy year 9) 
It is apparent from these interviews that one's enjoyment of school is dependent on 
attitudes, fiiendships and teaching styles. In some cases it hinges upon the actual school 
itself and the people who comprise it. Clearly students are aware that there are "good" 
and "bad" schools but their definitions of good and bad are based upon academic 
prowess. In some unfortunate causes it boils down to one very pertinent and unsavoury 
factor 
. 
"Is school a safe place to be"? 
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12.3. How much time do pupils actually spend working in school? 
The evidence that the most valued aspect of school for many pupils was its social, rather 
than academic agenda. Students en oy having a forum in which to meet their friends and i 
renew social bonds. A significant number of students find it acceptable to continuously 
66mess around" in lessons, paying little heed to any remonstrations and certainly not 
absorbing the knowledge that is being offered to them. au 
Many of them admit openly that they find ICT applications boring and do not enjoy being 
expected to work in their lessons. For a vocal few, the classroom is the ideal setting in 
which to relax, "chill out" and "talk with mates". Small wonder then these same students 
have difficulty in understanding ICT, let alone applying it to their studies. 
A significant number of students openly stated that they would rather play football or 
indulge in other forms of social networking rather than communicate electronically. This 
catalogue of extra curricula activity prompted the researcher to ask how much time they 
(the students) spend in working in school. 
The vagueness of the students' replies when asked about what they did in school was 
pursued in more depth. This time students were asked to be specific about the time they 
spent working in school and how they spent that time. The answers were revealing. 
"Um... school starts at 8.55 in the morning and it ends at 3.15 
and you get like little breaks and in between the school time 
like break time and you got dinnertime. Obviously they vary 
for each year. And after dinner we have tutor time and last 
about um. ... about 15 minutes something 
like that... " 
(Boy year 10) 
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There is obviously some leeway allowed for travelling to and from lessons between 
classes and this can be anything from 5-10 minutes depending on the location of the next 
classroom. When we add in the time taken "to get books out", "packing equipment" and 
"tutor time" we can see that this makes insignificant inroads into the working day. 
ICT lesson is not mentioned, for all the students details concerning time there is actually 
very little substance contained within that time. For example we do not know how much 
time is generally spent on "tidying up" although we do know that the teacher "likes a tidy 
class " and that it is important to leave the classroom in a manageable state for the next 
lesson. We know from the other students that the lessons are 55 minutes long. However 
with all the "messing about" and "tidying up" how much of his 55 minutes is actually 
spent on learning activities? Other students are slightly more forthcoming regarding this 
point. One such estimate is telling, 
"In each lesson we probably work about half an hour and for 
rest of the time we just listen to teacher and talk to our 
friends... " (Boy year 9) 
No mention here of "tidying up" or "packing it (equipment) away" including ICT. 
Another boy is even more critical. 
"Not 5 hours anyway. Because sometimes you don't even learn 
in school... " (Boy year 9) 
Yet another student comments, 
"... Um... roughly we spend about just more than 6 hours in 
school, but I think only we only spend about 4.30 hours in 
lessons and even that's not the time we spend working... " 
(Boy year 9) 
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Although vague as to the actual amount in leaming, students are almost brutally realistic 
and consistently negative concerning the amount of time that is lost. They have a strong 
awareness that a substantial part of the school day is being absorbed in house keeping and 
time wasting in about equal measure, time when they could be using computers. There is 
the presumption of a structured, organized timetable yet facilities and resources are still 
not being accessed to their optimum levels. 
The following student goes to great lengths to avoid sticking to the point! 
"Em... about 4-5 hours. In the school we go in lessons, work 
talk and just play around and we got break times in between... 
Some times I skive from my ICT lessons like people say I am 
going to toilet and then go outside and mess about... " 
(Boy year 9) 
We have a grudging admission of 4-5 hours and then the subject is rapidly changed to the 
more interesting topics of football and break times. Despite the brevity of his response 
this student still finds time to give us some interesting tips on "skiving", even though he 
has experienced the consequences of his actions in the past. 
As he states above "If you get caught though you get in really big trouble. This happened 
to me once and it was horrible. " It is clear that despite the risks this student still finds it 
profitable to avoid lessons if an opportunity presents itself. Not only does he appear to 
take little interest in the learning process itself, he also prefers to avoid even talking about 
lessons if at all possible. After his initial estimate of working hours in the school day he 
employs every instrument of distraction at his disposal to divert the researcher's attention 
elsewhere. Football and the social interaction it affords is obviously a much more 
attractive topic of conversation than lessons. Throughout the survey as a whole the 
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opportunity for students to meet each other, either for sporting activities or just to mingle 
together in large groups would appear to be a particularly appealing one. Students are 
forced to be there. Their attitudes to ICT are formed by the fact that they have no choice. 
Although students repeatedly go back to individual friendships and the necessity to 
cement these friendships at every given opportunity, either by "chat" or "messing about" 
there is clearly a strong attraction for them in devising opportunities which allow contact 
within a large social group, 
As one student comments, 
"We don't work all the time. We do talk to each other. Your 
friends support you a lot and if I didn't have any friends I 
wouldn't enjoy it". (Boy year 9) 
School plays a considerable role within the life of all students. This role appears to be 
more founded on social contexts rather than academic achievement and the acquisition of 
knowledge. The significant amount of time spent in furthering social prowess as apposed 
to activities within the learning environment of the classroom would appear to imply that 
the "higher function" of school (i. e. learning) takes a back seat. 
Students are aware of the expectations placed upon them to learn and apply themselves to 
their studies. However, the reality of their situation appears to be taken up with talking to 
r- -1 thends, "messing about" and arranging the structure of their lessons so that learning time 
is reduced and social opportunities promoted. This of course is not the generally accepted 
view of academia that is expected. The students must present valid justifications of their 
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actions if they are to appear both diligent and reasonable. These justifications may appear 
slight. 
"... We have to have a seating plan, stick to that all the time. So 
I find ICT boring, not interesting... " (Boy year 9) 
To the pupils these rules and contexts assume consummate importance. There is a 
genuine reluctance to perceive learning as a goal. The choosing of the more pleasant 
option over a less favourable alternative is to choose to avoid the demands of lessons. 
One fact is demonstrated continuously through these interviews. Bored children are not 
stimulated to learn. If the subject matter is delivered in what is perceived as an 
unattractive manner or in a pedantic, inflexible structure which affords little room for 
imagination or autonomy. Then it is predictable that the child will rebel in the only 
manner available'? If we really wish to encourage our children not only to learn but also 
to want to learn then surely a more open approach to the teaching process, one that 
encourages participation and acknowledges original thought, should be encouraged? 
This student certainly appears to spend a disproportionate amount of his time "messing 
nil atiout, 
"Em ... school starts at 8.45 and 
finishes at 3.10. In some lessons 
I work and in some lessons I don't work I just mess about... In 
other words ICT lessons are dull! We don't work all the time in 
school. If we do it gets boring. We lose interest in lessons". 
(Boy year 9) 
He clearly has little regard for the academic system and will seize every opportunity to 
circumvent it. This is not merely a child "showing off'. His voice and manner note a very 
real contempt and may mask a deep-rooted resentment of the restraints that school places 
upon him. He has already made strong decisions and acquired from beliefs about what is 
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important to the structure of his school day and what is not. Some lessons (i. e. Spanish & 
French) are dismissed as "not really important" with the resulting outcome that "... I 
don't try as hard... " This is not simply a reluctant student seeking to avoid the discipline 
of an academic. This same student tells us I try to do my best in the most important 
ones (subjects)... which I am good at". Unfortunately ICT does not appear to be one of 
them. Despite being "told off many times by the teacher" he regards certain lessons and 
tutorials as fair game for "messing about" and "skiving". 
By his own admission, in a school day that commences at 8.45 and finishes at 3.10 a 
sizeable proportion of work is not being done. "We don't work all the time in school. If 
we do it gets boring... " It is interesting that this student's perceptions regarding the 
length of his academic day are at variance with his fellows. Clearly the students' 
perceptions of when the academic day begins and ends are based more on their own 
agendae which incorporate the time necessary for social exchanges and less upon the 0 
tutorial staff who are working hard to incorporate a cohesive learning structure in to the 
limited time available to them. 
Are the pupils' problems with the staff, their delivery styles or the lessons themselves? 
The distinction is not important to the pupils. 
"*.. We do our normal lessons but I don't know how many 
hours. Em ... eh ... 5 hours about... Talking 
half way through", 
"chewing", "talking to friends"... 
All have a vital role to play in diverting interest away from the lesson in hand. He further 
states that 
"I always do some work but I might do more work in one 
lesson (than other) ... 
it's weird, its different". (Girl year 10) 
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There would appear to be a firm belief that the school day is just too long to hold the 
average student's attention for any significant time. Many students refer to the repetition 
and inflexible learning style that many lessons impose on their charges. One student 
remarks succinctly. 
"It depends what lesson it is. If I like the lesson I will do some 
work in there and if I don't like the lesson I just do something 
else". (Girl year 10) 
There is little opportunity for independent thought here (i. e. taking a lap top to work with 
if a computer is unavailable). 
The following student is more definite in her assessment of the working day. 
"I don't erm... erm ... we have 5 lessons each day and we like an hour of each lesson. And we spend probably 30 minutes 
working and the other half just doing registration, and finding 
out what the work is going to be about.... " (Girl year 9) 
From her we understand that there are five lessons a day comprising one hour each. From 
this one hour approximately 30 minutes is spent on actual class work and registration and 
the ubiquitous "messing about" consume the rest. In other words, they submit to learning 
rather than enjoy it. ICT and its messages of a bright future have had little impact here. 
The amount of work generated in the classroom is clearly dependent on many different 
factors i. e. the content and subject of the lesson itself, how it is presented to the students 
and the individual personality and teaching styles of the tutor who is delivering the 
lesson. When one throws into the equation such elements as the student's individual 
learning style and low boredom threshold it is clear why some students find it so difficult 
to attain their full potential. As noted in previous interviews there appear to be a 
significant number of students who are astute enough to realize the benefits of a "good" 
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education and have learnt to combine their social activities with enhanced performance as 
the exams are looming, thereby getting the best from both worlds. For the majority school 
appears to be a necessary obligation which, whilst affording greater social contact with 
others at the same time seeks to control that interaction and limit it to an unacceptable 
level. In short, the system is now representing a "challenge" which must be, if not 
directly confronted, at least circumvented at every opportunity in order to ensure a 
reasonable level of social interchange. 
The following student offers us some hard facts regarding the times of lessons but then 
progresses to a series of subjective statements regarding the lessons and staff who deliver 
them. One such typical statement is telling 
"... I don't like IT because I don't know what we are doing and 
I don't like none of the teachers and its boring... " 
(Girl year 9) 
All of thecomments are interrelated. It is very difficult to enjoy a subject if one does not 
understand its basic principles. Similarly one can be expected to dislike or resent the staff 
who are imparting this knowledge if, in fact, that knowledge is not being communicated 
to the student. The conclusion of this particular student is that ICT is "boring". Again the 
suggestion of conflict between teacher and student is raised by the same student "... You 
cannot win them. Just have to be bad in some lessons... I just annoy teachers and other 
people and get told off'. 
All of the students interviewed have preferred to concentrate on social exchanges and 
friendships, even when directly asked to comment upon purely factual or academic 
issues. It is clear that social issues are the main thrust of their interest and the studies 
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themselves feature only briefly in their priorities and then only in a minor role. One 
student comments, 
"* An theory we work for about 4 hours and 45 minutes per 
day, ... We actually waste some in changing lessons... " 
(Girl year 9) 
Another student presents an interesting variation on this theme, 
"... Half of the time is missed by not listening to what the 
teacher is saying ... half of the time if I am telling the truth I am 
messing about with my friends... " (Girl year 9) 
It is clear from this remark that "work" appears to be something that the teacher does to 
you or does with you, rather than something you achieve on your own merit. 
Clearly "writing something down" is indeed "work". This student regards her English 
essays as work, presumably because they are written during the school day. On further 
examination this particular student's day appears to be crammed with "work", (i. e. 
64 going on the computers", discussions and "writing things down"). However she appears 
to discount all of these activities as work because she also talks "all the time" to her 
P.. 
friend in the class. On the surface students appear to be co-operating but, although their 
views are refreshingly honest and forthright, these interviews may represent just one 
more opportunity for "messing about". This is not to say that the interviews are without 
value. Students certainly appear to be considerably more open and co-operative with the 
researcher than one suspects they may be with their teacher(s) in class. 
However, we are left with the distinct impression that one of the major factors in 
influencing these students to participate in may be the opportunity to add variety and 
interest to what appears to them to be on otherwise boring academic day. 
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12-4. How do pupils spend time in school? 
As has been noted previously, the apparent anomalies in student responses have obliged 
the researcher to incorporate certain "check" questions in much the same way that a 
psychometric analysis will include comparison questions in order to validate data. From 
the researcher's earlier forays into the activities that form an average academic day we 
have received conflicting data from the students interviewed. So far the qualitative and 
quantitative data have both confirmed that students do not work throughout an entire 
lesson period. The average length of active learning for a lesson is about 25-30 minutes 
and the rest of that period comprises the ubiquitous "messing about" or talking with 
friends. 
Indeed, the main purpose of school appears to be the opportunities for social interaction it 
offers. The vast majority of students en oy the social context of school rather the i 
academic environment. The acquisition of learning becomes a poor second or third place 
compared to the delights of social bonding. Once again we have heard that ICT is 
"boring" and that students do not actively enjoy using it. Clearly ICT is not integrating 
itself in the educational system. It has not fulfilled the dreams that were hoped of it. 
Students are confused rather than dazzled by it, apathetic rather than engaged and would 
rather indulge in physical horseplay and /or organised Physical Education than the virtual 
realities of cyberspace. Once again we must ask ourselves just what are students doing 
during their school time if they are not enjoying learning, and are, indeed acquiring 
negative attitudes to ICT 
Students were surprisingly vague about what they do in school. 
"I talk to my friends that is what we do in the school... " 
, (Boy year 10) 
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This student admits to doing "some work" but qualifies this with the statement that he 
tends to "switch off' if he finds the lesson boring. This is a recurring theme in all the 
student interviews conducted over this period. Many students make a direct comparison 
between work which is "boring" and "messing around with friends all the time" which is 
"interesting". Some students qualify this perception by explaining that it is the repetitive 
nature of the work which lends it so little interest. 
One student makes it clear that this is not a state of affairs that is unique to ICT classes. 
"... I don't like doing same things over and over again and it is 
the same with every lesson... " (Boy year 9) 
There is a crucial point. Perhaps school itself and repetitive learning patterns are the real 
culprits here and not the ICT as such. 
Another student finds the teaching style constrictive and points out that, 
"I talk to my friends it makes the lesson more interesting 
And if you talk to your friends they can help you as well". 
(Boy year 9) 
What is emerging from these interviews is that lessons in general, and ICT lessons in 
particular, are not holding the attention of their audience in the way that would surely be 
desirable to both students and staff. Even the threat of reprisals holds little consideration 
with students. Rather than change their behaviour patterns students are merely becoming 
more adept at concealing frowned upon activities. 
66 - They give warnings and 
if I carry on I get detentions and all 
that but we still do it though. And most of the time I don't get 
caught". (Boy year 10) 
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It would appear that partly because of the repetitive and lacklustre leaming methods 
employed, students and staff are unwittingly collaborating in a vicious cycle of non- 
communication and lack of interest that is virtually guaranteed to produce negative 
reactions both sides of the desk. 
Some students are more pragmatic. They understand that groups are dependent on co- 
operation and communication between group members and this offers the opportunity to 
converse at a social level as well as an academic one. However, this is still dependent on 
the expections of an individual member of staff. 
"... If the teacher is nice he will let us choose our own 
groups... I prefer it this way. However if the teacher isn't nice 
and he puts us into groups... " (Boy year 9) 
All the students interviewed put a high premium on personal friendships and social 
groups. Students appear to congregate together immediately upon arriving at school and 
do their utmost to remain in those same social groupings throughout the academic day. 
Indeed, one of the drawbacks of group work is that as the same student states that, 
"... We might not like the people that we have to work with... " 
(Boy year 9) 
As gathered from the earlier interviews, many of these friendships are unable to flourish 
outside their natural envirom-nent (i. e. school) due to many different social and practical 
factors. Communication by text or e-mail can be interesting but does not replace the 
personal exchanges that these social groups can offer. There is little surprise then that the 
Possibility of reprisals holds no real deterrent. 
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". - This can get us into trouble or detention... 
half an hour or 
an hour after school! But I don't listen to them I like talking 
with my friends". (Boy year 9) 
The very most a detention offers is yet a further opportunity to spend time with friends 
that it may otherwise be difficult to achieve outside school hours. There is little mention 
of lessons except as an opportunity to indulge in talking Students found it difficult even 
to consider classroom matters, choosing instead to steer the conversation back to the 
subject of their friends. Indeed, the researcher detected a singular desire to seize the 
opportunity for an interview and gain some respite from the classroom. The researcher 
does not deceive herself that her questions held any real attraction for those students 
participating. However, the opportunity for them to feel listened to rather than spoken at 
would appear to be an opportunity not be passed. When students show an interest in ICT 
there is still a very real frustration regarding the standard of school equipment which, for 
the most part contrasts unfavourably with that at home. 
In common with may of the students interviewed the following boy responds to the 
question by evading the subject of lessons or school work altogether. 
"I spend most of my time walking around with my friends and 
learning. ... Sometimes I come to the 
ICT room but don't like 
to work because its boring.... Bu the Internet is quite slow... " 
(Boy year 9) 
"Time" is here constructed as being time perceived to have value. Therefore the things of 
value are the things discussed i. e. football, food, and basketball, even the lowly ice cream 
van, appear to occupy a greater significance in this student's view of the academic world 
than the actual process of learning. When the researcher ventures into the forbidden 
territory of the classroom and its leaming pursuits this is met with a calculated 
evasiveness, which, because it is not malicious is all the more telling. Students clearly 
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feel uncomfortable discussing the learning process although, supposedly, that self same 
process is the reason for their presence in school and for the interest in hearing their 
views in the first place. It seems incredible that these students place so little emphasis on 
their academic studies. Indeed they are telling truth as they perceive it but constantly 
reviewing and amending their accounts so as to disregard the less pleasant and more 
pedantic activities of the academic day. 
All of the students interviewed agree that "having a laugh" in the class is not only 
acceptable but also desirable. To a certain extent this is healthy as warmth, humour and 
freedom of expression all make a valuable contribution to both the learning process and 
personal development as an individual. The overall malaise of boredom and indifference 
within the classroom is particularly noticeable. When asked to venture a description of 
the working days very little "work" features in any of the student responses. Students 
volunteering not only details of his academic day but can also portraying some aspects of 
it in a positive and meaningful manner. Even when discussing social activities clearly 
have an understanding of the "bigger picture", but the overall conclusion are bleak. They 
are realistic but associate ICT with a general sense of malaise. What ids clear that they 
wish for different patterns of learning. 
"... My friends in school are very helpful. They help you with 
work if you struck and if like you got any problem or they got 
any ... 99 
(Boy year 9) 
Although this student has little difficulty in naming her least favoured lessons we still 
come back to that by now hackneyed description of what is "boring". This student is 
vague as to times and timetable demands. 
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"I go to my first lesson, normally I am late ... my friends are 
with me in most of the lessons. I don't like it with out them ... I 
go out with my friends because I don't like school dinners then 
I come back... I have been told off many times. These 
classrooms are freezing. If in any lesson I am not with my 
friends 
... I talk to my friends and have more fun... " (Girl year 9) 
Another girl mentions that 
"... I have my timetable with my friends.. ." (Girl year 9) 
The timetable to which she refers is for purpose does it of her own. Students are for the 
most part forthcoming in their descriptions of daily academic life but these are personal, 
not official account. They have their own agendas. School timetable, fulfilling demands 
and submitting homework appear to play no part in their daily activities. 
Sometimes the conflict of priorities can materialize into more substantive exchanges 
between students and staff. Again, the following student is always late for school. 
"Talking with my friends... I meet my friends there. Most of 
the time I argue with my teachers because I don't get along 
with my teachers... Its boring, all school boring. Every kid 
thinks like that. I don't know". (Girl year 9) 
Most of the time she argues with her teachers because she doe not get along with her 
teachers. She is clearly unhappy at school and has little time for any thing other than the 
Art and Drama departments which are "really interesting". These are two subjects which 
call for freedom of expression and creative thought from students. Students have 
considerably more autonomy within the artistic subjects where abstract thought is 
positively encouraged and where they are no given absolutes for students to compare 
themselves with. It is easy to see how a student who feels stilted and confined within the 
more traditional classroom would experience feelings of liberation within a subject like 
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Drama that allows not only freedom of thought but also disregards the purely physical 
confines of movement and vocal expression for the purpose of learning one's craft. 
"... Teachers don't have patience for you ... It's boring, all 
school boring. Every kid thinks like that". This is a voice of 
rebel-unhappy, opinionated and questioning. However if 
society is to evolve and change to accommodate the citizens of 
the future then society would do well to pay heed to the voice 
of the rebel... " (Girl 
year 9) 
All the students interviewed diligently attended their lessons. None admitted to "boring 
off' on a regular basis or otherwise finding excuses not to attend. However their 
behaviour in the classroom demonstrates their lack of interest and sometimes 
bewilderment. The flesh is present but the spirit may very well be somewhere else, 
reliving events of the weekend or planning the weekend to come. Clearly some students 
66act up" out of sheer boredom but others have chosen to withdraw their interest because 
they find subjects difficult and/or the teacher is not communicating knowledge in a way 
that is open to them. 
It is possible to achieve a healthy balance between social interaction and hard work as 
this student demonstrates. 
"I spend my time in school by hanging out with my friends, 
going to shop to buy stuff and I do like to come to school 
because there is a serious side of the school... (Girl year 9) 
Although she admits to "messing around" in lessons she is firm in her opinion that "there 
is a serious side of the school". Clearly there are rules to be recognized and adhered to. 
For the more astute student one can appear to be following these rutes and still manage to 
manipulate the classroom environment to one's own advantage. 
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Another student comments that, 
". Af I finish it quite quickly so teacher just set me more work 
so 1 like just waste some time with my friends in the 
lessons... " 
(Girl year 9) 
It is prudent therefore to work more slowly if one is to build in some quality time with 
friends. Most students interviewed declined to define "boring". A few admitted to 
difficulties with understanding the subject finding it easier to "drag on a bit" than 
participate and run the risk of appearing foolish. For the most part it would appear that 
for the majority of the students a combination of inherited bahaviour patterns from senior 
students and peer pressure have coalesced to define an accepted behavioural "nonn" 
which requires constant "messing around" to cement the strong social structure of 
mendship firmly in place. 
Those students who manage to achieve an acceptable balance are able to function well 
academically, even with the constant distractions around them. They have learned to 
focus essentials and "buckle down" for the examinations. Others may experience 
difficulty in achieving this balance within the more traditional subjects where they are 
required to provide a "right answer" based on "correct" infonnation. Where students are 
encouraged to work in groups, either in "workshops" or team events such sports and 
drama, their natural curiosity and learning styles are stimulated in a way that is both 
enjoyable and useful. It is a pity that such stimulation does not appear to occur within the 
narrow confines of the classroom. 
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12-4. Conclusion 
From these interviews the researcher was able to glean further insight into students' 
attitudes towards school. The main results of this chapter (i. e. what do students do in their 
ICT lessons and in school on the whole) still remain depressing. To be sure we have the 
usual "messing about" and complaints about teaching staff but we are still not offered any 
solid evidence of actual activities being undertaken that are related to the academic day. 
It is becoming clear that students are less interested in the potential benefits that may be 
drawn from the groves of academe and more focused on the potential that school can 
offer as a social club. 
Overwhelmingly the students' responses indicate disaffection with their studies, boredom 
and frustration. A few students volunteer their reasons for this state of affairs (i. e. 
individual teaching styles, teachers personalities, inconsistency of approach and even 
freezing classrooms) and in fairness these perceptions are not without some degree of 
validity. Some students are persistently late, or regularly vanish at break times and we are 
none the wiser as to where they go. One is left with an overwhelming impression of 
purposelessness, not with the intent of calculated evasion or intention to mislead the 
researcher but rather of an ingrained response to a series of thoughts or situations which 
are unpleasant to the informant. Not only are most of the students bored and resentful in 
the classroom but the very thought of lessons is enough to unsettle them. It is little 
wonder then that the integration of ICT learning tools has little appeal for them. Access 
problems aside, the academic environment itself is perceived as so soulless and non- 
productive that it would take considerably more than the arrival of the superhighway to 
make a significant impact upon their collective consciousness. For all the much vaunted 
importance of ICT, its impact upon our students, seems to be marginal in academic terms. 
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The schools offer the same curriculum and delivering as if ICT were marginal rather than 
central. In such a context it can make little fundamental change. 
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CHAPTER13 
PUPILS'PERCEPTION OF ICT AND ITS PURPOSE 
IN THE CONTEXT OF SCHOOL 
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Chapter 13 
Pupils' perception of ICT and its purpose in the context of school 
13.1. Introduction 
What purpose does school serve and what do these purposes represent to the student 
body? By probing into this issue the researcher intends to establish pupils' perceptions of 
ICT in school and the focus and function of ICT in schools when placed within the 
context of learning of ICT. Students were invited to tell what they thought school was for. 
What purposes does it serve and does it achieve these objectives? 
Overall the responses were extremely negative. Phrases such as "its' boring", "waste of 
time" and "they don't listen to us" were repeated over and over again. On an intellectual 
level studýents appreciate that school is an instrument of learning. However their main 
concerns appear to be vested in the social aspects of school and the perceived divide 
between students and tutorial staff. 
"UM ... 
friends, get along with people, make new friends. 
Urn ... to get an education, get good grades 
in GCSE. 
UM ... schools are. For me that's every thing, why you come to 
school. Em ... you can socialise with people. 
You can learn 
things at the same time as well. And it makes, like, your life 
really. You come to school, make friends, get an education and 
education gets you to jobs and I think that is all you want from 
life, like friends and education". (Boy year 10) 
Students appreciate that school is there to provide education and it is necessary to be 
educated in order to find employment in later life. However the first thoughts are of 
r_. I 
thends and the opportunities at school to extend the social circle, not the use of ICT in 
School. They perceive school as a useful envirom-nent to acquire those social skills which 
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will serve them well when they exchange an academic environment for the world of 
work, "(to learn to get along with people ... ). 
Students are critical. 
it is evident that most of the students interviewed do not feel stimulated by their 
academic studies and resent the repetitive nature of their classes. School is also perceived 
as the only viable alternative to being at home. One of the recurrent themes to emerge 
from these interviews as a whole concerns the opportunities that school offers to meet 
and makes friends with other people with whom students would otherwise have little or 
no contact. As one boy says 
"You learn about other people's religions as well and you get 
to know lots of different people" (Boy year 10). 
Students' friends and classmates serve as a welcome relief from the tedium of the 
learning process. These students are refreshingly blunt in their responses. When asked, 
"what is school for"? One replied immediately "I don't know really. " The overall 
message is clearly defined-friends are important and studying less so. 
"I don't know really. I come to school because I meet my 
friends... " (Boy year 9) 
"It will occasionally get interesting, then you go back to 
routine... " (Boy year 9) 
Other students have far more to fear than boredom. This boy has a resigned attitude 
which denotes substantial experience of the events he describes. 
"... My experience is not so good. School is a horrible place. 
Lessons are boring... I think my experience is bad in school". 
(Boy year 10) 
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Mixed feelings and emotions play a strong role here. The importance of literacy skills 
and their potential to enhance social and communication skills as a whole is clearly 
grasped. However there is still an element of resentment in this knowledge. 
"It's there for learning in theory because you can read and 
write... 1 like it because you get to learn, you get to make new 
friends, and of course have fun"! (Boy year 9) 
For some of these students there is an awareness of some element of social isolation 
outside school. Without the social contact offered in school it would be difficult to access 
such vast opportunities for social intercourse at home. Many students communicate with 
each other by e-mail outside school hours. The possibilities of physical recreation are 
perhaps not available to them. Also, if one has a disagreement, as is common within 
adolescence, the opportunity is there to replace them with another. 
"It's a safe and big environment for children... to interact with 
many people". (Boy year 9) 
In school students can easily access accurate checkable information about their fellow 
students before deciding to become friends. Other students support this view, even if their 
experience of learning does not necessarily bear this out. 
"School is for learning. It's not supposed to be for messing 
around with your friends. But that's what everybody does". 
(Boy year 9) 
Friendship underpins every aspect of the learning process, not only by having 
companions to "mess about" with but also for the support they can offer, not only now 
but also in the years ahead. 
" .. As you grow older you need 
friends to help... if you're 
having a hard time". You need your friends to socialise with 
them and tell them about your problems I think". (Boy year 9) 
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Of course there can be an ideal balance between studies and social activities. 
"In school you can meet friends and learn as well". 
(Girl year 9) 
Indeed, friendship can sometimes be the biggest motivating factor in attending school at 
all. 
"... You don't really wanna go to school, and you don't want to 
learn ... when you got friends you are happy in your lessons... " 
(Girl year 9) 
The friendships that develop from these initial contacts face to face play a far greater role 
in most students views of the world than the qualifications they may take with them when 
they leave. 
"To learn, to make friends and just somewhere to go. It is like 
where you make friends. If you are at home you don't. You 
don't really see any one at home. In school you see lots of 
people and you make friends with them... " (Girl year 9) 
".. School is the place to know more people. In school you 
meet people you never met before. People from different 
cultural backgrounds come to school". (Girl year 9) 
Talking, "messing about" and chatting in school are viewed as a necessary contribution to 
the learning process, either by exchanging information or by consolidating social 
relationships. Fear of reprisals for such activities hold little interest for most students. It is 
boring for them because the repetitive nature of the work is not interesting for them. 
"Make friends, you can learn new things. Um ... you can learn 
from your friends... There is plenty of people you can make 
ffiends with and talk around, make fun of people, argue... " 
(Girl year 9) 
Little wonder that these students will happily take the risk of detention or a verbal 
reprimand in order to gain the social interaction they crave and which is so difficult to 
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access at home. E-mail and text messages can convey the meaning of the message but not 
the immediate impact of its sender. For this, one needs to talk face to face. 
While pupils appreciate the need for a good education they still place a greater emphasis 
on social needs. 
"Em ... to get an education ... If my fiiends weren't there em I 
probably wouldn't like to go to school ... I don't like teachers all 
the time because they are really horrible... " (Girl year 9) 
This student admits that she "probably would go (to school) but not as often if they (her 
friends) weren't here" whilst admitting that school "might be a waste of time". she 
acknowledges that she "will probably regret (it) if I didn't go to school". Once again we 
encounter the usual complaints, "it's boring", "lessons are too long", "not enough 
holidays". 
"Learning and making friends, going to somewhere during the 
day. It's boring to be in school, like lessons are too long, not 
enough holidays and teachers are boring... " (Girl year 9) 
However in the above statement this student brings a new and usual perspective as 
"school is too big and its always messy and it smells funny and there are arguments all 
the time". Most of the students interviewed did not view their school as a threatening or 
unpleasant place in itself There are the usual moans and groans but no indication of 
insecurity and unhappiness. This student has no reservations about putting her finger 
right on, the heart of the matter. "Its not like a happy place, is it"? ... "I am always 
stressed that's it". Her tone of voice, worried and puzzled, invites us to agree with her. 
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"... It can be bad when the teachers are like, really tight. .. " 
(Boy year 10) 
One boy comments, 
"... My experience in school is a bit boring really but you have 
got to go really because its your future ahead of you... " 
(Boy year 9) 
For this student, at least, the trials and tribulations of the academic day are a necessary 
evil if one wishes to achieve one's long term aims. For this boy there is no suggestion of 
being "made to go" by his parents. This is a survival strategy he has worked out for 
himself Bullying, it appears, is a subject which does not go away easily, and even the 
girls are not immune as will be demonstrated in later interviews. 
"... I am usually bullied quite a bit. Like other people pass me 
and punch me. Stuff like that.... " (Boy year 10) 
This boy seems to take bullying in his stride. Far from feeling intimidated he shows a 
casual acceptance of bullying as a fact of life which is disconcerting in one so young. He 
has developed his own coping strategy. He further states that 
"... But I see people making friends and chatting and stuff. 
There is more happy stuff. Like if you smile then you see lots 
of people talking and its' great". (Boy year 9) 
From previous comparisons of the qualitative and quantitative data a picture is beginning 
to form of resentful students who neither enjoy school nor see any kind of meaningful 
benefits from attending school. If the whole experience of school is a negative one it 
seems hardly surprising that ICT is also regarded in a negative light. Is this a case of guilt 
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by association? What are the underlying reasons that persuade the students to attend 
school in the first place? They include the mundane. 
", An school your mum can't tell you what to do. You can just 
have fun, like mess about and do your work if you want to"... 
(Boy year 9) 
They include reluctant acceptance. 
"My fiiends make me come to school. I don't wanna because 
its too early"... (Boy year 9) 
As earlier noted, the possibilities for new friendships are always there. The 
same boy states that 
ý4 ... Li e yesterday a new boy came to school and we played football so we made a new friend stuff like that"... Its really 
enjoyable because you to be with them (your friends). 
(Boy year] 0 
When asked why she bothers to attend at all if doesn't enjoy the experience we get the 
ubiquitous refrain that "my mum makes me". However, this is quickly followed by a 
qualifying statement by the same girl that her friends are there and that if she did not 
attend school she would not be able to see them. 
"... You have to come to school. If you are not in school you 
can't talk to your friends". (Girl year 9) 
This is underlined by a statement 
"... School is rubbish. It's rubbish, you just don't do anything. 
You just write. They don't make it interesting like they used to 
be in Primary school". (Girl year 9) 
What then is the difference in approach between secondary and primary teaching styles? 
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"Let us listen music and stuff like that. They don't let you do 
it. If you can't listen to music you don't like to work. They don't 
let you do anything. You just yup on". (Girl year 9) 
It is clear that the less formal approach of primary school is contrasted with secondary 
school delivery styles, to the latter's detriment. Perhaps the reins of control are more 
evident in secondary education and this in itself inspires resentment and contempt just at 
a time when most adolescents are experiencing the urge to rebel and be different. lt is 
certainly a strong urge to explore values and strategies which are different from those of 
preceding generations. The average adolescent does not take kindly to confinement, 
whether that be physical constraints of the classroom or the unlimited range of the 
imagination. Clearly, many students are able to learn, and learn well, as is evidenced by 
examination results year after year, however the preference for a tightly structured and (to 
a most part) predictable delivery system is bound by its very nature to alienate a sizeable 
proportion of our children. 
One student bitterly remarks 
"... (There is) nothing good in school.... School is not a nice 
word... Its horrible. Its just horrible when you have to wear a 
uniform. Its just seems a waste of time and money... " 
(Girl year 9) 
She attends school because 
66 ... Government makes me and 
its somewhere to go because 
there is nothing really interesting on TV during the day... " 
It becomes clear then that school for many is a necessary balancing act between social 
activities and acquiring knowledge. Some students are more accomplished at this than 
others and have learned to take the best from each world. It would certainly not be "street 
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wise" to openly admit to coming school under anything other than duress, but it is clear 
that many students do enjoy themselves at school and can think of no valid alternative 
with which to replace it. For a few it represents an uninspiring and unattractive way of 
passing onegs day - How will these students cope with the impositions and structure that 
a working day will later place upon them in adult life? What life skills are we teaching to 
our children alongside the National Curriculum and how will society view their needs 
and address those needs in the future? 
Students were then asked whether or not they liked coming to school. The responses were 
varied, if qualified, and reinforce the picture of daily academic life that we have by now 
come to know and expect. 
"No. Because its rubbish, its not interesting... I'd rather stay at 
home, thanks". (Girl year 9) 
"No. Because its rubbish, its not interesting". "Sometimes I don't feel like coming to 
school its boring". " They don't teach you things you want to learn". "You can make new 
friends really". 
All of the students acknowledge that attending school is a given in their life, i. e. they 
have to go. They may not enjoy the physical act of attending school but they are aware of 
the potential consequences of non-compliance. 
"... I have got games. Some days I don't really enjoy but I have 
got to go My parents will be mad if I didn't and I will get done 
for truancy (skiving). I can't do that because I will get told off 
and suspended". (Boy year 10) 
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This student diverts the conversation to a reflection on the ICT facilities available and is 
clearly frustrated by the limitations they impose upon him. He continues, 
",.. You can enjoy and learn as well if that Websitýe is not 
blocked... We have access to the Internet. But there is like a 
block on some Websites.... " 
He is realistic about the reasons for those blocks (i. e. violent and pornographic imagery) 
and acknowledges that there is a need to protect students from doing "stupid stuff like 
that". In this particular interview one is left with the distinct image of a child who finds 
the world of virtual reality far more interesting and appealing than anything his 
contemporaries have to offer. Although he is the only student not to qualify these 
activities with comparisons or references to social activities, other students look beyond 
the school gates and are already visualising a future beyond them. 
"Because I want to go to college in a few years and to do that 
I have to go to school, get good grades and plus my parents 
make me come to school ... Mainly I come to school to learn, 
that's probably the first point, and the second is probably to just 
chat and chill with my friends... " (Boy year 10) 
Friendships and the quality of these friendships which appear to influence the amount of 
enjoyment that students derive from school. 
"That's why I like school really, because you talk to your 
friends and make new friends as well". (Girl year 9) 
13.2. Conclusion 
From examining the qualitative and quantitative evidence it can be seen that school is 
certainly not the first choice of activity for the typical student, and that the sense of 
malaise, of submission and half hearted enjoyment pervades all subjects, including ICT . 
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From the above it can be determined that schools are not perceived as either enjoyable or 
useful. However where they do excel is in offering the opportunities to form mutual and 
rewarding friendships that will most likely survive the test of time. 
The old adage that "school days are the happiest of your life" is patently not true for 
many students, but for others they offer the comfort and security of social contact that is 
simply not available elsewhere. 
Today's schools do not excite their students or inspire them towards dynamic personal 
and career goals. Negotiating social minefields and avoiding special attentions do not 
make the ideal conditions for students to derive real pleasure from any lesson, let alone 
ICT. If school itself is such a negative experience we should not be surprised that so few 
of the activities available in school appear to catch the interest and imagination of its 
charges. 
What references here to ICT usages are infused with frustration over blocked 
websites and the limitations this places on the inquisitive student. It is tempting to 
consi, der that ICT usage may be seen as more enjoyable if these blocks were 
removed. It could that a greater freedom of access (under appropriate supervision) 
would certainly help to improve ICT's image and attraction. Schools and their 
delivery of ICT are clearly not doing what was promised. 
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Chapter 14 
Conclusion 
The crucial point is that the researcher is committed to the possibilities of ICT. There are 
all kind of ways in which ICT can be used as a transforming influence. 
Evidence drawn from both quantitative and qualitative data demonstrates that there is a 
gap between people's expectations of ICT and what ICT in itself is delivering. Many 
understand the potential of computers. Some still believe that ICT will transform our 
education system and pupils will be able to develop their own learning styles. It is a fact 
that technology is impacting upon our lives in a significant way. What this research has 
discovered is that one cannot separate the experience that pupils have of ICT from the 
context in which it operates. Pupils' views of schools, and therefore of their experience of 
ICT as part of the curriculum are clear. The disappointment with ICT derives from the 
way it is delivered in the classroom, whether for its own sake or as a means of conveying 
information in a range of subjects. The pupils' attitudes are consistent and deeply 
embedded. 
Harrison (1994) argued that for effective curriculum change a strategy needs to 
recognize the conditions within which teachers work and the structure of organization. 
Without applying such a strategy in the process of curriculum change the outcomes may 
be less satisfactory than is desired. 
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All discussions and arguments underline the message that ICT is now more available and 
more used in school. It is, however, not clear for what purpose, to what extent and what 
benefits pupils are generally getting from it. With schools using Information and 
Communication Technology there has been a certain impact on teaching and learning in 
classes. Pupils' attitudes, feelings and behaviour have been explored very little, whether 
playing games on the computers or using computers in school. The many innovative 
programmes do not have a widespread impact on schools. It could be because people are 
so intent on the programmes and the possibilities that they do not test the results. The 
research needs to concentrate on the ways in which people think as a result of using ICT 
and on the ways in which it is used in schools. 
Educational technology has become increasingly varied over the years. It is utilised under 
different labels: educational development, staff development, applied educational 
science, instructional design and so on. This would imply the facility to combine different 
models which provide a blended learning experience appropriate to the individual's 
needs. People get the impression of distinct enthusiasm regarding Information and 
Communication Technology from students, schools, colleges and the general public, but 
there is still a lack of evidence of effectiveness for many uses of educational technology. 
The use of computers in education and training has been greatly influenced by the history 
of their introduction into industry and by their use in applications other than education 
and training. Teachers face many and varied problems relating both to their teaching and 
also to their students' learning. The problem is that the earliest enthusiasm for computers 
as learning tools coincided with the large main frame computers, print outs and what now 
seems cumbersome technology. With hindsight one wonders what it would have been 
like if the present capacities and uses were introduced afresh. 
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It is clear that the concerns of ICT centre on the acquisition and application of the 
principles and skills of problem solving in a context where the computer is a principal 
tool of solution. Problem-solving activities take up much time so pupils need more time 
for them in their lessons if they are to be successful. School pupils cannot be expected to 
judge their tasks accurately and to think logically about their work in the short time that is 
available to them in school. Technology itself is not the problem; the lack of effective co- 
ordination across the curriculum is. As a result, the integration of the new technology 
occurs inefficiently and is less effective in terms of compatibility and achievement. ICT 
places emphasis upon eliciting active student engagement as a means of encouraging 
students to construct and monitor their own learning processes and apply new skills to 
solving problems. The media is still constantly reporting that great changes will happen 
and, indeed, are happening in the exciting world of new technology. However, there is 
very little evidence to support these views when applied to schools. The pupils remain 
disengaged. Fundamentally, there has been limited change within the conditions of 
classrooms. It is impossible to separate the uses of computers from that context. As long 
as schools remain essentially the same, so will attitudes to computers. 
Educators have a great emotional stake in the workplace (i. e. school). When significant 
change occurs in the workplace it can affect perfon-nance and disrupt perceptions of the 
organisations' culture and norms. To challenge a norm is to challenge a value. 
If it is true that tutorial programmes or computers may be able replace teachers then why 
are teachers needed at all? Does each pupil still have a personal computer in the school or 
do pupils still share computers with each other? Do schools know how to adapt to the 
availability of the Internet, and all the opportunities of technology? 
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The intention was to find out how ICT is being used in the secondary school. It is 
discovered the actual uses of ICT cannot be isolated from the context in which it is 
operating. It does not work in a sealed unit from which the pupil learns and learns how to 
learn. It depends on how and where pupils use it. However, the researcher wanted to 
explore (first of all by observation) how ICT was being used in schools. There is much 
controversy about the levels at which ICT has an influence; whether it should be a subject 
in its own right or embedded in other subjects. The researcher found some interesting 
material about the ways in which ICT is used but there was little evidence of clear policy 
and practice. This is not to blame the teachers. What was discovered is the difficulties in 
pupils' perceptions. Their views of their experience of ICT in schools and the lessons (of 
whatever type) in which it occurred depend on their general attitudes to school. 
Schools have not yet reached the stage of moving from the rationales of government 
policy towards pedagogical rationales. In schools computers can be used in three main 
processes: administration, management and teaching and learning, but computers are not 
yet utilized as a major tool for learning in schools. The reasons for this could be various, 
a lack of sufficient machines, the lack of available time for using computers in schools, 
the lack of knowledge, other hardware and software, but especially the lack of interest in 
pupils to learn from and with computers. It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss 
the administration and management applications and, therefore, this thesis concentrates 
on the pupils use of, and attitudes to, computers in schools. 
Writers have criticised teachers, funding and curricula but they have tended to ignore the 
main factors, the students and their experience. The studY demonstrates that pupils are not 
very interested in the school environment in which ICT is associated with academic 
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demands and tests. They are mostly interested in playing games, going on the Internet 
and e-mail, all of which are not deemed to appropriate to school. It is too simplistic only 
to blame teachers and lack of resources. The pupils' lack of interest in learning about 
computers, learning through computers and learning with the computers needs to be 
addressed. This generation of pupils come to school more knowledgeable about ICT than 
previous ones. Despite this their experience, as has been made clear here, is very 
disappointing. 
Delivering IT through the existing curriculum does not seem to benefit pupils. It does not 
increase their subject knowledge enough. The repetitive nature of the delivery can be 
tedious and students often become disenchanted with their courses on ICT. 
The research concludes that computers used in schools do not extend the pupils' 
intellectual capabilities or high level skills. Instead they just develop low-level skills a kin 
to reading and writing. Leaming about computers in any form is moving away from a fact 
oriented envirom-nent towards a process oriented learning one, but we do not see any 
particular improvement in the pupils' achievements. They are instead improving their 
data processing and word processing skills. Schools are competing with each other to get 
newer, more and more expensive machines without addressing how they are affecting 
pupils' attitudes. Computers as so called teaching tools or machines cannot function 
without the help of teachers. Pupils are moving away from computers due to their lack of 
interest in learning about them. They see them as just another lesson. 
A change in learning can be seen as a change in behaviour. Associating new infonnation 
with prior knowledge can facilitate the learning process, making it easier for the learner 
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to store information in their long term memory where there are links to personal 
expenence and knowledge. The change could be an increased or decreased capability for 
some type of performance. Pupils' attitudes towards the use of ICT need to bechanged. 
Attitudes towards computers can be determined by the affective or emotional component 
which contains different cognitive factors of pupils' attitude/behaviour, and then by 
considering whether the pupils' feelings and willingness in general were negative or 
positive towards the subject. The researcher concluded that educational software could 
make a difference to learning about different types of software but not to pupils' attitudes 
towards the use of computers. Educators are trying to provide a better educational 
environment, with better machines and tools but have been not giving any substantial or 
serious thought towards the children themselves (i. e. how can we make them confident 
and motivated and create positive attitudes towards computers in our schools) or about 
the overall experience of school in which ICT is embedded. 
They do not appear to be greatly interested in using databases and also do not have much 
understanding of databases. They are not very confident even in using spreadsheets other 
than how they can be incorporated into using other advanced databases. Lack of pupil 
interest and lack of time do not allow pupils to use computer in school. There is no doubt 
that children acquire a curiosity about the world and their immediate physical 
environment from the primary stage which is not satisfied in schools. In primary schools 
pupils could become able to work with simple interface equipment to carryout tasks such 
as controlling a 'turtle' or switching lights, buzzers and switches, but pupils in secondary 
schools are not encouraged to identify appropriate software packages for specific tasks or 
applications. They are not able to identify the advantages and limitations of data handling 
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programmes and do not recognise when these offer solutions to a problem of data 
handling. 
However, ICT cannot make pupils concentrate their attention on specific skills for short 
periods of time. The repetitive nature of this approach can be tedious and students 
quickly become disenchanted with their course. No essential change to the way lessons 
delivered in schools has been seen. Computers are being used for many purposes such as 
drill and practice, simulations, learning new material, as a tool, as a medium to enhance 
leaming, but they are still not fully integrated into the curriculum as a whole. Pupils 
interpret the experience of using computers as just another lesson. 
Pupils are unsure how they are benefiting from computers and schools themselves are not 
sure why they are making children learn about computers. As can be deduced from the 
research pupils are not motivated in their attitudes and behaviour towards the use of 
computers in school. There is a growing use of computers in schools although many 
schools have resources which include both old and new machines. However, the central 
use of computers to enhance learning in schools still far away. All depends on the pupils 
and their attitudes. They seem do not show great interest in learning about computers 
although they show more interest in the use of Internet applications and playing games. 
The development of software is linked to the development of hardware. The simple 
programmes prepared for the BBC machines now look unsophisticated and old 
fashioned. Very little school specific software has been prepared by the software 
manufactures for more advanced modem computers. It has previously been pointed 
out that the reason for this is the lack of financial reward from school based software 
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in comparison to the large sums of money that can be obtained from business type 
software (and from games). Most of the new software in schools is menu driven. A 
busy person in school, such as a teacher, may get only a certain amount of 
understanding from a package sufficient to satisfy the immediate needs, but is not able 
to utilize the package completely. Pupils do not show an interest in using the 
packages. They are not very keen to learn about computers in schools for academic 
purposes. This could be due to the complexity of the software, pupils' altemative 
interests, the absence of motivation, enjoyment and commitment towards the use of 
the computers. 
As derived from the analysis of both qualitative and quantitative data, computer use in 
most of the schools is associated with work rather than pleasure. Pupils have a mixture of 
positive and negative attitudes towards computers. On the whole, pupils expressed 
positive views to the researcher when she asked them "What do you think about 
computers"? They commented that they enjoyed learning about computers and that 
computer skills were not hard to learn, but they still had some difficulties in dealing with 
them. Most of them m, entioned that they wanted the school to provide them with more 
time to practice. If not, they would be left with two choices. One is to join a private 
computer institute and the other is to buy a home computer. Children of low-income 
parents who could not afford either of the two choices would be disadvantaged. One of 
the pupils commented "What I learn this week I forget by the next week, because the 
time between the two lessons is long". Another pupil said "I asked my parents to buy me 
a computer for my birthday but they couldn't afford to get one". Despite the general 
malaise demonstrated by their attitudes to school, there remained recognition that 
learning how to use computers is an important skill. Unfortunately, this learning is not 
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associated with school. 
Computers in school should be used as a tool for playing as well as for learning, thereby 
increasing pupils' pleasure and familiarity with their use. This will develop better 
attitudes, confidence, ability and self-motivation with regard to computers and greater 
confidence in using them. These process skills will stand pupils in good stead for later 
life. 
On the whole most students perceived school as a necessary waste of time. They are sent 
to learn but whilst they submit to the work of school they do not express much pleasure 
or commitment. ICT is affected by this attitude. Many students do not enjoy or even 
understand ICT. They would rather socialise with their friends than apply themselves to 
learning how to use the new technology. 
Summary 
The evidence leads to certain conclusions. In order for learning to be effective several 
conditions are necessary. 
sA non-threatening learning environment for active learning to take place in which 
pupils can propose and test out ideas. The delivery needs to be supportive, while still 
evaluating their efforts. Computers do not in themselves provide a friendly and non- 
threatening enviromnent for each pupil whether working individually or in a group. 
This is partly because many pupils fear losing their work if they strike a wrong key 
by mistake or cannot log on easily. Machines in schools tend to be old and slow so 
there is also a fear of missing their work or not completing their work on time. 
N Schools need to be involved in the learning process in order to maximize the 
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possibilities for active leaming. Both teachers and pupils have to establish some 
common goals about how learning is to take place. Pupils cannot easily work through 
each step in certain topics or jump several steps because they do not have enough 
time and do not always understand their tasks properly. 
m Leamers should be provided with the opportunity to take decisions about the content 
of their own learning. This process of learning with computers does not at the 
moment give learners an opportunity to choose what they want to learn, evaluate their 
learning and decide about further directions in which they wish to move. However, 
they can display their learning to others easily. Pupils cannot go on and learn beyond 
what they have already learned in the classroom. They only do what they are told to 
do by their teachers. 
0 Direct skill teaching provides opportunities to participate in group work in addition to 
some cooperation and negotiation of direct skills. Using a computer to learn the skills 
can become a mechanical routine rather than a creative one. Pupils can learn skills of 
reading, typing, playing games, e-mail and using the Internet but computers remain 
part of the standard teaching process 
0 The learning process needs to be set within the context of everyday life so that 
understanding concept is likely to be understood for longer. It is probable that all 
pupils will have to use computers at some stage at their working life, but they do not 
find their work pleasurable, enjoyable or even interesting for most of the time. 
The overall aims of the study have been to investigate and compare the modes of 
computer use in secondary schools and evaluate the effects on pupils' attitudes 
towards computers. In the course of the study this researcher has sought to achieve 
these aims by: 
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m identifying the present mode(s) of computer use in secondary schools 
m reviewing previous research and relevant literature regarding the use of computers 
v examining pupils' attitudes towards computers 
n identifying factors that affect pupils' attitudes towards computers. 
From the researcher's point of view, the qualitative approach provided data which 
gave a clearer picture of what was happening in schools concerning computer use. On 
the other hand, the quantitative approach provided evidence about the ways in which 
computers are used in schools. The conclusions that the researcher is able to describe 
in this chapter reflect the importance of the evidence which the qualitative and 
quantitative approaches have provided. 
The findings of the present study indicate that there are three uses of computers in 
schools: learning about computers in computer studies (academic); learning from 
computers in CAL or IT (cross-curricular) and learning with computers or to be able 
to use computers in IT (vocational). The findings from this study are listed below. 
a The main method of computer use has been shown to be learning about computers 
as an academic subject. However, this situation is changing towards using ICT in 
special lessons and then applying the skills leamt through ICT into other subjects 
of the school curriculum. 
0 Most computers in schools are confirmed to specialist areas rather than being 
pervasive. Most schools still rely on 'computing' skills courses. 
6 The majority of schools use computers for purposes such as in drill and practice, 
tutorials and simulations. Computers are used in schools as a tool such as in word- 
processing, spreadsheets, graphics, database and desk-top-publishing. 
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n Computers can be used in most schools to develop problem solving strategies, 
communication, measurement and control, logical thinking, modelling, handling 
information and evaluation of applications but most of these strategies have not 
been developed. 
The researcher considers that it would be advisable to move towards using computers 
across the curriculum subjects. The issues relating to this solution include the need for 
in-service training for teachers to do the job, the availability of more funds and good 
quality software. Pupils have not acquired positive attitudes towards their competence 
in using computers inside or outside school. 
The possible reasons are that: 
1. ICT courses are set up to be mainly practical, while computer studies courses are 
designed to capture higher ability pupils' interest in computers and encourage 
them to go on to higher education with some theoretical knowledge about 
computers and hardware; 
2. ICT courses are set up for pupils of all abilities. Computer studies courses are 
designed for more able pupils. 
The findings of the pupils' questionnaire, demonstrate a negative attitude towards 
computers. Interviews were carried out with selected pupils in order to obtain further 
evidence relevant to the factors that affect pupils' attitudes towards computers. Pupils' 
willingness to accept computer technology or reject it may be affected by their 
attitudes. Therefore, it is important that pupils' attitudes and beliefs about computers 
are understood and taken into consideration. 
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Although computers were in more use across the curriculum the provision of ICT 
across the curriculum is not uniform. The National Curriculum requires computers to 
be used across all subjects of the school curriculum, but at the moment this is not 
widespread. 
One of the aims set out in the introduction was to make explicit conclusions and 
recommendations. The researcher has identified following recommendations: 
m Increased encouragement should be provided for teachers who are willing to use 
computers in their subjects. 
v Educational games should be encouraged and used in schools by pupils at least in 
their free time; for the time being ICT is used in some subjects of the school 
curriculum and by some teachers. There is supposed to be a move towards using 
ICT in all subjects within the curriculum as recommended by the NC. 
m Teachers should consider using ICT facilities in their subjects More teachers 
should become computer competent so they can demonstrate the use of the 
teaching in every subject area and become natural part of the teaching and life; if 
ICT facilities are used competently in school, then there would be no need for 
separate ICT. Each subject teacher must not only be competent in using the 
equipment but must also be proficient in using it in her/his teaching. 
Limitations of the study 
Computers, and schools, are constantly evolving. Whilst the pupils could accept the 
importance of computers in their lives, including at home, they found the delivery in 
schools boring. The research was carried between the years 2002 and 2004, and the 
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findings whilst valid, are always subject to change. The essential empirical message is 
clear, that there is a gap between the hopes for computing and the reality. We cannot 
really enhance ICT without facing up to this. 
This is,, however, what teachers are constantly doing. There is pressure on schools to 
change. Whilst the sample of schools took in a wide socio-economic range it could be 
that the particular local authority is less advanced than elsewhere in the country. 
14.3. How have things changed since the data were collected? 
Key Stage 3 National Strategy has become more embedded in the school. The purpose 
of this strategy is to encourage teachers to develop best practice. Key Stage 4 
Statutory requirements require ICT to be part of a small core of compulsory subjects 
(Qualification and Curriculum Authority 2004). 
The Department for Education and Skills (2004) wrote that 
"The past five years have seen a slow but steady improvement in 
pupils' achievements in ICT capability, the quality of teaching, and 
the leadership and management of ICT ... The complementary use 
of ICT across subjects, however, has been slow to develop and is 
uneven across schools and subjects ... "(p. 2) 
It is to be hoped that, whilst progress has been slow, the many efforts to address the 
problems, often deeply embedded in the schools, will be successful. 
14.4. Ideas for further research? 
a To explore pupils use of computers at home. 
a To look at schools which are trying to embed computers in all lessons. 
a To explore different types of software, from pupils point of view. 
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Appendix A 
Pilot Study Questionnaire 
Dear Students: 
Please fill this questionnaire in rapidly and honestly. The results will be treated as 
anonymous and confidential and your help is greatly appreciated for this important 
research. 
Gender: M Fý 
F El 
No. Questions Yes No For Office 
use only 
I How many days on average per week are you asked 
to use computers in school? 
El IE 13 
or more El 
2 Do your teachers give you instructions before you 
start to work on computers in the classroom? 
El 
3 Do you use computers for pleasure in school? 
4 Do you use computers in school only for academic 
work? 
El 
5 Do you play games on the computers in school? 
6 Do you find computers interesting to use in school? 
7 Do you use computers individually in the 
classroom? 
8 Do you prefer to use computers individually? El 
9 Do you usually work with computers in groups in 
classroom? 
F-I 
10 Do you learn to use computers better by sharing with 
other pupils? 
El 
I Do you have the access to Microsoft word on your 
uter? 
F-I 
12 Do you use computers in the school library for the 
library catalogue? 
369 
No Questions Yes No For Office 
use only 
13 Do you use computers in English? EJ 
14 Do you use computers in Mathematics? EJ 
15 Do you use computers in Science subjects? 
16 Do you use computers in History? 
17 Do you use the computers in Economics? El 
18 Do you use the computers in Home Economics? El 
19 Do you use computers in Geography? 
El 
20 For how many hours do you use computers in the 
school approximately per week? 
r T] F-2] 3 or more 
21 Do you use computers for drawing pictures? El 
22 Do you think that using a computer is more 
interesting than other methods of learning? 
El 
23 Do you have a computer at home? El 
24 Do you use it daily at home? El 
25 Is the computer you use at home your own? EJ 
26 Do you use computer to do your homework? Ej 
27 Do you think that it is more interesting to use a 
computer at home than in school? 
El 
28 Do you use computer for playing games at home? 
29 An average how much time you use computer at the 
home per day approximately? 
30 Occasionally. El 
31 Several times. E: ] ::: 
32 One hour per day. 
33 Two hours per day. 
34 Three hours per day. 
Do you use the Internet 
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No Questions Yes No For Office 
use only 
36 Do you use computer to e- mail your friends9 EJ 
37 Do you think that you can get more information by 
using computers than by other means e. g.; books, 
teachers? 
38 Do you think using computers is a waste of time? El 
39 Do you think that by the use of computer you can 
save time? 
40 Do you always save your work on the computer? If 
so on 
41 
On hard drive [On floppy 
El 
42 Is it easy for you to find previous work? El 
43 Is the computer you use at home compatible with the El 
computers you use in the school? 
44 Do you think that it is easy to do work using 
computer than using work sheets and books? 
45 Do you think that the use of computers makes you El 
more creative? 
46 Do you think that the use of computers is boring? El 
47 Do you think that the use of computers is tiring? 11 
48 Do you think that it is very important to learn the use El 
of computers? 
49 Do you think that leaming to use computers will be 
helpful for your future? 
50 Do you enjoy using computers? EJ 
Thank you very much for your cooperation. 
The Researcher 
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Appendix B 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
SCHOOL (1) 
YEAR GROUP (9) 
)0- Please help us by answering these questions by putting a tick in 
the boxes on the questionnaire as shown PI 
For some questions you will have to put a tick in just one box, 
but for others you may put a tick in more than one 
Please read the questions carefully and answer according to 
your own opinion 
Your help is greatly appreciated and your opinion taken 
seriously. The information will remain confidential and 
anonymous. 
);; ý- NOTE : Please use the lead pencil only. 
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1) Do you use computers in school? 
A) Yes 
B) ..... No 2) What type of computers do you use in school? (Please tick all that applies). 
A) PC (Windows machine) 0 
B) Acorn 0 
Q Macintosh 0 
D) Others (please specify .......................................... ....... 3) Please indicate on average for how many hours per week you usuall y use 
computers in school (Please tick only one). 
A) I hour El 
B) 2 hours 0 
Q3 hours 0 
D) 4 hours El 
E) 5 hours 0 
4) Do your teachers give you instructions before you start to work on computers 
in school? 
A) Yes 0 
B) No 0 
5) If 'YES' do they give you instructions: (Please tick only one). 
A) Always El 
B) Frequently 0 
Q Sometimes 0 
D) Hardly Ever 0 
E) Never 0 
6) What ways do they give instructions? (Please tick all that applies). 
A) Writing on boards El 
B) Handing out help sheets 0 
Q On screen help 0 
D) Verbal instructions 0 
7) If your teachers give instructions, do they give them Please tick all that 
applies). 
A) Individually 0 
B) In small groups (3-5 individuals) 0 
C) In large groups (5 and above) 0 
D) To the whole class El 
E) As you need help 0 
8) Do you use computers in school for playing games? 
A) Yes 0 
B) No 0 
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9) If you play games in school which type of games do you play? (Please tick all 
that applies). 
A) Educational games 0 
B) Role play 0 
C) Action games 0 
D) Strategy games 0 
E) Sport based games 0 
10) If you play games in school when are you allowed to do so? (Please tick all 
that applies). 
A) During ICT lessons 0 
B) During other lessons 0 
C) Outside lessons 0 
D) In the library 0 
E) In computer clubs 11 
11) If you find it pleasurable what reasons make it so? (Please tick all those apply). 
A) Using them for work 11 
B) Using Internet 0 
C) Playing games 0 
D) Using E-mail 0 
E) Chatting ( Chat room on the Internet) El 
12) Do you find using computers interesting in school? 
A) Yes 0 
B) No 0 
If WIESI to questi on 12, then answer questions 13,14,15, and 16. If 'No' then 
go to question 'No'17. 
13) How interesting is using computers in school? (Please tick only one). 
A) Very interesting 0 
B) Quite interesting 0 
C) Interesting 0 
D) Slightly interesting 0 
E) Not interesting at all 0 
14) Why do you find using computers interesting in school? (Tick all that applies). 
A) I can do more work 
B) I can work faster 
Q They give lot of information 
D) They make me think differently 
E) They give me different information than I can get elsewhere 0 
F) They make my work look better 0 
G) I get better marks 0 
15) In which period do you find using computers most interesting? (Please tick one). 
A) During ICT lessons El 
B) During other lessons 11 
C) Between lesson 0 
D) After school 0 
E) In computer clubs 0 
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16) In which period do you find using computers least interesting? (Please tick only 
one). 
F) During ICT lessons 11 
G) During other lessons 0 
H) Between lesson 0 
1) After school 0 
J) In computer clubs 11 
17) If you don 't find them interesting to use? (please tick all that applies). 
A) They are easy to understanding 0 
B) Tasks are too difficult 0 
Q Tasks are too easy D 
D) We are always doing the same tasks 0 
E) We could complete the work in another way 0 
F) Teachers use them in boring ways 0 
G) I don't like computers 0 
18) In school do you use computers? (Please tick all that applies). 
A) Individually 0 
B) In two's 0 
C) In small groups (3-5 individual El 
D) In large groups (5 and above 
E) Whole class 
19) Would you prefer to use computers in school? (Please tick only one). 
A) Individually 0 
B) In two's 0 
C) In small groups (3-5 individual 0 
D) In large groups (5 and above 
E) Whole class 
20) Do you learn best on computers in school when using them: (Please tick one). 
A) Individually 0 
B) In two's 11 
C) In small group (3-5 individual) El 
D) In large groups (5 and above) 0 
E) Whole class 0 
21) Do you stu dy ICT as a separate subject in school? 
A) Yes 0 
B) No 0 
22) How many ICT subject lessons do you have in school every week? (Please tick 
one). 
A) One lesson 0 
B) Two lessons 0 
C) Three lessons 11 
D) Four lessons El 
E) Five lessons 0 
F) None El 
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23) How many hours do you do ICT as a separate subject in school every week? 
(Please tick one). 
A) Not at all 
B) Up to I hour 
Q Between I and 2 hours El 
D) Between 2 and 3 hours 0 
E) Between 3 and 4 hours 0 
F) Over 4 hours 11 
24) What do you use computers for in school? Please tick all that apply. 
A) Word processing 0 
B) Spread sheets 0 
C) Internet 0 
D) Drawing pictures 0 
E) Power point 0 
F) E-mail 0 
G) Databases 0 
H) Others (please specify) ............................................ 25) How long do you use computers outside ICT lessons per week in school? (Please 
only one). 
A) Not at all El 
B) Up to I hour 0 
Q Between I and 2 hours 0 
D) Between 2 and 3 hours 0 
E) Between 3 and 4 hours 11 
F) Between 4 and 5 hours 0 
26) When you have finished how do your save your work in school? (Please tick all 
that applies). 
A) Hard drive D 
B) Zip drive 0 
Q Floppy disk 0 
D) To the file server 11 
E) Don't know how to save my work 0 
F) Others (please specify) .......................................... 27) Do you find using computers in school: (please tick only one). 
A) Very enjoyable 11 
B) Enjoyable 11 
Q Neither enjoyable or un-enjoyable 0 
D) Not enjoyable 0 
E) Not enjoyable at all 11 
28) Do you use a computer at home? 
A) Yes 0 
B) No 0 
C) 
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29) Who owns the computer at home? (Please tick only one) 
A) Father 
B) Mother 
Q Brother 
D) Sister 
E) You El 
F) We share a family computer 0 
G) Others (please specify) ...................................... ..... 30) What type of computer do you use at home? (Please tick all that applies). 
A) PC (Windows machine) 
B) Acorn 
Q Macintosh El 
D) Others ( please specify) ................................................ .............. 31) Is the computer you use at home compatible with the computer you use in the 
school? (Can you move work between them). 
A) Yes 0 
B) No 0 
11) How often do you use computer at home? (Please tick only one). 
A) Daily El 
B) Weekly El 
Q Monthly El 
D) Not at all El 
33) How many hours do use computers at home daily? (Please tick onl y one). 
A) Not at all El 
B) Up to I hour 0 
C) Between I and 2 hours 11 
D) Between 2 and 3 hours El 
E) Between 3 and 4 hours 0 
F) Over 4 hours 0 
34) In what ways do you use the computer at home? Please tick all th at apply). 
A. Word processing 0 
B. Spread sheets El 
C. Internet El 
D. Drawing pictures 
E. Power point 
F. E-mail 11 
G. Games 0 
H. Others (please specify) ................................................... 
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35) When you have finished how you do save your work at home? (Please tick all 
that applies). 
A. Hard drive 
B. Floppy disk El 
C. Zip drive 0 
D. Don't know how to save 0 
36) Is finding what you have saved before: (please tick only one). 
A) Very easy 0 
B) Easy 0 
Q Neither easy nor difficult 0 
D) Difficult El 
E) Very difficult 0 
37) Is using a computer at home: (please tick only one). 
A) Very interesting 11 
B) Interesting 0 
Q Neither interesting nor boring El 
D) Boring 0 
E) Very boring 11 
If you find using computer interesting at home, then answer to question (38). 
If you do not find it interesting to use at home then go to question (39). 
38) Why it is more interesting to use computer at home than in school? (Please tick all 
that applies). 
A) I can work at my own pace 0 
B) I can decide what to do 11 
Q No time limit 0 
D) I decide when to do the work 0 
E) I have access to more interesting material 
39) Do you use computers at home for playing games? 
A) Yes 0 
B) No 0 
40) If you play games at home which type of games do you play9 please tick all that 
apply) 
A) Educational games 0 
B) Role play 0 
Q Action games 0 
D) Strategy games 0 
E) Sport based games 0 
41) How do you feel about using computers at home? (Please tick only one). 
A) Enjoy a lot 0 
B) Enjoy 11 
Q Neither Enjoy nor dislike 0 
D) Dislike 0 
E) Dislike a lot 0 
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42) Do you think that by using computers compared to other means e. g.; books and 
teachers, you can get: (please tick only one). 
A) Much more information 0 
B) More information 0 
Q The same information 0 
D) Less information 0 
E) Not much infon-nation 0 
43) Do you think that using computers is: (please tick only one). 
A) A total waste of time 0 
B) A bit of a waste of time 0 
Q Neither a waste of time nor a good use of time 0 
D) A good use of time 0 
E) A very good use of time 0 
44) Do you think that by using computers you can save: (please tick on ly one). 
A) A great deal of time 0 
B) A lot of time 0 
Q Sometime 0 
D) A little time 11 
E) No time at all 0 
45) Do you think that using a computer rather than worksheets or books to perform a 
task is: (please tick only one). 
A) Very easy 0 
B) Easy 0 
Q Neither easy nor difficult 11 
D) Difficult 0 
E) Very difficult 0 
46) Do you think that using a computer is: (please tick only one)? 
A) Very exciting 0 
B) Exciting 0 
Q Neither exciting nor un exciting El 
D) Not exciting 11 
E) Not exciting at all 0 
47) Do you think that using a computer is: (please tick only one). 
A) Very tiring 0 
B) Tiring 0 
Q Neither tiring nor un tiring 0 
D) Not tiring 0 
E) Not tiring at all 0 
48) If you find it tiring to use computers why is this? (Please tick all that applies). 
A) The Monitor 0 
B) The Chair El 
Q The Mouse 0 
D) The Desk 0 
E) The keyboard 0 
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F) Others (please specify) .......................................... 11 49) Which part of your body experienced discomfort? (Please tick all that apply) 
A) Eyes 0 
B) Neck 0 
Q Wrist 0 
D) Hands 0 
E) Back 0 
F) Others (Please specify) ............................................ 50) How worthwhile is it to use computers: (please tick only one). 
A) Very worthwhile El 
B) Worthwhile 
C) Neither worthwhile nor un-worthwhile 
D) Not worthwhile D 
E) Not worthwhile at all 0 
51) Do you think that using computers is important? 
F) Yes 0 
G) No El 
52) If 'YES' how would you rate the importance of using computers: 
A) Very important 0 
B) Important El 
C) Neither important nor unimportant El 
D) Not really important 0 
E) Not important at all 0 
53) How helpful is learning to use computers for your future: 
A) Very helpful 0 
B) Helpful El 
C) Neither helpful nor unhelpful 0 
D) Unhelpful 0 
E) Very unhelpful 0 
54) Do you also use computers in subjects other than 1ICT' in school? 
Yes El 
No El 
55) If 'YES' please tick in the box for each of the following subjects that apply: 
A) English El 
B) Mathematics 0 
Q Science 0 
D) Physics 11 
E) Chemistry 0 
F) Biology 11 
G) Business Studies 0 
H) Physical Education 0 
1) Design Technology(DT) 0 
J) DT Food 0 
K) DT Textiles 0 
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56) 
57) 
L) History 
M) Geography 
N) Religious Education 
0) Art 0 
P) Spanish 0 
Q) Music El 
R) French El 
S) German El 
Do you u se the computer at home to do your home work? 
A) Yes 
B) No 
If 'YES' please tick in the box on the answer sheet for each of the following 
subjects that apply: 
A) Information Communication Technology 
B) English 
C) Science 
D) Mathematics El 
E) Physics El 
F) Chemistry El 
G) Biology El 
H) Business Studies 0 
1) Physical Education 0 
J) Design Technology(DT) 0 
K) DT Food 0 
L) DT Textiles 0 
M) History 0 
N) Geography 0 
0) Religious Education El 
P) Art 
Q) Spanish 
R) Music 
S) French 
T) German El 
Thank you very much for your cooperation. 
The Researcher 
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Appendix C 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
SCHOOL (1) 
YEAR GROUP (10) 
Please help us by answering these questions by putting a tick in 
the boxes on the questionnaire as shown Fý 
For some questions you will have to put a tick in just one box, 
but for others you may put a tick in more than one 
Please read the questions carefully and answer according to 
your own opinion 
); 0- Your help is greatly appreciated and your opinion taken 
seriously. The information will remain confidential and 
anonymous. 
); ý. NOTE: Please use the lead pencil only. 
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1) Do you use computers in school? 
Q Yes 0 
D) ..... No El 2) What type of computers do you use in school? (Please tick all that applies). 
E) PC (Windows machine) El 
F) Acorn 0 
G) Macintosh El 
H) Others (please specify ........................................................ .......... 3) Please indicate on average for how many hours per week you usually use computers 
in school (Please tick only one) 
F) I hour 
G) 2 hours 
H) 3 hours 
1) 4 hours 
J) 5 hours 
4) Do your teachers give you instructions before you start to work on computers in 
school? 
A) Yes 0 
Q No 0 
5) If 'YES' do they give you instructions: (Please tick only one) 
F) Always 0 
G) Frequently 0 
H) Sometimes 0 
1) Hardly Ever 0 
J) Never 0 
6) What ways do they give instructions? (Please tick all that applies). 
E) Writing on boards D 
F) Handing out help sheets 0 
G) On screen help 0 
H) Verbal instructions 0 
8) If your teachers give instructions, do they give them: -( Please tick all that 
applies). 
F) Individually 0 
G) In small groups (3-5 individuals) 0 
H) In large groups (5 and above) El 
1) To the whole class 
J) As you need help 
11) Do you use computers in school for playing games? 
Q Yes El 
D) No El 
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9) If you play games in school which type of games do you play.? (Please tick all 
that applies). 
F) Educational games 0 
G) Role play 11 
H) Action games 0 
1) Strategy games 0 
J) Sport based games 0 
10) If you play games in school when are you allowed to do so? (Please tick all that 
applies). 
F) During ICT lessons 0 
G) During other lessons 11 
H) Outside lessons 0 
1) In the library 0 
J) In computer clubs 11 
11) If you find it pleasurable what reasons make it so? (Please tick all that applies). 
F) Using them for work 0 
G) Using Internet 0 
H) Playing games 0 
1) Using E-mail 0 
J) Chatting ( Chat room on the Internet) 0 
12) Do you find using computers interesting in school? 
C) Yes 0 
D) No 0 
If IYIES' to questi on 12, then answer questions 13,14,15, and 16. If 'No' th en 
go to question 'No'17 
13) How interesting is using computers in school? (Please tick only one). 
F) Very interesting 0 
G) Quite interesting 11 
H) Interesting 0 
1) Slightly interesting El 
J) Not interesting at all 11 
14) Why do you find using computers interesting in school? (Tick all that applies). 
H) I can do more work 11 
1) 1 can work faster 0 
J) They give lot of information 0 
K) They make me think differently 0 
L) They give me different information than I can get elsewhere El 
M) They make my work look better El 
N) I get better marks 0 
15) In which period do you find using computers most interesting? (Please ti ck only 
one). 
K) During ICT lessons 0 
L) During other lessons 0 
M) Between lesson 0 
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N) After school 
0) In computer clubs 
17) In which period do you find using computers least interesting? (Please tick only 
one). 
P) During ICT lessons 
Q) During other lessons 
R) Between lesson 
S) After school El 
T) In computer clubs 0 
18) If you don't find them interesting to use? (Please tick all that applies). 
H) They are easy to understanding 0 
1) Tasks are too difficult 0 
J) Tasks are too easy 0 
K) We are always doing the same tasks 0 
L) We could complete the work in another way 0 
M) Teachers use them in boring ways 0 
N) I don't like computers 0 
19) In school do you use computers? (Please tick all that applies). 
F) Individually 0 
G) In two's 0 
H) In small groups (3-5 individual) 0 
1) In large groups (5 and above 
J) Whole class 
20) Would you prefer to use computers in school? (Please tick only one). 
F) Individually 
G) In two's 
H) In small groups (3-5 individual 
1) In large groups (5 and above) 
J) Whole class 
20) Do you learn best on computers in school when using them: (Please tick one). 
F) Individually 
G) In two's 
H) In small group (3-5 individual) 
1) In large groups (5 and above 
J) Whole class 
22) Do you stu dy ICT as a separate subject in school? 
Q Yes 
D) No El 
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23) How many ICT subject lessons do you have in school every week? (Please tick 
one). 
G) One lesson 0 
H) Two lessons 0 
1) Three lessons 0 
J) Four lessons 0 
K) Five lessons 0 
L) None 0 
23) How many hours do you do ICT as a separate subject in school every week? 
(Please tick one). 
G) Not at all El 
H) Up to I hour 0 
1) Between I and 2 hours 0 
J) Between 2 and 3 hours 0 
K) Between 3 and 4 hours 0 
L) Over 4 hours 0 
24) What do you use computers for in school? Please tick all that apply. 
1) Word processing 0 
J) Spread sheets 0 
K) Internet 0 
L) Drawing pictures El 
M) Power point 0 
N) E-mail 11 
0) Databases 0 
P) Others (please specify) ............................................ 26) How long do you use computers outside ICT lessons per week in school? (Please 
only one). 
G) Not at all 11 
H) Up to I hour 0 
1) Between I and 2 hours 11 
J) Between 2 and 3 hours 0 
K) Between 3 and 4 hours 0 
L) Between 4 and 5 hours 0 
26) When you have finished how do your save your work in school? (Please tick all 
that applies). 
G) Hard drive 0 
H) Zip drive 0 
1) Floppy disk 0 
J) To the file server 0 
K) Don't know how to save my work 0 
L) Others (please specify) .......................................... 
27) Do you find using computers in school: (please tick only one). 
F) Very enjoyable 0 
G) Enjoyable 0 
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H) Neither enjoyable or un-enjoyable 0 
1) Not enjoyable 0 
J) Not enjoyable at all 0 
28) Do you use a computer at home? 
D) Yes 0 
E) No 0 
30) Who owns the computer at home? (Please tick only one). 
H) Father 0 
1) Mother 0 
J) Brother El 
K) Sister El 
L) You 
M) We share a family computer 
N) Others (please specify) ........................................... 30) What type of computer do you use at home? (Please tick all that applies). 
E) PC (Windows machine) 11 
F) Acorn 0 
G) Macintosh 0 
H) Others (please specify) ........................................................ ...... 31) Is the computer you use at home compatible with the computer you use i n the 
school? (Can you move work between them). 
Q Yes 0 
D) No 0 
13) How often do you use computer at home? (Please tick only one). 
E) Daily 0 
F) Weekly El 
G) Monthly D 
H) Not at all 0 
34) How many hours do use computers at home daily? (Please tick only one). 
G) Not at all 0 
H) Up to I hour 0 
1) Between I and 2 hours El 
J) Between 2 and 3 hours 0 
K) Between 3 and 4 hours El 
L) Over 4 hours 0 
36) In what ways do you use the computer at home? Please tick all that applies). 
I. Word processing 0 
J. Spread sheets 0 
K. Internet 0 
L. Drawing pictures 0 
M. Power point 0 
N. E-mail 0 
0. Games 0 
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P. Others (please specify) .......................................... 37) When you have finished how you do save your work at home? (Please tick all that 
applies). 
E. Hard drive 0 
F. Floppy disk 0 
G. Zip drive 11 
H. Don't know how to save 0 
41) Is finding what you have saved before: (please tick only one). 
F) Very easy 0 
G) Easy 0 
H) Neither easy nor difficult 0 
1) Difficult 0 
J) Very difficult 0 
42) Is using a computer at home: (please tick only one). 
F) Very interesting 0 
G) Interesting El 
H) Neither interesting nor boring El 
1) Boring El 
J) Very boring 0 
If you find using computer interesting at home, then answer to question (38). 
If you do not find it interesting to use at home then go to question (39). 
43) Why it is more interesting to use computer at home than in school? (Please tick all 
that applies). 
F) I can work at my own pace 11 
G) I can decide what to do 0 
H) No time limit El 
1) 1 decide when to do the work El 
J) I have access to more interesting material 0 
44) Do you use computers at home for playing games? 
Q Yes 0 
D) No El 
45) If you play games at home which type of games do you play? please tick all that 
apply) 
F) Educational games 
G) Role play El 
H) Action games El 
1) Strategy games 0 
J) Sport based games 0 
42) How do you feel about using computers at home? (Please tick only one). 
F) Enjoy a lot 0 
G) Enjoy 0 
H) Neither Enjoy nor dislike 0 
1) Dislike 0 
J) Dislike a lot 0 
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46) Do you think that by using, computers compared to other means e. g.; books and 
teachers, you can get: (Please tick only one). 
F) Much more information 
G) More information 
H) The same information 
1) Less information 
J) Not much information 
47) Do you think that using computers is: (Please tick only one). 
F) A total waste of time 
G) A bit of a waste of time 
H) Neither a waste of time nor a good use of time 
1) A good use of time 
J) A very good use of time El 
48) Do you think that by using computers you can save: (Please tick only one). 
F) A great deal of time 
G) A lot of time 
H) Sometime 
I) A little time 
J) No time at all 
49) Do you think that using a computer rather than worksheets or books to perform a 
task is: (Please tick only one). 
F) Very easy El 
G) Easy 0 
H) Neither easy nor difficult L1 
1) Difficult 0 
J) Very difficult 11 
47) Do you think that using a computer is: (Please tick only one)? 
F) Very exciting 11 
G) Exciting 
H) Neither exciting nor un exciting 
1) Not exciting 
J) Not exciting at all 
48) Do you think that using a computer is: (Please tick only one). 
F) Very tiring 
G) Tiring 
H) Neither tiring nor un tiring 
1) Not tiring 
J) Not tiring at all 
49) If you find it tiring to use computers why is this? (Please tick all that applies). 
G) The Monitor 0 
H) The Chair 0 
1) The Mouse 0 
J) The Desk 0 
K) The keyboard 0 
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L) Others (please specify) .......................................... 
49) Vylich part of your body experienced discomfort? (Please tick all that apply) 
G) Eyes 0 
H) Neck 0 
1) Wrist 0 
J) Hands 0 
K) Back 0 
L) ...... Others (Please specify) ............................................ 51) How worthwhile is it to use computers: (please tick only one). 
H) Very worthwhile 0 
I) Worthwhile 0 
J) Neither worthwhile nor un-worthwhile 11 
K) Not worthwhile 0 
L) Not worthwhile at all 0 
53) Do you think that using computers is important? 
M) Yes 0 
N) No 0 
54) If 'YES' how would you rate the importance of using computers: 
F) Very important 0 
G) Important 0 
H) Neither important nor unimportant El 
1) Not really important 0 
J) Not important at all 0 
58) How helpful is learning to use computers for your future: 
F) Very helpful 0 
G) Helpful 0 
H) Neither helpful nor unhelpful 0 
1) Unhelpful 0 
J) Very unhelpful 0 
59) Do you also use computers in subjects other than 'ICT' in school? 
Yes 0 
No 0 
60) If 'YES' please tick in the box for each of the following subjects that apply: 
T) English 11 
U) Mathematics El 
V) Science 11 
W) Physics El 
X) Chemistry 0 
Y) Biology El 
Z) Business Studies 0 
AA) Physical Education 0 
BB) Design Technology(DT) 0 
CC) DT Food El 
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61) 
62) 
DD) DT Textiles 0 
EE) History 0 
FF) Geography 0 
GG) Religious Education 0 
HH) Art 0 
11) Spanish 0 
JJ) Music 0 
KK) French 0 
LL) German 
Do you use the computer at home to do your home work? 
C) Yes 
D) No 
If 'YES' please tick in the box on the answer sheet for each of the following 
subjects tha t apply: 
U) Information Communication Technology 11 
V) English 0 
W) Science 
X) Mathematics 
Y) Physics 
Z) Chemistry 
AA) Biology 
BB) Business Studies 
CC) Physical Education 
DD) Design Technology(DT) 
EE) DT Food 
FF) DT Textiles 
GG) History El 
HH) Geography 
11) Religious Education 
JJ) Art 
KK) Spanish El 
LL) Music El 
MM) French 0 
NN) German El 
Thank you very much for your cooperation. 
The Researcher 
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Appendix D 
Interview Questions (Standard Questions) 
m Would you like to tell me please which lesson you are coming from? 
m Do you like ICT? 
m Is it interesting to use ICT? 
m Would you like to tell me please how do you spend your time in school? 
m Would you like to tell me please what do you do for most of the time in school? 
Would you like to tell me please how much time do you actually spend working in 
school? 
Would you like to tell me please about your experience in school? 
m Would you like to tell me please why do you come to school? 
a Would you like to tell me please do you like to come to school? 
a Do you use the Internet in school? 
0 Are you allowed to use the Intemet? 
a Do you use computer as a separate subject in school? 
0 Do you think that computes are important? 
a Do you learn a lot from your teachers? 
0 Any thing else you want to say? 
a Do you think that is there any difference in using computers in school and at home? 
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Appendix E (Interview Transcripts) 
School No. 1 (Girl) 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please, how do you spend your time in school? 
Girl. I go to lessons, see my friends, I just like get on with my work and then, I 
have my timetable with my friends. At lessons I learn, but not all the time. 
Erm... I talk to my friends. Um... like play games and stuff, have a joke, have 
a laugh, messing about with my friends. 
Researcher. Do you mess about in your lessons? 
Girl. Yeah! I do. 
Researcher. How does your teacher react to this? Does he get annoyed? 
Girl. He just say's to be quiet or like stop talking. I don't listen to him, I just like 
having a laugh with my friends. 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please what do you think school is for? 
Girl. To learn, but also have fun, meet with your friends and get disciplined as well, 
by like the teachers 
Researcher. Why do you come to school? 
Girl. Urn ... why do I come to school? Erm ... because I enjoy it, I see my friends, being with them and having a laugh. I like some my lessons as well. But if I 
don't like the lesson I don't listen to the teachers, but so then I suppose I don't 
pay that much attention to the teachers. Just talk with my friends, being with 
them and having a laugh really. 
Researcher. What do you do for most of the time in school? 
Girl. I don't know, probably working. Erm... working and talking with my friends. 
Researcher. Which lesson are you coming from? 
Girl. IT 
Researcher. Do you like it? 
Girl. Yeah, I do. Erm... I have started to enjoy it more because of the work we are 
doing now. It was a bit boring at the beginning. Because I just talked and 
didn't pay attention. I know more than I used to, so now I am more used to it. 
Researcher. What do you do for most of the time in school? 
Girl. Erm... learn, get on with my mates and my work, I talk to my friends because 
they are like in my class. I just talk to them and have more fun. Have a laugh. 
Researcher. How much time do you actually spend working in school? 
Girl. I don't erm.... erm ... we have 5 
lessons each day and we like an hour of each 
lesson. And we spend probably 30 minutes working and the other half just 
doing registration, and finding out what the work is going to be about. And of 
the other time we mess about as well. Erm... erm... and during that we like 
erm... erm... we talk and stuff and you know. If I am away from my friends 
then I do my work but I don't enjoy it much. I don't like writing much or all 
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the time. I like drama because we do erm... like lots of different activities. I 
don't like to just erm... write all the time. 
Researcher. If you don't like to work then why do you come to school? 
Girl. Because I enjoy coming to school. If I won't go I would miss a all the good 
things schools give you. And then I'm not going to a good job, without having 
a good education. And how can I make new friends if I don't come to school. 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please about your experience in school? 
Girl. I enjoy everything about it. En-n ... I like the lessons, most of the people. Like in school people come from different other schools, Erm... because there is 
different races, nationalities who come to school. Not just the colour but the 
backgrounds as well. 
Researcher. You can friends at home on your street but why do you think that school is a 
good place to make friends? 
Girl. Because I spend a lot of my time in school, so I suppose I really need mates 
who are school to have a chat with and a laugh, otherwise it would probably 
boring. If my friends are not in school. Maybe I will concentrate less because 
you fell sorry for yourself and bored. Mates make you happier like you can 
have a laugh and a joke with them and erm... talk 
Researcher. Do you the Internet at home? 
Girl. At home I do. But at school we are not really allowed to use them in school. 
Researcher. Why are you not allowed to use the Internet at school? 
Girl. I don't know they just put a block on it. Erin... I have only been on it a couple 
of times this year. 
Researcher. Do you think its different using computers at home and at school? 
Girl. Yeah! Are home you free to do what you want. You're free to on any like erm 
web pages. Like you can play games and stuff at school you can't do that I 
can use the Internet when I want to and how as well. 
Researcher. Is there anything you want to tell me about your experience in school, friends 
and your work? 
Girl. I like to come to school. Not just because I am thinking of the future. I just 
like to come to school. Erin... it's good to socialize, to see your friends and to 
just have a laugh. 
Researcher. Anything else? 
Girl. No. 
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School No. 2 (Girl) 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please what do you do for most of the time I 
school? 
Girl. First I meet my friends at school. Then I go to class for registration and 
assembly for about 20 minutes. Then we have two lessons. Then we go for 
break, meet my friends. We might be late for next lesson. So time is taken out. 
We have a lesson for about 55 minutes. Then we have lunch break for an 
hour. Then we have two lessons. Registration again for about 10 minutes. 
Then we have two lessons and then its home time. 
Researcher. How much time do you spend in school? 
Girl. About 6.30 hours. We come to school at 8.50 and leave at 3.20. 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please how much time do you spend actually 
working in school? 
Girl. We come to school for about 6.30 hours. But in theory we work for about 4 
hours and 45 minutes. Lessons are about 55 minutes long, not actually a full 
hour. We waste some time changing lessons. Em... we might meet our friends 
on our way and walk around and go late to our lessons. An hour and 15 we 
have break and lunch. We actually waste some time and we don't go to lesson 
on time and if someone comes in later then the teacher has to start all over 
again and he gets annoyed. Ern ... so we have to waste some of our time if we 
or someone9s comes late. If they are late they have to make the time up the 
end. Like 5 minutes. Um... but we still waste 5 minutes of our time. 
Ern ... depending how late they were. So we do not work all the time in school. I talk to my friends and walk around the school. Um... we might go to library. 
Researcher. What do you do in library9 
Girl. UM ... urn... when we have spare time go to library and 
do homework. And 
use the computers in the library and those people who have not computer at 
home can use in the library. 
Researcher. How long do you use computers in school? 
Girl. Because we don't have the computers in our classroom we have separate 
computer room so it takes time. Like we have to leave our bags and go at the 
beginning of the lesson and at the end we have to go back to the next class. So 
like going there and going back to the lessons. Em ... then the teacher the IT 
person tells us what we need to do. It takes about 15-20 minutes. Sometimes 
he just go on and on and we only have left little bit of time to do our actual 
work. If the teacher didn't not go on for so long we might have more done and 
get more marks. We actually in the lesson use computers em ... em ... may be 
for 20 minutes. 
Researcher. Do you think the amount of time you spend on using computers is enough? 
Girl. Ern ... no I don't think 
its enough because like I said just like more and more 
staff coming about computers. You need a lot more time. If we had more 
practice on it we would be lot quicker and would know how to use it better. I 
think it should be I -hour everyday. 
Researcher. Do you use computer on its own in the school? 
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Girl. No, we don't have it as a separate subject. But if you want to pick it up as 
separate subject. Then you can pick it this year (in year 9) and you study it 
next year (year 10 and 11). That's all. 
Researcher. In which subjects do you use computers in school? 
Girl. Um ... it depends which lesson I have um ... because I could do the homework 
at school. But I will not if its long. 
Researcher. Which subjects do you like the most? 
Girl. I like PE because I like running around. Its better than just sitting down. And 
then I like History. And we use computers in History. Do search on the 
Internet. Because it's the best way of searching any subject and its easy to 
look up. 
Researcher. Are you allowed to use the Internet in school? 
Girl. Yeah! you need permission though to go on the Internet. Otherwise you are 
not allowed to do that without permission slip. Teachers can see what we are 
doing. Are we doing any work or not and if we are not doing our work they 
don't let us to use the Intemet. We can just use the WW W. Google. com. I just 
type it then press enter and get all the information. 
Researcher. Do you think that all those information you get from the Internet you can 
understand? 
Girl. Ern ... sometimes you think em ... this is what I didn't search for. But I don't know why this is come up and I don't understand it but sometimes it really 
helps you. 
Researcher. Do you get help from your teacher when you go onto the Internet? 
Girl. ]Em... no. you don't need help because the information is easily available. I 
don't need teachers. 
Researcher. If you think that you don't need teachers then why do you come to school? 
Girl. Ern ... to get an education, get certificate and go to college and university. Meet my friends because at home you just waste the time just watching TV. 
Em ... something 
like kids programmes come like 4.00 o' clock. Ern... when I 
come home from school. If my friends weren't there ern ... I probably wouldn't like to go to school. They make school and lesson as well more interesting. I 
go to school because when I finish school I can go to higher education. I can 
get a good job when I grow older. And I wouldn't go if my friends weren't 
there as much. I probably would go but not as often as much if they were 
there. Because they make more fun. I don't like teachers all the time because 
they are really horrible. They don't have nice attitude but some of them em... 
they are nice. If I come to just learn things em... it might be a waste of time. 
Researcher. Do you think schools are really a waste of time? 
Girl. Now I think but when I grow older then I probably regret if I didn't go to 
school. Em... em ... I can understand now 
but some people might not 
understand that. 
Researcher. Do you think that you learn a lot from your teachers? 
Girl. No, ern ... it is their 
job to like learning subjects to us but its upto the teachers 
if they can make it interesting to us. Like and if they if they are nice in nice 
mood, um... and they got nice personality and they will. If they are boring and 
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horrible then you don't learn that much. Because they don't interesting to 
learn. 
Researcher. Do you think that all teachers are same? 
Girl. No, not all some teachers might make it interesting to learn. We do learn from 
them but not a lot 
Researcher. What do you think that how they cam make it interesting? 
Girl. If they will involve group like I work with my friends then that's lot more 
interesting because I can work and talk as well. If teachers know we are 
talking then it doesn't matter because they also know that you are also 
working and talking so it doesn't matter. So they are happy we are happy. 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please about your experience of using computers in 
school and at home? 
Girl. Its easy because I learn stuff at home and come to school and use it. I like 
using computer at home you can do whatever you want and in school you do 
it for work. At home you can play games on computers. You can watch films. 
You can make like shop on line. I prefer to learn at school because more 
people of my age. But teachers make it boring. Its more boring in school than 
at home. I find it much more interesting at home. It is a lot more fun at home 
than working in school and listening to teachers. Its more boring and tiring in 
school than at home. 
Researcher. Do you think that computers are just associated with schools? 
Girl. No, you can probably learn it anywhere else like in evening classes. But I like 
to learn it at home because I like to use it own my own. Because I can get on 
faster on my own. 
Researcher. Do you think that leaming about computers is useful/important? 
Girl. Yeah! a lot. You can start your work as secretary on something. You can 
ern ... its so much easier looking to database in the computer and going through 
so many files. It saves you time. It is very important because like before a lot 
of people have been em ... their jobs have been cut because machines 
had 
replaced them and em ... that's probably that's gonna happen even more now 
and people can control them and understand properly. If they learn how to use 
computers. 
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School No. 3 (Boy) 
D- 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please how do you spend your time in school? 
Boy. I spend my time hanging about with my mates, playing football, playing rugby, 
messing about and stuff like that. Just messing about, going to the library and 
go to lessons. Some of the lessons are I really like and get on with them. Some 
of them are really boring like History, ICT Maths and Geography. I don't 
really like. I don't really get onwith them. 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please what do you do for most of the time in 
school? 
Boy. Ern ... most of the time in school, moss about with my friends, go to lessons. Some lessons are bit boring and just getting fed up with. And sometimes you 
get bored and you just don't really wanna work. So teachers should try to make 
in lessons more fun and interesting. Like you have been working a lot. You 
like to have some break during the lessons like watch video, discussion stuff 
like that because you just want break. I like to be with my friends in lessons. I 
think any body would. 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please what is school for? 
Boy. School for just meeting new people and for learning. Like if you just got few 
friends you can make new friends in school. I think its easier to make friends 
in school than its on your street. Like the people from your street if you know 
them they might go to a different school. You might not be able to talk to them 
as much you do with your friends in school. You can only go out at night 
really and at the weekend with the people on your street. But you like see your 
mates all the time in school. And em ... school is a big place so you can make lots of many friends. So yo are all right. Like if you fall off one of them you 
get lots of other to be with. Em ... I don't know what else to say. Researcher. Would you like to tell me please how much time do you actually spend 
working in school? 
Boy. Well! You come to school in the morning. You talk to your friends and then 
you go to some lessons but you don't work all the time. You have break in 
between, talk to your friends and you go back to do some work and talk to 
your friends. Then you have your dinnertime and you go out and play football 
and stuff like that. Then you have other lessons and talk to your friends half 
way through and then its time to go home. 
Researcher. What your teacher do when you talk in lessons? 
Boy. Well! Em... sometimes tells us off and gives us detention and staff like 
that. 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please about your experience in school? 
Boy. My experience in school is not too bad. Because I am enjoying it. But when 
you se people been bullied and stuff you just don't like it. But I am friend with 
people. I like to see every body smiling and laughing about. Just stuff like that 
and playing football. 
Researcher. Do you use the Internet in school? 
Boy. Em ... yeah! sometimes you can use the 
Internet in lessons like History and 
Geography. Sometimes you like it and sometimes you can really get fed 
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up with it. 
Researcher. Do you think that the information you get from the Internet are useful and you 
understand all? 
Girl. Em ... um ... sometimes but all the time. Like sometimes you can take it in. But 
other times you can't because some of it is really difficult to understand. 
Researcher. Do you use computer at home? 
Boy. Yeah! I use my computer at home. most of the time I am on the Internet so I 
am always talking to people on chat site and stuff. 
Researcher. Do you think that is there any difference in using computers in school and at 
home? 
Boy. Ern ... em ... the difference is different atmosphere and you can relax at home. Sometimes you feel bit tense in school. 
Researcher. Do you think that learning to use computer is useful? 
Boy. Em ... no. Researcher. Why do you think its not useful to learn about computers? 
Boy. Em ... yeah! I don't know. Researcher. Do you think that computers are important? 
Boy. I don't know you can probably do with out computers. They are not very 
important. 
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School No. 4 (Boy) 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please how do you spend your time in school 
Boy. I meet up my friends at the beginning and then we walk for a bit, go to 
lessons. At break time I go to my form talk bit more about what we have 
gonna do after school, play football and cricket. I got some good friends 
hang about with them. Finding interesting talking to my friends in lessons 
otherwise its boring really like if no one to talk to. Sometimes we do mess 
about in lessons and have good time really. Like if the work is boring we 
talk about what we got to do and sometimes we make fun of each other. 
Researcher. When you talk in lessons what your teachers do? 
Boy. In lessons we are not suppose to talk. Teachers give us warnings and if we 
go the whole sequence it leads up to 40 minutes detention. That's it really 
and if carry on they write our names on board. 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please what do you do for most of the time in 
school? 
Boy. Play football and mess around in the ground. Spend most of my time with 
my friends but split up in some lessons. Find the lessons boring if I am split 
up because there is no friends to talk to. Schools are a good way of making 
friends and meet more people. My friends are good friends. I get on with 
them and play football with them. 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please what is school for? 
Boy. To get education, get along with every one, make new friends, messing 
about and socialising that's really important because as you grow older you 
need friends to help, to get go on if you struck or having hard time. You 
need your friends to socialise with them and tell them about your problems 
I think. 
Researcher. But you can make friends at home or on your street then why just in 
school? 
Boy. Because there are lots of people of different age groups. Where at home 
more younger people on your street. So its easy to make friends in school 
and there are different clubs and things and you can meet friends there as 
well. 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please hoe much time do you actually spend 
working in school? 
Boy. Usually 40 minutes lessons I spend about 25 minutes because when I have 
done my work I spend my time talking and messing about really. At break 
time I go to tuck shop with my friends, get some sweets and go back to 
lessons and at dinner sometimes its boring but we just talk and mess 
around really. Some lessons are boring I don't work hard in those lessons. 
Researcher. Would you like to tell me please about yourexperience in school? 
Boy. I think it's a good way of meeting people, getting education and I think its 
a good place to socialise as well. It's a big place, a lot of walking around to 
do as well. 
Researcher. Do you use a computer at home? 
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Boy. Yeah! 
Researcher. Do you think that is there any difference in using computers in school and 
at home? 
Boy. Em ... well! In school we just do work typing things but at home I play on 
computer games and talk to my friends on the Internet. 
Researcher. Do you think that learning to use computer is useful? 
Boy. Um ... yeah you can say but I don't know. Researcher. Do you think that computers are important? 
Boy. Yeah! but very important. 
Researcher. Any thing else do you want to say? 
Boy. No, not really. 
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Appendix F 
Computer, Schools and Home 
This is an example of the rich extra material which cannot fit into the confines of the 
thesis 
Introduction 
As this study pupils attitude towards the use of computers, the effective reactions in school 
and at home were also examined. Analysis of information gathered thus for supports the 
researchers hypothesis that ICT has still not been fully integrated into the education system 
and does not support students learning strategies in any meaningful manner. Moreover it 
appears that a fully and complete overhaul of teaching and learning styles would be 
necessary in order to bring about a full integration. The effective teaching and learning 
strategies for ICT require planning, performance, maintaining and evaluation in those 
schools where students are able to access ICT. 
There has been a growth of literature exploring the difference in attitudes towards using 
computers at home. Most of this research has been constrained by the availability of home 
computers to the user, the quality of that equipment to that used in school. 
Fiona Smith and John Barker (2002); conducted a research on the out of school clubs at the 
boundary of home and school. In their research they found that pupils overwhelmingly 
conceptualized the out of school club as a place for fun and play and stressed that the 
techniques used should also be fun. Interestingly, they were adamant that the methods 
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associated with schools; in particular those involving writing (including story writing and 
answering questions using a medium of questionnaire) should be avoided (In Rosalind 
Edward, 2002, p60). 
At present students do not experience the kind of stimulating learning environment which 
makes learning an enjoyable, interesting and pleasurable experience in school and the 
schools themselves do not offer the potential to use ICT to optimum effect. In this study, 
pupils' attitudes towards using the computer and their reactions to learning from and 
working with computers in schools were examined in detail. Additionally attitudes 
concerning the availability and usage of home computers were also examined. 
Evidence drawn from both qualitative and quantitative data presents a different pattern. On 
the whole this study has demonstrated predominantly negative attitudes towards using 
computers in a school environment and towards schools themselves. 
Theoretical and practical experience of using computers 
In this part of the research the theoretical and practical experience of using computers, both 
in school and at home will be addressed. Attitudinal questions were asked about learners' 
perceptions and experience, including the amount of time spent in using computers, the 
precise use and subject of that usage and whether or not the user has found the experience 
more pleasurable at home or in school. 
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In this part of the study his is indeed the crux to deten-nine through qualitative and 
quantitative data to detennine the differences in attitude and identify the relationship 
between the computer and the user in both a home and school environment. 
The researchers wishes to identify if the computer is viewed as a valid instrument and if so is 
it perceived as a predominantly educational instrument or as an instrument that is 
transportable and compatible to other environments. From the interviews it is seen that 
students do express a difference in attitudes between home and computer. They appreciate 
the potential it offers for accessing information but value it as a home based apparatus where 
they can work more comfortably and explore differences between school directed and 
independent discoveries at home. 
Pupils who have a computer at home report that they use it primarily for entertairtment 
purposes (i. e. games) and although they also use it to prepare homework. For the most part 
these same pupils have a negative attitude towards using computers in school and find them 
neither useful nor important for study purposes. The first question concerns the use of 
computers at home. 
Do you use computer at home? 
Frequency Percentage 
Categories Ofthe 
(310) 
279 90.0% 
Yes 
No 31 10.0% 
Total 310 100.0% 
The results in the above table demonstrated that 90% of students, irrespective of gender, use 
a computer at home this is consistent with the results of the pilot study questionnaire which 
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confirmed that the majority of the children use a computer at home. Of the remaining 10% it 
is assumed that these children are those from a less fortunate socio-economic group, i. e. 
rather than choice. 
Types of computers used at home 
What type of computers do you use in school? 
Home School 
0 L) ( I. 0 Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
0. Of the (%) Of the 
Eý, (310) (310) 
PC (Windows) 276 89.0% 251 81.0% 
_ Acom 1 0.3% 39 12.6% 
_ Macintosh 2 0.6% 40 12.9% 
This table demonstrates that 89% of home computers are accessible to study participants 
have PC windows, whilst this percentage drops when compared to 81% of those computers 
in school. 
Is the computer you use at home compatible with the computer you use in the 
school? 
Frequency Percentage 
Categories Of the 
(310) 
Yes 276 89.1% 
No 34 10.9% 
In most cases (i. e. 89.1%) the home computers are compatible with equipment in the 
student's school. This strongly suggests that the school equipment provided is not better 
equipped or further upgrade than that in the home. Schools simply do not possess enough pp 
to date computer technology in order to deliver an enhanced learning service. 
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Helen L. Hollingworth and Susan Tyler Eastman (1997); observes that students have much 
more (and better) technology in their own homes than most teachers and administrators 
expect and significantly more than schools make available to students. They also note that a 
significant number of pupils not only possess a home computer but also a wide range of 
accessory technologies such as graphics software, scanners, fax machines and e-mail 
availability. 
Such accessories have become more and more widely available to students in their own 
home although, alas, not in their classroom. In order to help students prepare adequately for 
the world beyond school, school budgets must provide similar accessory technologies to 
those found at home if they are to give both students and teachers valid experience using 
electronic technologies. 
Time spent using home computers 
How often do you use computer at home? 
Home 
Frequency 
Ofthe 
(310) 
Percentage 
(%) 
Daily 205 66.1% 
Weekly 57 18.4% 
Monthly 17 5.5% 
Not at all 31 10.0% 
The above table demonstrates the comparison of time spent using home computers and those 
in school. Time factors play a significant role in learning in general and specific learning 
-1- about computers. As shown in the previous chapter, students on average have access to a 
computer in school for only once a week. However the amount of time spent in using ICT 
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rises significantly amongst home users. 66.1 % of students access their computers on a daily 
basis for a diverse range of activities as demonstrated later. 
How many hours do use computer at home daily? 
Home School 
On average how many hours per week? 
0 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Mean no. (0 a0 Of the Of the of hours 
*ý Q .0 
C-) (153) (310) per week. 
Up to I hour 16 5.3% 145 46.8% "l hour" 
Between I and 89 28.7% 96 31.0% "2 hours" 
2 Hours 
Between 2 and 103 33.2% 36 11.6% 1.93 "3 hours" 3 hours 
Between 3 and 35 11.3% 11 3.5% "4 hours" 
4 hours 
Between 4 and 11 3.5% 22 7.1% "5 hours" 
5 hours 
Between 5 and 25 8.1% 
6 hours 
33.2% of students spend between 2 and 3 hours on their computers daily. Only 5.7% of the 
16(310) reported that they use the computer for one hour. This still represents a great 
increase when compared to one hour per week in school. Some of these students (8.1 %) even 
report using their computer for between 5 and 6 hours per day. However some allowances 
should be made for what usage home equipment is accessed for - some work may very well 
be school related. 
Types of computers use in two different environments. 
Do you use computer at home for? 
Home School 
Categories 
Frequency 
Of the 
(310) 
Percentage Frequency 
Of the 
(310) 
Percentage 
"Word processing" 186 60.0% 272 87.7% 
"Spread Sheets" 59 19.0% 226 72.9% 
"Internet" 270 87.1% 219 70.6% 
"Drawing Pictures" 124 40.0% 114 36.8% 
"Power Points" 63 20.3% 142 45.8% 
"13-mail" 251 80.9% 109 35.2% 
"Playing games" 259 83.5% 77 24.8% 
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The above table compares the We of use that computers are accessed for in different 
environments. In school we can see that the majority of pupils concentrate on word 
processing and spread sheet work, followed very closely by Intemet activities whilst in 
school. Graphic representations (i. e. drawing or power point) are also popular with e-mail 
and game playing coming last on their list (probably due to difficulty of access with these 
subjects). 
In contrast these same two activities feature highly on home users activities, being beaten to 
No I slot only by Internet. In the home users applications we see also Word processing and 
Spreadsheet work but their frequency is significantly less than school. It may well be that 
both fields have some connection with course assignments. 
Type of games played in school and at home 
Which games do you play in school? 
Home 
School 
Categories Frequency 
Of the (153) 
Percentage 
(IYO) 
Frequency 
Of the 
(157) 
Percentage 
N 
'Educational Games' 67 21.6% 66 21.3% 
'Strategy games' 170 54.8% 51 16,5% 
'Action Games' 221 71.3% 46 14.8% 
Sports based games' 126 40.6% 34 
_ý4 - 
11.0% 
'Role play' 85 27.4% 17 
ý 
5.5% 
The researcher decided to probe further into the type of games played in school and compare 
the findings to those games of choice at home. Unsurprisingly the largest percentage of 
games played in school were those of a predominantly educational nature (21.3%). Role- 
playing games scored lowest at 5.5% which again may be due to lack of access to this 
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category. Additionally role-playing games usually require a significant investment in time 
and interest by the player- neither of which is usually condusive to the academic timetable. 
At home Action games take first priority, followed closely by strategy games (71.3% and 
54.8% respectively) with role playing coming last in favour in the home environment. This 
may well demonstrate an increasing development within both action and strategy games (i. e. 
" instant fix" results and a more blatantly competitive approach). Students' tastes may be 
more attracted to "shoot ern up" rather than puzzle solving. However it should be considered 
that many students demonstrated a certain element of social isolation outside of school. 
Action and strategy games can be played alone, but role play inevitably requires partners to 
play against. 
Use of computers more interesting at home than in the school environment 
Is using a computer at home: 
V 
Home School 
Frequency Percenta e 9 Frequency Percentage 
U Of the (%) Of the (%) 
(153) (157) 
Very interesting 144 46.5% 13 4.2% "Very Interesting" 
Interesting 106 34.2% 16 5.2% "Quite Interesting" 
Neither interesting 24 7.7% 108 34.8% "Interesting" 
nor boring 
Boring 2 . 
6% 83 26.8% "Slightly Interesting" 
Very boring 3 1.0% 90 29.0% "Not Interesting at all" 
Here the divide between home and school use grows ever wide. 46.5% of home users found 
computing very interesting which demonstrates a significant variance with school users of 
whom only 4.2% agreed with this view. This is a staggering anomaly and demonstrates a 
vast chasm of disinterest in how ICT is incorporated into the education process. 29% of 
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school users rated ICT as boring, "not at all interesting" as compared to 1% of home users. 
The home users experience of ICT is evidently a very different one from the child who only 
encounters computers in a school setting. The researcher decided to probe more deeply and 
attempt to identify the reasons for such an anomaly. 
The reasons of being computers more interesting at home than in the school 
It is more interesting to use computer at home than in school because: 
Home School 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percenta ge ""a A Of the Of the 
(310) (310) 
"I can work at my own pace" 203 65.5% ill 35.8% "1 can do my work" 
I can decide what to do" 178 5 7.4% 127 41.0% 1 can work fast" 
"No time limit" at home. 178 57.4% 114 36.8% "They give lot of 
information". 
I decide when to do the 139 44.8% 79 25.5% "They give me different 
work". infon-nation than I can get 
elsewhere" 
"I have access to more 152 49.0% 37 11.95 "They make me think 
interesting material". I I differently". 
Autonomy clearly represents an important factor, with 65.5% of home users citing this 
opinion as apposed to 41% of the school users. Making one's own decisions, setting one's 
own deadlines and accessing more interesting materials all score highly in the home users 
responses. By contrast "they (computers) make my work look better" is the highest scoring 
category amongst school users (50.6%) with the next highest scoring response being "I can 
work fast" (41.0%). Based upon these results it could reasonably be deduced that home users 
are more reactive personae. However, as has been mentioned earlier in this chapter not all 
students have access to home equipment and this will influence their response. 
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Feelings about using computer at home 
How do you feel about using computer at home? 
Home School 
C Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage " 10 C U Of the Of the 
44 
(310) (310) 
Enjoy a lot 141 45.5% 38 12.3% Very enjo able 
Enjoy 108 34.8% 133 42.9% Enjoyable 
Neither enjoy 27 8.7% 98 _ 31.6% Neither enjoyable 
nor dislike 
_ or un-enjoyable Dislike 1 
. 3% 23 7.4% Not enjo able Dislike a lot 1 2 . 6% 18 5.8% Not enjoyable at all 
Unsurprisingly home users compromise the largest group of those who find using computers 
very enjoyable (45.5%) however 42.9% of school users find the experience although 
onlyl2.3% go so far as to describe the experience as very enjoyable. On the whole, research 
on educational home computing has been electric, following no particular trend. Over the 
past 20 years various researchers and practitioners have pointed at issues in computer use at 
home. 
On the whole, research on educational home computing has been eclectic, following no 
particular trend. Over the past 15 years, various researchers and practitioners have pointed 
out issues in computers use at home (Caldell, 1986; Hunt, 1985) or potential connections 
between home and school computer use (Epstein, 1985; Schall and Skeele, 1995), but these 
discussions were only a sidebar to the larger research on educational technologies. (In 
Educational Technology Review (2002). 
The researcher feels that this research is still in it's infancy compared to other domains in 
which computers and learning have been studied. The equity implications of computing in 
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the home are particularly problematic. It can be argued that home computing already 
enhances socio-economic inequalities in access to education. Initiatives to provide home 
computers for children who do not already have them may help to balance the problem pf 
unequal access. However, parents of higher socio-economic status are more likely to support 
their children's computing activities and more likely to have the technological skill to 
support those activities. 
Difference between using computers in school and at home 
Students perceived a significant difference in their approach to using computers within the 
constraints of a classroom environment and the competitive freedom of experience when 
exploring IT at home. The researcher then turned the to difference in experience between 
using the computers at school and using the students' own computer at home. Most students 
commented on the comparative freedoms afforded at home and compared this unfavorably 
with the necessary restrictions imposed in the classroom. 
"... At home you are away from the stress of (the) teacher"... 
(Boy year 9) 
The choice of the word "stress" is an interesting one and, as we shall see, is a theme, which 
will be developed, in later interviews. 
One boy expresses this difference in a succinct and telling manner. 
"Em... a bit yeah! Because at school they are bit slow but at home 
you can go really on any website if your mum is not in the room. 
At home you can play games. So I do like to use computers at 
home". (Boy year 9) 
This student is well aware of the limits placed upon his autonomy at home ("if your mum is 
not in room") and also the possibility for transcending these limits. His tone of voice invites 
the researcher to collude with him and acknowledge that this is a reasonable and logical 
thing for him to do so. All children are by nature curious and the lure of the forbidden can be 
a heavy drug indeed. Perhaps recognising that he may have overstepped the boundaries of 
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self-protection he quickly adds that he uses the computer "to play games". In either case, the 
possibilities that modem technology offers are definitely not for study purposes! 
Another student is concerned with the "stress of teacher" and the domestic irritations which 
may be encountered at home. If one is not being overtly supervised by the tutor one can be 
just as easily distracted by the activities of one's siblings. Both types of intrusion are 
stressful and equally unwelcome in their own way. Interestingly this student misses the 
personal interaction when communicating by electronic mail. "It's not the same as talking 
about things". Once again there is no mention of using the computer at home for study 
purposes. 
"... Well they are both same really because at home you are away 
from the stress of teacher but in school you are with your friends 
and talking with them while you are working. At home you may 
be annoyed with your brother and sister and in school you can be 
annoyed with your teacher so they are both the same actually. But 
at home you can go on any website and in school they make you 
just go on certain websites and if you are at home you can go on 
like working websites and then afterwards you can go on miniclips 
for games. You can get lots of different games and its fun... " 
(Boy year 9) 
This student also finds IT studies stressful, both for the lack of autonomy and also the 
"distraction" of the teacher. As well as having his train of thought continually interrupted by 
his tutor he finds the experience "boring" and unstimulating. There is a clear conflict 
between the desires of the student and the aims of the schools. A bored student may quickly 
become a disruptive student if his needs are not acknowledged and sufficiently interesting 
activities employed to keep the student's attention engaged. 
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Other students are more dismayed by the contrast of their school's equipment to their 
personal, and more up to date computers at home. 
66 ** At school they (computers) are bit slow but at home you can 
go on really any website if your mum is not in the room"... 
(Boy year 9) 
From this we may deduce that the perception of unlimited access to the Internet at home is 
not a truly valid one. If students are not being supervised and monitored by their teacher in 
their classroom they are being monitored in a less obvious but still effective manner by their 
parents at home. 
For some students however the presence of teaching staff is more irritating than stressful. For 
the following boy, teachers are an annoying presence who appear to serve little purpose 
except to interfere with the students enjoyment of games and electronic communication. 
"... Its really boring in school. " (Boy year 9) 
Just what the teachers are doing remains a mystery. Obviously staff are not just patrolling the 
classroom to spy on illicit activities but if some students are to be believed, 
"... They don't learn you"... (Boy year 9) 
In a typical response Boy Year 9 replied, "No, it's just boring. I am so happy that I am 
here because I don't like it (the lessons). Some times I like it if its very nice work, but if 
its' just writing stuff and you are not working with your friends it gets kind of boring. 
When you are working with your friends you can talk about all different kinds of stuff 
and every one else can give their own opinions which makes it more interesting. When 
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you are working with your friends its more enjoyable and when you are on your own you 
just get bored and don't do that much. Like in IT last year, we made a calendar which 
was very good. When you're just writing like just typing stuff all the time it gets kind of 
boring. That's it really". 
"-- -They always tell you to do your work and even if you finish 
your work they don't let you (play games) and teachers (are) 
watching over you all the time... " (Girl year 10) 
At home, one can enjoy more or less uninterrupted pleasure in playing games, sending e- 
mails and visiting new websites. In short the only limits are one's imagination and the 
restrictions placed on certain websites by one's parents. 
"... In school we just do work typing things but at home I play on 
computer games and talk to my friends on the Internet". 
(Boy year 9) 
Of course, one of the great advantages of using the computers at home is the unlimited 
amount of time available compared to the 50 or 30 minutes or so allotted in school. In 
addition to this one does not have to queue for the "best" machine or trade off a substantial 
amount of break time in exchange for additional electronic hours or minutes. 
"In school you got to get some work done in about say 30 minutes. 
But at home you can do whatever you want to do. Like if you go 
on the Internet you can just keep on going through instead of 
going back to your work. You can keep on going whatever you are 
doing. Teachers do not distract you". (Boy year 9) 
Again we hear the word "distract" applied to the teaching staff. This student clearly enjoys 
taking an idea and seeing it through to it's logical conclusion. He does not appreciate having 
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his focus interrupted by the teacher. It could well be that the focus of his interest does not 
coincide with the subject of the lesson. Many students have expressed the opinion that 
lessons are dull and repetitive, although as this opinion is invariably coupled with the idea 
for more games and freer access to the Internet one suspects that there is no great depth of 
impartiality being ventured here! So far in these interview little has been given detail of 
exactly what "work" is being done in the classroom. "Typing" and "writing" are often 
referred to but little else. The researcher is unclear as to the aim of these lessons. Some 
degree of competence is presumably desirable but as to how this is achieved and exactly 
what level of competency is being aimed for remains open to question. 
It was decided to pass for further details to no avail. It can be seen from the following 
response that is there is a very real and tangible difference between classroom and home 
activities. 
"... I use my computer at home and most of the time I am on the 
Internet so I am always talking to people on chat sites and stuff 
like that. The difference is it's a different atmosphere and you can 
relax at home. Sometimes you feel a bit tense in school". 
(Boy year 10) 
Just why this student feels unable to relax in class remains unclear. Perhaps like many of his 
fellows his interests are straying too far from the work in hand and he is ever vigilant of the 
eagle eye of his teacher, waiting to pounce? Many students have expressed dislike or even 
apprehension of their IT tutor but whether or not this is associated with the person rather than 
the authority they represent is open to debate. Often students will transfer feelings of dislike 
surrounding a subject to the person who is delivering the lessons and may confuse personal 
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feelings with a general discomfort surrounding their ability to perform well in a subject they 
find tedious or difficult. It could well be that this is what we are observing here. This 
resentment continues into the following interviews. 
"... Teachers are always watching you. You're supposed to be 
working all the time in lessons really (student's emphasis)... " 
(Girl year 10) 
Clearly what one is supposed to be doing is not necessarily what is actually being 
undertaken. The same student states that, 
"... At home its easier and I got more time to use it". (GirlyearlO) 
Time is an element that recurs again and again throughout these interviews, but time to do 
what exactly9 One can be forgiven for suspecting that students are referring to time to play 
games. Few students taking part in these interviews take the long-term view and consider the 
implications that IT may have on their working life or their ability to find work. Surely there 
must be a way of combining learning with pleasure, of tailoring exercises to retain some of 
the game playing elements that are clearly the object of many students affection? 
She can communicate with her friends., explore new sites of interest and take her own time to 
plan and enjoy these activities. 
"... You get more freedom at home ... in school you 
just have to do 
what you've been told to do". (Girl year 10) 
Another student expresses the same idea 
"There is a lot more freedom at home. You can do what you really 
want to do. And you can stay on the computer as long as you want 
to at home. Its better at home. (Girl year 10) 
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Throughout these interviews we have found that most of the students who disagree do so as 
follows, 
"... We got rid of the computer because I don't like it". 
(Girl year 10) 
Even in these interviews though we sense a lingering regret for the "good old days" as 
students go on to compare the restrictions of the classroom with the comparative freedoms of 
home and mentions game playing as a particular example of this. One of her friends has more 
forthright views. 
The video project has been touched upon in previous interviews and not favorably so! This 
girl is no exception. 
"... It's not even important ... it's just boring, it's not interesting, it's not fun... " (Girl year 9) 
She admits freely that the object of some of her IT lessons is a source of confusion to her. "I 
don't understand why we are doing this ... this sound stupid. 
" 
According to this student she is not alone in these views. 
"... If they would give us some fun work to do people would be 
interested (and) then they would not be all messing about... No 
one likes (it) so we just sit and talk... " (Girl year 9) 
This student is clearly competent and enjoys using the Internet at home. As touched upon 
before it has been observed that a bored child can often become a "difficult" student. 
Feelings of frustration and restriction can be a dangerous cocktail to a student who is used to 
organizing her own IT activities and has clearly tried the routes on offer in the classroom 
previously and in more depth at home. 
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The same student states, 
An school you are doing something totally different... " 
(Girl year 9) 
Unfortunately in this case "different" does not equate with "stimulating". In fact the very 
reverse is true. We have touched upon the contrast in available school resources with home 
equipment before, and always to the school's detriment. In few cases is the dividing gulf 
more apparent then here. 
As well as the comparative sophistication of her equipment this student finds that 
"... Its more private "... you can write whatever you like ... you haven't got teachers and people watching over you all the time. 
(Girl year 9) 
Another student mentions 
"My computer at home is like better than the ones at school. Mine 
is new... " (Girl year 9) 
There are some newer machines available at school but students have to arrive early in order 
to obtain one. As previous interviews have indicated, arriving early for lessons is not a 
priority for most students who prefer to use the trek to and from classrooms as an 
opportunity to socialize with their friends. 
Another student is obviously proud of the freedoms offered at home and the inferred trust 
that his parents place in him. His tone of voice implies that a similar level of interest would 
be a welcome experience in school. 
"At home its better because you can just learn more at home and 
at school they don't teach you". (Boy year 9) 
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Again the time constraints placed upon students and the frustration these invoke become 
evident. Once again the teacher is perceived as an unwelcome distraction rather than an 
imparter of knowledge. At home this student can work at his own pace and achieve his 
objectives in a manner that gives free rein to his imagination and accommodates his 
particular learning styles. 
"Yeah! Like here you got like just one lesson a week and you got 
to get some work done in about say 30 minutes. But at home you 
can do whatever you want to do. Like if you go on the Internet you 
can just keep on going through instead of going back to your work. 
You can keep on going whatever you are doing. Teachers do not 
distract you". (Boy year 9) 
As well as time, the repetitive nature of IT studies holds little interest for these students. 
These students recognise that keyboard skills can certainly ease the pressure of homework 
assignments but showed a marked preference for sandwiching the "necessary evil" between 
other, more pleasurable activities. They are happy to spend more time on their activities if 
they can incorporate small "rewards" into the process. These students have the ability to 
organise their time effectively and optimise the resources available to them. This choice does 
not appear to be on offer in the classroom and this particular learning style is not encouraged. 
"Well! In school we just do work typing things but at home I play 
on computer games and talk to my friends on the Internet". 
(Boy year 9) 
The majority of the students view their home computer as a valid and enjoyable source of 
relaxation and reaction. They enjoy the exchange of information and day-to-day 
communication with their fhends, relishing the speed and "instant feedback" that such 
exchanges can offer. There is considerably more "freedom" to do as one wishes, and this is 
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contrasted unfavorably with the constrictions of the classroom. Classroom activities are 
defined as something "totally different" from the experience of using the computer at home. 
Natural curiosity is also being overlooked in the constant drive to achieve required 
competency levels. To do what exactly? The following student is more forthcoming. From 
her response we can see that her natural curiosity is being catered for in her relentless search 
for new ideas. 
"If I am not doing my homework I like to go onto the Internet 
looking at like new music websites and things like that you know 
and finding out funny things. I can e-mail my friends. It's a kind of 
faster really than writing a letter because when you write a letter 
and send it, it takes time. And if you are e-mailing your friends 
you can communicate better". 
(Girl year 10) 
One student is especially articulate in expressing her frustration with the system. She sees 
little point in "video learning" and truly doesn't understand why this activity is being 
undertaken at all. "It's not even important" in her scheme of things. It holds no interest for 
her whatsoever, neither stimulates or educates her in any perceivable manner and "it's not 
fun". Once more we return to the recurrent theme of boredom and disinterest in what should 
ideally be an enjoyable experience. The researcher is presented with a lucid picture of bored 
students "messing about" and withdrawing both their interest and support. 
"Yeah! Because if I was at home I would like go on to the Internet 
and look at some sites, do what I wanna do. But in school you are 
doing something totally different. And sometimes I feel like that 
we do some stuff but I don't understand why we are doing this. Its 
not even important. Most of the things we do in school its just 
boring, its not interesting, its not fun. That's make people not want 
to work in IT. (Girl year 10) 
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Students are aware of the possibilities the Internet can offer and resentful at it's lack of 
availability within school. 
"... At school we are not really allowed to use them in school". 
(Girl year 10) 
"At home you free to do what you want. You're free to go on any 
like erm web pages. Like you can play games and stuff. At school 
you can't do that I can use the Internet when I want to and how I 
want to as well". (Girl year 10) 
However there are other, less positive views regarding the use of computers at home. One 
student is quite definite- I don't like it". When invited by the interviewer to expand on her 
opinion she moderates it slightly. She acknowledges the freedom of choice available to her at 
home and contrasts this sharply with her experiences at school. She is patently unhappy with 
and resentful of the teaching process-... "even if you finish your work they don't let you" 
(play games). 
"I have a computer at home but I don't use it. Yum... used to but we got 
rid of the computer because I don't like it. But at home you can do 
whatever you want. You can play games and stuff like that. And in 
school they don't let you. They always tell you to do your work and even 
if you finish your work they don't let you". (Girl year 10) 
Some students are fortunate enough to have access to more than one home computer. One 
student equates multiple access with multiple freedom of opportunity. Put simply, "it's 
better". 
"... 1 got two computers at home. And there is a lot more freedom 
at home. You can do what you really want to do. And you can stay 
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on the computer as long as you want to at home. I think better at 
home". (Girl year 10) 
Another student exhorts the benefits of communicating with friends and accessing 
information from the Internet. Again, school activities are seen as "boring" and un- 
enjoyable. 
"... At home you can go and get on the computer whenever you 
want. You can also play games, you can talk to your friends or just 
surf the web. But in school, you can only use it for work which is 
sometimes really boring I like using it at home". (Girl year 10) 
Many student use the computer to communicate with their friends, enjoying the privacy and 
the freedom of the expression that electronic mail can offer. They enjoy exchanging 
information on chat sites and gaining new ideas from persons outside their immediate social 
circle. One girl comments that she feels more able to relax. She admits to feeling "tense" in 
school - an undesirable emotion for one so young. Whether this is due to academic or social 
pressure is unclear. 
"Em ... em ... the difference is it's different atmosphere and you can 
relax at home. Sometimes you feel bit tense in school. But at home 
its quicker and you can do whatever you want to do". 
(Girl year 10) 
Both issues of privacy and personal autonomy feature strongly with these students. At home 
"you don't get into trouble" for exploring beyond the usual boundaries. You can access your 
e-mail and express yourself freely without feeling constantly observed-and judged! 
"... You get longer at home. You don't get into trouble for going on 
something you are not supposed to. You can play games or listen 
to music, you can check your e-mails at home which you don't do 
in school". (Girl year 10) 
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Only one student feels that her freedom is limited at home. Even so she acknowledges that 
her parents do allow her access for homework assignments even though they prefer her to 
make the most of her opportunities in school. 
"Well I got a computer at home but my mum and dad feel that I 
should use computers in school as best as I can. But they do let me 
use it at home if I've got to do my homework". 
(Girl year 10) 
One student appreciates the difference between standards of equipment in school and at 
home. Access problems at break and dinnertime are frustrating. There are limited machines 
with Internet access and these are fiercely competed for. 
"My computer at home is like better than the ones at school. Mine 
is new. Erin... at school you can mainly look at things to do with 
work. I use them at break and dinnertime. It's hard to get one 
because everyone wants a computer to work on. You have to get 
there early to get one. They are good because there are like new 
programmes on them and you can use the Internet". (Girl year 10) 
Even students who frequently use the computer at home feel strongly that one IT lesson a 
week is not sufficient to fulfill their needs. All in all, students feel constricted by the limits of 
time and autonomy placed upon them, regardless of ability and do not feel inspired to take 
the opportunities available to them seriously or enthusiastically. 
"... I got a computer at home but I go on the Internet and use it to 
talk to my friends and sometimes for homework. Em... at home its 
different because you can do whatever you want to do. In school 
its like restricted to what you can go on and things like that. Ah ... I 
think we should have more than one lesson a week. Like two". 
(Girl year 10) 
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Conclusion 
Previous and present research, the quantitative and qualitative evidence gathered in this 
study unequivocally show that the use of computers in a school context does not in itself 
transform our educational system. Pupils are still reluctant to learn about computers in school 
and the use of computers in schools is not impacting on student attitudes and behaviour in a 
positive manner. We can no longer treat the presence or absence of computers in children's 
homes and schools as a luxury. Consequently the design and implementation of any future 
educational technologies will have to take into account the home factor in one way or 
another unless we address inequalities of involvement with computing educational. 
Educational and social inequality may increase if less affluent children of lesser educational 
"-IL-Jility use inferior computers at school (i. e. fewer, older slower, non-networked etc) or if 
their teachers are not trained in the use of, computer. Similarly if the school's curriculum 
makes less effective or less advanced use of infon-nation technologies than another school. 
(Attewell 2001, Becker 1999, Henry1999). 
Debate between technology, enthusiasts and technology detractors has been heavily 
speculative; discussing what may or will happen rather than documenting children's actual 
experiences and perceptions of ICT. (Subrahmanyam et al (2000, p139). 
ICT can improve the learning process, but without trained staff, students involvement and 
the appropriate technology resources it lack either the budget or the acknowledgement to do 
so 
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All in all it can be observed that school has many obstacles to overcome before it can capture 
student's interest and commitment. The ongoing war of attrition between school and 
available budget ensures that school equipment will always be unfavorably compared to that 
at home. It is impossible to upgrade equipment with the frequency and financial/credit 
advantages of the home user. The majority of students appear to be repeating exercise they 
have already mastered at home and the subject and delivery styles of IT lessons are not 
presented in a format that invites their interest. Unless there is a really radical shake up in 
both the teaching and the learning of IT in school, this situation is unlikely to be resolved in 
the school's favour. 
The researcher through the qualitative approach found different attitudes of pupils towards 
the home and school. Children interviewed explained that if their mums and dads are not at 
home during the day how can they help them in the learning process? They (the children) 
just sit and watch TV (mostly Kilroy) listen to music or play games on computers. They 
cannot talk to their friends on e-mail because they all are in school; therefore it's preferable 
to come to school, even though they don't learn what they want to learn all the time. 
However they can see their friends, make new friends, chat, "doss" and "chill out" in school 
with their friends. They can socialise with their friends which is something they cannot do in 
the chat room. When they see each other they get a chance to know more about each other, 
arrange times to go out, (i. e. go to the cinema or shopping). In practice they don't think that 
schools are for leaming although they do come to leam. School is the place where they get 
the best chance to socialise with each other. 
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